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Aire as a QiCtdiVe ggeliCE. 

, is sometimes a difficult and perplexing question to know 
what zneaning we attach to the words life' and 'death' 
whe we speak of grace and sin as the life and death of the 
mul.n  It is common enough to speak of a new life, a higher 
life, the opening of a new and happier life ; but by this we 
only mean a new way of living, the transfer from one chan-
nel to another of energies that must flow in e channel 
and cannot flow in all as when the carnage-horse begins 
a new life, in front of an omnibus. 'Ibis cannot be the 
meaning here; the life of grace cannot be eimply one out of 
many possible ways of living. We feel that grace is not 
sorne alternative for other stares or activities of the soul, but 
something higher euperadderl if it is not Mere nothing can 
replace it. And the question reains, i  a figure of speech 
to call this higher somethiag am new life; or is it meant 
literally that life can be added to life, in layers sn to speak , 
that a man who is very evidently alive for social and intel-
lectual purposes  is yet capable of receiving a higher life in 
addition to what he hes. and for want of it ie, et far, dead? 

A little examination of the lower world mergest the con-
clusion that the litetss Mterpretation is the true one. It 
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soon becomes evident that this addition of life to life is one 

of the most universal facts around us. We class organisms 

as higher and lower ; and we find that the superiority of the 

higher consists not in replacing the lever life by something 

better, Mt in utilising Me lower file as a mem. to something

better. It has all that the lower has, a.  more. As if I 

had a machine for manufacturing colours; and embodied 

rnany such machines in a machine Mr inanufacturing pic-

tures ; thehigher machine has all that the lower has, and insist 

keep them anuMcture of colours going steadily; but it has 

mething far higher, and gives pattern and form, things 

wholly beyond the scope of the lower machine. So cell-life 

is embodied M higher life, for the making of something far 

higher than cells; and throughout the range of life the 

higher embodies and preserves the lower, and transcends it. 

In the lowest life, where each cell is a complew 

the newly-formed cell separates from the parent, and faces 

the world independently. In the higher life, the new cell is 

equally independent of the parent; in fact, of the two cells 
, would be hard to say which is parent and which offspring. 

But though independent of each other, they are both depen-

dent on something above them ; they do not escape to face 

the world like, say, yeast cells, 51 are kept under control. 

In part we may liken the change to the change made when 

hone or dog or apple-trees are taken from the natural Date 

and controlled by man. He does not make them do any-

thing that they cannot do naturally; but of the things they 

can do, he selects which they shall do and which not, making 

the tree spend itself more in fruits and less in branch and 

leaf, and controlling all their actions to serve his own ends. 

So the cells M a higher organism find themselves retained 

under control and set to this or that workaccording to their 
position. 

But the analogy only holds in pa, fortn the e case 
the powers of the lower animals aro annexed for higher 

purposes by someone else—man, whereas in the organism 
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both higher and lower works are the works of the same 
individual. There is no one cell of higher life guiding lower 
cells as one man drirn the teo.rn of horses. Each cell is the 
abode of the lower fife; all are together the abode of the 
higher. It is impossible therefore to imagine independent 
lives side by side in different parts of the same body, one 
controlling the rest; and since the one body lives all the 
lower life and the higher life as , the only remaining 
explanation is that the one higher life is all that the lower 
wand something more. 

Beginning at the lowest step of the ladder of life, compare 
these two extracts; one dealing with independent cell-life, 
the other with cell-life appropriated as the foundation of a 
higher organism. 

ell the Toruhe [yeast cells] are examined as this procem of 
multiplication is going on, it will be found that they are giving 
rim to minute buds, which rapidly grow, assume the size of the 
parent Torahs, and eventually become detached: though gene. 
ally not umil they ham developed other buds and them yet 
others. The Tomb: thus produced by gemmetion, one Iota the
ote. are apt long to adhere together, and thus Me heaps 
and strings mentioned as ordinarily omurring in yeast are 
produced  Multiplication  pray take place in another 
way. The Torula does not throw out a bud, but in protoplasm 
divides into (usually) four masses, termed ascomores, each of 
ed. surrounds at  with a cell-wall, and the whole are set 
free by the dissolution of Me cell-wall of the ,arent . 

Observe the' heaps and strings . ; the life here described 
has done its highest work when it has produced a cell like 
to the parent cell ; the new cells once formed are no longer 
under control ; they wander anywhere. With this contrast 
the growth of cells fora higher purpose. 
Ms first the egg behaves exactly as any other sngled-celled 

orga.nism, as for instance that of the anvelsa, which is considered 
Me simplest form d Me. It C.V... in the middle 
and dNides into taco cells eacb with its nucleus and each an 
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exact counterpmt of the original cell. These two subdivide into 

four, Me four into eight, and zo on, until at last a cluster of cells 

is formed which is called a Inman from its resemblance to the 

fruit of Me mreberrydree. Development goes on, and the 

globular lump of cells changes imo a globular lee  whom 

outside skin is built up of flattened cells. Then ndensation 

takes place, from the more rapid growth of cells at pmticular 

points, and Me foundation is laid of the actual body,. 

By contrasting these two examples we realize the relation of 

a higher life to a lower. CAI lit, is capable of being util-

ised to build organized bodies, and it is also capable A an 

independere existence. In Me Torulm the living principle 

control, the.omponents of the ecll only so far as to make 

cell reproduce cell ; once produced, the new cell and the old 

are no longer under one control, But in the second case, as the 

cells multiply, it is evident that some higher power has taken 

possession of the whole process; the newly formed cell, do 

not escape from control, but are marshalled in fixed direc-

Mons, are here flattened and there left in their normal shape, 

are produced more rapidly at given : in M re et they a 
no longer produced for their own sake, but only as material 

for the execution of a higher plan. 

It is evident that the higher depends on the lower only as 

the architect depends on the brickmakere the higher prin-

ciple must be able to keep going the process of cell-produc-

tion, or it will come to a standstill. The higher, that is to 

to say, does not destroy nor displace the lower, but takes it 

over as a going concern. The finished product of the lower 

liceis the raw material of the higher and the wry meaning 
of higher organization is that the living principle both inanu-

fac mlls m perfect as if they were manufactured Mr 
theirtures r own mkc, and also employ, them for purposes that are 
far above and beyond the powers of mere cells. The higher 
incorporates and preserves the lower, while transcending it. 

Let us briefly trace this super-imposing of life on life in 
some higher stages. Cell-fife is the basis A the growth by 
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which are built limbs, muscles, nerves. These in turn are 
the basis of sensitive life. Seeing, feeling, hearing, am in a 
different world from muscular contraction or vibrations of 
nervCs , they need these, and use them, bre are not made of 
them. In some flowers a touch at the right mot will make 
the petals close on the intruding pencil ; the touch has 
caused a vibrating shock, and the quasi-muscles mntract 
immediately. The same process occum in so e of the lower 
animals; and in the higher it is retainedmin some cases 
where a particular intrusion needs to dealt with instmtly 
in a particular way. But nu amount of such inward vibra 
tions or consequent movement constitute a sensation ; that 
is something higher and different in kind. When the patient 
is under chloroform the two may be separated the image 
may form on the retina, the nerve may thrill and the limbs 
convulse, and yet there is neither seeing nor feeling. It i$ 
worth noticing too how mnmtion controls the physical 
movements, as the organising life mntrols the cell-multipli-
cation. Without sensation every shock fro with°u causes 
the s unvarying movement ; how greata change when
theintruderame  can be seen and heard and felt, and all move-
ment reserved for the right moment and the right direction 

Above the his A mnmtion comes the life of the pamions 
and emotions. It is a great step from seeing, feeling, tasting, 
to the enjoying three acts, and craving for them or recoiling 
Gott them ; and them does not seem to be any necessary 
connection. We think A the pamions and emotions of the 
lower animals nearly always as connected with feeling rather 
than with the nobler senses. Hero again the higher pre-
supposes the lower, and builds on it, and controls it. The 
powers of meing ond feeling and moving are in themselves 
aimless and undetermined , but fear, and anger, and other 
attractions and repulsions direct Mese powers to very definite 
objects, and give to their mts an energy, intensity, and 
concentration •that they would nevm have otherwise. 

Above the passions is the life of intellect and will. Here 
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is a power above the passions and all the lower lives
power which can see the tend.. of each movement and of 
each passion and emotion, and can see how to combine 
them and employ them to produce a given result; and more-
over can choose which of many results it will work for and 

ose passion and emotion, sense and movement accordingly. 
This controlling and ruling of passions and emotions 

is wmetimes called unnatural, an attempt to go against 
human nature. It is evidently as natural as the first inter-
ference which we saw, by which the cells of our bodies are 
not left free to form in heaps and strings or to separate like 
Me yeast cells, but are conrvolled bra higher power to build 
a body of a definite pattern. The passions hay e their own 
power of controlling and intensifying the acts of lower 
faculties; but they are subject to authority, and are merely in-
struments for reason to work with. Inc. own human expe-
rience there are facts that help to make clear how the lower 
life may be separate from the higher and can exist without 
ih In a fainting fit all seems to be suspended from sensation 
upwards; and even some of the lower movements 

na 
may cease. 

In a paralysed limb similarly se on is lost, while functio l 
action may be perfect. In sleep, only the life of reason seems 
to be suspended ; the passionsand emotionsa.re often at their 
liveliest ; sensation and movement are feeble, b. not wholly 
suspended. When a perwn is unconscious for a long time, 
though taking nourishment, it seems as if reason were 
wholly dormant, and the passions and emotions nearly so, 
while sensation is fairly- active. Perhaps the most instruc-
tive example is the child before reaching the use of reason. 
The supreme controlling power in him is at first the craving 
for food and sleep, which belongs to the stage of the 
lowest sensation; then this is supplemented as the higher 
senws develop by a curiosity to sec and hear ; then the 
passions of N. and anger may appear, and while in action 
they are supreme and only later is there any sign of reason 
controlling the lower powers. 
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From all these instances it is very clear that the same 
individual is now with and now without some of the higher 
kinds of life ; and that he grows towards hill manhood, full 
conwiousness, lull activity, by the addition of something to
what he already has, and not by replacing one power by 
another. Cell lift, the power of sell nourishment and of 
growth, becomes servant to the life of organic actionandmove. 
meat ; these a. servants to sensation ; the s ses are 
an and instruments, passion, emotion, imagination;  thew 

.in mrn become but servants and tools of Mtelhct and will. 
Si the lower creatures, mme Wen short. ea. stage; the 
child passes through them all. There is no difficulty in see-
ing then that he may go a step further; that above his intel-
lectual life there may be yet a higher life of grace, where 
intellect and will, the lords of all lower life, may themselves 
be brought into the captivity of a higher control. captivity 
to the friendship of God, and that this higher life may 
consist in the power to do whit was beyond the lower life. 
For all up the ladder of life these have been the two notes 
Cl a higher life, the power to do something that w incon-
ceivable in the lower,and the control which thisas  higher 
assumes over the lowen As you cannot express a statue in 
atoms and molecules so you cannot express mawle or limb 
in terms of cell-fife; nor sensationsf—a tired feeling, a 
diword—in terms of muwle and ; FlOf a change 
of mind in tenns of wnsation. If the life of gra. is above 
reason, it is then only natural that reason should tail to 
Pictute very Clearly:though indeed it would  seen mat 
mir idea of grace is as clear as our ideas of many of the 
lower toms of life. Yet the testimony of many saints seems 
to be unanimously in agreement with St. Paul's, that the 
activities of grace are sc.. weals, which it is not given to 
man to utter. They speak of the pinnacle of the soul, of 
transcending reason, and all the analogy of lower life shows 
that they are speaking the literal truth. 

Let . linger a little on this point. For all the saintly 
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man's acts must be outwardly acts that are possible to other 
people, and a shallow wit might ask to see what the good 
Man Can Jo that we cannot do. Now the tact is that most 

of his outward conduct is intelligible to all of us, and we 

understand his motives only at times he does the unexpec-

ted, and we say it is heroic, or it is a sublime foolishness, 

or it is beyond me; but we feel that the co trolling power 

behind his conduct is something we understand. 

Now compare this with any other act that isdoncannot e both by the 
higher and the lower. Here are Me astronomer and the baby. 
both looking intently at the same moon, the baby perhaps 
the more intent of the two ; but the astronomer's gaze is a 
very different thing from the baby's. Yet when you try to 
express the difference, you find you cannot express it 
terms of seeing, but have to bring reason and under 
tanding. which make the astronomer's gate quite a difiere. 

and higher act. So also when you are asked to explain 
what difference grace makes to a conduct, you 
lind you cannot dogt in terms of conduct,  , but only in terms 
of grace and the supernatural 

Bat watch the astronomer's conduct fora few minutes; he 
ooks, he turns screws, he puts down figures, he makes his 

calculations, end then prophecies the comet's position for to-
morrow night. Al his outward actions, looking, riting 
figures, might be done by a child of five or a labourers; and 
the child might say, I can do everything that he can do: but 
the labourer will at least have the sense to feel that the in-
telligence which is controlling and directing all these ou-
ward acts is beyond him. A. so the world has felt that a 
roings conduct is guided by an influence that is above and 
beyond the world. 

I have dweit on Mere two facts,—that the higher is not to 
be expressed in terms of the lower, and that it controls the 
low —bee  men sometimes talk m if the contrary pro-
positions %veto self eivident assort.; the higher must be im-
agine, if it cannot be expressed in terms of the lower or 
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at any rate if it cannot be so expressed then it cannot 
possibly have any control over the lower. That is running 
in the face of all experience as if a cell could only be con-
trolled by a cell, an action by a counteraction, a passion by 
a contrary passion. In the cell that we saw subdividing 
91911,4.8,11118,11 build a body, is it imagined that one roll 
is controlling the others / Weare told that each ss.onterpart 
of the original cell; no one of them has inherited the rights 
of the parent cell more than the rest. And yet tt is evident 
that some controlling force D holding them together, deter-
mining their shape, checking or encouraging their very birth. 
The cell life is controlled by something higher which uses 
cells to build an organized body. And so all the way up, 
the higher uses the lower for its own purposes. The astron-
omer's actions are guided and directed by ideas and intelli-
gence passions are checked or aroosed not merely by other 
passios, but by the will acting from above them. 

Two remarks may be made in regard to the lower 
animals. We have seen the great difference there may be 
between apparently identical actions when done by the baby 
and by the man of science the some difference in ing 
degrees will hold between the similar acts of man and bevaryast 
or of different animals. It has been well pointed out that 
we cannot argue from our rovn pains and pleasures to those 
of the lower creation; the sobbing of the rabbit may be like 
them oaning of the unconroious subject of an operation, or 
like the tears of a child who stops to listen to a story and 
.en continues crying but it cannot resemble at all the 
anguish of a human soul expecting the stroke of the lash. 

Again, in an animal whose highest powers are its passions 
it is perfectly natural and unobjectionable that these passions 
should completely govern its whole being; ret man the 
passions are not the highest power, and ;1..8 be corres-
pondingly unnatural that they should be liberated from 
control and usurp supreme ower. 

11.11 be observed that the line of thought followed in 
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this paper does not suggest the ponsibility of the existence of 
the soul apart from the body. For all through vve have 
found thnt 

lIE 
higher Me while transcending the lower, still 

preserves it and depends on it; the to  is the basis, and 
whatever else the organism may do, it must always keep 
its nutritive life going or all else will stop. Up to the 
stage of the passions and the imagination, I think [his is 
perfectly true; in our philosophy its always insisted that 
these and Me lower tmwers are only possible in creatores 
compounded with matter, so that we may Mier that the pos-

h of passions naturally implies the possession of the 

lower life. As far as I understand, the only natural indica-

tion we have of the emEs independence is found not at all 
in the connection of life with life, but in the power we have 

of knowing things utterly immaterial, such . Independence, 

molution, injustice. 
It has been pointed out above that in the sumessive sMps 

CI the evolution of the child, the higher life when it comes 
does not replace the lower, but takes it over as a going cone 
cern. If tissue was diecamd before the dawn of concio.nem, 

it nemaine afterwards. If the temper or the digestion 
h. been spoim led before the age of reason, the coming of 
reason does not cure them. The higher life is not a new 

start in the lower, but only in its order. This seems 

to throw light on the inheritance of oworiginals in so far at 
least as conmrne the wounds of the lower nature, in the 

pass ions and appetites. For at whatever stage the Inman 
soul is created, i takes Deer the human body as a going 
Concern with allots inherited passions and in  and it 
would Al contrary to .1 analogy that in taking it over g 
should set right all that was wrong and make a new Mart. 

In any of the instances that we have considered g sms 

that the lower functions are performed more perfectly for 
being under higher control, even as it is said that a mounted 
horse can always catch an unmounted. Bodily organs 

develop by use; that is to say the growth is improved by 
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the constant use for organic purposes.  The lion's anger 
makes its attack far more effective than If it were unimpas-
sioned , the passion of fear , the quarry. We 
must expect then that the I. i, will not stunt 
the lower nature but will p

How are we to class dn. ht. Asa higher 
development, to which the specie.. ly not attain I 
Or like conciousnem, a normal possyyl. n em. 
which yet may be periodically Lid mi et Ice"? Or is it 
like the control of the will over the nein, or of the intellect 
over the imagination, a normal Assposses. whose loss means 
disease, paralysis. madness? This s mcms the true par-

For the life of intellect and will,—the power to know 
and love,---leads naturally and normally to the living in
dependence on the will of Ond. End, given that God m 
reveals Himmlf as to make personal friendship possible, an 
intellmtual an  is not living naturally unless he i s
wholly °War the control of that friendship. 
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Teem, is hardly any Saint whose personality s more intense-

ly interesting than that of St. Teresa. ‘Vhether we regard 

her spirit of high contemplation or her strong common 
litter her unbounded at  to the Faith. her practical 

power of business, her sharp discernment and discret n or 

her ready obedience, her life is so spiritual and at them same 
time so active that we are forced to look upon her as a 
marvel and admire the secret which we can but feebly under-
stand. The difficulty is all the greater because the perspective 

of three hunderd years throws back the view of her into 
times very different from our own ; and the difference also of 
coumry in which she lived, so unlike our own, tends to Blum 
our line of vision. Anything, therefore, that may tend to 
bring her into closer relationship and more intimate know-
ledge may be worth at least a passing thought. 

Away down in Comwall, 0ur hours express journey south 
from Bristol, and then two more hours off at a slow to.ngent 
west from Parr, wands the Convent of Termian Carmelites 
known by the name of Lanherne. It is the name. the house, 
not of the locality. It lies in a small but pretty valley—one 
of those sudden dips in geological fonnation which so delights 
the traveller to come upon after miles. level road where the 
hedgerows on either side have determinedly blinked his view. 
It is a little dell, where the plainness and sameness and here 
and there the barrenness of field after field breaks away into 
curves of beauty of outlne, into the soft thin ringlets. brush-
wood and tree, into budding gardens with a shining stream 
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threading between. It:s an ideal enclosure, hidden away and 
self contained. The Convent building has the of 
ageupon it. It is grey with years and shows what what the 
feebleness that comes with time. It has served the nuns as a 
shelter for a hundred and ten years, but it was old when it first 
opened to them its hospitable arms. For a long time 
previous, certainly as 0r back as the reign of Henry III, per-
haps the Conquest, it had been the home of the Catholic 
Artmdels. And it a home. The style of its roof and 
gable, its simple mullioned windows, its wide door and ample 
entrance hall, proclaim it to have been no camp or castle 
built for war, but for the domestic officm of peace. 

To the left as you enter is the housekeeper's room to the 
right apartments for the chaplain. In from of you is an 
inner door which leads to the Mk of the Nuns. It never 
opens but for the entrance of a novice, or for the exit of the 
dead. One wing of Me building. or side of the square, is 
the old ballroom, now the chapel. The chapel is used by the 
village Catholics, who number a few score, and it ntains 

ahm cotwo e of elegant design. One is the high altar facing 
the people, the other is in an apse in the south wall of the 
mnctuary, and faces the grill behind which is the nuns' 0., 
There is a painting hem in the chapel of much merit. It is 
of Christ at the pillar of scourging. It is devotional and 
realistic. They say it is a Rub ens." If it must be 0 
some value. There is no known copy of it anywhere. 

ema.ted horn the house by jug a rough wall stands 
the old Parish Church of St. Maw-gen. It dates from the 
tcth century, and though it has about it a strange look of 
Protestant des on, it still bet many traces of its 
Catholic purposeecrati. The emblems of the Passion are still 
boldly distinct upon the end uprights of the oaken pews. 
The Chalice and Sacred Heart arc in high relief on the front 
wooden panel of the pulpit. The bras, of many an 
Arundel Knight and Lady stand site. witnesses on the wall. 
Amongst them them g the figure of a Priest in his vestments 
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still se•emingly on guard. On side stands a chauntry, 
whre the bones of many of the e Sint Sisters repose, but 
which modern degeneracy has tumed into an organ chamber. 
The Church Ott its aisles and its side altars and screens, so 
arranged and adorned as to suggest, what a printed tablet 
on one of the pillars unblushingly asserts, thad this is the 
Catholic Church of Mc centuries, continuous in ritual as in 
faith. Anil indeed the destroying demon seems to have smit-
ten gently haws. overawed perhaps by the blessed Sacrament, 
that never lost itssanctuary close by. Catholic memories and 

• practices seem still to linger lovingly on in this quaint old 
spot. Outside in the cemetery stands an ancient carved cross. 
Its present site is but w.cent. It uFd to and in a field near 
by, called the "Chapel close", and was probably a wayside 
or perhaps  market cross It may date fro m the ninth 
century, hula si fairly well preserved. The figure has ig arms 
stretched out straight, and the loins are covered with a short 
AM. Some trellice work coven rhe shaft, and the base is 
adorned iyith letters or hieroglyphics which still await the 
advent of the anchsologist to whom they may reveal their 
meaning. 

It is a wonder that so much rather than so little has been 
preserved, when it is remembered that Lanheme and the 
adjacent village was for years previous to rya, the resort 
of smugglers. These would hold link sacred. Even life to 
them would be cheap. They actually had their ill-gotten 
treasures stored in he disused portions of the house. From 
it they would go forth on the, excursions by s ea and land 
and hold the neighbourhood in terror. Hardly a fit place, 
one would think, fora few fugitive nuns to come to and 
knock for admission ; yet so it was. This is how and here it 
is, that St. Teresa 91, forth from the far off picture, and 
beersmes a thing of flesh and blood to us upon our own Eng-
lish soil. No longer a foreigner, no longer a wonderful 
retnour or a taint impersonation conjured up by the pages of 
a book, but herself and her livMg spirit, her habit and her 
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rules, her mode A life and her ideals are here, while pervad-
ing all is the motive that gave power and charm to all she 
Ad anddid. 

Previous to the Reformation Mere was no foundation of 
Carmelite nuns in England,butit was pre cisly at Mat sorrow-
ful time of defection from the Faith that St. Teresa stretched 
forth her hand from abroad and drew mAy English 
ladies to her side. One, Mother Anne of St. Bartholomew 
5,ITIS to have become her very companion in life, and to 
have taken a. prominent part afterwards in the founding of 
an English Carmelite house A AmweA. This was in AA, 
only years after the Saint had died A her arms. Mother 
Anne of the Ascension, whose family name was Wowley, was 
chosen the first Prioress of this convent, and she had for her 
first Community five Sisters whow training had bee if not 
under St. Teresa herself, under those at least who had lived 
with S. It was moreover an English woman, the Lady 
Mary hovel, daughter of Lord Roper of Teynham, who, by 
her liberality and personal effort, supplied" the temporalities. 

How nobly and how well these first English Carmelites 
Add up to the model that had been shown them, and how 
zealously they strove to reproduce that model in their lives, 
may be gathered from a manuscript kept A Lanherne, 

aAcomaiMng the obiography of a nun who entered at 
Antwerp A December, .693. It was compiled by Father 
Hunter, S. I., at the request of the Community, a few years 
after the nun's death. It was published A book form by Bums 
and Oates, 1876. From the record therein, worthy of all 
credence, may be gathered what was the nature of that soil 
out of which such virtue could spring. Her advance in 
prayer, Ad her trials and consolations therein, her wondrous 
visions and her sMte, her temptations. her spiritual 
discernment, all ecstaticcombined A form in her a deflexion of Me 
Groat Saint of Reformed Carmel, even as the arkling water 
reflecuthe summer ron. Her name in religion,sp Xaveria., adds 
but lustre to her family name of Catherine Burton. Though 
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both in Suffolk, her father was alrerkshirernan. Her mother, 
Mary Sunder, belonged to Norfolk. 

Fora hundred and seventy years the English Carmelites 
dwelt in Antwerp as in a land of peace. War at last invaded 
their territory and showed no human respect. When the 
French army passed the frontiers of the low countries, the 
Sisters had to flee. Being English their first thought was the 
Mother country, and thither they embarked, clad in all sorts 
of betraying disguises, on the first crare sailing ship they 
met. They arrived in London. What chance had they of a 
welcome? Little if any. Napoleon had made the name of 
the foreigner not orey hated but despised. The shores 
were atched. But, ye worldly heroes red puppets of an 
hour, it is not human historyye are weaving out, it is Godk I 
Though but one person in the crowd, red that a kvornan 
came forward to greet reern, yet the magic cry of "English 
Sisters" soon changed the oaths and hisses of the sailors into 
words of welcome re they doffed their caps and bowed their 
apologies. Lodgings were found in a home near Foreman 
Square among Catholics. They were not there long. On 
receiving from Lord Arundel the offer of Lanherne house, 
they re t off at once on their ks7 miles of travel. They 
numbered fifteen, twelve choir nuns and three lay sisters. 
The journey over and their goal reached, great was they
dismay to find that the promised land was hardly a land of 
promise. There were eighty three acres of it; that was good, 
but the building was in a lamentable state of disrepair. And 
what about the smugglers? They fled, and the nuns 
remained. The sight of a brown habit and black veil and 
white whimple, of a silent figure and a noiseless foot, was 
too much for men to and, who were used to facing only 
death and peril. Cowards at heart, they quailed before the 
apparition that their own superstitious minds had taken for 
a ghost, and they were heard of no more. 

The nuns then betook themselves to the trowel ; that is 
they hired labourers. Alas!these were of the British work-, 
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man species, thirsty and slow, and so the r.toration crept 
but wearily on. In time things got so far arranged, that 
Bishop Walmesley, the Vicar Apostolic, could come and 
establish the enclosure. The joy of difficulty overcome 
made the nuns supremely happy. And now when the story 
comcs to be told, it seems but a page rewmien from the 
mcord of St. Teresa's own foundations. 

Lanheme looks now very much as it did then, for few 
further alterations have been made. Perhaps it is time 
to rebuild, keeping pace with the expansion of the Church's 
royalty in this land. But, at any rate if the walls have 
begun to totter, having long lost the elasticity of youtb, 
the life that throbs within has not slackened in its pulse, 
nor has the "Decor Carmel, lost its bloom. 

Saint Teresa, anglicised is here. She is here in all the 
weird attractiveness of her asceticism, in her lofty ideals, in her 
strength of purpose. Here is the "Pat aut mod "—pen-
once carried to the limit of human endurance, with a 
sublime indifference as to whether life is long or short. The 
interpretation of Poverty is St. Tere.'s—the at but coarse 
dress, the hempen sandal, the plain bum re and the plainer 

Theabstinence is perpetual, the fasts are frequent, 
the silence h. little exception. There is a 'speak room,' 
but it is ponioned off by a curtained lattice through 
which the voice of the outer svorld may filter at times, 
but that rarely. If the curtain is drawn on o rare occasion, 

thick black veil completely covers each Sister 's lane and 
shoulders: strongly does St. Teresa disfavour all secular 
discourse. There is the daily office in Moir, but such 
parts of it as are 5.5 mm never rise or fall more than
ton and a half, the chamtob Cod's praise might e 

e
ver 

be ill used to the glorification of man. It is St. Teresa's 
"mom roprio." And lest all this should seem to be 
without a motive, here it is, again in the Saint's own 
words, " the union of the highest contemplation with the 
most ap.tolic Charity." That principle of Charity 
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lies ad the very foundation of the Teresian reform, the 

why and the wherefore of its being—and it practically 

is the "Conversion of the heretic" A Huguenot Captain 

once said of the first Tens,. "if they go on like 

Mis tlrey will soon make us all Papists." Whether or no 

he himself led the way, history does not tell. But herein 

an heretical land, during these last hundred years, t

have been so many conversions Mat seemed spontaneous 

and for which no adequate cause was evident, Mat it 

may not be ton bold to point to the coming of St. Teresa to 

ur shores and say : "the bidden spring is there from which 

such waters flow.' 
It is interesting to note here how, on the arrival of the 

Nuns at Lanherne, the Rev. John Basil Brindle, a professed 

monk of St. Lawrence's, W. the priest in Marge who wel-

comed them. Dom Wilfrid Struts, a monk of Lambspring 

had been there before in mg, Dom Ibniface Hall, of 

Lambspring in mgt, and Dom Placid Bennet, of St. Law-

rence's in 1181. 
More interesting still is the collection of ten small pictures 

of English Martyrs, which the nuns brought with them. 

They were treasures which, if all else were abandoned, 

could not beleft behind. They are portraits, and were 

actually painted in prison by a fellow captive, who luckily 

escaped and afterwards had them finished by a skilful hand. 

filoss interesting of all is the large relic of the Blessed 

Martyr Cuthbert Mayne. It is the top portion of his skull, 

and in it can be seen thesquare hole cut by the Sharp pike on 

which the head wax impaled. Tradition says that Blessed 

Cuthbert visited Lanherne and said Mass there. 

All there things conjure up hallowed memories of prayer 

and of labour and of suffering for she Faith that linger 

fittingly around the Convent of Lanherne. 

F. here they are not empty memories, nor are they idle 

dreams. They have become concreted into the living pres-

ent, and ernbodied in the realities of life. While the un-
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cloistered nun goes out into the hurry and din of the fray, 
St. Teresa. stays behind to guard Me fortress, and to gather 
M Me stores so mseMial, and the mpplies and the m
tions of war. Hers is the com and the wine and the oil, 
and the ransom of the primner and the price that mu. be 
paid for conquest. Her weapons are to pray and to labour 
and to suffer and he silent. 

J. S. C. 

(eertb. 4600t of Tionauex. 
,...tixt..,fte.1.17.Pn the td. biography published by the Catholic 

(Couttuped.)

VI. Ilelred and the Jnearnation. 

We have admired theSaint in his life, have listened to his 
powerful exhortations, and wondered at his great Mfluence 
for good, at his anluous and wearing fasts, his fervour in 
prayer, his vigils over theSacred Page and have been edified 
hw his carefully penned reflections. To consider others of his 
gifts, his miracles and prophetic power and zeal for the 
honour of God's Saints, may be our privilege and pleasure 
later. 
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In these things we can scarcely Hope to imitate him, but 

must rest content to glorify God, thus manifest in His won-

derful work, a soul raised to the most mistime height of 

sanctity. For many things that we thus admire from afar 

wens means to end,—to subdue the fire of concupiscence, 

to prevent the wanderingsof AeAd'smind .5 unprofitable 

and mere -

ing to eternal life, the knowledge of the true and  only God 

and of Jesus Clvbt, whom He has sent. 

Others, again, are hut the manifestations and outcome 

of his holiness. The mainspring of tlmt holiness, its sine god 

von indeed, the whole secret of his Sanaa, would teem to 

he that devotion, most practical and imitable for ourselves, 

which is conspicuous throughout his works, his ardent love or 

the Word made Ash, and of that "Woman, too, of whom, 

in the fulness of time, He was made." (Gal iv. 4.) 

So at least his own words would imply, when he writes of 

the practical and fruitful nab., devotion to the Incarna-

on
ti . 

ti He injures himself, who corrupts himself by vice or by 

the stain of any tuAitude. And as the pleasure and delight 

of the flesh mainly leads tom. corruption, so does one 

easily spurn or shun it, if he conceives a pious affection to-

wards thc Ash of our Saviour, and rejoicss to contemplate 

with the eyes of the so. the Lord of majesty, bowed down 

to enter the norrow crib, clinging to the Virgin's bm.t, 

smafined in His mother's embrace, kissed by As happy lips. 

the trembling old man, holy Simeon. If too, he deems it 

sweet to picture in the secret chambers of his mind, how meek 

He was M looks, how kind in speech, how patient withsinness 

how condescending to the weak and wretched( how with 
wonderful kindness He shuns neither the harlot's touch nor 

the publican, company at table (Luke.); how of one 

adulterous woman He champions the cause to save her being 

stoned (Matt ix.), and with another He converses, so that of 

the adulteress is made, in a sense, an evangelist. (John sill. 
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it.) Who is there to whom, at this beautiful scene, all tits 
delight of fetid flesh will not show out in its true filth. 
From such contemplation readily well forth sweet tears, 
which quench all fire of concupiscence temper the flesh, 
repress the undue cravings of appetite, and suppress all 
ticklings of vanity. Furthermore, nothing so animates us to 
love of our enemies, in which consists the perfection of 
fraternal charity, as doss the pleasing contemplation of that 
wonderful patience with whin, . ' Beantiful among the 

sal men' gave up His lovely lass to impious men to be 
spat 1,11, submitted those eyes that by their look direct all 
things, to he blindfoldsul by wicked men the patience with 
which He laid barn His sides to their scourges, submitted His 
head before which Principalities and Powers tremble, to the 
oh, thorns... delivered Himself to insult and contumely; 
the patience, in short, with whieh he endured without com-
plaint the cross, the nails, the spear, the gall and vinegar, in 
all things gentle, mild and tranquil. In fine He was led as 
a sheep to the slaughter, and was dumb. a lamb Atom his 
shearer, and He opened not His mouth. Consider, 0 human 
pride, 0 proud impatience. what He bore, Who bore it, and 
how He bore. Let these things be considened, pray, not 
written. Who is there, whose anger will not cool down 
forthwith at this wonderful sighs Who, on hearing that 
marvellous word, full of sweet..., fell of charity ball of 
immovable tranquillity. • Father. forgive them', does not 
straightw, in all afiection embrace his enemies? ',M.' 
He says, • forgive them.' Could any meekness, any charity he 
added to that prayer? But add it He did. It was a small 
thing to pray: He would excuse as ' Father' He said, 
forgive them, for they know not what they do.' Great sinners 
indeed are they, but puny thinkers; therefore, Father for-
give them. They crucify, but whom they crucify, they know 
not, for 'if they had knot. it, they would never have crucified 
the Lord of Glory' 6 Car. 6. 8.) therefore, Father, forgive 
them. They think Me a violator of the law, they think Ale 
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usurper of divinity, they Mink nee a seducer of the people. 

I have hidden my face from them, they have not recognized 

my majesty: therefore, Father, forgive them, for they know 

not what they do. . . . . Hence, that a man may not 

yield to fleshly desires, let him stretch out all his affection to 

the sweetness of the flesh Of the Lord. Further that he 

may nest more perfectly and mom sweetly in the delight of 

fraternal charity, let him clasp even his enemies in the arms 

of true love. . . . . fi fircor, c. v.) 

Elsewhere he reflects: "What relish it gives me to see the 

Lord of Majesty deporting Himself, in Me matter of bodily 

action and human affections not after the manner of Me 

strong,s bat after the anner of the weak How much does 

this strengthen me in m the myinfirmity ! Certainly this weak-

ness of my Lord is without doubt the strength and support 

0 my weakness." (Senn. E for Christmas.) 
Christ and his Mother; these were our Saint's favourite 

topics in the pulpit,• as the list of Ms sermons shows: and 

it is highly probable that the last sermon he preached was 

about our Blessed Lady. It was with an especial joy that 

he approached these subjects, a joy that he invited his hearers 

to share. 
"Now, my brethren, it is certainly a great good and a great 

joy to know our Lord Jesus Christ according to Hi, 
Humanity, and so to love Him and to think of Him to 
winess. it were in our own heart, His birth, His pa,gion, 
HE wounds, His dead, His resurrectio," 

"Blessed be our Lead, whodoes not cease tovisit Hispoor 
family. Sometime, my dearest brethren, it is by some one 

of His servants He visits u,mmetimes hEsevemitso metrnes 
by His dearest Mother, sometimes, which is a much greater 
thing, in His own person, 

"For this cause, brethren, are instituted festivals in the 
Church, that by the setting before us, now of His Nativity, 
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now of His Passion, Resurrection and Ascension, there may 
ever be fresh inour memory that kindness, that sweetness, 
that pure charity which in all these things He showed towards 
us. By them too our Mitt, ought to greatly profit, when we 
hear with our ears, and see as it were before our eyes what 
Christ endured for us what even in this life lie gives us, 
what, after this life, He promises us." 

"You know, dearest brethren, that to-day we celebrate the 
Birth of Our Lady Saint Mary; and therefore it is just that 
we rejoice in the Lord, a. recall to mind how great the joy 
that came to us through her birth, for at her birth all our joy 
began to appear." 

"We ought at all times to praise and honour Mary, and 
with all devotion to meditate on her sweetness; but to-day,

n tIm feast of her Assumption, we should especially rejoice 
with her, for to-day was her joy made full." 

(Exordia 0 Sermons on All Saints, the Annunciation, 
Assumption and Nativity R V. 0.) 

As we may solely apply to Aelred the praise of St. Benedict 
which he quoted from St. Gregory, "he lived as he taught, 
and could not each otherwise than he lived"; since his 
biographer assures us, "what he commended in his writing 
he took care to Uhl in his life;' A will now suffice to quote 
some further passages to bring out his devotion to the 
Incarnation. 

"Myrrh," said the prophet, 'and stante, and .nssia per/ ant
thy garments; 9.) 0 Christ, 0 Anointed On, hoses 
fragrant are these Thy garments. His garments are the mem-
he, of the body assumed for 'Me Word was made flesh.' 
There is myrrh, and stacte, and cassia- OM Sweet ointments 
of our Anointed One. He who in Himself is life eternal, for 
us is become mortal: hem is the myrrh. He who by the 
presence of His Divinity Ells all things, for us has emptied 
Himself, becoming as water poured out here is the stacte 
(gaga) He before who the angels tremble, 'Fumbles hint-
nnlf becoming obedient unto death, even the death 0 the enonn,' 
(Phil. ii.) here is the cassia 
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"Of right therefoneart Thou the Christ,ot right the Anoint-

ed One, of right is Thy name oil poured out: therefore have 

the young maidens, perceiving this odour of Thy ointments, 

loved Thee, whom at first they feared. Therefore, my 

brethren, let us rub these ointmentsby sedulous meditation in 

the heart. Let us .ect ho swet o us ought to be the 

myrrh of His mortality, by whiche ver are set free from all 

mortality; how sweet the lowering of Him, by which we 

are uplifted to heavenly things; how sweet His towline., 

by which we are exalted." (Senn ii. for Christmas.) 

Surely that must have Men the most tender of devotion 

which inspired the following passages on the three days. loss 

and finding of the Floly C.d. 
['Let us consider how great was their happiness, to whom 

it was granted for so Inany days [during the journey to 

Jerusalem] to look upon His face, and hear His honeyed 
words; to observe certain signs of heavenly power shine 

forth in a human being, and Him a boy, and the mysteries 

of saving wisdom interwoven in the conversations that they 

held with HIM. The old men are retounded, the young full 

of wonder, and the boys , His own age overawed at the 
seriousne. of His sk,.s and the gra.vity of His words. For 

I believe that in that most beautiful countenance there 

sparkled such brightness of heave, grace, re to draw upon 

Him every eye, make alert every ear, attract eve, heart. 

See, 1 pray 'on, how He is seised upon, and taken posse.ion 

of, by each and all. The old men kiss, the young embrace 

Him, the children reek to fu near Him. How the children 

weep,when the old k, Him too long to themselves! How 

the holy women complain, when He delays at all with His 

father and companions. I believe that all with heartklt 

affection cry out 'Let hint kiss me with the Mee of His 

"During those three days where wart Thou 0 Good 
Jesus? Who gave Thee food or drink, who prepared Thy 
couch, who drew off Thy shoes, who cared Mr Thy childish 
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limbs with ointments and baths? I know indeed that, as of 
Thy own will thou didst ass ume o weakness, so, at will, 
Thou didst show Thine own power' and so, at will, didst 
not need such services." 

Where wart Thou, dear Child, where lying hid? Whose 
hospitality didst Thou accept, whose company didst Thou 
join? In heaven? or un earth? Or didst Thou stay the 
while in mme house, or at least, with some childrenof 
Thine own am in a hidden spot pour out to them the 
mysteries of Thy recres, according to that word of Thine in 
the Gospel. • Suffer MI, children to come unto nee, and forbid 
Mem no, Happy, if such there wen ,whom for so ma, 
days Th. diJs M a svay m familiar gratify with Thy 
,sence.-

"But why, my sweet Lord didst Thou not compassionate 
Thy most Holy Mother as she sought Thee, and sorrowed 
and sighed? For at least she and Thy father sought Thee 
sorrowing. And thou too, my swect.1 Lady why seek the 
child, who, as thou wast aware, was God? Didst fear He 
would be tormented with hunger, pinched with cold, hurt 
by some boy of His own age? Is it not He who feedeth all 
things, supporteth all things, who cloth so clothe and array 
in more glory than Solomon, the grass of the field, which is 
to-May, andso-morrow is ca. into du omn ? Nay more, 

Lady,—forgive Baying it—why so easily lose thy 
dearest Is,,,, take so little cant of Him, and be so long in 
missing Him?" (of the Child Ions in Me Temple. 1, a, 5.) 

And few, if any, have surpassed our Saint in appreciation 
of the mercy of the Wont made flesh, and of the power of 
His Passion, which the following extracts manifest. 

" But since you dwelt more willingly upon the contem-
plation of His goodness, enter, pray, into the house of 
Simon the Pharisee look attentively with how kind and 
sweet and pleasingeasi  and merciful a counmnarice He regards 
Wet oman s a sinner prostrate[ a.t His feet with 
what compassion He las those most holy feet be washed by 
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the penitent's tears, and wiped by the hair that hitherto 
prideand lust have claimed for their own, and sweetly kissed 
by the lips that so many filthy crimes have polluted. . . . 
Thanks be to thee 0 most happy sinner, thou Fast shown the 
world a place safe enough for sinners: the feet, namely of 
Jesus, which spurn none, reject none. repel none, receive all, 
admit all. There surely Joth We :Ethiopian change his 
skin, there the leopard varies his spots, there the Pharisee is 
the only one that does not vomit his pride. What doss thou 
my soul, 0 wretched and sinful one ? Surely bast thou where 
to offer the libation of thy tears, where to purge away thy 
impure kisses with holy kisses: where to pour out all the 
ointment of thy affection securely without any to  or move-
ment of alluring vice. Why dissemble? Burst forth, 0 
sweetest mars, burst forth: let none check your flow. Water 
the most sacred feet of my Lord, , Saviour who receives 

e. Icam not if any Phari murmurs, if he thinks me one 
to be kept from his seat ; if he judges me unworthy to touch 
the hem of his garment may sneer, he may ridicule : he 
may turn away his eyes, stop Ws ears: nevertheless I will 
cling to thy feet, 0 good Jesus; I will clasp them in my 
hands: I will press my lips upon them, and will not cease to 
weep, to kiss, until I hear ; hinny sins are forgiven him, 
because he /lath loved much." (Of the Child Judea in the Temple, 
n6, 27.) 

"In these days of the Passiontide you have tasted Low 
sweet is the lord, you especially who ha, seen and co, 
sidereal as though i,our very presence Jesus Christ on the 
Cross t who have seen those sacred arms stetched out as if 
to embrace you who have considered that dear breast laid 
bare, as though to refresh you. All these things, brethren, 
although they took Blase but once,—for the Apostle says, 
Chris, was offered on lo exhaust the sins of many Webs 
ix. x8.); yet have you seen all these Wings much better and 
more clearly, with the eyes of the soul, than many did with 
the eyes of the body, at the time they took place. M all 
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these things you have tasted how sweet is the Lord. Sweet, 
humble, meek, merciful, sweet and kind." (Serni. for lasler.) 

"`Ilpon a dark mountain the standard of the cross is uplifted, 
that by its power it may crush the power of the orld; may 
shut up against the proud the mysteries of our redemption, 
but in the eyes of the meek and humble surpass all earthly 
glory." 

"For what my brethren, is so burthensome to wssrldlings, 
as the cross? In the cross is commended the contempt of 
glory which they seek : commended the affliction of the 
flesh which they vehemently shun; commended mortifi-
cation of one's own flesh, which they hate; commended 
poverty, and the stripping-41ot worldly things, which they 
detest. . . . Hence it it that many of We disciples of 
Christ, hearing of the tery of the Crog, tvent back and 
walked no more with Himysm. Let us strive then my brethren 
to expel from our hearts whatever of the world is left in us, 
and to blot out, if possible, all traces of Babylon in us, that 
we may experience what sweetness what safety and glory, 
there is in the Cross. For it Wings forth love, than which 
nothing sweeter ; martyrdom than which nothing more 
secure; contempt of the world, than which nothing more 
glorious. (Of the Burdene : Senn. in. vi.) 

"Thanks be to Thee, 0 Lord les, who halt lifted up 
Thy rod over the sea, laying low before Thy cross the pride 
of the world, and subjecting to it principalities and powers. 
Truly, 0 Lord does Thy cross press down the billows of the 
world, calm the tempests. and mitigate the storms of 
persecutions and temptations. Thou has lifted it up in the 
way of Egypt t clog  that leads to 
death, Thou mighmst point out the strait and narrow wav 
that leads to life. Do you not know it brethren, do yoh 
not feel it, do you not experience it? The heat of concupis-
cence bums in the flesh, at times ager rages in the heart, 
words of indignation and bitternessn break out, and lilac the 
sea lashed by the wind, all a man's interior is disturbed; 
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but when Jesus lifts up His cross over this sea, all is calmed, 

all is still." Perm I. of the Burdens.) 
"I will embrace Thee the while, Lord Jesus, Thee made 

poor, I the poor; Thee made weak, I the weak, Thee made 
man, more will I say, a poor ma, Me man
will run after the odour of Thy ointments . . . I will 
follow Thee, Lord, though not to the mountains of spices, 

where Thy spouse found Thee; even in the garden, where 
Illy flesh was so ((u. 

AV/1/.)
There indeed 'Thou 

leanest, here ThotbsIcepest. Here Lord, here Thou sleep., 
here Thou lies, rhou restest for the space of a. sweet 
Sabbath. May my flesh be buried with Thee Lord, that asI 
live in the flesh, I may not live in myself, but in Thee, %Am 
didst deliver Thyself forme, May it heanointed along with 
d bee, 0 Lord, with the myrrh of chastity, that sin may no 
more reign in my mortal body, that I may not become like 
the beast rotting in iw own filth. But whence didst Thou 
come into he garden? Whence but from the cross? Would, 
0 Lord, that I may take up my cross and (oIlow Thee. 
But how follow •rho • How, myest Thou ' host thou 
departed from me?'—I Mink, Lord, not by step of foot, but 
by affection of heart. Not being willing to pres the 
mhstance of my mind for 'I fee, took it to myself,erve and 
wishing to possess myself without -I fee, I laseven myself. 
And I am become burden., to myself : I am become to 
myself a place of misery and darkness, a place of horror and 

region of fami,. I will arise therefor, and go to my 
Father and will say to H., Farrar I have sinned against 
heaven and before thee." 01 irrer, bk. a 1. via) 

We know that Aelred strove to mould himself on St. 
Bernard's lines. Doubtless he knew by heart and constantly 
practised rho Saint's words which occur the famous 
letter,—" Honour the integrity Cl her flesh, the holiness
of her life ; marvel at fecundity in a Virgin, venerate her 
Divine child. Extol her who knew not concupiseence 
in conceiving, nor pain in giving birth. Proclaim her revered 
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of the Angel, desired of nation, foreknown to Patriarchs 
and Prophets, chosen out of all, preferred to all. Magnify 
her who found grace, the mediation of Salvation restorer of 

orlds; exalt her in fine, who is exalted above the choirs of 
Angels to the heavenly Kingdom." 

For how does Aelred address the Blessed Virgin? It is as 
"my sweetest Lady, Mother of my Lord." If he alludes to he, 
she is " the mother of mercy, who insomuch as she has clearly 
more power than the rest of creature, her kindness is there-
by the more efficacious." (General. of Eng. Kings.) She IC 
24, "the adornment of Me whole human race, the wealth 
of the world,° the glory of heaven, the refuge of the 
miserable, comfort of the afflicted, solace of the poor, support 
of those in despair, r,oncilia tion of Sinners in fine the 
mistress of the world and queen of heaven," (Rule for Recluses. 
ch. 39.) She is the virgin purer than all virgins, holier than 
all WOMPII, more valiant than all mew more resplendent than 
the sun, more ardent than fire itself." 

Of Mary sorrowing he writes; 'She sought Him after his 
pass iow after His death. Clearly was that search full of 
son. and of anxiety. For then was fulfilled of her what 
holy Simeon had prophesied And thy man soul a sword shall 
p,ree." (Lake, es.) A sword of grief, a sword of manes, a 
sword of compassion. What floods of mars then burst forth 
from her most chaste eyes, when she mu. her Son and such a 
Son, hanging on the Cross, given gall M drink, mocked by 
impious men.t With what grief did Me hear the words, 
"Woman behold thy meal bidding her to a disciple in 
placeof her Son; Then indeed, did thetake sword of sorrow, 
pierce through her heart, mashing well nigh 111.11 the division 
of her soul and of her body. Of her natural affection, I doubt 
,t she wished then to free her Son Donn that death, to rebut 
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the jeers of the Jews, or even, if she could, to suffer death 
herself. Then too it w night because excess of adver-
sity obscured all her joy,as  excess of sadness in His death 
had well nigh darkened the posyr of reason. She sought 
then but found not, because that inferior will of hers, by 
which she willed that her Sou should not suffer, was not ful-
fiBed, but rather the superior, the spiritual will, by which 
she willed that by her Son's death the work of eternal 
salvation should be accomplished." (27, Serfs. on the 
Assumption.) 

In fine, if our readers desire to learn further how Aelred 
spoke and wrote of God's eternal predestination and prepara-
tion ol Mary, of her co-operation with grace, of her beauty 
and likeness to her Son, of her life before the Incarnation 
and after the Ascension, of her virtues and her power; to 
listen to his continual exhortations to his monks to honour 
and imitate her ; we refer them to the gems Iron his works 
collected under various headings by the late Fr. Bridget[. 
(Oar Lady's Dean. hew England gained that Tit,. Burns 
and Oates.) 

(Ta be continued.) 
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P.151115 to Arden will scarcely recognise Ft. Maur, ex-
cellent sketch. However the picture is a true representation 
of the New Wing built by Hon. John bJenJySnY., rno 
has bought on property and estate from Mr. Tented. 

The history of Arden declare, itself in its olden name of 
Nun-Arden. It appears that about the middle of the twelfth 
cent, one Peter de Hot n built a small convent for 
Benedictine nuns in this moorland wild, and dedicated it to 
St. Andrew. Those who visited Arden when Mr. Tenoned 
lived there, will remember the small piece of stained glass, a 
pictureof St. Andrew, over the door-way. Arden is mentioned 
among the list of smaller monasteries suppressed in 1536. 
According to Speed, at the time of disc on there were 
nine nuns in the community at Arden. Theoluti only fragment 
of monastic building now extant is what wu the kitchen 
chimney. Mr. Savile has ingeniously contrived to let this 

and and form the fire-place of the dining room in the New 
Wing. In the wood at the back of the Hall is a curious old 
well still used and called the Nuns' Well. The yew hedge 
that one se. in the picture has developed from a series of 
single yew trees planted in what was the nuns' cemetery. 
When the foundations for the new building were dug, a 
number of bones and puts of coffins were discovered, which 
Arr. Savile had reverently buried again not far from where 
they were found. The oldest part of the present house, known 
as "the tiled wing," b.e formerly thatched, was built in the 
reign of Henry VIII. by the ancestors of the Tancred family, 
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Mich family kept it until tom. The main part of the 
building was erected in the reign of Charles I. The walls of 

the morning roonn are panelled with oak which to-day , 

almost jet black. Over the fi re-place the date r60 is carved. 
Up stairs is a very curious old bedstead in the room in 

which 31, Queen of Scots , said to have slept. 

Them is an interesting document in the entrance hall. It 

is a special pardon, slated rfizo, from Charles IL to Charles 

Tan red of Arden for his support of the Parliamentary cause 

in the great Pur n Revolution. 
In olden daysita Arden was served from Rievaulx Abbey 

about four miles distant. It was with mixed feelings of sory 

row and joy that Me writer of this noM, on September 18M, 

celebrated Mass once again in this hallowed spot. 1 horn 

familiar words of our hymn to St. Benedict seemed once more 

exemplified. 
"Still in this land of ruins glows Divine 
The spirit kindled here in happier days, 

Still, Father, them are English hearts all thine, 

And English lips that It would sing thy praise." 

Alay the good nuns, through whose prayers, no doubt, this 
property has returned to Catholic hand, pray for its posses-

0rs. Some of mr readem willbe i sted to kno w that the 
grandfather of the present owner of Arden was Mr. Raphael of 
gingstornon-Thames whose munificent charity to Fr. 

Hodgson is recorded by Fr. Burge in a previous number of 
Me Journal. 

gomt *maid-int Odious of EN 
genenteent6 Conturr. 

Tim letters which are here brought to the notiry of our 
readers are not appearing in print Mr the first time. Some 
of them can be found in the three ponderous folio vol
0 the Clarendon State Rapers published more than a century 
ago. Ma, therefore may have seen them before, but to the 
majority they will be new and perhaps interesting. 

For Me better understanding of the letters informa-
tion about the Correspondents will be meuseful. Abbo, 
Allanson's biography of Fr. Leander Jones is as Mllows 

"Fr. Leander Jones, alias Scudamore, better known as Fp 
Leander de Sto. Martino, was born in London, though 
originally of a family at LI. Wrinach in Brecknockshire. 
He was educated M Merchant Tailors School, whence he was 
elected a scholar of St John, College Oak,. in 1591, being 
at that time rb years old, and It,,,, after became chamber-
allow there with William Laud who was afterwards Arch-
bishop of Canterbury. On leaving the University he entered 
in a jurist's place, applied himself diligently to the study of 
Civil Law, took the degree of Bachelor in that faculty and 
was made fellow of the College. His mligious convictions 
however, now led him to the Catholic religion: so he let; 
the College, his friends and country, and proceeded to Spain, 
where he was professed 0 the Benedictine inonastery of St. 
Martin's, Comporvella, about rnoo. It was at this iinse he 
dropt his surname, according to the practice of monachism 
in that country, and took that of a Saint and was ever Otem 
wards called Fr. Leander de Sto. Martino. 
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" Fr. Leander now pursued his studies at Salamanca and 

after taking the degree of Doctor of Divinity, he wasdirected 

by the Spanish General, Moy, to join theother English Fathers 

of the Spanish Congregation in England. As he took his 

journey through France, he was most earnestly entmated at 

the Abbey of St Rernigius at Rheims to stop a few months, in 

order to train their novices in piety and learning, wffichhe did 

to their great sstisfaction On reaching Douay he joined his 

brethren and acted as master of the novices in 16, and 

was employed also in giving catessetical discourses in 

Marchienne College. In 16ta he was:mu...0d Vicar General 

over all English residing out of Spain. In the long contest 

which followed respecting the onion of the different Bene-

dictine Congregationsempinyed on the mission, he necessarily 

from his office took a prominent part and showed himself 

strongly addicted to the interests of the Spanish party, and 

shared in all their prejudices against the old English Con-

gregation which had been lately reViVed. In tar; he pro-

osed what is termed "the union of four articles"  which 

it was stipulated that Me fathers of the English  Mission 

should unite during the schism into one body under the name 

of the Spanish Congregation; yet that this Body should 

comprise within itself twelve permits, in whom all the rights 

of the old English Congregation should he preserved; that it 

should not be lawful to increase that number, and that 
when any of these twelve persons died the Vicar General 

Mould nominate others from the Spanish Congregation to 

fill up their places , and finally, that the moats of the Spanish 

Mission, who did not return to Spain, when the schism M Eng-

land ceased, should then form and be styled the English 

Congregation t but until that time came they should be really 

of the Spanish Congregation subject re the Spaniels General. 

The terms of this union were approved of by thy General 

Chapter in Spain and agreed to by a la, majority of the 
Spanish Party in England and were accepted by Er. Robert 

Sadler in the name of the old English Congregation. B. as 
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doubts were raised as to the real meaning of some of the atria 
cles, its publication was suspended. In the meantime a copy 
had been forwarded to Rome to Fr. Anselm Beech, who had 
been lately elected the Superior of the Cowin and of the old 
English Congregation, in place of Fr. Thomas Preston whss 
owing to his trouble about the oath of allegiance, had been 
obliged to resign his authority. This eminent It  strongly 
objected to these articles of Union. He considered it highly 
dishonourable that the English Benedictines should form a 
Spanish Congregation subject to a foreign Spanish General, 
when there had been for centuries in his own native land an
independent English Congregation, so he exerted the influ-
ence which he preserved, in virtue of his new office, over the 
members of the Old English Congregation who had agreed 
to the article, and induced them to recall their consent and 
succeeded in preventing a Spanish Congregation being
established in England. Th., in the eleventh hour, the 
English Benedictine, who now glory in the independence of 
their Congregation, were prevented from bearing the name 
of a foreign Congregation and farm becoming the vassals of 
of a foreign general. And the name of Fr. Leander was 
rescued from the ignominy which must forever have attended 
him if he had succeeded in carrying this disgraceful union. 

II On the election of nine Delinitors, in Mr, to draw up 
the terms of union between the Spanish and Old English 
Congregations, Fr. Leander was the first on the list and as 
soon ache terms were agreed to, he wos elected President 
and Elect, but as Dr. Gifford the tat Elect President 
was proinoted to the Bishopric of Archidal before the
union was confirmed  at Rome, the honovr of becoming 
the first President of the present English Congregation 
devolved on Fr. Leander, and he assumed office in ffiffi, as 
soon 0 his Holiness Paul V. had confirmed the union and 
erected the English Congregation. 

"On the meeting of the first General Chapter, as it was 
not usual at that period ffir Superiors to be re-elected to the 

nu 
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e office, Fr. Leander became the Prim- of St. Gregory's 

andand prole,ed twenty Choir monks during his quadrien-

nium. At this Chapter of rens he was appointed first Defini-

or Judge. At the following chapter he was again called to 

We Priorship of St. Gregory's and received a special mare A 

the regard of his Body in being elected the first Cathedral 

Prior of Canterbury. At the chapter of ress, the last which 

he lived to attend, he was again called to the Prestdre, 

ship and was elected Abbot of Cismar, Mich at that time 

the Benedictines had the prospect of getting mto their 

possession. In the following year this eminent man had the 

satisfaction A seeing the Congregation firmly established 

by Urban VIII. in his celebrated Bull which was 

published by St. Gregory's on the rerd A April, My. 

"Fr. Leander was noted for his extraordinary eloquence, 

for his general ireormation all arts and sciences and Sr 

being a great master of the Oriental langunges: Though 

be was employed for many years in public life, yet he 

endeavoured to discharge the office of public prolensor of 

DiviMry and Hebrew, during twenty-four years, either m the 

College A Illacchiennes or in that of St. Vedast. 

"It is frequently stated that Fr. Leander was invited into 

England by Dr. Laud, the Archbishop of Canterbury, his 

former acquaintance, and that he proceeded .to. London In 

the spring of resit. But Me real object his journey was 

to execute a difficult commimion to which he had been 

appoiMed by Me Court A Rome. The marriage between 

Charles I. and Henrietta of France had produced a corres. 

P' dente A courtesy between the King and Pope. And 

after long continued dispute between the secular and the 

regular clergy, it became a xnatter of great moment with 

Urban VIII. to be put in possesston of the real state of 

things in England, so he took the favourable opportuffity of 

selecting Fr. Leander for his piety, learning and experience, 

and of sendinang him as the cmdited agent of Rome. Pe, 

haps it was injudicious appointment ; Fr. Leander had 
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been a party in the late contest with Bishop Smith about
Earelties i he had all along been residing at St. Gregory's 
with Dr. Barlow the President, and as a Definitor had 
agreed to the letter beginning • Mandatum ' which had 
given so much offence, and he must have hit tht delicate 
position in which he was placed. His smtements regarding 
the Oath of Allegiance and his rejection altogether of the 
deposing power of the Pope gave offence, and his mission 
proved a failure. 

"Soon after. he fell sick and, afters long protracted illness, 
he closed his long and useful life in London, in his seventieth 
year, on the reth of December, .635. He was honourably 
buried in the Chapel of the Capuchins at Somerset House, 
which had been consecrated four days before for the service 
of the Queen. So he was primitim dormientium 

Fr. Leander's correspondem in Rome was Fr. Wilfrid 
Selby, of whom Abbot Allanmogives the following account:
"Wilfrid Selby... Reede, of the ancient family of that 
name, was horn in the county of Durham and was professed 
at St. Gregory's on aISt of March, sfiso, during the priorship 
A Dr. Barlow. This eminent father was sent as Procurator 
to Rome in Meo and was continued in that Office till the 
Chapter of 16,. During this time he rendered the most 
signal service to his congregation by obtaining for it the celebrated Bull Plantata ' and ml others Breves from 
Urban Via by whom he was held in ,at esteem. At the 
Chapter of 16, he was honoured with ree Cathedral 
Priorship A Chmter. And although he wrote to the 
following Chapter of 1645 that he might not be elected to a, other office during the ciumbiennium, yet no attention 
was paid to his request and he was elected IM.ident of the 
Congregation. As soon as his Election was announced 
Fr. Paul Robinson, being conunissioned to act for him, 
resigned the office in his name, hut this resignation was 
unanimously rejected, and the Regimen were authorised to 
impose an order A obedience to accept i t, if it should be 
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found necessaw. At the same time the Chapter left him 

free to reside where he pleastyl out of England. 

"Abbot Cajetan had given the College of St. Gregory's 
at Rome to the Congregation in MO, and, as Fr. Wilfrid took 

a lively in in this establishment and was allowed to 

tersstembark upon it on his own personal responsibility, he not 

only continued to reside there during As Presidensship, but 

after the expiration of As term of office he remained there 

during the remainder of his fife and became involved in 

pecuniary difficulties. On the death of Abbot Clement 

Reyner, the Conventuals of Lamspring elected Fr. Wilfrid 

his successor. But this eminent man was void of all 

ambition to govern others. At the same time, being aware 

of the powerful machinations of those Lutheran Nobles, who 

envied the English Benedictines the possession of the Abbey, 

and who only waited the first favoumble opportunity to 

wre it from the, hands, he felt he had now an opportunity 

of defeating their projects,. he assigned the Abbey into the 

hands of the reigning Pontiff, Innocent X., and through the 
policy of this measure he probably secured its lasting 

possession, because Fr. Placid Gamoig, who wasappointed 

Abbot 0 Fl his recommendation by Me Pope, would be 
supported in s charge by the civil and ecclesiastical 

tribunals of thehicount,. 
After Fr. Wilfrid had rendered this service to his brethren 

he endeavoured to complete the buildings of the College of 

St. Gregory's and shortly before his death he offered to 

resign it into the hands of the Congregation, but before the 
measure came to be deliberated at the approaching Chapter, 
this humble and eminent man was swept away by the 
pestilence at Rome on Me 18th of February, 1657." 

The 'Right Honourable' to whom several of Fr. Lean-
der's letters are addressed is Sir Francis Windebank, the eld-
est son of Sir Thomas Windebank of Berkshire. He first 
became acquainted with Pr. Leander when they were 
together at St. John's College, Oxford. At the same time 
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he also formed a lasting friendship with Laud, who obtain-
ed for him the position of Secretary of State on the 
death of Sir Dudley Carlton. Whilst in office he proved a 
great friend to the persecuted Catholics which led to his 
impeachment. He retired to France in Mao and died a 
Catholic at Paris in MM. 

Right Honourable, 
Being to go down into Wales to see my friends I went 

. Croidon first, to take leave of my Lord of Canterbury} 
and receive his commands and desiring to use Me sae
duty to your Honour, I found Jam were departed the ciw ; 
so that what I could not do in person I do by this letter in 
as humble sort . I [nay, and by my Mena, who delivers, 
this'nto your hands, whom I presumed to commend unto 
your honour, and for whom I do undertake you shall find 
him as faithful and loyal in his comportment, a.s moderate 
in his carriage in religion, as judicious and intelligent in 
a, matter of moment, and as trusty to be believed in what
soever he shall happen to deal with your Honour, as any of. 
our Catholics in England. 

I have included in this letter the copy- of that letter which 
I wrote verbatim to my Lord Cardinal Bentivoglio. The 
original I have sent faithfully to Rome to our procurator to 
debt ep with whom if your Honour vouchsafe to keep 
corrsspondence, I have commanded him to be diligent and 
areffil, and I dare promise he shall be faithful and loyal. 

The inscription to him, if your Honour should write to him, 
about any business, may be " A Molto Reverend° Padre,11 
Padre Giovanni Wilfrid° Reed°, Procuratore de la Con-
gregatione dei klonachi Inglesi di S. Benedetto," and it is to 
be included in a cover to Paris in this sort i—A Mons. 
Cramoysis, Marchant Libraire, aux Cignignes en la rue de 
S. Jacques, pour le Reverend Pere Bernard, I Paris. 
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I most humbly entreat your honour to continue your good 

favour to me and your favorable opinion of me, which I 

trmt in God I shall not mis-deeetwe by any misdemeanour; 

yet because 1 am much noted in England, being of some 

estimation (above my deserts) among catholic, as having 

been many years Superior of my Order, the freedom which I 

now enjoy being not altogether unknown, especially by 
not Me an  friendship which many have under-

stood in times past was between my Lord's Grace and me in 

our younger years, I do much fear to the various surmises 

of men (who used to speak by their conjectures of men's 

actions, which they do well comprehend) may do me 

some harm, either ill nomagnifying my favours received as if 

they were due to my endeavours, or M mistaking my 

endeavours as 51 performed but weakly the part of a good 

Catholic. For this second I pass not much because I refer 

my conscience to God alone, but for the fins I must crave 

your Honour's favourable judgment of my modesty, that I 

give no occas neither by word nor deed to any such 
they matter, 1). that they be but conjectures of curious brains, 

who many times speak such things that they may see to 

know what indeed they are ignorant of. Howsoever men 

speak of me, my purpose and endeavour shall always be to 

behave myself dutifully and thankfully, and to pray continu-

ally for your Hot., health and salvation. 56 Aug., .34) 
Your Honour's obliged servant, 

Ione Jonas alias Syr:Demo,. 

Dear Sir 
I have received yours of the 55th of August with the 

enclosed to Cardinal] Btemivoglicri and another to the chief 

of the Dominicans. It wasno less joy to me to receive these 
letters from you and concerning you. for I was troubled to 
hear some surmises against you, both your person and honour 

being so dear tome. Your letters though 1 imagined they 
were writ to C. Bentivoglio yet being in legal style and 

October. 

Right Honourable. 
I have received an answer from my friends in Paris 

that my letters are safely sent up to Rome, but it was long 
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menne ,hat I might give them to Cardinal Barberini, I 
will give them to the latter first because he is the protector 
of the nation and order : and because he governs all, and 
therefore they were more properly to be given re him Kr 
many respects, which were too long to discourse here.
could wish I had them Irons you to C. Bentiviglio to this 
effect, but more of this when I shall have delivered those 
sent last by you, which as yet I could not do, His Holiness 
and the Cardinal being both absent at Castel Gandolfo, a 
place of recreation, and not coming home till the end of the 
month; till then 1 give no answer but my own conjectures, 
which I am loath should be impertinent in this fins letter 
of my correspondence with you. Yet if I must needs be rash 
I think they can have no ill effect, both being of . grateful 

subject and . desired, as also Kr the great opinion and 
esteem you have of your Majesty, virtues and discreet 
government, with the general satisfaction of the people and 
the general quiet and peace you enjoy, all Europe being in 
we:, and this is not only the vulgar opinion but the Pope's
al., m one will relate at large, to whom His Holiness 
testified so much since the beginning of this month, as also
his singular affection to the King and crown of England. 

I did what I could to hinder the forbidding of S. Francis 
Clare, his book, concerning which all I have to say is, that 
order w. given to print the prohibition of it, yet since the 
order was suspended and as yet nothing appears against it; 
so that with the help of this l ast letter of yours I  hope to
stay  the prohibition of it according to your desire and wish. 
Nothing else occurring, I remstrs

B. John Wilfrid, [Selby.] 
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ere they could send them by reason of the uncertainty of 

Me messenger and I warned them not to send but by a 

sure hand. So that as yet it is not time to receive an 

answer because the Cardinals do not meet so soon. Bo I 

have received Pro
letter of mine unto him, by which you shall see how sincere-

ly he dealeth, which I bring to your Honour to see as you 

please; it is noted on Me front with this letter A. 

In it there is mention made of much talk of my person at 

Rome ; for being of some of the Cardinals loved for my 

plain dealing with them, and not wanting many eyes that 

look here upon my action, it is likely that many c jectures 

are there buzzed in  their ears concerning the fa
on 

voer which 

I find here of his Majesty and my loving patrons, especially 

by those who are not ignorant of my moderation and 
sincerity in matters of disputable questions. 

supplicate to your Honour (that] the informa-

tions which I have and will give may be so accepted and 

ussd as may not be prejudicial to my credit in the court 

where I am of some esteem. Not that I fear much though 

they and all the world knew what I do inform, since I will 

by God's grace inform nothing against truth and good con-
science; but because the continuance of that good opinion, 

which there they have of , sincerity, may be more to that 

honest and harmless S[rVICC, which I do desire and promise 

to do to God and my sovereign and country according to 
my innocent vocation. 

Another letter I brio g your Honour Born my friends at 

Rome by which your Honour shall see the humour of that 

State and the estimation they have of his Majesty, as also 
how they begin, in coroequence of that estimation, to pick 

uarrels with my or hrefizten France to drive them from 
their convents there, as also to subject them to a. great deal 

of inconveniences, which, if I Munk I could desire his royal 

Majesty would take to his merciful consideration. Thss let-

ter is marked with the letter B. 
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I have also another advice to give your honour concerning 
the French Capuchins, which I es em a matter of moment, 
and n is as follovo. Some monthtes passed (pot) two English 
Capuchins and two Scottish Capuchins sent for their mission 
into England unto His Holiness in Rome. But the French 
ambassador there opposed himself, showing His Holiness his 
instruction from the Cardinal of Fraece, that in any case he 
should be careful that no English or Scottish Capuchins 
should be suffered to go into England or Scotland, but only 
French Capuchins and they too only under command of 
Father Joseph, the Cardinal's inthiration. Upon which 
instruction His Holiness denied these ountomen their 
mission but His HOiness his brother, who is a Cardinal, and 
a Capuchin called Cardinal Onuphrius, went to the Pope
Old showed unto him that the Cardinal of France could 
Dave no good intention in hindering of Englishmen from the 
mission of their own count, which moved the Po, to 
remit the matter to the Congregation de Propaganda Fide, 
where the said four Capuchins obtained their mission and 
were recommended unto me by Cardinal Barberini, the
Pope's nephew. These good men, of a poor and humble 
thirit, coming Mto London, have mplained unto me that 
they have been mightily opposed by the French Capuchins 
here, who by their agent have procured to disgrace them 
in all places of the ciy, where they had any access so that 
they were forced to leave this city and go to the north and 
to Scotland. 

This relation I give that your Honour may consider, 
whether it be not prejudicial, to our country, that the 
Cardinal and Father Joseph his councillor should have so 
great a band in England; and whether it is not a groat and 
dangerous eatetheiss, which they pretend, to send store of 
French Capuchins (depending not of their holy Order but 
of them two politic heads) to plant frenchified affections and 
conditions, in the minds of His Majesty's subjects. 

I have also an humble request to your Honour, if it may 
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be, that since my presence is sometimes 
,that 

in Downy 
to my brethrm , it might please His Majesty that the favour 
he has granted me might be so extended, that I might have 
liberty to go and come into England again, always 
presenting myself to your Honour or other.  at , gi, 

and returning, and advertising the time that I Mall need 

to stay Is,ond seas. I confess it is a presumption to ask so 

great a favu I trust I shall m behave myself that I shall 
not seem altogether unworthy of it. 

(No StettAlIntre) 

A 
El am infinitely glad of your safe arrival in those parts, 

esteeming ,ur safety as my own. , aMhentical, or ,her 
the original spy of this enclosed, I have sent to you by 
Dowai, though this is far short of what I desired for you or 
you deserved ; but the Spanish Procure., a peculiar man, 
was against me. 

The event of Father Francis Clare, his honk, will be that 

it will be forbidden, yet in the modestest Linde, to gist His 
Maim, satisfaction, who isemeedingly beloved and mteemwl 

here by great and little for his virtues, of which all sorts gist 
abundant commendations. And fur this mine reason they 
will not proceed against the author's pen* n as they intended, 
This was their intention, but Meir prolonging of their pro-
hibiting caused some suspicion of alteration in their design. 
For me, I have always urged that respect be had to His 
Majesty and that the hook should not be forbad and this 
I protest sincerely unto you upon my salvation. 

There has been diverse char, ,ncerning your person 
and therefore to this end let me entreat you to write to me 
what passes, and if you desire any communication with our 
Generalissimo, or do write to him, make rne your instrument, 
for none get more obligation. I have sent you these 
cyphers(5) that you may make use of them during your 
abode in England, and in your absence leave some one to 
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correspond with me, for doubtless Mere will be scanning of 
your actions, therefore) desire to be informed of all. Send 
your letters to Paris, and they will come safe hither. No., 
more occurring, I remain, 

Yours in all, 
Rept Sem, 

Father Leander to Mr. Secrete, Windehank. 
Right Honourable,* 

Our Procurator in Rome is called by it his proper name 
Richard Reade and is a north, man, as I take , of the 
bishopric of Durham, but according to our custom in the 
Order of S. Benet changed his name to Brother Wilfrid and 
became Me Italians can hardly pronounce that name, he 
took the name of John Wilfrid Selby. When it shall please 
your Honour to write unto him, the safes t way (by reason of 
the often intercepting of strangers' letters used in France) ir 
to write upon a cover of the let it  inscriptin A Mons 
Schastim Cramoysis, Merchant Libraire, aux cigoignes, rue 
de S. Jacques A Paris ! Within that cover must be another 
with this inscription 'Au Reverend Pere Bernard de S. 

Vicaire General des Benedictine Anglais, A Paris., 
and under this second cover the letter to our Procurator thus 
inscribed only, Al Molto Reverend° Padre Giovanni 
Wilfrido Selbio, Precuratore della Congregasione de S. 
Benedetto de Anghilterre, for my friend at Paris will give 
the letter mfely to the superior of out monks there called 
Father Ikmard de S. Pierre, and he bath order from me to 
send such letters as come in this sort with all the speed and 
safety Mat may be, and will likewise convey the an
with as great speed and safety to be delivered to your 
Honour's hands. 

I moved your honour for one of , poor friends who laths 
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been a prisoner the Gatehouss and the Clinck these seven 
years, for no other cause than his coossience and religion. 
His name is Humphrey TurberWIle,u of Glarnorgamshire, a 
very reverend, quiet and modest man. But understanding 
that Mr. William Howard hash undertaken to get some 
person of note to move your Honour in his cause (although 
if it be obtained i sM1all esteem myself deeply bounden to 
ou) ,t I thought it good manners to expect that it should 

be done by greater authority as least troublssome to your 
Hon., for whose happiness I ffiall always pray to Our 
Blessed Saviour. 

(This is endorsed by Windebank thus:—z5 Nov. 1634.) 

I have your PHemity's of the loth of October, and with it 
one writ to your Paternity concerning the resignation of 
Mons. Slinglant, his canonry of Dowai. The gentleman is 
not now at Rome but will be before Christmas, yet in the 
meanwhile I will write to him, though I have understood that 
he would never resign nor take pension, though diverse have 

offered him very, good conditions. That (which) you write 

concerning the Abbot of Arras desires a longer space and I 
must refer the answer till the next. 

I ha, spoken with 3 (C. Barberini) concerning the letters 
of the 16th of September and what s3 write, Barberini had 
communicated the letter with z (the Pope), and the subject 

was very gracious, specially [to] 6,, (Pope) and 3 (Barber-
iniband indent all here of all sstatss and callings being 
wonderfully affected to 3, (Rex nater), his virtues. I cannot 

give an answer to send fill Monday or Tuesslay by the post 

tss. 

wits taHawa tst 
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of France, if then, for the tetters are remitted to to be 
examined and considered. It is very hard and indeed, as 
I apprehend it, altogether impossible that r (the Pope) 
suspend 9(a brieD according ee 54 (consiliarii) desire, 9 (a 
brief) treating of a matter of faith, a. they pretend (to 
show) that there is no such example and that (the Pope), 
and -- find the first of the office had never done such act 
as t o recall or suspend 9 (a brief) or to (a bull) or such 
like thing that contains any definition of fai th, and any I have 
informed myself concerning this point of 7 (Secretary) of Jj
(Propaganda), ffie greatest and (most] prudent friend I have. 
.And he told me that diverte Hrnss this argument occurring, of 
wanting to recall, or moderating, or suspending a decree of 
faith and it was always answered 'moriendum pans.' I do 

[think but they will give 3E (the King) satisfaction
great deal sooner for some weightier matter and more con-
cerning his estate and safety. But this I shall discourse to 
you more at large when I have your nswer. 

Here, we are in expectation of the Cardinal of Lyons 
with I know not how ma, Bishops and Sorbon Doctors to 
prove that Mom. D.Orleans, his marriage, be declared 
invalid. If your Paternity had any spare time I should be 
wonderful glad to hear your opininn concerning that marri-
age, and I know it will be very grateful to 3 (Barberini) if 
you should send any dissourse to him. 

I think the [Bidtop] rd Vienna shall be Cardinal, the first 
creation. I doubt not but you hear the news of Genre, 
newer than wee doe. My Lord of Carnarvon is arriwd 
hem fromWayles, nee,' well and merry; his abode here 
will be short; he hastens ay, as he pretends, for England. 
There has been some difficulty of late between the Court 
and the Spaniards about Cardinal Monte, his taking of 
possession of his bishopric of Milan without • exequatur of 
the King's officers. There is some difficulty at this prssent 
between His Holiness and the Venetians, whose ambassa-
dor goes not to audience of His Holiness. 
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Nothing else occurring, remainv  
Pat 

The The 18th of Son and Servant 
B. John Selbye. On 1634. 

aZievaufy. 
A mouldering heap, 

Where once a noble building pulsed with life; 

Interest life, as throbs when longings deep 

Are fixed on God in noblest, purest strife 

Ivy-bound by nature to itself 

In silent harmony, though in vain 

The sainted Abbot, father himself of saints, 

Had raised his voice, and laboured to regain 

For God in burning soul a resting place! 

And yet perchance e'en still the mindful sign 

Of what once was may stir the heart, and grace 

May, through ruin, speak with voice divine. 

tom fie Zteract. 
WAS sitting one evenMg in early loo e at the end of Fr. 

Sumner's New Terrace. Hem a kind of promon tory opens out 
for one the view eastward over Storograve and Picketing, 
whilst on the west one can see beyond Crolvald and New - 
burgh Priory to the lay hills of the Vale of York. With a 
good glass a range of seventy or eighty miles may be cov-
ered. It is a view wherein it may he truly said that every 
prospect pleases, since the works of man show forth with 
such insignificance that they are scarcely observable among 
the long ranges of pine-covered hills that alternate with the 
brown moorlands. In the south roe tilling Hill, rising 
sharply from the rich fields of our valley, hides from me the 
long, dipping slopes that carry the main road down to the 
walls of York. Yet it is a barrier that none would willingly 
see removed. Flanked on the east by the hamlet, of which 
little but the gleaming tower of the church can be distin-
guished between the trees, it rises gradually wards the 

est, until a mile away it drops precipitously to the shore of 
the Lake, where the great herons come day alter day to take 
their ithe of the eels and the roach and even of the young 
waterfowl in their due season. 

The hill itself is entirely covered by a dense wood, where, 
amid many varieties of trees, the oaks are at once the 
most numerous and magnificent. To these the 
carrion crows now come most steadfastly to feed o trees n the 
great caterpillars with which the leaves are infested. Alas
how many of these birds of ill-repute fall, even whilst en-
gaged on this beneficent work, victims to the keeper's gun, 
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and the good man chuckle, as he turns the heap of leathers 

over with his foot, to think he has taught another marauder 

not to come after his pheasants. 
As I turn my glass this way and that, seeking, often vain/y, 

to identity the many birds that are passing along the valley, 

a slight rattle on the slope below me draws my notice to a 

rabbit that is sitting half in and half out 0 its burrow, 

wondering no doubt whether it is yet time to make the 

journey through the wood to the turnip field beyond. As 

he is hesitating, his mobile ears turning swiftly to catch 

sounds inaudible to those merely human, a. sudden move-

ment on the long heap of stones, that lies between the slope 

and the plantation, distracts my attention. A small dark 

ture is creepMg stealthily along. By in deep red fur 

and snake-like shape it is surely a weasel. The inten-

ded p, is a robin, perched on the top of one of the 

low posts that support the sthre-netting, which is fondly 

supposed to keep the rabbits from the young tree, The 

ISM is singing gaily, careless apparently of all save in 

melody, but, as the weaul is gathering itself for its final 

spring, flits quietly on to the next put. The weasel looks 

disappointed, but does nth despair. It starts at once on a 

second and longer stalk. The same result follows this and 

the third attempt. Each time the bird, seemingly entering 

into the spirit of the affair, allows the weasel to come within 

striking distance before moving. Probably the robin was 

cunningly leading the hungry quadruped away from in 

nest, but, even so, its entire want of fear seems to go to prove 

that the more defenceless wild creatures do not live, as is 
generally supposed, in constant dread of those that prey upon 
them. They uern possessed by a sure confidence that the 
powers given to them are sufficent for their pres I 
was particularly imprened by this when watchi, ervation five or six 
hares in the early spring, playing in one of the Gilling fields. 
An old Its came stealing through the hedge towards them. 
At fi rs t I was appirvhensive that he would capture at least 

pp

one of them. As he craveled nearer and nearer taking 
advantage of every slight depresfion and tuft of grass avail-
able, the hares betrayed little consciousness and certainly no 
fear of his proximity. At last he came svithin jumping dis-
tance of one hare, but the hare was evidently quite wide-
awake, and after a short chase of perhaps a hundred yards, 
the fox returned to t, for one of the other hares, who seemed 
to have watched the short race with some amuument but 
little interest. Many times I saw the same course of events 
repeated—a long stalk followed by a shop stem chase, after 
which the hunted hare returned by a. circuitous route to his 
companions. The hares throughout betrayed no alarm and 
uemed to take actual pleasure in thus talising the poor 
fox. In the end the fox decided touch his supper elsewhere, 
and the hares were left to themselves. 

Now all this poi, to the conclusion alluded to above, 
that these hunted creatures have such confidence in their 
veed, or whatever means they use of escaping from their 
many enemies, that they are not, as we generally think, 
haunted by a constant fea.r of them. So the robin, having 
decoyed the weasel far enough, flies gently away. The 
weuel, hereupon, catches a sight of Bret Rabbit, who dives
promptly into the burrow. The weasel follows post haste 
but, as the burrow is a long and winding one and leads into 
the great quarry holes at the back of the new lawn, will 
probably fail in his quest. 

Sometimes the weasel nny catch a tartar in his under-
ground pursuits. Not long ago I was fishing at the Gilling 
Lake, early in the morning, when I saw a weasel come along 
the far side of the water. From the eager way in which he 
searched every hole in the bank, i t was plain that he was in 
worth of you, Walt2-... At last he ordered a hole that 
evidently contained something edible, since here mained in-
side for some time. I left my rod and moved nearer to 
ithestigam. On approaching within twenty yards or so of 
the hole, I found that the weasel was not having matters all 

as 
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his own way. There was every sign of a great battle, ac-

ompanied by loud hissing and squeaking. A large rat came 

from the undergrowth and ran into the hole with We evident 

determination of not missing the fun. Soon the combatants 

drew near the mouth of the hole, and the weasel bolted with 

small rat in his mouth, and three full-grown rats in close 

attendance. A less yards from the hole they caught him, 

and though he dropped his prey and fought bravely, weight 

and numbers prevailed. Ina few moments he lay lifeless on 

the bank, and the rats returned to their underground retreat 

with the young one, which seemed little theworse. I went 

to the dead wcasel to examine it, when to my great sur-

prise, a, too. , up and ran away. Clearly, like many 

others of its tribe, it is a good actor. 
With my glass I can see the scene of action quite plainly 

and not far away, the small hawthorn from which a few 

weeks later I saw a weasel, probably the same one, descend-

ing,with a young unfledged bird in his mouth, and sin-rounded 

by an angry crowd of blackbird, which were pecking and 

striking at him with might and main. Mess again the 
opposition was too strong, and the poor weasel had to drop 

his prey and fly for his life. 
Away to the right on the hill side amid the pines, arc 

the great holes Er the possession of which foxes and out-

lying pairs of badgers struggle annually. This year foxes 

secured possession cony, and had already a half grown litter 

when the badgers appeared and alined them out. The 

badger live a harmless and retired life. Yet they are 

dangerous to meddle with. Mn Pease, M .s monograph, 

mys Went a. keeper who put his band into a badger's hole to 

take hold of what he thought was the badge, tail but was 

really one of the forefeet, had his hand bitten MI. One of 

the tilling keepers also some mars ago had a. long fight 

with several of these animals. He was going across the 
road between the two ponds, when he saw in front of him 

a badge, which had a very, young one following it. Think-
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ing that hem was a good opportunity to get hold of a 
badger, which he might tame, he ran after them. When the 
old badger observed him, she took the young one up and 
tied to escape with it, giving utterance to a shrill cry at 

the ssme time. At once seven or eight badge. came 
running from the earths, and fiercely attacked the man. 
Fortunately he was clad in the usual keeper's dress The 
ssout leggings of leather breeches protected him a great deal, 
whilst Ile was able to use his gun as a club with consider-
able effect. Even si,e was badly bitten, and worse might 
have happened, if one of the other keepers had not come to 
his assistance. 

It is pleasing to hear that the badgers, here and in many 
other places, are strictly preserved. They are matures that 
do no harm and we have so few of °Ancient Britons" left 
to us now, that we should guard those few very carefully. 

Another relic of the days of old is the otter. One pair 
live in the beck, whose course I can trace along the valley by
trees that line its banks. Last year they made Weir home
in thegreat pipe that leads from We skating pond to the 
brook. Here we have another animal which is rarely seen. 
Like the badger, the otter is essentially a night-feeder, and 
its expeditions, often covering between twenty and thirty 
ndles, are usually completed between the setting and the 
rising of the sun. Mainly he feeds on eels, and so doss much 
good, since eels are very destruct, m trout eggs and fry. 
It is true that riow and then he takes a. trout and 
leaves the half-eaten body on the bank. Finding this, 
the fish-keeper, when he goes his morning round, grows 
ssathful and thnuatens to shoot the poacher, but luckily-
seldom gets the than  and to to, him, but the otter seems 

avoid traps by instinct. So the otter is safe aril the 
bounds come and even then he escapes as often as not. 

succession of hoarse croaks now tells tne that yet oWer 
marauders of We stream are corning, and with the glass I 
quickly locate three herons two of which drop into the brook, 
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while Me third continues its course to Willow Pond. And 

hem let us hope, it Yogales itself on frogs, which abound 

them rather on the young carp and tench which we value so 

highly. 
From the tail of the Lion Wood comes the cry A a brown 

owl, and w e that even a June evening has an end. 

The bats have been abroad for some time. 

The song-birds have long since concluded their evening 

concert, and all the birds of daylight have retired to rest, 

when suddenly the swifts come forth again fora last mad 

flight Twittering excitedly, fora few minutes they whirl 

rapidly and with the most wonderful evolutions round the 

college buildings. As suddenly as they came, they vanish, and 

fora time only the note of the owl disturbs the silence. 

Gradually the light is vanishing. Gilling hill seems to 

recede. The Lion Wood shawly follows. Even the 

Bathing Wood becomes a shapeless mass of dark shadow, 

whilst from the College beneath me lights am showing in 

ev, window. 
The silence of night, that poets tell us of, cannot be heard 

here, as Me storied Irishman would say. Somewhere on the 

far side of the valley,a fox is barking, and in the surrounding 

farms the dogs reply angrily. The brown owls are now 

booting on all sides, whilst high over the firs a pair of long-

eared owls come hurrying with triple croak, that sounds like 

a call to arms. From the Brickfield comes the screech of 

the barn owls that nest safely enough in one of the ,at kilns. 

More noisy herons pass overhead and show dimly against the 

stars, and Men the clear whistle of the wings of wild-duck 
can be heard as they fly westward in a V-shaped company, 
going whence or whither only they themselves can tell. 

Sixty or seventy miles is but an ordinary flight to three 
powerful birds. They have been known to fly the breadth 

of England to sorne celebrated feeding ground, and back 
again in the same night. As the sound of the wings dies 
away, a clear whistle, a hawk-like note, sounds almost 
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directly over me, and is repeated many times in many direc-
tion& Once or twice the whistler comes q. close to me, 
but I can hear no sound of wings, nor many clue as to 
the identity of the whistler. Probably it is some visitor 
seeking a home in a strange country, and, if so, will 
ably find it in some collec , musum. 

The plovers, watch-birds o orf the night, raise an alarm from 
the field above me, and as I wonder what may be the cause of 
the disturbance, the Tower Clock striking out an hour 
hitherto unheard of, save in dreams, warns me that the hour 
for retiring is long since paw. 

I descend but slowly. The view that a brief space back 
ceyerect scores of miles is now decreased to a few feet, and 
the dement in places is somewhat steep. 

ZOe atone cotb tOt cpiarie 
alero juterpretation. 

My Beloved is white and ruddy, chosen out of thousands." 
Sang o/ Songs. 

The Spirit of June yet lived in one wild Rose. 
She yearned, as with a Ala,,gs mai, to shed 
Her crimson petals: June, her Love, had fled. 
Some merciful breeze she craved, her life to clove. 
'Twas breaMIces noon. A shroud-whim Butterfly 
Came, on poised wings their rippling impulse spread To the sweet Flower,—and lo, her Prayer had sped! For on the turf those lovely Relics lie. 

Doth not the Soul thus long to see the Face 
Of Christ, her June,—the Bridegroom Who was dead,—Yet lives,—Who wrought His Spouse of "whim and red" ,ering suns of cove, and showers of grace? The Rose is Psyche, and Me Summer-Fly's 
An Angel, Death, that cloth unseal her eyes. 
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Is the Essay on the Tragedies of Skakespeare, Charles 

Lamb relates how, on .wandering one afternoon into West-

minster Abbey, he was moved to amasemem at the sight of 

figure of Garrick, and to indignation at its inscription, 

wMch credited a mere actor with the possession of a mind 

congenial with the poet's." For the it s of the actor, 

reflected Lamb, is to deal merely withappearances. His 

genius is employed upon the bare imitation of the signs of 

passion, of emotion his province by no means extends to 

the knowledge of " the internal workings and movements of 

a great mind, of an Othello or a Hamlet for instance, the 

when and the why and the how far they should be moved." 

Speech and gesture am mere symbols ; of themwlves they 
ane othing, or, like the scholastic prime-matter, nearly 

nothing. 1-1, actor is a re juggler in these symbols, 

whose skill lies in obwrving me and reproducing by means of 

"low tricks upon the at and eye of the audience," a few 

general effects which he has noticed so common passion 

as grief or anger has upon the gestures. tme be exterior of man. 

Accordingly scenic representations where the passion is 

gross and palpable, where the theme is a mle "full of sound 

and fury signifying nothin," appeal much more strongly 

an audience, lend themselves much more readily to the 
player's quack treatment than the best of dramas, and above 

all than Me dramas of Shakespeare, which have so much in 

them that passeh show, and wherein speech and gesture 
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are but conventional artifices to put the spectator into 
possession of the knowledge of the inner nature and work-
ing of mind in a character. 

However anxious we may be to dispute these limitations 
of the actor's art, we will most readily allow that Lamb's 
strictures imply an esse.ial truth, indicate a central stand-

t hem which to and the Shakespearean drama. it 
so' this self-same point of view which the Oxford Professor 

of Poetry .s taken in his lectures on Shakespearean Tragedy, 
"In thew lectures I propose to consider the four principal 
tragedies of Shakespeare from a single point of view .
Our me object will be what . . may be called dramatic 
appreciation ; to increase our understanding and enjoyment 
of thew maks as dram.; to learn to apprehend the action 
and some of the personages of each with a somewhat 
greater truth and intensity, so that they may asssume 
in our imaginations  shape a little less unlike the shape 
they wore in the imagination of their creator." 
It is, then, this effort to discover the poet's idea embodied in 

the characters, that is the main function of the dramatic critic. 
T his stmtmphasised...I:pally by Ala Bradley and by Lamb. But 
how M the Oxfool Professor dig.. in his conception of 
the actors art Irran the view ntained in the Mien esmy, 
is at once apparent when we mai find him parenthetically
amigning to the actor the very- task so exprimly forbidden 
him by Lamb. Many lovers of Shakespeare, he writes, road 
a May "more or less . if they were actors who had to study 
all the parts. 'They do not need of mum to imagine where-
about. the persons ought to stand, or what gestures they 
ought to use; but they want to maliw fully and exactly the 
inner movements which produced them words and no othg, 
these deeds and no other, at each particular moment. This, 
carried through a dramas the right way to read the drama-
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tist Shakespeare." Again, in another place, Professor Bradley 

declarre that lossof a stage tradition handed down from 

Shakespeare hithe mself is accountable for many of our doubts 

as to the significance of certain passages in the dramas 

notably, for example, in the case of Hamlet's behaviour to 

Ophelia in the nunnery scene, where the actor " instructed 

by the author would make itclear to us by looks, tones, 

gestures and by-play, how far Hmlet's reigned harshness to 

Ophelia was mingled with real bitterness, and again how far 

his melancholy had deadened his love." 
But these am merely the ProlessoM Mires disks. The 

main purpose of his lectures is, by a subtle analysis of the 

text of a play and the comparison of part Men part, to try to 
appreciate full, the meaning of the whole; to attemPt 
to get at the authors conception of the various personages in 

the drama, inferring a posteriori from what the characters say 

and do, what they are. This is not what is only 

known as the German method of criticism,—a method of 
analysis which, tested by its results, seems to exclude the 
we of the imaginative sense in interpreting imaginative 
works; a. which the (mythical) German critic to 
distort the well known lines in "As you like It" to 
"reons in books, stones in the running brooks." On 
then y, for the student of the Shakespearean drama, 
"he prime requisite", we are told,' is a vivid and intense 
imagination." And to the more timorous Shakes
scholars themselves who, arming svith the Wordsworthim 
motto " we murder to dissect," srerink from mbmitting the 
inspirations of poetic genius to a stiemific analysis, Professor 
Bradley offers the comforting reflation that Mese disc ring 
processes are by no means the whole of criticism ; but when 
they have finished Mere work for the time, "give place to 
the end, which re that hate reading or re-creation of the 
drama from whichthey set out, but a reading now enriched 
by the products of analysis, and therefore fm more adequate 
and enjoyable." 
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So even the Shakespearean dramas bearing on them-
selves the impress of immortality, are not exempt from 
the general doom pronounced on all things human; 
they must die for us to live for us. Confident in this hith, 
the Shakespearean reader may set out "on the path of 
analytic interpretation," having for his guide the Oxford 
Professor of Poetry, who, like the Platonic old men, since he 
has the eyes of experience sees rightly, and leads his
follower from the cave in whichthey dwell into " regions 
mild of calm and serene air." 

But it is not intended at present to indulge in the Imam 
of reading any one of the great tragedies by the aid at the 
new light shed upon them by Professor Bradley ; rather will 
we endeavour to follow him in his discussion of some of the 
elements he finds common to all of them. 

"Who saw life steadily and saw it whole," is Matthew 
Amoldk tribute to Sophocles, in the poem emitted 'To
Friend.' Widely as the aim and method of the Eliza-
bethan dramatist differed from those of she Greek tragedian, 
till, though in a more strict/y natur. and secular sese may 

these words he applied to Shakespeare as revealed to us in 
hisworks taken as a whole, though not as he appears to m 
in particular dramas. For in different types of plays Shake-
speare looked at quite distinct aspects of life. Hence in the 
rag'cliics alone we must not expect to find presented even 

his whole dramatic view of life. Indeed B reading these 
great dramas we do not look Br this. But the question 1, 
must anwer, if we are to appreciate the ta.ching they would 
convey, is what was the aspect of life on which the poet's 
gaze Iva, fixed when hewaa writing the tragedies ? 0, in 
other words, we must ascertain the nature of the Shakes-
pearean tragic fact. 

By a method of careful analysis of the various tragedies, 
of sane combining idea with idea, of ingenious seeking B 
the spirit in the letter, Professor Bradley leads us on to a 
description of Shakespearean tragedy as a story of excep. 
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That 
calamity leading to tee seth of a man in high estate." 

That man is the hero; he i to be regarded as conrtibut-

ing in some measure to Me dimster in which he perishes; 

and the actions by which he shares in the is  rhea lead to 

this disaster are actions which issue from his very being, that 

is to say am actions which are characteristic of him. Hence, 

tried by this test, the question of Hamlet's sanity is set at 

rest for ever. No inadman could ever be a tragic hem. 

The vagaries of an irresponsible lunatic cannot be regarded 
as human acts at all, and clearly cannot be must  as 

actions expressive of character. Hence also Lear must have 

been sane when he made the mad division Al his kingdom 

by which he contributed to the causes which brought about 

his ruin. Again, Macbeth in fulfilling the prophecies of the 
witches must have been free; he cannot be regarded as the 

helpless victim of the instruments of darkness or the sport of 

an irrertstible fa.. 
The form in which the story is told N called the action of 

the play. The action of a tragedy is generally described 

as a conflict.' This was a notion inherent M the very 

earliest conceptions Al dramatic action. For the Shakes-

pearean Tragedy is to be found M embryo where we must 

search for the origin of most that is valuable in our inm

lectual life,—with the Greeks. The germ of tragedy Aristotle 

finds in the spoken words delivered by die chonegus, which 

were introduced as recitatives or episodes in the choral odes 

sung in honour of the god Dionysus. In the sixth cent, 

. c., a single actor was introduced to speak these vereas ; R
n actor who used to change his costume and mask to mit 

the different characters he succ.sively repnmnred. Thus 
gradually the choric song begano develop into dramatic 
action. But the most important element in dramatic 

action was felt to be a confliet of opposing principles the 
object Al the Greek tragedian came to be the bringing 

together of characters repremnting opposite tendencies 

and dominated by contradict°, passions, and exhibiting 
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these opposing forces in actual collision on the stage. As 
long as there was only one actor this was impossible; it 
vcas achieved by introducing a second ;and Al such great 
importance was this change ABA  that Aeschylus, who 
effected i t, w. called the Second Founder Al Tragedy. 

The essential point. hen, in dramatic action is a coxiflict 
between the characters of the play who for this purpose 
divide themselves into opposing groups. But with Shake-
p.m the tragedy is felt to be a conflict in a much more 
important sense ; it is a conflict within the soul of the hero. 
In Macbeth, the protagonists in the outer conflict are his wife 
and the hero himself, and on the other side Mose who would 
avenge Duncan's murder. In Hamlet the otawartl course of 
Mc drama resolves itself into a duel in  Claudius and 
the moresPri  Al Denmark. But here, as in the other tragedies, 
the imonant conflict is the [rife that goes on in the 
hero's oul. In Macbeth, it is the in  struggle for mas. 
te, between his ruling .ssion, ambition, and his conscienc, 
working on what is best in him, his poetic imagination. 
In Hamlet.-well, as Hamlet says Al himself, A M 

my
heart 

Imo 
w. a kind of fighting ;" but it would be flying with 

Icarian wings toattempt to determine in a sentence the pre-
cNe nature Al his spiritual struggle. Still, following Professor
Bradley, view, which certainly has "modesty enough and 
likelihood to lead it the in  conflict in Hamlet would 
appear to be between the conviction urging itself upon him 
that he ought not to leave unfulfilled the dread duty imposed 
on him by the visitant fro m another world, and on the other
side a sensitive nature whom capacity for action has just
Nam paralymd by severe shock and disappointment, conse-
quent upon the discovery of the faithlessness of the mother 
he loved and in whom he had believed. , not quite 
what may be called the popular • view of Hamlet, which 
would describe the conflict as arising from the situation 
cream° by the call up eenIarive Fes ink "mum 
B. in ei,c1.1MgtalleeS presenting great practical difficulties, 
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This latter theory however implies that Hamlet was natur-
ally one of those weak characters preeminently incapable of 
decisive action. But there am passages in the text, incidents 
in the hcro's career, which seem specially devimd to make 
it clear that in his normal condition—when his soul wasnot 
obsessed by the [bought of the one hateful action he was 
requimd to do—Hamlet was noble and resolute by nature, 
and remurceful in sudden emergenciss. Witness for example 
his condors when he kills Polonium when on his voyage to 

England he meets the pirate ship: and his absolute mastery 

of the situAion at the crisis in the last ten e of the play. 

The' popular ' view misses the essence of the magic fact in 
Hamlet ; namely, that duty summoned him to assassinate a 
fellow creature to do a deed always most repugnant to a 
nature A his fine mnsibility, which in any circumstances 
would have required special effort, at the eery time when as 
a victim of the disease of melsscholia he was rendered least 

fitted for swift action. This is of course EA hinting darkly 
at Professor Bradley, analytis of Hamlet's state ; even as 
such it is a defincment that niffers much perdition. 

The essential conflict, then, in Shakespeamn tragedy—

which the groundlings genemlly fail to appmciate altogether, 
—is the contest between the powers of darkness working for 
Me destruction of the hem, and all that is good in him by 
nature and grace. What is the issue of this conflict What 
must it be when it leads to the fall and death of the hero, 
when apparently he is ruined by his Fall? Milton vvrote 
Paradise Lost to justify the ways of God to man. There was 
no doubt altout the triumph of Michael over Satan. But 
the end of a Shakespearean tragedy iv not like this. It 
draws to its close with failure written large over the hero's 

fife. We have seen much Mat is good brought to ruin, the 
it both within the her  soul and outside him, if it has 

not exactly triumphed, yet has involved in its own supprus 
sion the ruin of the good. At the time of sifting, both wheat 
and cockle are cast together into Me fumace to bum. Do 
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we then after reading a Shakespearean tragedy close up the 
book, a confirmed cynic Or leave the theatre with heavy 
heart and sad head-shake, exclaiming of the world  an 

weeded garden, things rank and gross in nature possess it 
merely "? Except perhaps in the case of Othello, and then 
only when we limit ourselves to our immediate impressions, 
as a matter of fact nur experience M the contrar us 

an 
y of 

[Ms. The Shakespearean tragedim do not leave with 
impre on of pessimism. In the great. of them, notably 
in Hammilet, less distinctly in the more depressing King Le. 
the closing scene ends on a note of cheerful optimism, so that, 
alter dwelling in ss atmosphere reeking of sin, crime and 
monstrous injustice,  the read, closes the book with sigh of 
relief, of mtisfaction ; "God, in His heaven, all's right with 
the world." 

Probably everyone will recognise this as, in some toms or 
other, his own experience, but it needs a little reflection to 
trace out the reasons why it should be so. An unexamined 
life both morally and intellectually M not worth living. 
Happily form, in them lectures, Professor Bradley, playing the 

e of a constructive Socrates, suggests Me causes of what 
we all acknowledge to be our actual tragic experience. 

" There is some soul of goodness in things evil." This was 
Shakespeare's faith, the truth of which is not wholly 
incapable of illustration men in such a character as 
the fiend-like lago. One reason therefore why the end 
of the tragedies is not depressing, is that the poet 
allows us to me good even in the bad characmrs : more 
important still, he shows us in the fall and death of the 
hero how good, how succemful he would have been in dif-
terent circumstances or at least how richly endowed he is 
with qualitim which make hint great. And greatness is from 
one aspect good; so that in the hero's ruin, in his failure, we 
ee, from the depths to which a great nature has fallen, from 

what heavens he fell. " Corruptio optimi pessima ;" but i t
is stimulating, it is refresh., it is good to catch a glimpse 
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of what is noblrot in man, of the highest possibilities of 

human nature even though we see them only in their ruin. 

To quote one of the many eloquent ,4a, which abound 

in rois volumc,—"as read roe last wordsof a tragedy, as. e 

depart from the Sots grace, ' What a piece of work is man; 

we <ry,`so much more INautiffil, and so much more terrible 

than we knew. Why should this be so if this beauty and 

greatness only tortures itself and throws itself awny P We 

seem to have before us a type of the mystc, of the whole 

world, the tragic fact which extends far beyond the limits 

of tragedy. Everywhere from roe crushed rucks beneath 

our feet, to roe soul Oi man. we see powe, intelligence, life 

and glory, which astound us and roem to call for our wor-

ship. And everywhere we roe them perishing, devouring 

one another and destroying themselves often with 

pan, as though they came into being for no other end. 

Tragedy is the typical fomi of this mystery, because that 

greatness of soul which it exhibits oppressed, conflicting 

and destroyed is the highest/ existence too S view. It forces 

the mystery upon us, and it makes us malice so vividly the 

worth of that which is Amsted that we cannot possibly 

seek comfort in the reflection that all is vanity." 

Though in this passoge there seemsto be a suspicion 

of the Hegelian philosophy, a suggestion that the recogni-

ion of evil destroys it —and as lie is dealing with imag-
inative impressions, it is impossible for the author toeliminate 

the personal equation,—yet let the reader ask himself whether 

the description does not give a true account of his own 

tragic experience when witncming the ruin and death nl 

Macbeth, for rostance, ro of Coriolanus? At any rate this 

is the philosopher's safeguard against tragic pessimism, roc 

remedy from within, roe homoeopathic treatment for tragic 

cyniem—for the cure is sought among the causes whisk 

tend to produce the disease. 
Many readers °, Shakespeare, however, avoid the affliction 

of pessimism, of depression of spirits at the end of a 
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tragedy, by an easier though, at first sight perhaps, a l ess
login mate mode of escape. "Phis the Professor who seem, 
ro iniss nothing in his acute analysis, notices in the lecture 
on Lear when discussing the question, " ' Why did Cordelia 
diet' I suppose no reader ever failed to ask that ques-
tion; and to ask it with something more roan pain,--to 
ask it, if only for a moment, in bewilderment or dismay, and 
even perhaps in to  of protest. These feelings arc 
probably evoked mom strongly here than at the death 
of any other notable character in Shakespeare, and it 
may round a wilful paradox to t that the slightest
element of reconciliation asserconciliation is mingled with them or succeeds 
them. Yet it seems to me indubitable that such an element 
is present, though difficult to make out what it is or when
it proceeds." 

Professor Bradley detects the presence of this elemero of 
reconciliation of rosigned acquiesronce in the deaths of hero
and heroine, at the close of all the great Shakespearean 
ragedies. He describes it as an " impression that the her

being, though in one sense and rosvardly he has failed, is 
yet in nother sense super to the world in which he 
appearsa, is ior, ro some way which we do not seek to define, 
untouched by the Moron that overtakes him ; and is rather 
set free from life than deprived of it. Some such feeling as 
this we surely have in various degrees at the deaths 
of Hamlet arid Othello and Lea, and of Antony and 
Cleopatra and Coriolanus." Cribbed, cabined and con-
fined in a world roo narrow for him to move in in
climate which rends to stifle rather than develop the 
boundless possibilities of his being, compelled by some 
ultimate power wc must call fate to live in an environ-
ment not of his own choice with which be 

nand 
which 

tempted to do deeds which he load., and 
which are at variance with the grand nobility of Ms better 
nature, the Shakespearean hero, we feel, has no scope for 
his great powers, no opportunity of realising the high ideals 
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for which he was created. Not until he perish. we are 

convinced, can be truly live, only in failure may he triumph; 

but his failure is as nothing to his triumph. Something of 

this nature is the conviction that causes us to preserve an 

optimistic view of life even while we witness a tragic 

catastrope. 
But it is a feeling too which must be kept in check, which 

Breading 
on no account be made explicit so that it accompanies 

our reading of the play throughout, otherwise it will destroy 

toeh tragic impreanon. 
um

we must submit our imagination 

the poet. Weed s[ assume that the world. it n preseMed 

to us is the truth ; that the tragic viw of life is the true 

view though .not the whole view, [hater is real though not 

the final reality. Hence, as Professor Bradley points out in 

of his illuminating fooknotes, the reader mon imbued 

with Christian beliefsabout the relative value of suffering, or 

the worth of earthly success, must hold these beliefs in tem-

p, suspension while engrossed in a Shakespearean tragedy. 

Otherwise he will he totally disabled from seeing life 

tragically. Tragedy is essentially concerned with human 

error and human weakness. The perfect man could never 

be a tragic hero; and neither are those who vividly realise 

that all suffering is to be accepted as coining from the 

hands of a beneficent providence, capable of the reception 

of the tragic impressions unless for the time they set aside 

these beliefs. 
But this feeling that all Le right in the cnd, that the hero 

is dying only to live in a purer and more exalted atmosphere

is not altogether unlawful, for it n not entirely due to es, 

periences derived from sources outside the tragedy. It is 

indeed provoked by the tragedy itself. In looking at the 

tragic aspect of life, we get glimpses of aspects other than the 

tragic. The tragic fact speaks to us of a reality beyond the 

tragic world," provokes feelings which imply that this world 

is not the whole truth, and therefore not the truth." All that 

is required of us is that these feelings must not be constant. 
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,y present during the reading of the play, or th. will 
destroy the tragic impressions, much in the same way--to 
compare great things with little—as those readers who com-
mence with the last page of a novel make the whole story 
unreal for themselves, render themselves insensible to the 
emotiora such a story should evoke. 

How clearly indeed the tragedy itself may be seen to 
contain mch an element Al reconciliation, to provoke mch 
feelings of resignation, Al satisfied acquiescence in the her 's 
misfortune, is well illustrated by Professor Bradley in noticing 
the references to the supernatural, to heaven, at the death of 
Hamlet; "he is not left in utter defeat, not only is his task 
at last accomplished, but Shakespeare seems to have deter-
mined that his hero should exhibit M. his latest hour all the 
glorious power and all the nobility and sweetness of his 

ature. Of the first, the power, I spoke before, but Mere is a 
wonderful beauty in the revelation of the second. His body 
already labouring in the pangs of death, his mind soars 
above them. He forgives Laertes ; he remembers his 
wretched mother and bids her adieu, ignorant that she has 
preceded him. We hear now no word of lamentation or 
self-reproach. He has will, and just time to think not of the 
past or of what might have been, but of the future; to for-
bid his friend's death in words more pathetic in their sadness 
than ever his agony of soul had been ; and to take care, so 
far xs n Fib lies, for the welfare of the State which he him-
self should have guided. Then, in spite of shipwreck, he 
reaches the haven of silence where he would be. What else 
could his world-weaned flesh desire? 

Om an drvire and we receive it. As those mantes 
ious words "The rest is silence die upon Hamlet's lips, 
Horatio answers 

"Now cracks a noble heart. Good-night sweet prince, 
And Sights of angels sing thee to thy rest." 
Why did Shakespeare here, so much against his cure 

tom, introduce his reference to another life? Did he 
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member that Hamlet was the only one of his tragic her oes 

whom he has not allowed us to see in the days when this 

life smiled upon him? Did he feel that, while for others, 

we might he content to imagine, after life's fitful fever, 
nothing more than release and silence, we must ask more 

for one whose 'godlike reason ' and passionate love of 

goodnesshave only gleamed upon us through the heavy 

clouds of melancholy, and yet have left us murmuring, as 

we bow our heads 'This was the noblest spirit. them Al.'" 

In very truth, in proportional the hero's fall is greater, his 

suffering mom cruel, his neglect of duty more flagrant and 

nexplicable, do we feel that his nature is in reality nobler, 

more divine, that the good in himft not annihilated, can-

ot be for ever obscured, but .r some mysterious reason is 

undergoing a temporary eclipse , to shine in the fulness of its 

glory in some new life in another world. 

piracurum Ouotibianum. 
"By grace divine, 

Not otherwise, 0 Nature, we are thine." 

May ne'er it fade, the vernal hour, 
Which showed to me that common Flower, 
A Dandelion, blown to seed! 
',vas in a fenced, a virgin mead,—
A place I found the other day, 
With happy thoughts for happy May; 
Yet little dreaming, then, to find
Such Joy as there refreshed my mind! 

Spring's Daisies, in the sunlit grass', 
Seem, of themselves, too fair to pass: 
One glance a myriad soon espies 
The field is thronged, as are the skies, 
Nliah silvery clusters,—golden stars. 
Whose radiance sunshine makes, not mars; 
And lo, through all that luminous world'
Dim-gleaming, cloud-like globes unfurledl

eameous, the distant Nebula, 
'That in our telescopes we see ' • 
Yet lovlier far, methinks, than the v 
Are these creations of the 3.1, 
Each, like an interstellar cloud:
Floating amid the radiant crowd ! 
Can anything beyond earth's air — 
A lifeless orb,—be half m fair[ 
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The sovereign Moon doth charm me less 

Than doth this fertile loveliness, 

Rayed with concentric spears of white, 

As crystals*/ a snow-Rake, bright! 

The wing is each of one live seed,—

Its mils A plumed down, that lead

The small craft, rounroed on roas of space. 

Safely, to a safe mooring-place. 

Still tarrying on that meadow's ground ,

My soul as by a spell was bound 

All, rove the Truth, is but a dream: 

The vernal sun-rays are a stream 

Which Untreated Power upholds: 

The SpiriFIland, that darkly moulds 

Each substance of material clay,—

I felt it, on that clear spring-day! 

Dear God, that fashionest Thy Will! 

Drawn by Thy gram, we drink our fill 

At Nature's Fountains,—strong as first 

They leapt from Thee, to slake Thy Thirst,—

Of all these marvels, that were wrought 

From out the dread, abysmal Nought; 

Until the Invisible Things are known 

By what is made, and hourly shown. 

C. W. H. 

qt (Profeooion of gngeficf. 
A PlilLOSOPMIR has said " to doubt is the first principle of 
modern cienm." It hasseemed to thew riter that, for such an 
excellent fi rst principle, doubt has not had treatment, 
recently, in geological matters. It W not prominent among 
the fins, or even second principles of Sir Charles Lyell and 
his followers. The modern geological text-book writer ix 
very sore that, though he may be a little shaky over minor 
details, he knows most A what has happened to the earth's 
crust during the last sixty million yea. or so. " Doubt 
that the stars are fire, doubt that the sun doth move; doubt 
truth to be a liar ; but doubt not the Doctrine of Uniformity 
which explains an that has been, is, and ever will be on and 
under the face of the earth. 

Asa working hypothesis, the supposition that to " causes 
now in action " all the modifications and changes of the 
arth's rorface in the past are to be attributed has been of 

incalculable advama.ge to the se of geology. Now that 
it has become an article of fa i th, it ience is likely to do harm. It 
has been a good servant and is becoming a bad master. 
Once it answered questions ; now n makes difficulties. 
When an abie devotee of Uniformity asks his neaders to 
believe that the Rocky Mountains were once a solid cube 
or table land of rock, fro,000 feet high, more than twice the 
breadth of England and nearly the length of North America; 
that this mass wax once at the bottom of the ocean—where 
some of it wan ceroainly manufaatred—and was lifted up a few inches a year to its more thaneleven miles of altitude; that 
this mountain continent has been slowly eroded by motass 
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pheric and aqueous agents, during tens of millions of years,at 

the least, until only some jagged fragments—the present 

Rockies—arc Aft standing in their original position; is it not 

time to ask fora cheaper contract, to look for theories which 

will do the work with more reasonable expedition, to question 

whether our modern 'causes in action,' if they did a

complish such gigantic work, were not once better fitted At 

the task than they now are? 
Perhaps it will be best for toe and more becoming to 

make, at nce , profession of doubt. 
I do not believe there is a, force now in action which 

is lifting or can lift an ocean bed, or any considerable 

portion of it, to a mountainous height above the surface of the 

earth and neither do I believe that any confine., or notable 

piece of one, is sinking or will sink to the bottom of the sea. 

One is not permitted to doubt that the surface of the earth 

has been at one or more times rent and distorted; that moun-

ains have been sunk beneath the ocean and rocks " lifted up 

many thousands of feet, and crushed and exampled together 

as the leaves of a hook might be if placed edgeways 

between the boards of a powerful press;" that there has been 

rnore than one deluge over potions of the earth and renewed 

on of the waters frum the dry land but m the is no 
evidence that Ach stupendous changes are in process of 

happening now, or that any existing 'cause in action ' could 

bring them about. Eanhquake tremors and volcanic erup-

tion, terrible as they am, are too local, brief and gentle in 

their ways, as we know than to be accused of such 

AtAntean upheavals and destruction. They have been 

known to overturn cities, but not mount., to cause the 

subsidence or the upheaval of islands and districts, but not 

contine.s. To my mind, ' tranquil and gentle disturb-
ances" and "multiplied convu 

re
lsions of moderate inten

ro
sity," 

even if c nued for unnumbed ages, would pduce 

only an =liontimited amount of tranquil and gentle disturb-

ance and moderate convulsion. Such spread out energy 
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would never be intense enough or sufficiently concentrated 
to throw and overturn rang. of mountains like 
the Al, or the Himalayas. If it be A volcanic and 
subterranean for that the prinisval distortions and 
convulsions of theces earth's crust am due, then the logical 
conclusion is that these forces are degenerate that their 
ann is shortened and their strength spent or taken from them. 
At =y rate, them is no evidence that they are repeating 
now, or have the power to repeat, the teats of their 
prchistoric youth. 

Sir Charles Lyell has given what has seemed to him satin 
factory, though nut decisive nor convincing, instances of the 
elevation and depressionof large surfaces of land in recent 
times. Two ...IA of the disappearance of land am 
scientifically certain,—one thousand acres Port Royal, 
Jamaica, in reux, and an arca eighty miles by thirty of the val-
ley of the Mississippi in 18.-.. But at Jamaica it was sand 
beach that vanisheddind in North America it was consolidated 
doer mud. In neither ease was it a subsideneof nick or

of the permanent constituents of island and continent. 
As for the elevations of lanai, it is admitted that du: evidence
of their extent and magnitude musts mainly on hearsay, 
Apposition.and induction. It is admitted al. by 1.1.11 that 
such elevations, caused by earthquake, are not generally per-

t. Islands have rism above the ocean only to sin k again. 
manen for the mom. gradual rising of Scandinavia —the stuck 
examle—subsequent sci=tific attemp at measurement 
ins vperification have only tended to throtsw doubt on it. B. 
in every single instance of elevation and depression adduced 
it is only small beginnings that are rted. Where is there 
any plateau asse or solid cont i nent that can be pointed out as al-
ready lifted up part of the way between the level of the sea 
and the fio,000 feet, and is a ran, of mountains in the 
making? Where is the mountain that is suspected of adding 
cubits toils swum? We have the right to demand something 

co re
convincing than slight til ting of bits of fiat land and 
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I do not think it can be honestly asserted that any no-
table neck manufacture is going on at the present time. Them 
are plentiful accumulations being made of the raw material, 
sand and mud, at the mouths of estuaries, on the ocean Roar 

and elsewhere but the agent that sorted and mixed the 
constituents of granite or basalt, and the heat which fused 

them into mountain masses, the pressure that moulded the 
great sandstone beds, and the chemical energy which crystal-

lised the hills of marble, are not now to be found a work. 
Where shall we see liquid quarto being poured like cement 
or solder into the cracks and crannies of mountain and rock, 
healing the wounds and making all sound and strong, looking 
like crystal veins and ligatures The lava ejected by vol-
canoes is not true rock ; it is rather the slag refuse from
furnace. A great deal too much hasbeen made of the bed 
of chalk mid, at the bottom of the Atlantic, discovered during 

the voyage a the Chalk-ern It is paternal chalk of a sort, 

and there are found in some living moan., resembling, 
though not the same as'those load in genuine chalk. B. 
it is only fifty per cent carbonate of lime—chalk is nearly 

pure—ad where is it undergoing the purifying and drying 
and pressure which would convert it into our .f test, and least 
characteristic of rocks? Of course, the rock-making causes 
are not extinct, nor altogether inactive. There is heat 
enough for the pa,. to be found somewhere in the bowels 
of the earth. Them is weight enough piled up in the 
mountain masses. The strange force of crystallization is still 
with us, always active, in a small way, and nearly . myste-
rious as life itself. But the. agents are not devoting 
themselves, at the present time, to the manufacture of rake. 

3. Where may Dame Nature be .en, in these spendthrift 
days, making and storing up diamonds and rubies and 
sapphires, hiding away trmsures of gold and silver, lead,
copper and tin in the cavices and dark places underground; 
filling 'pockets' with iron ore or collecting the waste rust 
and moulding it into useful nodules 0 haematite ; heaping 
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a in her cellars nearly inexhaustible supplies 0 fuel for the 
winter comfort of unborn centuries; filling tanks and reset. 
voirs with petrolewm and naphtha providing thoughtfully 
for the ever growing and multiplying wants and uses of the 
self-styled lords of creation ? We are living on the past. 
We are reaping what we have not sown scattering not 
gathering, not laying up goads, but squandering our inheri-
ance. Where is Mere a coal-bed now in process of formation, 

either on or under the surface of the earth or sea? Nature 
is doing some labor atory work still ; it can show a, for 
instance, specimens of half-carbonized trees, some bog-oak 
and the like; but it i$ only laboratory work and not manu-
facure. 

4. I think it mom than doubtful that the vale, generally 
have been at out of the mountains and hills by the glaciers 
and rivers which may be seen in them. I am not doubting 
that under favourable circumstances, a riar can and does 
make a way for itself over or around or through obstacles. 
I am only questioning the origin of the valley. But the 
point will need some elaboration a be made clear and 
intelligible. 

The stock exposition of the formation of a valley is given, 
in popular treatias somewhat in this fashion. As one may 
see, after tinheavy rain a y runlet cut a worm-like channl 
in thesurface of a bank, shying at the more formidable obs-
tacles, brushing away the weakek circumventing the sale, 
swelling in sise as other tributary runlets converge upon it 
and unite forces; broadening itself out lastly at the level 
satches, and hurrying through the narrows ; with miniature 
gorges where the banks are high, and overtoppling banks at 
sudden arms ; forever deepening and smoothing its down-
ward course , perhaps even dividing itself into two or more 
mouths and laying down a delta of soft mud where it 
debauches into a pool so, with identical methods, though 
with infinitely greater labours and pains, does the river make 
a way for itself through the hills and dig a course for itself 
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through the plains on its way to the ocean. Ratio trams et 

clam, as the Scholastics say. So the river will and does act 

when it makes a valley and course fc.itself. Ma the ques-

tion is one of fact : which cam,  first, the valley or the rive,

Did the river create the valley for its convenience, or simply 

adopt it as the line of least resi tance, on its way, necessarily 

downhill, to the lake or ocan? 
Most of my readers will be sufficiently familiar with the 

rounded outlines' of our southern chalk downs. Here R a 

sort of official geological description , them. They are 

covered with a sweet short herbage, forming excellent 

sheep-pasture, generally bared ...and singularly dry even 

in the valleors, which for miles wind and receive complicated 

branches, all de.ending is a regular slope, yet as frequently 

left entirely dry; and what is more singular, contain na 

charmer, and but lute other cir.rnstantial proof of the 

action of water, by which they were certainly excavated." 

In this passage, for the aka of adherence to the theory that 

valleys have always been excavated by aqueous agency, a 

distinguished Lmologist asks es to believe that rivers and 

streams have carved and cut out a whole series of valleys 

without making for themselv. anything M the shape of a 

channel, or leaving pubbly or debris to serve as evidence of 

their former pitmen.: we are asked;non:over to suppose 

that they rounded off their steep sides and undercut banks 

the wrong way, so as completely to disguisu their handiwork, 

and then, after thus covering up their trail, vanished alto-

gether. Isthis scientific deduction? Why not suppose that 

where there are no rivers now there have been none in the 

pa ? ? Circumstantial evidence H the foundation of all 

geological science; why set it aside for the sake of a formula? 

Why not suppose that the Chalk Downs now are much the 

same in shape as when they came from their Maker's hands? 

Is this hard to believe? Nobody doubts our chalk rocks 

to be deep-sea deposits petrified. They have been in the 

fi rst instance like carpets on the floor of the ocean. And 
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hence, we know that they were originally of the shape of 
the ocean bed. And what is that? Taken in Its long 
hneadth of a thousand miles or so, it is more or less saucer-
haped, with a curve like that of a clothes-line. But in 

smaller fractional parts of it, it is wavy, all rounded hills 
and hummocks, of the very form and fashion of the Sussex 
downs. We have only to take the original chalk bed, 
give it a slight additional wrinkling, somecracks and fissures, 
sme deepening of the hollows and accentuating of the 
feo atures—all done naturally in the process of drying and 
hardening—a little wearing and weathering also before the 
growth of the grass, and, without any drawing on .e bank 
of Time for a cool million or so of years, and without setting 
the poor hard-worked causes-now-n-action an infinite 
amount of useless labour, we shall have as proper and well-
shaped downs as the South of England can show. 

The mistake H to suppose the bed of the oceano be fiat 
or nearly a dead level. Some of it, no doubt, is or srvms so. 
But we know from the soundings that there are great and 
little hollows and valleys ; and we know from the deep sea 
rocks and islands and groups of islands that there arc hills 
a. mountains and mountain ranges under the waters, just 
as there are on the dry land. 

To take another Sussex example. About a mile and a 
half from Mayfield, there is a long low ridge, broad enough 
on the crest fora good road and an occasional house at the 
roadside, looking not unlike a roughly-constructed
railway embankment. There are plenty of other hills M the 
neighbourhood as high and of mom striking appearance, 
hills with names to their own cheeks. Geologically, how-

of
e nameless embankment i mom important than any 

them, be  it is digMfied wis th the title of a watershed. 
The streams on the south side into the English Channel, 
about eighteen eary mil. way.a  the streams on the north 
side find their way into the Medway and go finally into the 
Tharp. estuary—a long journey of some thirty miles and 
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more. This watershed breaks off abruptly both in the east 

side and in the west, permitting itself to be outflanked in 

the simplest manner by mytest northern stream that wmted to 

find the easiest and shor way to the sea. Instead of 

doing this, these streams make the, way north through a 

difficult and intricate country with all the hills of the 

Kentish weald across their path. Why have they done this? 

To all appearance the route must have been, at one time, 

not only through hills but uphill. A railivay runs north and 

sou. to London and to Eastbourne ; on the waY no. it 

goes through several long tunnels, at a rough guess, about 

three miles of the  together;al  on the way sou. the 

tunnelling is not more than two hundred yards. Why did 

.e waters choose the longest and most difficult route ? To 

my mind the wer is that they found the northern way 

ready to hand and open to their use; it was the line onesst ans
resistance and they took it. They occupied the valleys they 
run  and did not make them. 

The usual method of explaining the eccentricities of water-

courses is to imagine that, thou ands of years ago, the country 

was built up in a diffirent way, that sorne hills were 

hundreds or thousands of feet higher than they are now, 

and that then things acre so arranged that the river had no 

choice but to cut and dig its way along the route it now rms. 

Denudation has to take the Name of afterwards mixing and 

muddling things up. We construct our theories to our 

fancy denudation does the rest. 
Through clay or shale *I soft rock, running water will 

sometimes choose and cut its own bed for itself. But when 

it bores through the mountain or winds through the hills, 

in got, or ravines or broad valleys, it may be confidently 

assumed there wo beforehand a re. or a fault, a depression 

or a hannel, to detemine its course. Onre it has found a 

way, it does some patient roadrnaking, tucking itself in with 

banks and spfeading sand and mud to make its bed soft and 

comfortable. It does some rock cutting also occasionally, and 
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ing of troublesome obstacles constantly; but 

it welli always go and or flow over or leave on one side 
any stone or hard substance whireh to um an exPressio 
Arnericmism, it cannot chew. Constant dropping of water 
',Ott wear away the stone; but the frictional power of water 
is of no geologiffil consequence. When a river does cut, it 
is by the use of sand and pebbles. But always, when it 
can and where it can, it will smooth its course by filling 
and covering over instead of fi ling and gnawing away. And 
as soon m it is able, it will protect the rock over which it 
rum against its own rough usage. It lam down fine sand 
or mud, then pebbles on the sand, and bigger pebbles on the 
smaller ones—always the biggest on the top—and this with 
such skill that it will all keep its place even in the 
swift current of a mountain stream. You may wamh 
pebble bed for hours together without seeing a sMgle stone 
move, although there is, M reality, an unseen onward creeping 
and a constant rubbing and grinding of one pebble against 
the other. It is by this latter process they become 
rounded, not by the taming over and over in their journey 
down stream. 

The idea of a gorge or canon, with hundreds of feet of 
solid perpendicular cliff on either side, its the famous Via 

having been ground out downwards by running aoter, 
seems to me unthinkable. The Niagara cataract has, no 
doubt, e.aten its way backwards for some seven miles at the 
average rare of about five feet per annum, but the rocks ov 
which it flows have not been rubbed or fi led away by frier 
tion they have been undermined by the spray and backwash 
of the waters and brought down m moist. The peculiarity 
of Niagara, to which it owes io continued existence as a 
waterfall, is that " the St. Lawrence," as Sir Charles Lyell 
tells us, "flows over a bed of hard limestone nearly so feet 
thick, beneath which lie soft shales of equal thickness, con-
tinually undermined by the action of the spray." In very 
truth, rivers are only notabLy destructive of rock when they 
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find it standing on a. bad foundation. They do little erosion, 

but they sap and loosen and overturn masses of crag ; 

thus making better room for themselves and widening the 

valleys through which they flow. The action is similar to 

that of the ocean,which, with all its weight and fury, does not 

rely on hammering, chipping, abrading or shattering, or 

damage by main force ; but it slowly eats out holes and 

ca.,. at the foot of the cliffs and brings them toppling 

down. 
This point would hardly seem to haw been fairly con-

sidered without a word concerning glacier erosion. It is 

much talked abou  Glacier scratch. are very distinctive 

and veryi intemsing, and the moraines ace very notable and 

characteristic. But the 'phning and grooving is mere sur-

face work, and the visible marginal and terminal dEbris are 

the a&umulations of years and, in some instances, of ages. 

Though the pebble or rock in its ice-socket, wielded by the 

crs glacier, is a formidable ting-tool, it is moved at the rate 

of only two or thme feet a thy in the centre of the bed, 

whetx it is least in evidence, and with a hardly noticeable 

movement at the sides, where it would be most effective. 

The glacier has enormous weight, but it makes little use of 

because of its inertia, and because, though inelastic, ice 

is m compressible as india-robber it is a tame and 'most 

delicate monster: The avalanches which break off and slip 

away from its front during spring thaws are vastly more 

destmraive than the glacier itself. The ice-river can only 

modify valleys; it has no power to grind and gouge its way 

through naluntains. In fact, it is Mtogether out of court as a 

valley-maker, since it does not corne into existence until 

there is a valley ready for it ta start business in. Ice in a 

hollow, or ice on the flat is not and never will be a glacier. 

The valley must come before the ice river, for the ice-river 

is born in it. 
5. My favourite heresy U denial of the formation of 

mountain ranges by the slow erosion and denudation of .lid 
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gatrsopped table-lands, lifted up from thirty to sixty 
thousand feet above the sea. T. take, once again, a 

ImPolar lecture-hall illustration. If we seta thick solid cube of ice 
in the sun, by reason of variations of density or texture or 
temperature, it will melt unevenly. We shall see its surface 
become pitted with depressions, and, as the surface melts, the 
streams of water will flow down the sides, cutting little 

and gulches ; we shall see fissures open out in plat 
and, as .me portions melt more rapidly than other, there 
wiII be left peaks and hill-tops, some rounded, .ine pin-
nacled and needle-shaped, —the whole, at one stage of the 
melting, offering a very striking presentment of a mountain 
range and a suggwtion of how it came into being T. 
illustration is not mine, and I am not to 
that a block of Tice doesgenerally behave itself in Mis waYi However, whether it does or not, the reader will understand 
from it that, according to the neva. thimirs. vastly more 
than its own bulk—that ia hundreds of cubic miles of solid 
rock [must have been eroded and washed away, a pinch 
of dust at a time,^ to cut out and mould and fashion such 
a range as the Rocky Mountains.

The materials of the tipper and more recent rock strars 
were once gathered together at the bottom of a .a. But 
the heat and the pressure and the chemical forces which 
mnverted the mud and the sand into rock were not suba-
queom agents Under no ci rcumstances would the prersure 
of the water be great enough for rock making, and the heat 
required would have driven it off as vapour. We have 
no conception what natre's slone-kilns Wery like. The 
last rock strata we. made ages before the creation of man. 
Since we cannot conceive how the modern Nausea in ction• can fashion rock, a is only logical to suppose either that 
Mere were other muse. in action in primonlial agw, or that 
the present ones were working under altogmher different 
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conditions. A very common and probable supposition is 

that the heat of the earth was on. far more Mtense 

than it is now, and that it has since cooled. Is it not 

likely thad, at one period of the cooling and drying, 

the change was abrupt enough M its Ix,. or effecu to 

wrinkle the skin or crust of the earth like the skin of a dried 

orange, and in so doing cracked, and rent, and contorted, 

and over-turned 
doing

strata, jumbling them up in such 

fashion as may be seen now in hilly districts. Then we 

would have had valleys and hills rapidly and rudely shaped 

and sculptured over all the surface of the earth, on the land 

and beneath the sea, and we should only have to attribute 

to aqueous and atmospheric erosion work that is in their 

province, the final filing and finishing and rounding and 

modifying which is still their business. 
Atmospheric erosion is a rusting and %gearing away, a 

prone. of slow decay. It is capable of preforming any 

quantity of destructive work. if it is given time enough a. 

Ann is not one of Nature, small economies. " One day 

with the Lord is as a thou.. years, and a 
One

years 

as one day." We have as little reason to shy at the idea of 

millions of years, as we have at the myriads of insecs or of 

the millions of miles hetweena star and the earth. But nature 

is not always pat  and slow. It has many rough and 

rapid method, It will pull down in a moment what it has 

taken year, to construct. It has its outbursts of frenzy when 

it rends and rears and relies.% route strength—or, perhaps 

we should .y, its periods of reeative inspiration and energy, 

when it uses rnallet and chisel instead of file and sandpaper, 

and roughs out work to he rounded and perfected afterwards. 

And in the chasms and fissures and precipices of the 

mountains we have evidence of this bolder and more has, 

modelling and rough hewing of valley and hill—chisel 

and hammer marks not yet rubbed out and smoothed away. 

I think that geologists should count atmospheric erosion 

as a beneficent rut}, than a destroying agent, They are 
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too fond of calculating the quantity of mud carried off 
annually by the rive. to the ocean-Aalculations in all 
probability greatly exaggerated—and of reckoning up how 
iong a continent will last before it is finally eroded out of 
Aistence. America, according to Playfair, has still about

millions of years to play with—not a very terrifying 
remrtion, though probably an unfavourable estimate. Hardly 
any notice is taken of the checks and curbs which prevent 
erosion from becoming really mischievous. Atmospheric 
decomposition of rock ceases automatically as soon as it is 
no longer of advantage.When the debris of sand and clay 
and (ragmen s of stone is more in quanti, than the rains 
can carry away it is piled u in a heap at the cliff foot. —a 
heap that, as , grows, takes p the shape of a long slope resting 
against the rock, covering up more a. 11101, of the exposed 
face as the superfluous store of quarried materials accumu-
,tre; in the end banking and shoring up the loosened 
ends of the weather-worn rock, and spreading over all a 
pent-house roof of earth and grass, impenetrable to sun and 
frost, which will car, IS the dissolving and disintegrating 
waters. Notice too, how lichens and moues serve as clothing 
to exposed boulders and crag, like the scales of fishes or
tlic Ill of animals.—a protection so admirable that after it 
has been removed, glacier grooves, scratched in the nxks 
many thousands of years ago, ate described by modern 
observers as looking like thechisellingof yesterday. Grasses 
and ferns will spring up where the earth is bare, to mat 
and bind and hold i t together wi th their fibrous roots; and, 
in good firne, shrubs and forest Rees will spread their
branches and fronds to shield it from tempest and stoma. 
Even the corroding cave-making waters that trickle through 
crack and crevice into the bowels of the chalk and limestone hills, gnawing away their vitals, spread, after a while, over 
At raw wounds, a plaster of stalagmite which heals them M part and stops the development of the injury. What is the 
agent that has heaped up mounds over 11%e ruins of ancient 
Cities, such as Nineveh and Thebes and Troy and Gnome, 
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Preseming Or us such invaluable records and trasures, 
which, t hough it took part in the dmtruction A the buildings, 

has since taken reverent care of their bones? What is it again 

which lays down for us terraces of rich soil in our veil, 
and lowlands, and changes the barren reefs of the ocean into 
please., habitable isands? it is this terrible world-des-
troyer atmospheric erosion. In plain t Oc, this most ancient 

but gentlest A enemies quarries the hills only to minister to 
our wants, and wmtm but little in the doing of it ; whilst we 
owe to it much of the beauty of our walls and houses, and 
all the grace of our landscape. 

The days A Creation ended before man was born into the 

world. The world has travailed and groaned in pain, but 
now the labour is over. There has been no new moulding 

and baking of rocks, and no Fresh gathering of at  of car-
bon and mineral. The force we me in action now are no 
longer what they were; they;re tun down, spent, or Alex
mom re  and A.,masterful, Man in Me days A their 
prime. The volcano still spite dame and the earthquake makes 
the land tremble, but they areehained monsters, who though 
they may loose their bomb a little, cannot break them. 
There were giano in Me daysof old, giant beasts and reptiles, 
withgiant vegetation for their food but even life seems mom 

restrained, less rampant and exuberant, in these restful and 
peaceful days. The successions or evolutions of new forms. 
living creatures hasceased now Me records speak only of the 
emOction and loss of known or existing species. It is
changed, subdued world which has been handed over to the 
dominion of woo Eire andstmo, Mc weapons A the volcano 
and the earthquake, are his domestic servants, the unruly 
ocean is his beast of burtheo the li,thtning runs his messages; 
and those strange forces which harden the marble, change 
ca.rcoal into diamond, and miMster to life and growth, act as 
his awistants his laboratories. Creation ceased on Me 
earth when man was made since then God has rmted from 
HA labours. 

1. C. Amnon. 
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SERMON A the Requiem on May 5th, go5, by the 

Rm. J. P. WIIIVILH, O.S.O. 

Right Rmirend Father Abbot, l'ety RemEnd end Revere' d 
Pothers and Brethren. 

For the fourth time within the space of eighteen months 
we hove assemblidl in this part of God's own country" to 
pay the met Rites to one of our Benedictine Brethren. A 
little more than a year ago, he, whom: remains he here hid-
d,:n away from our eight, stood, in obedience to his Superior, 
in the spacious sanctuary of Saint Nlary's, Browncdge, to 
speak of hie lifedong friend, Abbot Bury. And to-day, in 
obedience to the same Superior, I stand here in Saint 
Joseph's. Brindle, to speak of him whose tongue, m often 
raised hew to wam and to encourage, is now eileM 
till Judgment Day. Thew is little time on such an occasion 
as this, for quiet thought and careful selection r and I trust 
that you my Religious brethren, and you his so wing 
Mock, will charitably hear wilt me if I only give you a 
mere outline of his character and life-work. 

Michael Brown was born at Wigan, on July 6th, tam. At 
rhe age of twelve he was sent with his younger brother, who 
still survives him, to Ampleforth Callege. He went through 
his collegiate cowx much like other boys. Until his health 
broke down at the age of eighteen, he was strong and 
muscular a formidable foe in the football field, m in aftew 
life he was a formidable foe in the field of argument. In the 
Study-hall few if any of his classmates atm.:red him in his 
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quick and retentive memory, his clear intellectual acumen, 

his masterly marshalling of historical facts, and his keen 

appreciation A the humorous and the serious side A life. 

These characteristi, of the boy showed themselves in the 

man and Priest in after-life. But to then o were added 

afterwards, it seems to me, who have known him intimately 

for over fifty years, an ever open straightforwardnessan 

untiring energy, an unswerving methodical mode A life 

which either age or place could alter, an indomitable will 

power, and lastly an absorbing seal for his Master's glory 

and the salvation A those emmnitfed to his charge. 

In the autumn of 1851 he was clothed with the Benernc-

tine Habit, and took M Religion the name of Wilfrid. In 

1858 he became Prefect of Discipline, which office he held 

with conspicuous success until ORA, when he became Sub-

prior under Prior Prost. This office he held for some years 

until his health utterly broke down. After a year's rest he 

was sent on the Apostolic Minion, fi rst to SeelStreet, Liver-

pool, then to Easingwold, then to Birtly, and in 188o to St. 

Anne's, Fag, Hill, Liverpool. On January 5th, 1884, he 

came here to work out his life in faithful service for God and 

you, his faithful flock. 
And let me here remark that Father Wilfrid Brown has 

been a frail and delicate mad, since he was eighteen t that is 

for fifty-four years I During the whole of that time, a 

stranger, seeing him for the first time, would , he could 

rw,t Useayear. He had the same thin, spare, white and deli-

cate look at eighteen as he had at seventy. Vet owing chiefly 

perhaps to his most regular and methodical life, he has lived 

and worked incessantly, and to the very end, At fifty-four 

years! But, Brethren, besides his regular life, what was the 

suaining power which held him up and bore him on through 

the long years of labour granted him? Surely it was his in-

domitable will to live on and do God's work, and this he did 

with all the energy of his ardent nature. And God 

strengthened him to do do it long , to do it well to 
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do it solely for Him. For, my Brethren, Father Wilted 
had no aim, no ambition, during his whole life, but his holy 
calling , a Priest. The regular a. daily morning and 
afternoon walk, in all weathers, was never taken for the
plea., of it. He took his regular holiday, it RR.; but not 
for the sake of the pleasure it gave him. He took it an a duty, 
convinced that regular ...vim and innocent recreation, 

otdd fit him the better!, pro longed and hard work in the 
Vineyard of his Lord. 

A. his work has been longsnd arduous, from November, 
t851, to May and, 1.5. His duties as Prefect at College, as 
Sub-prior in the Honest., were long and responsible. 
With the single exception A Easingwold, all the Mitoions he
has served have been places of unceasing labour. You that 
have known him hem ter the last twenty-one years can 
bear witness to his untiring lohourn his ceaseless activity, 
and his hearty sympathy with you in your joys and your 
.rrows. 

He was one who spoke very plainly and never disguised 
the truth. He never fl inched, whatever it might cost him, 
when, as he thought, duty compelled him to speak out, either 
to his Brethren or his people. Faithful to his Divine Mast., 
he fearlessly gave what he deemed his Haste, message. But 
behind all this the, was a wealth of kindly feeling, an i
finite pity for human weakness. And then what an ab.rb-
ing interest he took in the instruction and to  of children, 
and still more what a. fatherly 

to 
in each of his flock, 

frying ever guide and lead you to God, as evidenced by 
arefully  prepared sermons and instructions twice each 

Sunday .r twenty-one yeah. Added to this, what an in
 he took in the adornment of God, House, because it toss God, House. The new High Aft:wand Lady Attar, the 

beautiful Paintings, the choice Stained Windom, and lastly 
this beautiful Pulpit, all bear wit,ss that he loved "the 
beauty of God's House' and the "place A the habitation of His Glory." 
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,ao FATHER WILFRID BROWN, R.I.P. 

be quite blameless before Gad? It is for us to try and huten 

that rest a. joy. In his name then I ask your prayers, and 

cannot do it better than in his words, when he appealed 

for his friend Abbot Bury, little more than a year ago. Thus 

he concluded his discourse, "Through me, Father But, 

delivers his last message to you: have pity on me, you at 

least my friends, have pity on me. Pray for me. Remember 

me especially during the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass. Ask 

our Lord graciously to overlook my sins and imperfections 

and to reward me Or the little I have done and suffered, 

however unworthily, in His service.'" Thus he appealed for 

and then added, "Let w listen to and grant this 

humble and pious and reaeonable request. Then when our 

time comes (and for some of us that time cannot be far 

diaant), we may hope that some good friends will kindly do 

the same good office for w." 
Need I add further words? This is his appeal to you, 

through me. Pray for him, that the good God may speedily 

grant to hint his eternal reward. 

alotices of *odic, 
THE RINIACULATE CONCEPTION, by Ancumwou ULw-

vu, An and Book Co. n/6 net. 
CATHOLIC IDEALS IN SOCIAL LIFE, by Fn. CUTHBERT, 

0.S.F.C., Art and Book Co. 3/6 net. 
A notice of these books will be found in the last December 

issue of the Journal. It is a pleasing testimony to the cir-
culation they deserve that though they wen: issued only M 
r. latter part of 19o4, the public has called for another 
Edition of each work. 11.: new edition of" Catholic Ideals" 
is prefaced by a letter from the Archbishop of Westmin-
smr necommentling these papers of Fr. Cuthbert to the 
Catholics of England to assist them in gauging the extent 
of, and learning the remedies for the social evils of the present 
day. "The Im culate Conception" M the sixth volume of 
'The Westminstemar books' that has run to a second editi
It 

on. 
P perhaps to be regretted that books such these, tvhich 

are not intended to be ephemeral should not with their 
superior priming and paper have more durable covers. 

SIMPLE AIDS TO THE DEVOUT RECITATION OF 
THE ROSARY. By thy Rt. Rev. losuun OSWALD 
SMITH, Abbot of Ampler orth. Catholic Truth Society, 
London. 

Another of Fr. Abbot's simple, practical and devout 
booklets of meditation and prayer. Most of our readers have 
almady made their acquaintance, and, we cannot doubt, will 
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warmly welcome this addition to what promises to become 

little library of pious thoughts and aspirations. Abbot 

Smith never writesa line without having his meaning clear to 

himself. and without most carefully choosing word; and 
expres...ions which will make it clear to other,  And because 

he is . careful to say what he means, he succeeds also in 
expreming what he feels. There is always an eloquence in 

simplicity and clearness. 
To show the method the Abbot makes use of, we quote 

vvhat he Ins written of the First Mystery, TM Annunciation. 

" Picture our Lady praying in her room or in the little garden. 
The subject of her prayer, as ever, is that she may become more 
united to God. The angel appears, And Wry is afraid, not 
because of the honour of his presence, but because of the 

honour he shows her. She does not know how the design 

of God revealed to her by the angel is to be accomplished, 
but she i mdia.tely resigns herself into God's hands: Behold 
the handmaid of the Lord: be it done unto me ccord. 
ing to thy word, She recognizes at once how greatly her 
consent will further God's work in the world and in the souls 
of men. She sees that it is to , through Jesus that men are to 

be united to God. 

Nail Mary, for the kindness of thy consent to be the mens of 

brinBing lesstome. Fufl of Voce for the Source of allagrace 
has come to thee. Thr L.prd . tuith thee all thy holy life by 
desir, most intimately and actually for the nine months thou 
didst bear Him in thy womb; and in the most perfect mdon 
with thee during Nis file upon which is only more 
perfect n in heaven. Blessed art Om amongst mpg, chosen 

owby cod oo the means of bringing His Son nearer to ail men. 

to o 
N

oining .fla last end, God, blessed for ever. 
tidy y, Mother of God, great though My dignity be, think 
not of thyself only, as I h.e done so oft, but of us all, 

r far 
hitherto to imitate thy loveand holiness. Do not leave me any 
longer without thy Son. Let me never leave Him by negligence, 
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by self-seeking, by conceit, Now, when! so much need help and 

t;ad donne 

yKeep me in thy hand at that ho Mother , dr awsh me thy Son. Amen. 
esus, united your Mo er a me also near to 

Mary, my Mote, keep me united to your 
and

When Mall
leave all that keeps me from you, my Lord and my God? Make 
, will all yours. Do not become tired of rue, Lord, because of 
,ny want of fidelity." 

There' k no better prayer than the Rosary, and no better 
wa of saying this prayer than by makinguse of Abbot 

ySmith's book. 



03a Coffey Qiarr, 
May z. We returned in full force after the Easter V.. Oki, 

the only absemees being two or three boys who were suffering 

iron. some slight ndisposition. There were three new boys: 

T. Dunbar, Liverpool ; J. Miller, Whitby and V. Narey,Bradf ord. 

The same evening the elections for Captain took place. H. Cham• 

berlain headed the poll. He proce.eded at once to select his 

Government which was composed of the following 

Secretary and Recorder 
Officemen  
Gamesmen  
Billiardsmen  
Clothesman - 
Collegemen - 
Gasmen - 

Librarians (Upper Library) 
„ (Lower Library) 

~ g Roam 
Vigilarii (Lower Library) J. Jackson, H. Speakman 

„ (Reading Room) 

The following were elected to serve on the cricket committee:—

T. V. Barton. H. Chamberlain, E. P. Hardman and W. Williams 

(Sub. cond.). 
While we are concerned with lies we may also ;me, here the 

Captains of the cricket sets:—rat set, H. Chamberlain and E. P. 

Hardman and set, Smith and J. Forsyth yd set, J. Forshaw 

and E. Cawkell ath sm, B. Codfish and C. Rochford I 5fb se, 
R. Blackledge and A. Newton. 

As on cur return after the Christmas vacation we learnt the sad 

news of the death of Er. Gregory Browne, so this term we heanl 

.. that one of Ampleferth's oldest sons, Er. 

Brown, had passed away. Though not well known personally to 

I. McElligott, W. Williams 

E. Rat Hmkmh 
I. Forsyth, O. Chamberlain 

P. Ward, A. Lightbound, L. Miles 

- L. Hope. P. Millers 

W. Sharp, J. Blachledge 
  R. C. Smith 

T H 
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any of us, still the fact that in the past he had been prefect for 
so many years seemed to have given him a special connection 
with succeeding generations of Ampler... boys. A Solemn 
Requiem Mass was sung for the repose of his soul next morning. 

May 3. By rras to-day our boxes had been unpacked and 
studies were egun, with what would have been commendable 
promptitude, had it been emirely voluntary on our part. 

May L. At a meeting*. the school the Captain formally intro-
duced his government, and exhorted the boys to show energy in 
their games. This was necessary if the cricket was to be a 
success. The leader of the opposition, Mr. Priaravesi, congratu-
lated the Captain on the selection of his officials. There seem., 
owever, to be a note of in  in his felicitations, he 

Home 
to remark that the mont capable members of the 

House were to be seen on the opposition benches. 
May 7. As only four members of last year's XI. were avail 

able, the Colts' match promised to le in eresting. it proved 
disappointing. Hardman 's vigorous hitting totally disorganized 
the Colts' attack. With the score at tar for five wickets Chain. 
berlain . Colts' boning was as feeble as it usually 
.tough C. Rochford deserves wine praise. 

To, oo,,,,m) Total y 
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May ry. J. C. Preston looked up his old college friends, who 

were pleased to see him. 
Dowling and I, Narey paid a. flying visit. A 

slight accident to the motor on which they came diminished the 

length 
sly
ohe stay 

May A match home y. Mr. C. Croskell's team. The 

visitors won the toss and started well, the first three wickets 

tinS o forty pre whole ller outfox 

seventy.eight, in spite of our fielding. Barton and Millers divid-

ed the wickets. 
The chief feature of our innings was Hesketh's fiftyt o not out. 

He gave no chance and only made one troke. He should 

prove a very useful bat for us this year. With the score at Iv 

for six wickets we declared, and got out the Scramh team for 

Willian,slow leg breaks were very successful. He took seven 

wickets for forty rum 
Unless something is done to improve Me fielding, disaster will 

sooner or later overtake the Xl. 

Total 

May 28. Lord and Lady Helmsley paid us a flying visit. 

Our Division has been in the throes ola bye.eleetion during the 

past few weeks. Despite ,sits from Mr. Noel Buxton- and My 

Beckett, the rival candidates, we re ned one of the few social 

institutions whose pea., was unruffled by party preparations for 

the polling-day. 
May ao. The XI drove to York to play the Yorkshire Gentle-

men. We found that Capt. White of Wass had arranged a very 

strong team against us. We won the tow and put them in on 
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perfect wiket. Two men were out for forty-three, but through a missed catch eventy-four more were added by White and S,va.le before the latter was caught. Whim was also missed and had passed his century before he was out to a smart catch by
Basil. The chief feature after lunch was a perfect innings of xy.one play. by Luther. The Gentlemen closed their innings at y-yo. Three hours were left for play. We opened well and Br. Basil played a capital innings, but after this five other bats-men were out,fiar twenty more runs. The last wicket fell half an hour before time. We should have played nut ti,ne had we not been too anxious to make runs.

Arny o. A welcome tor, our late prefect. We were sorry Canon Hay, could stay so short a time. 

[lyre r. Cricket match v. Poffklington, our great rivals. This the most important School match of the year. Our opponents had eight of their last yea, marn, but wretched fielding was Yyponsible for the exhibition we gave. It was not only that cmches were dropped, but the ground fielding was as slovenly loose possible. Under the circumstances on a fast scoring wicket, our bowlers had no chance of getting 
t. 

the early bats men Their captain declared at rby for three wickets. 
Our last Act fell as log, Forsyth being caught off what in any case ..ould have been the tam ball of the march. 
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Total Oat 3 wk., ' 67

In addition to the usual prizes and those offered by Mr. J. 

rishwia and Mr. Bodily, we notice the publicationof the follow-

ing, to be awarded at the end of the terms work .—Mr. W. 

Taylor offers £5 to the boy in Forms V. and VI. who obtains the 

highest marks in history ; r. Justice Emerson offers a special 

prize to the IV. Form for the best work in English literature; 

and Mr. Robinson offers a. prize to the Lower III. or Latin Prose. 

Our sincerest thanks are due to the generous donors. 

by  3. The Opposition leader bad a formidable array of 

complaints on paper. One of MI was successfully defended by 

the Government. The others were ruled out of order, as they 

either mentioned no date, or else referred to negligences alleged 

to have occurred in Jo,. 

7ntre 5. Ampleforth being the venue for the General Chapter,

the distinguished heads of the English Congregation arrived to-

day to be the guests of Fr. Abbot for the week. 

yome 6. There was Pontifical High Mass to-day sung by Fr, 

Abbot Gangue, who had come to preside over the Chapter. 

yam to. We were glad to see two old boys in the persons of G. 

H. Chamberlain and R. Huntington,who came to spend Whit 

suntide with us. 
11. Whit Sunday. Pontifical High Mass sung by the 

Abbot President. 
In the afternoon the Lancashire boys, spurred to great deeds by 

the continued success of their county, aspired to play the rest. 

This th:, did to some purpose, winning easily by say-65. 
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,twe ts. Match v. H. Zingari. We lost the toss ; a. our 0 pOnent 11 in on a good wicket started well in scoring 

forty, before Hesketh to their first two wickets in successive 
balls. After the Pocklington fiasco our fielding h. improved 
gready, and the howlers were well supported in this match. 
Our opponenm were dismissed for 13,. 

Chamberla.in and McElligott pm on fifty-eight runs for the 
first wicket before the former left for a well played fort -six. 
Hardman came in, ..a monopolising the bowling, gave us a fine exhibition of free hitting. In his score of eighty-six were i-cluded three sixes and fourteen fours. MeElligott batted steadily for over an hour for eight runs. If he remains content 
merely to play the bowling this year, he should develop into a useful bat when be is able to get more power into his strokes. Our last wicket .11 for a total of 24o. In former years we have had the assistance of masters in this fixture. 

t 3. Whit Tuesday used to be a holiday. But we found that we had more or less unwittingly eaten our cake in the ,hape of the Easter  holidays, and so experienced the inevitable 

How., the XI scored, apart from their batting performance, as there was a match away against Harrogate College. Theychose to bet fins on a very dry wicket and in an hour wereall Due for uo, On adjournment for lunch, the hoard showed this loss of one of our wickets for seventeen; but we had no Caldwell to fear as M past years, and the score rose rapidly. Chamberlain was out for thirty-one before the winning bit was made. I, Placid 
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hit the first ball for four, and both heand 
Hardman cominued 

freely until the former was caught in the out
-field and the 

latter m the slips. 

Yrine 
ys 

da are so filled at present, that elasymatches 

are arranged with difficulty. But the IVth Form had the 

joyless experience to-day of succumbing to the Higher 

though by but [WO runs. The scores were twenty-seven to 

twenty-five. The batmen of bon sides have been heard to 

praise the bowling. 

yune 18. Lancashire again proved thnt the Pnrt was gnater 

and rather btter than the whole, by once more 
defeating the 

World by ninety-ereven to sinty.ight. T. ByrI011 for Lancashire 

met with great Fowling success in taking all ten wickets for 

Thep nl Corpus Christi. Glorious weather for 

the procession of the Blessed Sacrament. 

Match against St. John's, York. played at home. We chose to 

hat first. and Br. Benedict and . Chamberlain took the score to 

forty.six before the latter was out by an euy ca.teh at id-on 

for t enty... The score monted rapidly until two-hudred 

was passed, owing chiefly to Br. Benedict, powerful driving. He 

was unfoAunately caught 'when he had made ninetyAeven. He 

brought equally great assistance in the field, taking three very 

brillian catces. An hour, play sufficed to bring the game to a 

close, for St John's were all out for eigh,two. 
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j a~n not wt 

no. Pocklington march away. On a sticky wicket we 
batt 

At one time it looked as if the soon would he much nger, as 
the second wicket did not fall till sixty had been scored. S. 
Lovell was then responsible fur a collapse, completely non. 
pluming the batsmen with his slow leg breaks. He was helped 
greatly by the pitch, but deserves credit for the judgment and 
accuracy of length with which he bowled. The fielding was good. There was only one mistake, but that proved xpensive. Brice-Smith was missed behind the wicket when he was rc. W. Williams at cover-point was at times brilliam. 

On going in after lunch we found runs very hard to get. The wn had made the pitch play very oddly, and our batsmen 
displayed the utmost caution At one time when freshen and Ilmton were together, it seemed as though we might win. but 
Hesketh tras rather foolishly run out. Then D collapse came, and nine wickets were down for fifty-one. Forsyth and Lovell made 'a longs tand for the last wicket. In the first ten mintes, 
aide) by (or kcpttheir wickets for another twenty minows without scoring. The fieldsmen were very heen to win, and literally surrounded the bats-

a ball 
up on the leg. We were at the wickets two hours and a imlf for 
seventy-one runs. 

Lovell bad the best bowling average, four for eighteen. His 
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he threw new Belton .e meaning.. the word' googley '— 

he latest invention or the cricket reporter. 

July a. Feast of the Sacred Heart. High Maas was followed 

by Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament until Vespers. which were 

sung at three o. clock. 

Another delightful day to be added to the long list 

of Goyemire days. Both cyclists and walkers made the most of 

Perhaps not the least delightful feature was the bathe at 

the ena of our long outing in the .^. 

July 6. . Match v. Sr. Peter's, at York. Chamberlain won the 

toss, and we made a disastrous start by losing three wickets for 

twenty-three runs before lunch. On resuming, hecElligott and 

The a ,eyed vigorously 

until he was bowled for twenty-seven, McElligott was caught 

at the wieket for a preettily Barton 
chiefly 

played forty-five, Most of his runs
ower made on the lg. well, by 

drivie ng, and played his best innings forscored the Xl. 
ff

Chamberlain declared at 179 for six wickets.—Barton was not 

out fifty-eight, Ward not out twenty-two. We left our opponents 

an hour and forty minutes to bat. They began to hit and we heal 

an anxious time when the telegraph showed coo for three 

wickets and forty-five minutes to play. 

W. Williams however came to the rescue with his leg breaks. 

The math was eventually drawn, St, Peter's scoring tIS for 

eight wickets. 

Total Pre d 
The Second elevens played on the horauground.C.Rochford and 

0. Chamberlain opened the innings. The former played a care. 
Al( game and was out for twenty. Chamberlain, who, in a trial 

games few days before had made fifty-four, now reached the excel-
, total of seventy-nine though he was occasionally spared by 

the fielding of our opponents. When W. Sharp had been 
cheered for his fifty, theCaptain declared, the score standing at 
194 for six wickets. The mathematical abilities of the scorer 
however had proved unequal to the strain, so that Sharp had to 
be satisfied with forty-nine. The ba.tting of our opponents was 
poor. EXCept for a stand at the wcond wicket, the batsmen 
were rapidly dismissed by P. Millers. 

o.phemherl'arrIZSIPs, 

rota ,ror 

al, W.Swarbreck in bringing over a team from Thirsk 
is keeping up the tradition, now thirty years old, es blished by 
his father. The match to-day was like many of its[retlecewors 
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in that it harl an exciting finish. We won the toss, and until 

lunch fared disastrously Y los... 5 wW'ets for runs. After-
wards, however, Fr Placid and Hardman brought the score to 

gr before they separated. Er. Placid was caught by a. smaN 

catch by the second slip for an invaluable and Hardman war 

caught at poi.. None of the remaining batsmen offered much 

opposition, a.nd all were out for rod. 

The Visitors began badly by losing a wickets for runs. Then 

the, score rose steadily till it reached rox, with one wicket tr 

fall. Unfortunately for us, that wicket did .t fall till rr6 runs 

o y rd. To-day was chosen for the annual match aping ut
le th Village Team. With the exception of 0.Walke,. 

for sixty-five. Little time was Igh for pla, but some vigor., 

hitting enabled us without difficulty to make the req.,. tuns. 
gr. 
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11.7gltzt L'azt s":„—„i 
Total Igor Erkts, +04 

I uly O. The Boys' XL challenged elm Community. We 
chose to bat first on a very ba. pitch, and succeeded in making 
a good stand at the second wicket. Usefu/ scores of thirty-
one by Hardman and fifty-tour by Barton brought the score to 

for nine wickets, when we declared, O. Chamberlain being 
still at the wicket for twenty. Just an hour remaine d for lay. 
The fielding became very keen wn. two wickets had fallen 

a.nd a third had fallen as won as the score reached 
double figures. Fr. Hildebrand came to the rescue, as last year, 
and only five wickets had fallen by time. 

Total go, tr/ TotaHlorx ,rkul

Tab, 18. Match v. Duncombe Park. The game started late 
and after a steady innings by O. Chamberlain, H. Chamberlain 
,d Fr. Placid mok the sm,rc m The bowling wv 
y accurate, slid consequently scoring was slow but chiefly 

thmugh W. Williams and Fr. ildebrand, a total of atwas 
mach,. for seven 

is
when our captain declared. The match 

ggned very similar to last year's, but the interesting conclusion 
then wimessed was not repeated o-day, only eight of the 
Helmsley wickeg being down at the call a time. The fielding 
was ood, Hardman making himself conspicuous by two fine 
catches. 



between Barronl

played Bootham 

Tmal Tor wInsl sT. 
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Jackson batted well, and had carried the score to too when rain 
stoPPed PlaY. 

Tetal 
We are eased to learn that the Secretary of the Vacation 

Cricket Cluplb, which we spoke of in sur last imu.e. has been 
mmcessful in making arrangements for the coming holidays. The 
fixture card will perhaps interest our readers. 

The members of the middle school have been exiles this term 
from their library. which has been inhabited by artiuns of various 
trades. On ramming. it they found it garnished and varnished 
Fr. Joseph has had a new floor laid, composed of wood-blocks.
The walls have been brightly repapered, and the whole room 
vastly improved. 

In conclusion, we have once more to offer our sincere thanks to 
W. W. Taylor, Mr. Penny and Mr. Wyse for the encouragement 
they have given to the cricket by their generous prizes of hats and 
balls. The winners will not be known before we go to press, and 
will therefore be given in our next issue. 

T. BARTON 
H. CRANIULRLAIN. 



alduraf 15i8torp gocide pit& 
a. Paton had promised to open this session of the Society, as he 

has done since our foundation, but was unable to attend. The 
Headmaster who was kind enough to take his place, gave us an 

eloquent lecture on the Love of No.ture. He spoke of the good 

e&ct which an interest in the creatures." exist around us had 

open the character. He laid stress on the distinction between the 
poet natUraliSt and the scientific natural", and advised us not to 

allow the former to be entirely forgotten in the latter. We should 
let the knowledge ol what is orious and beautiful lead us on to 

the appreciation of what is beautiful. 
0( the birds dealt with during the term. the Albatross claims 

first place, both in point of site and in majesty of Bight. This 

bird, which well deorvo its title of king of the sea, 
In sixteen feet from tip to tip of its outstretched wins. In beak 

is ten inches long and it on swallow pieces of meat four inches 

square. It pain only for the sown. One bluish-white egg is 
laid on the ground and mud is scraped up round it, to form o. 

slight protection. The bird is never !mind north of the Equator. 

Mr. Sharp also told us of in wonderful soaring powers, how it 

holds itself suspended for hours above fa !hip, apparently motion-
less, literally resting on its wonderful wings. 

Another bird which is interesting because of a strange use 

which it makes of its wings, is the Snipe. Fr. el.ia described 

the habits of this bird, which nests regularly on the College 
ground. The not is very similar to the Plover's and is little 
more than a slight deprosion in the ground. The young ca 

run as soon as they leave the shell. But the most interesting 
point in regard to this bird is the strange noise which it produces, 
when circling in the oar. The noise closely resembles the bleat-
ing of the lamb, and observers have long been uncertain how it 
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is produced. Fr. Placid asserted that own experiences 
inclined him to believe that the noise was made by the peculiar 
situation of the feathers, either of the wings or the tail, or of 
olt. The noise is always produced whilst the bird is descending. 

It is very loud, being audible at some distance even when the 
bird is flying o high as to searcely 

The Coot, which is often he to be seen feeding not far from the 
Snipe, is also a local bird. being common on all the ponds 
around us. It may be easily distinguished from the waterhen by 
the blackness of its plumage, its greater sixe and the bare patch 

hind the beak. The coot is comtnonly reputed to be a •• slly" 
bird. The very word coot in many par,  of England is nod o 

term of abuse. In reality, as Mr. Barton oid, the bird is very 
clever and wide awake. 

One other waterbird, brought before us, was the Kingfisher. 
Mr. Hardman told us that this bird was now increasing in num-
bers and returned to many places, in which it h.a previously 
been exterminated. The bird is very destructive to small fish 
,na aiv., it m.k. its nest in a tunnel in the bank, 
arranged well above the high-water ma,k, and the eggs are laid 
On a structure of fish bones. These bows are ejected from the 
stomach. Among other birds which possess this power of ejection, 
the owls age p0haps the best known. 

In his paper on Owls Fr. Hildebrand gave gave us a full of the 
owls in different parts of the world, but chiefly devoted his atten-
tion the Brown Owl. It in holes in treo or rocks. 
The nest itself is merely a thin layer cf soft feathers, and the 
eggs which are Mot round, are chalky white in colour. This 
owl is of great use to the farmer because of the great numbers 
of mice and rats which it kills. The deep soft plumage has the 
effect not only of keeping the bird warm in winter, but also makes 
in flight almot noiseless. so that it can swoop upon its victims 

wank Its food is mainly mice and rats though it takes 
young rabbin when it can, and has bon seen to take sparrows 
tFat woo roosting in ivy. 

The sparrow, indeed, has hw friends and Mr. Perry was unable 
to find many reasons why this bird should be protected. Its food 
is mainly grain, and the large flocks, that are so commonly men, 
do a great amount of damage. It is, however, very fond of the 
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celery caterpillar, and the celery Mower, at any rate,shouldalways 
welcome it. The Aparrow shows a great power of adaptation, 

and has long successfully resisted all attempts to decrease its 
numbers. It nests in any convenient 

,when
and though 

the nest, when shelter., is an open structure, when the sparrow 

builds in a 
with

as it often oes, it constructs a fine nest, well• 

domed, with an entrance at the side. 
Ano.er bird that has Ill, enemies is the Boll-finch, so called 

from its heavy build. In nest is loosely built of twigs and lined 

with fine roots. It a, three times in the year, and would no 
doubt become very numerous if it were not that in fine plumage 

and great vocal powers cause it to be much sought after by bird 
catchers, whilst its great love of fruit makes the gardener its 
enemy. Some authorities however declare that it does good to 

the trees by pruning them. 
Mr. Rigby tmateal of a bird that has no enemi.. The 

Willow-wren shy bird that aoives in March and leaves 

in September. It feeds on in.cts. It is interesting to note 
that this bird was first distinguished from the chill-chaff and 

wood-wren by Gilbert White. One clear difference is that the 
willow.wren h. black legs. Its name is derived from the fact 

that the biol arriv. when the willow is in flower, and thme 

flowers form its food some time. Later on, it feeds entirely 

on insects. Its nest is built on the ground and is a well-domed 

StrUCtUIL, thickly lined with feathers. It is not well hidden, and 

the eggs or young are oftea3 ,ken row. 
The Carrion Crow is a bird of repulsive habits. It is of a very 

secretive nature, aml inhabits thickly wooded 
and twigsthere is pie, of covm. The nest is made of nicks and twigs 

and lined with hair and w.l. Very little in the way of food 
comes amiss to the carrion crow, from a weakly Iamb to the 
eggs of a small bird. It is almost as cunning . the raven. The 
pne redeeming feature in this bird is its attachment to in mate 
and its nest. 

Often confused with the above bird, the Rook can easily M
distinguish. from it by the greyish skin under the neck and on 
the head. Mr. Smith told us much of the rookery and the laws 
by which it is governed. The farmer dislikes the rook because, 
uproots the young corn and the potatoes, bed it does this to get at 
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the insects that would, if not destroyed, develop into terrib/e 
pests. In autumn and winter, though the rooks visit the rook, 

riodically, they do not sleep there, but generally in some wood 
o plantation, sevesal miles away. 

At this season, too, numbers of Sea-gulls may be men in .e 
fields here, though we are thirty miles or more from the sea, 
snuggling with the rooks for the dainties turned up by the 
plough. The gulls, unless greatly outnumbered, seem always to 
gain the mastery. Mr. Hesketh gave us a full description of the 
various classes of gulls, including the common, the blackbacked, 
the lusser blackbacked, the herring and the kittiwake. The 
last is the prettily arked, swallow-like creature which is 
oft. well called the ma-swallow He concluded with an 
interesting account of several of the galleries that are found in 
many parts of our coasts. 

From the birds we pass by an easy transition to the creature 
which forms their main food supply. 

Of the Worm Mr. Arskell had much in  to give us. 
Its body is made up of from sixty to one hundred and fifty ring, 

it progresses by means of short stiff bristles which are set in 
two rows along its under side. Its heart exends along the 
whole of its body, but the brain consists merely s ofa few nerve 
centres round 

fro
mouth. It feeds mainly on decaying leaves, and 

is especially n of cabbage stems. The worm plays a great 
part in the economy of nature. Inaasts bring up fresh 

and the burrows allow the rain to get down easily. 
Calculations show that there are on the a.verage fiftyour 
lhomand worms to the acre and that annually them bring up 
thineen or fourteen tons of soil. It also toms the staple support 
al many birds and some animals. incluchng the hedgehog. 

The Hedgehog a..° eats snakes and eggs. The latter it 
placm on the ground and grasps firmly by its forefeet. Then it 
bites a hole in the shell and sucks out the contents. The 
hedgehog seems to be impervious to poison, and attacks the viper 
quite fearlessl y. The nest is well made and thatched so that i t
will keep out the rain. It is often placed in the roots of trees. 
Alr. Wood added that in eating snakes the hedgehog commences 
at the tail-end, and often before the snake is quite dad 

Only one species or poison°us snake is found in England a. 
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that is the iper. Although the i
n

of this venomous crea-

ture is rarely fatal to man. it often kills she  and cattle as 

they lie in the pastures. Mr. -WO/Am described the difference 

between the viper[ nd the common snake, and added, in answer 

to a question, tha the blind-worm is not a snake and is quite 

harmless. 
Whilst the make is eaten by the hedgehog, the Fox, as Or. Am-

brose told us, bas an ilVCRIOUS method of capturing the hedgehog. 

When Me hedgehog A confronted by the fox in an open position, 

it promptly rolls itself up and in this posture is quiteunumilable. 

The fox knowing this, rolls the prickly creature into the nearest 

when the hedgehog unrolls to swim, seizes and .- 

vours it. The hedgehog, however, forms but a small part of the 

fox's menu. It eats rabbits, hares, partridges, pheasants, and 

very few birds or .ninm it. Rerh, ill favourite 

dish is a wild duck. Br. Ambrose gave tat a full description of 

the appearance and habits of this much-hunted creature, and 

told us many tales of the strange cunning with which it defeats 

•nO
enemies. 
ne other animal was dealt with during the term, and that is 

tbe FrOg, on which a paper was read by Br. Ansehn. The frog is 

probably a survival from some far off age when dry land first 

emerged from the great waters. It A born and spends he fiat 

part of its life as a fish, in stagnant wa.ter. It is then ca. the 

tadpole, and breathes as a fish breathes. When in 'VP grew 
and it becomes a frog, it spends the greater portion of its days 

on land, though always in moist situations. Br. Anse., described 

the wonderful way in which the tongue of this creature is adapted 

to its eeds. The root of the tongue lies in the forepart of the 
mouth and works on a hinge, by means of which the frog can dart 

it out at great speed and unerring aim. The tongue is covered 

with some adhesive liquid and the fly once touched by it cannot 

escape. The frog is so expert and the tongue moves so quickly 

that theny seems literally to vanish from sight. The eye cannot 

trace its route. Frogs have been seen to The three feet in 

pursuit of their prey. The great bull-frog of America can 

easefull  feet. The frog changes in Ain every few days. It 

perhaps to remember that the croaking, like the cry of 

the woodpecker, is a sign. rain. 
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The Fly, upon which the frog feeds entirely, was taken as the 
subject of his paper by Mr. Keeley, who confined himself to the
houseflies. There are f our kinds of theseff ies.theLarger,Smaller, 

and Bluebottle. The eggs are laid in decaying matter 
anal ,umbern  about twenty thousand. They hamh in less than 
twent four hours. The larvae eat voraciously. They act as 
purifiers of the earth. At the end of a Week the soft white skin 
of the larva change into a. dark brittle ease in which the real fly 
is formed. In another week the fly issues from its case. We 
were told that the fly can vibrate its wings three hund 
fifty tintes a. second and can fly twenty miles an hour The 
Luning is produced by the vibration of ttard particles in a.hollow 
in the thoax. It is enabled to walk up walls and on ceilings by 
an arrangement of to  in its fcet through which it sends gum. 
On its twelve pads it has about fourteen thousand al these tubes. 
Its eyes are five in number, three simple on the top of its head and 
two and on each side. The compound eyes have about 
seven thousand lenses each. The fly lives about eight du, but 

, bibern.=:all as it is, the fly n. wnia 

The Ants were described to the Society by the Mr. Millers, who 
,aid Mat there were nearly a thousand species, of which thirty are 
Ion. in England. He described the woaderful economy of their 
lire, the roads they rnake.the creatures they keep to give them 
mills, the corn they sow, reap adsn  away. and all the 
wonderful habits that hare won lor this atoms creature the 
admiration of mankilid 

As wonderful as the ants are the Bees,. Fr. Abbot gave us 
a prxtical lecture on these honeHnakers. He told us first, the 
different kinds of bees, and of attempts which had been made to 
improve  the strain of our English bee by Heeding TE L °them 
from foreign countries: then of the life of the bee in the hive, 
Imw the grubs are Ed by the young bee, and how when need 
arises an ordinary grub is changed into a queen-grub 
A dia. These august individuals are led on what is called 
roal jelly. We were told how the bees swarm, and why and how 

heekeener Prevents the swarming: interesting operations 
which lack of space prevezts us from a.ttempting to describe. 

In answer to a question he told us that there was a stinglus {,y 
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which closely resembled the bee and used this resemblance 

as a means of protection. 
This point was emphasised in the paper on Mimicry. Fr. 

Benedict said that mimicry in animals and plams can be divided 

into two kinds, the fi rst Ca using invisibility, the second cord aion 

with some different Isec are generally coloured . as 

not to se . He showed ma rsral moths on stone which were 

very difficultm to distinguish. Son, however, imitate the more 

damgerous insects like the e and ta,n. 

Among many other instance,be he v alluded to the Cuckoo as an 

imitatin of the hawk. Hc also pawed round weer al plants 

owhich imitated nettles for self-protection. 

Almost all creature that have powerful enemies posuss the 

power of mimicry in different degrees, and the lecturer pointed 

out how wonderful it was that these creatures, at once upon their 

entrance into life, should know how to use this rmwer. 

Br. Basil also gave us a most interesting paper on Peculiar 

Nests, but from the very nature of the subject we are unable to do 

more tban Mention it and the lively discussion that followed. 

Many of the nen. described by the members who took part in it, 

were, as the lecturer remarked, ter, peculiar. One marked 

pemliarity was that they, almost without exception, came from 

America. 
, Dominic, changing his subject, gave us a paper on 

Ferments. Fermenta, most minute creaturarovMels work a change 

in the nature of liquids so abhorrent to teetomlers, are only just 

beginning to . thoroughly understood for many years their 

very existence was nknown. 
Br Benedict was unfortunately prevemed by illness from giving 

his paper on the Curlew, but we all hope ro have the pleasure of 

hearing it an. yen. hearing
lecture on Gurnards, Fr. Joseph said that the gurnard 

arecld both the gurnards and the bull-heads. Them 

fishes  always of rather small sire and are not powerful swim-

me . They live on the bottom, near or not far from the coasts, 

..a arc IounJ in all seas, arctic, tompera. and tropical. They 

have two peculiarities, the breast fins me divided imo three rays, 

and their um is similar to that of the fingers of man secondly 

these fish utter sounds, rambling Mint grunts. T. use of 

these sounds is not understood. 
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Smog our last issue, there ryas been another death among or 

oldest andmoust distinguished brethren—a death wholly unexpected 

and widely and deeply regretmd,but which cannot have occasioned 

notch surprise. Fr. Wilfrid Brown was one of those who during 

the most of his life stood close to the gates of death. He ceemed 

to be dwelling in " the Valley of the Shadow:. Only thus.• 

who have lived with him know whamt a fra.il case cenEned 

Mgorous and enterprising spirit. His ethodical habitseveryom 

knew ; how he divided up his time and made a rigid routine of 

prayer and work a.nd rest and recreatio. But haveo will 

have realized the necessity of Ois regularity, who witnessed 

the death-like pallor which came over hisleatureswhen he worked 

mo long at his doled, or ot too long at a council meeting, or 

walk. too great a istance, or slept through exhaustion, or in 

any way wearied himself. In his College days, his favourite 

exercise wo felling tress in the young plantation,and we 
favo

urite 

seen this gastly faintness overcome him fora moment, when in 

the beat of the work, he slightly overtaxed his strength. Never-

theless, one cannot doubt that, though he could never relax the 

care he took of his health, he lived heartily, and Olt intensely, at 

times, the joie de vivre. 

Few of our aged lathes have lived so actively in the present 

as Fr. Wilfrid. He had always something on hand. But, though 

he was not, in any marked way, a worship, of the past, he will 

have seemed to the younger generations to belong to it. To 

son,. still remained the prefect of their younger day who, 

though long retired from office, still retained the look and voice 

of authority. We remember seeing the startled look of a 'caught 

schoolboy come over the face of a middle-aged missioner, when 

the well-remembered ° Now, then, there " in the old tones 
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sound. in his ears. By the way, we remember also how this 
favourite call to attemion of our prefect puzzled Herr Von 
Tugginer. At a French ciao he asked F pupils the meaning of 

and when they translated it "I present, alms, 14," the om-
bination of words and ideas struck him as unspeakably funny. 

Perhaps it was the .slightly-stooped figure and the tanned 
ametical Oce which 6.113. to link Fr. Wilfrid with days that ,re

Ile. There waa the suggestion, in his appearance, of one 
who had worked hard and endured hardship in his prime, and had 
reached the evening of rest. He looked Eke a veteran retired 
from service. But. in radity, , he wo young in hope and acti vi ty,
and, in some mention, younger in mind and younger in sym-
pathies than he had been in former years. 

Fr. Whittle ho spoken so eloquently of his many excellent 
qualities that it would be presumption to ofier to supplement 
whm he has said. But we should like to memion Fr. Wilfrid, 
gift of enthusiasm. It was this which made him ao admirable a 
companion. He was singularly appreciative of artistic excellence
of any kind—except in music. If he met with a d book, he 
would recommeml it to every friend he met. A M ood genuine 
humour- it needed to be of good quality and well put—would 

the smile on his face for the whole of one of his long, lonely 
walks. He enjoyed a good story, and cemally enjoyed repeating 
it. A. what he liked once, he liked aluays. He was as staunch 
in ̀his affections as in his beliefs. The devotion he showed to 
his old Friend, Abbot Bury, was touching He was a man who 
added to his experience, but never changed. I t ceed to be oid 
that he had modelled himself when a young man on the master 
for whom he had most respect, Abbot Bury, and on a dead man, 
the Duke of Wellington, who was Me hero of his boyish imagina-
tion. But, even in mannerisms and small tricks of resemblance, 
we have never f..un Fr. Wilfrid like anybody but himself. 
was too ownright, as we say, to imitate anybody. He was
always himself, and always true to himself. 

May we call to the notice of our readers the neat, well-printed 
amphlet, containing a portrait of F.. Wilfrid and Fe Whittles 

sermon, which Mr. Hull of Brindle bas pu ished± Some may 
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wish to have copies for themselves and for distribution among 

friends. The.prices are pd. a single copy; six for rffi; twelve 

for a;4. They are to behad from George Hoghmn Lane, 

near Proton, Lancashire, and any profits of the sale will . used 

as stipends for Alamo, to be said for the repose of Fr. Wilfrid's 

soul.  The Brindle congregation also wish to erect a Memorial 

Screen in their Chapel, and ask Pr. Wilfrid Brown's many friends 

in other parts of the coumry to join with them in this expression 

of estee . 

Ex n mihilo nibil fit." We have carefully gone through Mr. 

Ni.., DU, again, to see if we could find any further items 

that would interest our readers, and nut of the infinite deal of 

nothing,' we notice only an Order of Studies which may or may 

110t be of value. We print it with maiderable misgiving as to 

its ccuracy. r. Nihell heads thenst with his ovm name. 

This look suspicious. He had been at school two months. 

Possibly he was older than his companions. and so was given an 

exceptional status in the College from the beginning. But it is 

just as likely that he assumed the dignity of head hey for his own 

satisfaction. He would probably have given himself the place of 

honour if he had been last in the School. However, we print the 

list, withom prejudice, in his own spelling, but with the many 

blots and corections removed. 
1ST (O1,3.). 

R. Nihell 

E. Allanson 
Kelly 

(Here there is a line drawn, presumably dividing the first from 
the second class.) 

C. Phann (Rev. Christopher Austin Shaun, as.e.) 

W. Hall 

Rd. Prot (Rev. Richard Ambrose Press O.S.B.) 

W. Hampson (Rev. William Jerome Hampson,O.S.B.) 

Pr. Greenery (Rev. Peter Ignatius Greenough, 0.S.B.) 

j. Smith 
R. Warterton 
P. Allan.? (Rev. Peter Athanasius Allanson, ass.) 
W. Greenery 

)J.) Shuttleworth 
(M.) Langdale 
Georg Keyll
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do. Cnass. 
J.Orrell 
R. Rose 
C. Stourton OM Baron Stourto, 
C. Gastaldi 
C. Clifford (Hon. Edward Austin Clifford, as.s.) 
J. Parsons 
Rd. Tyser (Rev. Richard Cyprio.n Tyre, 03.11.) 
M. Defame, 

du. Caass, 
S. Hospedales 

T. Smelter 
T. n.,at 
F. Buckle 
(R). Itoskell 
G. Warterton 
Flinn (D.) (Rev. Henry George Flinn, 0.S.B.) 

H. Warterton 
(W). Hutton 

All the names in the list were known to us before and figure in 
our Ampleforth Lists. Several boys whp, on other information, 
we believe to have been at College in ffi rh, are mentioned. 
The absence of John Pres, who is described in the diary as 
making toffee, is sufficient evidence that the roll-call is imperfect. 
N ice that the compiler distinguishes the noarle of George 
Kelotly, by writing the Christian name in full. From, other 
evidence in the Dia, we know that George was his particular 
chum. We wonder he did not add a few unnecessa, letters in 
the spelling, instead of docking the e. 

The front page of the diary is mutilated, and the first entries 
are lost. We are particularly sorry for Mis, as there is, Of rather 
was, mention of o. boy-king. The first words of the first four 
lines arc:—' January " ; " The King " ; " dined our"; " last." 
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We me quite unable to fill up satisfactorily such large gaps. But 

" The King " is not likely to have had reference to George III. 

who never came into sufficiemly  connection with St. 
Lawrences to y a line removed, wins  boy's diary, from the 

words dined out." If the King was named George, he must 

have been either George Warterton, George Henry, or George 

Kelly. 

We extract the following from the Lytham Th.. of May 5th t—

LYTH. URBAN COUNCIL. 

Tun New CHAIRMAN. 

Lytham has always been Fortuna. in having as Chairman of 

the Urban Council a man of marked ability. The late Dr. Fisher, 

Councillor E. Ii. Lightwood, I.P., Councillor E. W. Mellor, 

e. Slater, 
chairmen in every respect, dintt  Councillor Cockalmtt. the new 

Chairman, we have a gemleman who may be relied upon to up-

hold the honoured traditions of . office. 
Born at Preston H., the non of Me. Josh. Cokshutt, 

cotton spinner, late of Penwortharn mill, r Cockshat had the 

advantage of being nurtured in a. numerous family. Brought in 

daily contact with eleven other children it is no wonder his 

disposition is miitant He is o. born Aghter—very advanced in 

his viefvs and utterly fearless. His somewhat impulsive nature 

is aced to create conflict occasioally, and there are some 

who have (arson this ground. Nevertheless he makes o.n excel 

lent cho.irman, and can well guide and keep in hand any meeting. 
Educated first at the Catholic Grammar School, Preston, a, 

afterwards at St. Lawrence , Arnplef rch, York—one of the prin-
cipal Catholic Colleges in England—he wen articled at the age of 
eighteen to Maws. Edelston  An Preston, the principal of which 
firm was 

Al.
Thos. Edelston. An excellent training led up to Mr. 

Cocksbutt passing final examination in .8b, and commencing 
to practise on his own account. He quickly won position fa 
himself. .a i$ now ,at the head of the firm of Me s. Nieltolas 
Cocks . and Co. his brother, Slr. Jos. ockshutt, and sMr. 
Chorlton Dunkerly being partners. Councillor 

Cocks,
i a 

member of the Incorporated Law Societies of London and Pres-
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ten, Vico-Chairman of the Educational Sub-Committee fw this 
ar., and holds many other appointments Eight years a.go 
he came to Lytham, and during his six years' connection with the 
Lytham Concil, he has been Chairman of the Streets and Beach 
Committee, and taken a leading part in the administration of 
town affairs. r. Cocksbutt still practises as a solicitor, but in 
a few months will retire from the rolls and become a student of the 
Honourable Society of the Inner Temple, ondon. It appears
that until W. Cocks.. .tires from the rolls, he cannot take bits 
yea. on the Bench, but the disability fr. end with his retirement 
as a solicitor, and he will then take the oath, and become, we 
believe, one of the most useful of magistrates. Towards the close 
of the year, Mr. Cockshutt hopes to be called to the Bar, and join 
the Northern Circuit. 

Mrs. Dawson has wnt us an object of great interest—a 
handsome, 

of 
ca.rved side-board which was used as an altar 

during the days of persecution. ft has been handed down in the 
family, and there is a tradition, though it is perhaps unfounded, 
that r. Arrowstuith, the mo.rtyr, said Mass at it. It has a 

wed 
inside for vestments and altar furniture. It is now 

used in St. Peter's, one of the chapels in the monatery. Our 
warmest thanks. 

IVe have to thank M. Pa.] for kindly presenting to the 
copy of Tr.., Dictionnaire universe] Francois a 

" Paris 177r, in eight folio volumes. We have also to 
thank our constam friend, Mr- Milburn of York, for further and 

ry handsome additions to our collation of pictures and 
engravings. He has presented us with four oil paintings, two of 
forge size. Two of them are Madonnas, one a seascape, and the 
mho. an interesting and very well-executed allegory of Me Siege 
of Paris, ,Su. It is signed "Aekan Vans and is dated.", We 
are indebted to hint also for the gift of an engraving. o Pius Vat 
praya during the Bo.ttle of Leptn. Joan: Patasinus del et 
pion; Desplacessalgit, 7x4" Louis Owplaces was an engraver . 
of considerable eminence in the best period of French line work. 

We are pleased to learn that at the meeting held under the Pres, 
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ency of theE. of Derby, President of the University. Liverpool, 

on July t h, the °Degree Day," Herbert Taylor received a First 

Class certificate in Architecture.—Our congratulations to him,and 

also to Leonard Rigby, who has passed his entrance examination 

of the Royal Institute of British Artists. We are pleased also to 

learn that R. Dowling and W. St. G. Foote have passed the 

examination in Intermediate Law. 

fnsn old Greek syntax book with which we were nce on terms 

of fluctuating familiarity, one of the sentences giveno to tea our 

knowledge was couched in this form. •• Xenophon has need of 

friends in order that hem, have helpers." The connection made 

explicit in this sentence has been abundantly illustrated for us 

this term in the pres entation  valuable costumes pre. 

pared by our numerom friends for the production of oflamlet" 

on the school stage. Om indefatigable Green Room manager, 

Fr. Mauro, is to be aged on securing very efficient 

first aid in the resuscitation of a department whose existence 

threatens, from time time, to become merely ideal. Our first 

and best thanks are due to Fr. Abbot, without whose generosity 

our plays would be staged with a simplicity surpassing that of 

Elizabethan days. We owe our thanks also to Mr. W. Taylor. 

This generosity however would have availed us but little, had it 

not been for much kind auistance from several ladies. We are 

especially indebted to Mrs. and the Misses Powell for the Queen's 

costly rob., and for two beautiful little page costumes; to Mos. 

Williams for Ophelia.'s very pretty dress; to Miss Corbishley OF 

for the o 
of

sui. of solemn black," and to Miss Dol. for 

her gift of Polonius' dress. `, To all our thanks." Many of our 

readers,. hope, will see the play and so be able to judge 

themselves. Lacking the dressmaker's art we must refrain from 

description of the unarm. in detai. 

We also desire ta tender our sincere thanks to Pike, already 

well known to our readers through the numerous illustrations le 

n. contributed to the 7ogruol. The Stage Manager is anxion. 

to acknowledge his great indebtedneu to him for the sound 
judgments his artistic temperament has enabled him to form On 

severa.I points of detail connected with the representation of tha,
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Some Oxford jottings:—
Professor Ray-Lankester's visit to Oxford was a holt from the 

blue. Under cover of the Romanes " lecture he delivmd 
strongly worded attack on the University's educational ytem. 
Of rouse it was a logical remelt of hin philosophy. He is an 
unhi.hing and downright materialist. Education must follow 
Me lines of evolution. Only man is a rebel from nature and 
nature is uacting her penalty in the impe of disease and will 
exact a more terrible penalty if something is not done. This 
something is the study of the natural sciences, which will end in 
the elimination of disease and the perfect reign of man's power 
over the world. Presem-day education, the conning of infinite 
lines of Latin and Greek and delving in the dirty records of the 
past (history), is little better than amusement and as such should 
he put on one side till the more important education is 
ccomplished. 
"If you were going," said Glaucon, establish a city of pigs 

with what other fodder would you feed them.?
The tone of 

vote 
lecture was such that many of his hearers

Grtekd
woul be still less inclined to vo for the abolition of compulsory 

. 

rof.  Bradley did not fail to give us his terminal lecture, though 
suffering from weak health. The subject was Shakespeare's 
Antony and Cleopatra. He succeeded in giving us some app.-
ciation of the noble outlines of Antony's character, his boundless 

engsity Octavio.uous sncerity, so different to the cool, self 
red,  Antony w. f.hnned in the mould of a 

broad  humanity, he waa a character such as we cannot help but 
love for its openness and stragghtl orwardness. Octavio, com-
pared with him, falls into the ciao of the notary of Arras, a man 
with fish's blood who will never let heart outstrip eason, h.
heart only when it is politic to make a show of it. Prof. 
Bradley touched too on the force and versatility of Cleopatra 
Shakespeare had here again imprinted some of his own many 
sided power. 

Lacordaire says somewhere that the thought of those countless
and well-nigh forgotten generations that peopled the ancient 
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world disgusts him with his own time, which imagines itself to 

be making such a stir in the course of the ages. 

It is a pleasure sometimes to be suddenly transported from the 

mightily important questions of compulsory Greek and optional 
science, college eights and reading parties, to some nation afar 
off,—one of those nadons that God suffered in times past to walk 
in their own ways, to grope after a dimly seen Creator busy too, 
as we are, but this dine with picks and shovels and turquoise 

mi

It

es. 

was known that the ancient Egyptians—as far back even as 

the first dynasties—quarried the. stones from Me Sinaitic 
peninsula. It was however left to Professor Flinders Petrie to 

make a thorough En on of the Egyptian settlements in 

Sinai. Prof. Petrie undertook this important task last year, and 
visited Oxford during the spring of the present year to tell of his 
discoveries. 

His zeal appears to be indefatigable. All supplim had to be 
',rough!. from Suez—a matter of five days camelservice; each day 
it wss necessary for Me little party, some thirty in number, to 
mount Boo feet to the plateau of Sarabad el Kladem before work 
could be resumed; no water was to be had within several miles. 
All these difficulties vete probably Moved by the old to
workers. In spite of this, the temple of the Eygptian goddess 
Hathor was thoroughly excavated .a numerous inscriptions 

of r
Professor Petrie eanwhile keeping sharp look-out 

for anything that might bar on the question of the Israelite 
sojourn there. These latter facts of course must needs be only 
general. By .me clever argumems drawn partly Item the 
flood-levels in the ravines, he Mowed the likelihood of the physi.1 
condition of the country having remained comparatively uniform 
throughout historic times. At Moen, the eeuntrY suPPerm mm=

five or six and Arabs, which Professor Penie consider, 
to . the 

he 
of its capabilitio. How then about the an

given in the book of Numbers: Of Ruben the eldest son of 
Israel...e6,eoo fficd, Many have felt the difficulty of these 
enormous figures, and like Professor Petrie axe loath to consider 
them fictitious. The suggestion of the Egyptologist may then 
be a welcome onc. He thinks it probable that the .ion taken, 
in the xxx, to reprment `thousands: really meant 'families or 
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eents,,nd that we should rather read Of Ruben...forty-six 
familics—po souls, .4cd! How far a similar method might be 
applied in other cases in the earlier books of the Bible, he left to 
callus Mdeci.. 

Another hide point of interest consisted in the numerous small 
stone pillars—'bethels' he called them—with which the neighbour-
hood of the Hathor temple abounds. The mere erection of a 
pillar is perhaps scarcely enough to connect it with that stone 
,set up for a title' on which Jacob had lain his head, though they 
probably had some religious significance, as also certainother 
m in the same place. We have however en 

! many a small heap of stones set up on a sheltered slopeunders the 
Goronire cliffs which may some day puzzle the New Zealand 
xrchmologist. Possibly. too will call then,bethels; 
ing that they merely formed the somew.t unstable supports of a 
pc* plate. 

Oxford has not been slow to recognise the word, of Dom 
Morin's arches in Patrology. The Marais°. Monk ever 
* visitor at Oxford, and meets with a kindly 

on in many uarters The recent presentation of an 
honorary degree (Doctorate of Literature) is a fitting sequel to 
Mese friendly relations. We offer him ow sincerest con-
gratulation, 

For most men who have not the ordeal of examination 
to face in the near future, a. probably .me who have, the 
event of the summer term is • Eights' Week.' 

This year charming weather lasted Mroughout the whole 
time, and there were more visitors than usual The continual 
round of amusements scar.ly interrupts our daily routine, 
hut .n well understand the growing agitation among 
lecturers and tutors, to have Eights' Week' postponed until 
the end of tern. 

It is rare nowadays to find anyone who apart from motives of 
asceticism would advocate a course of diet and of fasting such 
as is prescribed in St. Renedict's Rule. The reader of a paper 
at one of the Debating Societies on 'The Simple Life' seemed to
favour it greatly. The eating of meat, he told his hearers, 
should be altogether given up. The main pmt of one's daily 
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food should Ix a pound of bread,  pins of milk and a quarter 
of a pound of cheese. But how is one to get up an appetite lot 
such fare? It is quite easy to do—leave out a mea, lunch if 
you wish, but preferably breakfast. There was, however, one 
serious discrepancy between the proposed regime and that of our 
monastic orefathers, that the modern day does not begin until 

am. Most of the audience, though they clearly found the views 

of the lecturer entertaining did not seem at all inclined to try so 
severe a course of self-restraint. 

Our  Letter :—Father President was in Rome from April 

Sth till May and. He was received in private audience by the 

Popeon Holy Saturday. For about a quarter of an hour he was 
witM1 the Holy Father, who granted many privileges to the Abbey 

of St. Gregory for the coming centenary celebration. The Holy 

Father looks well and has grown somewhat stouter during the 

put year, but the deepening lines on his fan make him look 
much older and hear witness to the heavy burden of responsibili-

ties that weigh on the shoulders of the successor of St. Peter. 
The last of the papal ceremonim in St. Peter's this year—

and they have been many—was the procession of the Blessed 
Sacramem, which was the concluding function of the Eucharistic 
Congress. It was especially interesting, as such a sight has not 
been seen since the taking°, Rome, and could not be seen else-
where. Fr it was impressive not only on account of the long,seem-

ngly internsinable line representing the various religious orders 
and congregations and all the different ranks of the hierarchy, 

which took over half an hour to pass. There was the colouring 

given to this representat, gathering by the spirit of the place. 
There was the vastness and beauty of the greatbuilding,..of temples 
old, or altars new, Worthiest of God, the holy and the true." There 

are the memories that ding to the spot and unite put and present. 
The past—from the time when the valley, where now stands St. 
Peter's.resounded with Me applause°, thousandsgathered together 
to gloat over the human sacrifices offered to the god of pleasure;
from the time when a handf al of the faithful braved the torture 
and death that might await them, in order to hear the last words 
of the Brat occupier of Me See of Rome, as he hung on the cross in 

the centre of Nero's great circus, knowing now the meaning of the 
Visiodswords when it replied to his question "Quo vadis,""Iterum 

NOTES. 

cmcifigi."—that is the beginning of the Christian history of that 
,pot. Its stream has flowed on through the renturies,and we, stand-
ing on the bank,see it sweep past us into the 

the
futur . And 

this venerable figure that is carried in to.day at the end of the 
procession, with head bowed reverently and with no thought for 
the tens of thousands that draw breath of very admiration at the 

the monstrance of  the Blessed Sucrament—this 
figure is the link o-Jay between the the past and the future. 

nom 
that is not stirred by such a sight. Itu: tlw procession is not 
:A. When tlic ablaze has been placed on the high 

—which is ablaze with candls. the Holy rather intones the 
Te Dna,. and it is sung alternately by the Capella Sistina ant, 

tion takes up the hymns. praise. The effect ia magcal. Sult and 
it begins, bm quickly swells to a great volume of somul that 

:twakes the echoes in the dome above and in the farthermost 
nil then as qu 

end,, to 
dies awa, to give

t 
place again to the choir. So on to to the confident, riumphal 

n Jar in ere 
Tatum ergo,. one hears the sharp word of command as the 

little papal army is drawn up ready to give the salute at the 
Itmediction. As the Holy Father raises the monstrance there is 

clash of arms, and high up in" the vast wondrous dome, To 
M1ie maw's m rail war a ell;' the are sited. 

When the reremony is over the great crowd soo spreads itself ..at over the piazza, a , each its members salter.s way richer hy one more memory that will make life plea e

and Present .  which must always 1.w 
M1. M1m eh 

hi. forcible denunciation of all cant and sham. Carlyle thinks haw found a specimen el the grow. Mans in that the Pope, dming the procession on Corpus Christi Day, is
IY 

 repruented 
kneeling. whereas in reality he is comfortably seated—

this posture is skilfully concealed by .1uminous The truth and its great exaggeration in this account were 
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w the procession this year, when the sa.me platform 

en talamo") was used for carrying the Holy Father as has been 

moyed on former occasions. It is true that, m the procession 

entered, it seemed as if the Pope were simply kneeling before the 

portable altar. but as soon m the haldachino was reached the 

platform was carried out uncovered, so that everybody could 

see such was the desire to leave the people under a 
false aimpression Before the portable altar on the platform 

was a stool, on which the Pope knelt, and there was also a small 

of
with arms against which he could lean. An arrangemem 

of this kind one could not but expect when Me circurnstancm are 

considered. It would certainly be impossible for the Holy Father, 

at his age, to kneel unsupported for more Man half-an-hour, on 

the latform, raised shoulder high and swaying slightly all the 
P; 

 of the care of the ,ediari." Such is the reality 

whihCarlyle has caricatured. 

St. Ansehno has been honoured by having another of its 

professors elected a member of the Biblical Commission. Fr. 

Hildebrand w wa, o.s.n., ow Pram.,  a Sacred ScriPture, 
received nomination hom the Po, through Me Secretary of 

State. When Fr. Mpg visitedCardinal Merry del Val to acknow-

ledge the appointmem, his Eminence spoke of the Church's need 

of good Scripture scholars, and laid special stress on the fact that 

Mom who would foundful anti Theology.rk in 
high

ne 
dare

ave

solid and sure ion of  The  sta  set 

before Scripture sandals by the Conuniwion may he seen from 

the matter to be presented by Mose who would take the recently 

instituted degree in Sacred Scripture. It will he found set out in 

detail in Me "Analecta Sea.. too,. p. There will soon be 

published an English translation a VT. work "Das B., 

Backer
On the Wednesday in setol  Week, the Queen Mother.Margarita, 

paid an unexpected vi  to Sane ,111.10.5. She visited the 

church and the monaster and honoured English customs by 

taking afternoon tea before leaving. Her Nlajesty was at 

Monte Cassino for the Feast of St. Benedict last March, aml a 

Mort time before visited Sbiaco. 
Those who feared still long. delays before the publication of 

the Vatican edition of the Gregorian Chant, will welcome the 

NOTES. 
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news Mat the rap e has pm the matrer entirely in the hands of Abbot Pothier, MI ° can 110., aet indemndently. He says that I ie hopes to have the first part of Me Graduale (conmining the Krie) ready by the end of this month. i.e., July. He is remaining in Rome, M mite of the great heat, to push on the work. 

We have to record mar, rnissiun changes. Fr. Cuthbert
Pippet has gone to Lee House, Preston. Fr. Sigebert Cody has 
succeeded Fr. Pippet at Kirkmuirhill, Glasgow. F. Elphege 
Duggant Corbishley has 

go
n has taken , Co

ne to 
dy's place at Canton, Car.. Fr. Vince Workington under Fr. Clement Standish, who is now Rector of the Missmn. Fr. Placid Wray has been appointed to St. Iltyd.s, howls;: fi Bete . undertaken the clmrge of Maryport. Cumberland, and Fr. 

Basil Feeney hm succeeded the late Fr Wilfrid Brown at Brindle, Preston. We wish each and ewryorte succe. in their new labours. 

The Sacred Congregation of Ritm. has granted the Abbey 
permission for a Solemn Votive Mass or St. Lawrence annually on the Tuesday precmling August tat. It is intended that this Mould in the future be the day of Me Annual Exhibition. 

surplus 
not,

of the sub.criptions of the Amplefortb 
Society bas been used in providing 

.u
suitable glass case for the Relic of St. Lawrence. It is a handsome piece of work, with brass fittings and candlesticks, and surmounted by a cross. 

We ask Me g prayers of our readers for the followin Ample.. fa,dians or friends of Ampleforth whom God has recently taken 
.11011, MOrlSiGUr Roulin, father of Fr. E A. Roulin. u..n. we hope, to be formally affiliated to St. lawrenoe's; Alhert Callerma, who died very suddenly on May aStl, Albert Turner Fr. Theodore's eldest brother ChmlesAloysi. Walker, whom brothms we:re educate wit us Mrs. Noble. moher Fr. Thomas Mrs. Lllio.n Fid shwichk, the wife of our goodt friend 4. loan Fishvvick, Treasurer or the Ampleforth Society Mrs. Raymond Bradley. May their souls rest in peace. 
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We Leg to acknooleJge the receipt of the Amp., the St. 

Greet, Builolin gle SI. Marein, Like Oratory Scholl Magaga,ne, 
Oseatiox, the Ralclitfi., the Samp. the Sleruhutst Magazin, 
the Studien and th. 
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Ono lives of ge. (Patric11. 
Tne history of the Apostle of Ireland is so remarkable, and his personality a matter of such continued interest to multitudes of people, that it is not surprising to find hooks ahout him still multiplying. Two workk both of which were published in the month of October last, give the latest ktnclusions of two able men whose revective pointsof view are as widely apart as they can well he! ',lessor Bury, Bird Acton's successor as Proles... of Modern History at Cambridge, is entirely without Catholic sympathies He is us that his interest in the story of St. Patrick is purely traellectual and that it was a matter ol unmixe ffence to him what answer might , found to any of 

lithe 
eccle-siastical or national gmestions involved therein. From the pages of his book we can gather that his interest in Chris-tianity itself is little more than purely intellectual. An attitude of this kind, although it /eaves the writer of a • Saint's life without that gift of sympathy nkich k so Yalsable in all that relates to religion, has at least this Avant age, that it is not open to the charge of religious prepossession. One tendgla how,° to find that Professor ferry's conclusions  to sh  as he explicitly states, 
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'that the Roman Catholic conception of St. Patrick's work 

is generally nearer to historical fact than the views of some 

anti-Papal divines n —notably the Rev. Dr. Todd.
The chief purpose of Archbishop Healy's bulky volume, 

which runs to over mo pages, is, we are told, to give a fuller 

and more exact account of the Saint's missionary labours in 

Ireland. The writer professes to have no new vie,vs to put 

forward. He takes the earliest lives, and with reverent 

solicitude, but with careful and sensible criticism, gives the 

legend" as he finds it there. 
The broad outlines of the history of St. Patrick are easily 

traced, and quite unassailable. He was a Roman-Briton. 

the West of the island, who, in early life, was captured in a 

warlike tor, by an Irish tribe, and spent some years in 

Ireland as a bond-servant. Escaping from captivity, he. 

made his way to Gaul, thence to Italy whence returning 

towards Britain, he spent some years at Lerins. From 

Lfrins he retorned to his own kinsfolk in Brita.in. Soon, 

however, becoming convinced of his call to preach on, 

with in Ireland, te found his way back to Gaul. 

probably in order .prepare for his great work. After 

praying and studying under St. Slartin of Tours and St, 

Gennanus of Auxerre, he was ordained Bishop in Ga., and 

in the sixtieth year of his age, crossed over to Ireland and 

began his apostolate. He is said to have died at the age 

of one hundred and twenty. Profeumr Bury, however, con-

sidersthis age asmerely legendary. He Mows at some length 

how the stom may have ariwn from a computation based on 

a conlus ion dates. He third.Mat the weight of evid-

ence porch to St. Patrick's having been born in 389 and 

dying in 461—which would make his years only it. Arch-

bishop Healy concludes that m Can take it as "fairly et, 

tato that his death took place on Wednesday, March 13th,
tto,W  Si the Archbishop, agreeing with Reeves and Todd, 

holds the tradition that he was Ito when he died to be one 

of the best authenticated facts of his history, he places his 
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birth in 373. Nothing but a minate comparison of half a dozen ancient sources who furnish data of one kind or another in the chronology of his life, could justify any one in having an opinion of his own on this mattes. 

There is a difference in the two historians but tto St. Patrick'svisits to Rome. The usual amount. as given, for example, by Canon Ryan in Me life of the Saint published by the Catholic Truth Society, is that he went to Rome, probably from L4rins, during that time which he spent on the continent after his escape from api ity. professor Bury thinks there is no evidenm Mat he went to 

Romer 
t that tirne, but that he very likeR was on his way when the news of the death of Pill  caused him te be consecrated at once by M. Cremanus at Auxerm and to set out for Ireland. But he is of opinion that the Chroniclers make it clear that he did visit Rome some nine years after the beginning of his Irish apostolate. 

Archbishop Healy acceph the common stem that Si. Patrick visited Rome before his consecration, and there received his mission from Pope Celestine. This Roman Mission of the Apostle of Ireland has been the central point of a stormy discussionbetween Catholics and Protestants. The "Trinity college" view is that there never was any such thing. Their argu-ments are only negative, and the Archbishop has no diffi-culty in disposing of them. As for Professor Bury, he holds ta as Palladia. had been sent to Ireland from Rome, and a,h Iret, land was thuA in principle, united to Rome as closely es any other Western Church, it is a matter of complete indifference  as far as the controversial question is concernd, whether Patrick was consecrated at Rome or elsewhem and .Mether he ever personally visited the Holy See, by whose implicit authorization he took the place of Palladius. There is one feature the history of Si. Patrick which will always be likely topuzzle the C c and to excim the scorn of the unbeliever—I mean the 
.thol

excessiveabu -ance of the miraculous element as the find it even the 
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earliest lives. Archbishop Healy says Concerning the 

miracles related in most of the lives, the reader will form his 

own judgment. Some of the stories are, in our opinion, of 

their own nature incredible others are ridiculous, and 

several are clearly inconsistent with Patrick's own statements 

in Me Conlession." .  As to Professor Bury, it need not 

be said that he rejects the miraculous altogether. The 

for
eintresting question then ati.sHosv can we account 

the extraordinary and innumerable miraclm which 

we find in Me story of St. Patrick , Even if we admit 

that a personage like the Apostle of Ireland, in the course 

of a grem apostolic career, may naturally be supposed to 

have been favoured by God with 
miraculous power, whence 

come the "incredible;" " ridiculous," and " contradict.," 

stories which, it is admitted, occur in considerable numb

in the various versions of his life, 

Father Charles de Smedt, speaking of the lives of Saints 

written in the Middle Ages, says that many readers are re-

pelled by the large number of wonderful occurrences which 

one meets in these compositions. ffie Fives three ream... ,

the prevalence of this feature in the medireval legends. One 

is the childlike simplicity of the times. This means, of 

course, that people in thou days really believed a great 

deal more than we do. The .cond is the habit of tun ng 

an allegory or a parable into a literal fact. The third, is 

impulse of " piety " on the part of writers, especially 

those who wrote at second or third hand piety or some other 

unwise reason—such as, let us suggest, the desire to write 

up a particular church or shine.t 

But I believe flat the sound Catholic view would lead us 

expect and look for the miraculous in a career like that 

of St. Patrick. We hold strongly that the gift of miracles 

has never ceased in the Church of God. T. Christian 

dispensation, given to the world by the Incarnation, brings 
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Me supernatural so closeto man and is so intimate and . 
constant a bond betreeen man and the Sacred Humanity, 
that it is quite natural to expect, when the circumstances 
mquire it, a visible and sensible into 

the
of divine 

promo The invisible t
o

of grace and Me operation 
of the Sacraments, although wonderful, are not, in Me er sen., miraculous. Nut there is real miracle in the continued 
existence of the Catholic Church, in the unbroken biteprop of 
the Sovereign Pontiffs, in the outward efficacynt of the 
Sacraments, in the reign 0 the Blessed Sacrame , and in the triumph of obedience and of poverty throughout history. 
These things are not commonly spoken of as "miracles " 
because, although visible and sensible and beyond roe powers oftature, they do not strike the senses as a single 
incident would strike them, but are made up of the incidenw 
of a long duration of time. But a dispensation which in-
cludes thew things, not as dead facts of bygone history, but as a liryng, acting and developing system, ruled and 
guided all through by the Holy Spirit of Jmus, would seem 
to admit without difficulty, and even to requi  visible and 
outward interferences of the supernatural whenever a new
and grave situation arose. Such occasions, IN may suppose, rould be the beginning of an epoch in Church his
the moment of a not  increase of the Church, spiritual light. In other words, we rnay expect miracles when nations are to be converted, and when great spiritual Madera are 
vouchsafed to Christianity and if Our Lord is most near to the humble and the simple, miracles are to be looked for with the greater certainty when the generation to which great things are granted is one in which the enfightening and ...acting power of the miraculous wou/d n. be neutralised by pride or contempt. Thus, to say nothing of Apostolic and sub-Apostolic times, we h e the miraculous element strongly marked in such liv

es
 as that of St. Firemen-tim, the Apostle of Ethiopia, of St. Martin of Tours, who saved Christianity in the Gauls as the Rom. Empire was 
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relaxing its hold, of St. Columba and other Scottish Saints, 

and of the great Sa.xon missionaries in theseventh and eighth 

century.. The lives of St. Anthony and of St. Benedict, the 

two na mes who above all founded Western monasticism and 
gave it its forward impulse, are also distinguished by frequent 

and notable iracles. A. as there is instance of the 

conversion of a people which is so absolutely the work of one 

man as that of Ireland, it would be strange and exceptional 

if we did not find miracles in the life of St. Patrick. 

The miracles related in the history of the Apostle of Ireland 

may be distinguished into one or two well-defined classes. 

First, let us observe that miracles are found even in the very 

earliest of Me Saint's biographies. Both the narrative of 

Tirechan (about A. D. 66o) and the more formal biography 

of Muir., very little later, are full of what Professor Bury 

calls Me legendary element—and they both claim, with 

evident tnth, to have used sources of a much earlier date. 

Muirchu speaks of mira.cles "which are written elsewhere, 

and which the world celebrates by faithful tradition." We 

are not here, therefore, dealing with a late mediaeval com-

pilation, but with story. which were common in the century 

three followed St. Patrick's death. Next, we observe that 

the earliest sources say little or nothing of any mi which 

took place before the Saint began his Apostleship ofracles Ireland. 

The wonderful storyks about his infancy and boyhood, among 

which ate several that are very beautiful but also many 

that are childish, are clearly the invention of lam times. 

At the same time, it is certain that there is a "miraculous-

element in the Conjession itself, which is undoubtedly St. 
Patrick's own work. St. Patrick states in the clearest 

terms that he was favoured by visions and messages from 

heaven. Thus when he was at hom in Britain among 

his own people, after his captivity, hewnw " in a vision of 

the night" the person he calls Victorious, who brought 

him what he calls the " Voice or "Cry of the Irish people.' 

It is admitted by all experts who have written on the 
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mbject of such experiences that it is often impossible to be 
in how far they are supernatural and how far the effect of 

a pious and excited imagination. But there will be no diffia 
relty on the part of Catholics in believing that both the 
voicry of his youth and the more elaborate and wonderful 
communications which the Saint , said to have had on 
Croagh Patrick am) elsewhere, we on Me whole, true 
and genuine divine visitations, not to he accounted for by 
merely natural reasons. 

In the apostolic life of St. Patrick by far the most striking 
miracles are those which he is said to have wrought in order 
to confound the Druids and to destroy their influence. This 
we should expect beforehand. The Druids of Ireland, says 
Archbishop Healy (p. IA, like those of Gaul, "Were Cer-
ainly priests but they were also men of science, seers, 

inreicians, and councillors of state." Professor Bury will 
not a.dmit that the Irish Druids formed a sacerdMal class 
Ire thinks they may be compared to augurs rather than 
priests (p. )ro. But they certainly practised divination, and 
magic and by reason of these pretensions, together with 
their possession of all the legal, literary) a. scientific know-
ledge of the time, they were both consulted and feared by 
Me rulers of the Irish kingdoms. No on would 
have been possible unless the Druids were either WW1 We! 
or discredited. The type of the wonderful prodigies by 
which St. Patrick contended against this powerful interest 
is the extraordinarily picturesque history of the first 
Easter-day at Tara. The hill of Slane rises on the left 
bank of the Boyne, about eight mi les from Drogheda. It 
was on the hill of Slane, probably within the ancient
roa the traces of which are still seen, that St. Patrick 
resolved to light the Paschal fire for the first time in 
Ireland. Now Slane i s about to miles from Tara, which 
lies direct to the South. At Tara, on that very Holy Satur-day, the High King of Ireland, King Loigare—a name that 
was to platy a foremost part in the story of Ireland's comer 
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sion was celebratinpat Tara, a festival which in called by 

wtme a festival of Baal, but //Mich was more probably not 

ual, but a, extraordinary, gathering of prnces, 

Druids and people. One of the ceremonial laws of this 

festival /vas that no fire should be lit on that evening in the 

King's dominions until the light of the royal fire should be 

seen on the hill of Tara. When the ritual moment came, 

and the King's fire was about to blaze over the plains of 

Meath, there was suddenly seen, far to the North, the strange 

and surprising sight cl a rival fire already kindled. The 

King and the Druids saw the distant light, and when he 

looked to them for explanation, they said, "0 King, unlew 

this Me which you we be quenched this night it will never 

be extinguished." Then, through the night, the King and 

his company, innine chariots, drove across the plain to 

where the light was seen. 

On reaching Slane, he would have put the .int and all 

his followers to the sword. Ilut the arm of /he Lord was 

with St. Patrick. First the chief blasphemer was hurled 

into the air aod dashed to pieces, and then a great darkness 

and an earthquake terrified Me King's company and their 

horses, so that nearly all perished. The King went hack to 

Tara, and St. Patrick followed him thither on the next day. 

Then the contest with the Druids began in mrnest. The 
Druids, like lit mapcians of Egypt against Moses, seemed 

at first to be able to de all Me wonders that St. Patrick did. 

But when the CMimian boy emerged unses.thed from the fire, 

and the Druid at the some more eM was conwmed by Mc 

flames, Patrickktriumphed—and it was a triumph which 

opened the /Arctic of Ireland, as far as Loigaircs sway and 

influence extended, to the preaching of the Gospel. Ocea-

ns like this call for the miraculous IntervCntiOn of 

Almighty God —for in that hour, as the Saint said, " The 

paganism of all Ireland was (virtually) destroyed;' as the 

unhappy Druid was who represented it. 

The visitations and calamities, oft. reaching tet death 
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'[self, which St Patrick's words, on this occasion and others, 
brought upon the opponents of theGospel of Christ, remind 
us of that other feature in his life which has often excited the 
condemnation of Non-Catholics, and we may m , the sus-
prise of Catholics themselves; —I Meal, the frcque' ncy w'" h 
which he "cursed " those who opposed him. The won' is " 
ugly one, in modern English use. But we must beware of 
thinking that St. Patri ck was in the habit of "cursing and 
sw,se,azg," as we use the words now. In a malediction there 

three thtngs—the wish, the wrath or impat  and 
prophecy.ie  When such a form of speech is attributed to 

our
,

 Blessed Lord, a malediction wond mean AO o h 
anger, but a prophecy which it was in His power.% 
come true. When wch a thing is related of a Saint*:Pe' ak' -
tng under the Div" ne impulse, again there is no question 

coa
of

l anger or impatience, but, as with his Divine Mast 
there ts a prophecy, and an effective prophecy 
i7:1edictions:f Si Patrick, therefore, there is no video 

twining
. an . temper, unregenerate a s,  or wanton 

of cm/. I hey were rather sentences, pronou • 
Me might of Jesus Christ causing temporal cal mhyrr 
profit of the soul. Si. Patrick is related to have , ' cured" 
hostile chiefs and tribes. What he did was to pronounce and 
foretelI that the chief would be punished by having no son, 
nr successor, and the tribe by dying out. He " cursed" the a/Stitt/v.: hes ahrtdra,nother river that impeded his progress, and 

third li when e m. I take leave 10 doubt some of these 
seems en  that this form Si expression in the h:rftLlesAvvas often no more then a picturesque wa outs lying 
postle of Ireland ws. delayed or put out of his 

rse. Archbishop Healy Minks it cannot be denied that slon„.trick /vas a man of "ardem temperarnem," and that he ., etimes acted upon "angry impulse"—if all stories are 
, But, as the Archbishop says of one ta " to l narrative may his impede:: 

the 

languagedttiona rethan he ally usedexpr em." When we renter% be;t17:ther

• 
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chroniclers were dealing with one whose glory as a wonder-

worker and a friend of God was a thoroughly established fact, 

we need not be surprised that they use expressions which can 

he safely used only of wrsons like himself. But it must be 

mildewed there are here and Mere in the records some very 

graphic touches which look as if they were first hand; as, for 

example, where the Saint, in his chariot, comes across Bishop 

Olean, who had weakly disobeyed him. Olean threw himself 

on his knees in the narrow road and implored forgiveness. 

"Over him with the chariot!" said St. Patrick. But the 

charioteer protested, and the Bishop was let off with a pro. 

mise that his cloister would have a hard time in the near 

future. 
0, great number A the minor miracles attributed M M. 

Patrick we can vi hot has  say that they were pious 

exaggerations, or nventions. And we must not be too hard 

upon the inventors. They were TIOL invented for dishonest 

purposes. Of s. few, it might perhaps be contended that 

they look as if they had been made op in order to enhance 

the glory of, for example, Armagh. But the kind of inven-

tion A which I here speak is merely the putting a " miram-

loos" colour on what was probably a real incident. A lake, 

for instance, is said to have been dried up, near Ardagh, by 

he Saint, prayer. It is certain that the lake was dried up, but 

this can be accounted for by natural drainage. So the salu-

brious qualities which are said to have been acquired by 

wells, rivers, or particular localities, by his blessings, are 

frequently very doubtful, and where they are genuine may 

be perfectly natural. But the chronicler, in hreenthmiaren for 

his Saint, did not inquire into the evidence. St. Patrick 

assed that Way, and it seemed pious to credit him withsupernatural power wherever he went. , I have said, it 

is possible that a simple people may have deserved and 

experienced a more continuous preternatural intercourse 

with the spiritual world than is vouchsafed to more sophis-

ticated generations. 1 should not like to reject such a view 
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of St. Patrick's age, for it seems certain that;bere and them in 
the lives of the Saints under special circumstances, the divin 
Power has shown adorable condescension to humble faith.e
13. I think we must admit that history, or rather panegyric, 
was not always written as we have been taught by modern 
scienCe it should be written. The idea was to set down 
what "might well" have been true in fact and what was 
redly in true keeping with the main lines of the hero's career. 
It is certain, as Archbishop Healy points out, that a great 
proportion of the miracolous stones about St. Patrick must
have originated  in his very lifetime, Even Professor Bury 
admits as much. " It is a common fallacy," he nays," that 
legen attach themselves to a figure only after a long 
lapse oftime, and that As antiquity of biognaphies can al-

, ways be measured by the presence or absence of miracles. 
The With is that those men who are destined to become the 
subjects of myth evoke the mythopocic instinct in their 
fellows while they are still alive, or before they are cold in 
their grave. . . . The myths which are significant and 
characteristic are nearly conremporary; they rise within the 
radius of the persoeality to which they relate" (p. Lm). 
This from a man svho is recognised to be a scientific histrio-
grapher, should go a long way to dispel the unwarrantable 
notion . often find expreswd in Protege. histories, that 
all 'legends" ot the Saims are the invention of the uncritical or 
dishonest chroniclers of the later Middle Ages. When we once 
convince ourselves that a miraculous dory is really contemp-
orary with its subject, or vere nearly so, we may possibly,evn 
era find it necessary to discredit it but the psychological dies-
cussion of the pro of its formation becomes much more 
interesting than ifcess we had to deal with the times when 
simplicity had given way to policy, and when a Saint's life 
iv. a valuable asset for purposes very foreign indeed to the 
Saint's spirit. 

Archbishop Healy's book has one feature which will 
6ive it a particular value M the eyes of the Irish people, ' 
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ad of all Catholics who travel in Ireland. Throughout 
the whole history and N all the legends, he has tried 
to verify the localities referred to. In doing this he 
seems to have spared no pail.; he has most carefully 
compared the namm and narrativm of the chroniclers 
vdth modern names and conditions, and travelled every-
where. fk says that he has not only thoroughly studied 
Colgan's great work,but "has, when practicable, personally 
visited all the scores of the Saint's labours, both at home 
and abroad, so as to be able to gas a local colouring to the 
My record, ms also to Catch up, as fa as possible, the 
echoes, daily wowing fainter, of the once vivid traditions 
of the pat." Na only has be given brilliant description& 
and careful iden cations of such places as Armagh, Croagh 
Patrick, Slane and Tara, but there is hardly a little church, 
or a ath, or a hill, or a stream, in anyway related to the 
journeys of the great blimionary,about which his observation 
does not enable himto say something vivid and fah. 
Professdr Bads was will be useful for those who wish to 
put St. Isaiah' in his place on the wide stage of the his-
tory of Europe in the fifth century although the Professor's 
philosophy of Church history U very weak ad incomplete 
The Archbishop, contribution to the glories of the Saint 
will be a manual for every Irish pries, a guide to eve, 
Catholic visitor, and a national record, for the use of the 
present generation, of traditions which no doubt vary in 
their value but which as a whole Ireland cannot afford to 
forge. 

+ 
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SOME DEVONSHIRE SCREENS. 

rich in carved and painted rood-screens of extraordinary 
beauty and interest. HoIn° Chase is perhaps the most 
lovely scene that even the Dart can show and its church 
has treasures which adore it would be worth going miles to 
see. The most romamic scenery of Dartmoor wild as it is, 
has yet its ecclesiastical glories at Widecombe, Manaton, 
Iremtleigh and Soy, The efilendid oaks that sum,. 
the immemorial home of the Courtenays, seem to form
fitting prelude to the glories of Ken t011 and Kenn. And 
from thence, it you will scale the heights of Haddon you
will descend upon the entrancing beauty of the Teign 
a beauty that is none the less delightful because it shelters 
such churches as Ashton, Bridford, Hennock, Chudleigh 
,d Christ ow with their painted screens, and Doddiscomb. 
leigh with its wonderful fifteenth century glare. Again 
in North Devon, what can be more lovely ,an the park-like 
cowry between Crediron and Barremple And Imre studded 
about on the hilltops on either side of the river, you will 
find chinch, containing gems of carved wood-work not to 
be surpassed, such m are the screens of Lanford, Chulmleigh, 
Coldridge, Colebrook, and abo, all of Atherington. 

Oragain smothered among its cider orchards you will find 
lovely Flymtree, and thencemay pare on to stately Cullom, 
ton and old-world Bradnich, and Ken tisbere with its screen 
of unequalled beauty. 

And it is of some of there Devonshire screens that I wish 
to speak this afternoon. I can make no eDim to he an expert, 
I can only speak of what l have seen, and what I have picked 
, ,m others who have more right to speak. I will not 
detain you, with tracing the genealogy of the rood screen, or 
showing how its ancient pedigree may be traced back to the 
veils of the Tabernacle of Moses. This has been carefully 
done Arcady, and I reed only refer to Pugin, famous essay. 
and to same admirable papers by Mr. F. Bligh Bond read 
before the DevonshireAssociation in rnor and lorry, and before 
Daher learned societies. Suffice it to say that the screens of 
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which I am about to speak, are all of much the same date, 
and bear a certain family likeness. 

With few exceptions, they seem to te from about th5o 
to the Reformation, or roughly speaking they were made 
during the last hundred yean before the change of religion. 
Not of course, ,that there were no swum before this date. 
Our forefathers could no more have imagined a church 
without a wreen, than they could have one without an Rita, 
There are still a few earlier specimens left in Devonshire, 
hut they nix few and the reason no doubt is that in the 
fifteenth and early sixteenth century there was an mono, 
Binary outburst of church-building in Devonshire. Nearly 
all the churches there were either rebuilt or very extensively 
remodelled at this period. An Early English and early 
Decorated building like the great Collegiate Church of 
Bite, S. Mary, is so rare as to be a phenomenon, and even 
thishas its" Dorset ai.e " splendid Perpendicular. The 
influence of Henry VII. which was very great in the West 
Country, and the breathing spue of peace alter the desolat-
ing civil wars may account in great part (or this phenomenon. 
And as the local stone used in building these churches was 
mceedingly hard and difficult to work, it is not surprising 
if the Devonshire craftsmen turned their attention principally 
to ood-carving. They had their native oaks at hand in 
abundance and this mmt noble material was most nobly 
used. it is perfectly astounding to think of the amount 
of magnificent work that was thus turned out in a compara-
tively short time. Isolated screens here and there such as 
the gloriom one at Kenton and a very curious group of 
srmens at Coldridge, Colebrook and Brushford, have been 
ascribed to foreign workmen, the farmer to Flemish and 
the later to e French carvrs. But the vast majority were the 
work of West Country men, and the phenomenon was by 
so means peculiar to Devonshire. The Somerset and 
Cornish craftsmen were just as hard at work during this 
period. 
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There m.t have been regular schools of carving, and 
perhaps bands of craftsmen went from parish to parish as 
they were needed. It has been suggested that these schools 
were under the suwintendence of certain monasteries, such 
as those of Buckfass and Tavistock. In examining the 
paintings I have found, here and there, distinct traces of 
Cistercian influe ; and a to be regretted that at prey 

nce
ent

we know so little of theyay in which these works of English 
art were prochwed 

And here it most be said that the quality of the wood-
carving is as a rule far superior to that of the painting, 
There nothing in Devonshire that will in the least com. 
pare with the splendid paintings on the East Anglian 
Scree...eh as Ranworth, Cawston and North Walsham, 
where the Saints are depicted with extraordinary skill, and 
the decorations ate often of raised gold, with most delicate 
patterns painted on a surface uf moulded gesso. B. In 
line bold taxying, maturity of design, and virility of execu-
tion, I know of nothing to equal these Devonshire screen. 
They are the glory of the churches they adorn; the fins 
object on which the eye rests when entering; they exhibit 
at once a richness. detail and a splendour of conception 
which make them even now in their mutilated condition,
joy to behold. 

But let us try to form a conception of what these screen, 
were in their pr ne beauty and en re . They are usually 
of great length, lUffetilme the longest has, bays) being nom 
tinned right across the nave and aisles, with three se. 
double doors. They exhibitas a rules seriesof fenestrations 
of elaborate perpendicular tracery, divided by moulded mul-
lions. horn the heads of which spring the moulded ribs of the 
graining. The fillings between Nese ribs, are . a rule fillet 
with sunk tracery, but occasionally they are embossed with 
foliage or fruit (such as pomegranates) carved i hon 
relief, and in the latest scr.ns they are embossed wok 
heads, putti and other most delicate Renaissance dm. 
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such as at LapMrd and Atheirington. The beauty of 
effect caused by this graining cannot be exaggerated. 
It spreads out on both the east and western sides of the 
icrece, and thus supports a wide loft or gallery, which 
also tuna the whole width of the church. This loft was 
rocloace by parapets both on the eastern and western 
,ides. Alas the only specimen left to us, ia that at Athering-

Here, though the exquisite canory. remain, the 
rings and carvings of mints which formerly covered its 

western front have disappeared and have been replaced by 
Elizabethan teice and coats of amis. Formerly the front 
galleries of these rood-lofts must have been rich beyond 
esprearion. The patron saints of the parish had their 
imagrs here. and between the statuettes were paintings from 
Me Holy Scriptures or the Legends of the Saints. These 
...led "superstition. carvings and paintings" on the 
rced-lofts mem to have been the principal cause A their 
destruction. 

The beams which supported the parapets, however, still 
remin. They are most elaborately carved, divided as
rule)nto lout or at the lea st three tier

vi
s of what Mr.Bligh 

Dind calls. vignette enticement," dived by beading and 
viriceed by crestingr at top and bottom. At lea. one of 
the tiers of this enrichment takes the form. a rule, of a 
iine ornaent, very elaborately carved with grapes, leaves 
and tendrimls, the tendrils taking most xritieste forms which 
often recall the old interlaced patterns so common in Celtic 
rnament. Indeed Mx Bond thinks that this interlaced 

tendril ornament shows strong traces of Celtic influence and 
that Me oldest British tradition has thus been perpetuated in 
the latest form of W. country., 

Above the parapet of the rood-loft, rose the Holy Rood rise!, 
Illure 18 still a most precious relic 1,11,8 Cullompton which 
linothing else than the Golgotha from which the Rood sprung. 
It is unique in England. Mr. Hems says that it has evidently 
lean carved out of the buts of two oak trees, measuring vft. 
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6M. by il k 6in. by Mt. gin. high, and 6ft. by Mt. bin. by Mt. 

gin. high respect' very. The wood is carved to represent

rocks, with skulls, erNs thighbones and shoulder blades upon 
them. The mortice hole cut to take the central cross is gin. 

and gkin. on plan. There are also mortices for the tatue. 

0 Our Lady and St John, as well as for other attendant 

figur robably Seraphim. I think however that it is guin 

possiblees  that the tivo thieves were repreNnted on this 

screen, they often are on Breton rood screens: Sometimes 

the Holy Rood stood on a detached beam above the rood. 

loft, and at other places it rose from the rood-loft itself. At 

Cullompton, high up above the rood-loft is an ornamental 

mod-beam suppornd by angels. It is now surmounted by 
the royal arms. The Rood which rested on the Golgotha. 

the rood-GR did not of course sOnd on this beam, which is 

placed far too high. Its wow however is revealed on 

viewing it from the east, for on its eastern side is still to be 

seen the iron stay that helped to steady and hold the great 

crucifix beneath. This however was not all. Asa rule the 

Devonshire churches have no chancel arch. The rood-loft 

served as sufficient stssictural division. Where however thew 

was a low arch, the rood-loft covered it, and the Rood had 

for itsnackground the wall above the arch. But where there 

was no arch, and so no wall, the whole space between the 

roof tole and the roof was very frequently boarded up, and 

this barrier from the roochlolt upwards, which may be called 

the lympanam, nerved ass background for the Rood and its 

attendant figures. 
The tyrnpanum was painted, very often with a fresco of 

the doom, as in the specimens still existing at Wenhaston to 

Suffolk andelsewhere. Alter the Reformation the tympanum 

used lor painting up the Ten Commandments, fin, 

ordered by Queen Elizabeth's commissioners to be set up at 

the east end of the church (i.e., of the nave not of the 

Chancel, where it could not have been read). The only 
tympanum now left in Devon is in a disused church 
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Rarracombe in North Devon. ft has the Commandments, Ne,, painted on it. All the others have fallen victims to
iconocIasm, some in quite recent days.

Try then to imagine a Devonshire parish church. The screen Wowing with gold and colounits lower panels illumin-ted with saints, supports the loft, which in turn supports the Rood. Tape!, are set on candlesticks along the parapet or 

Lew Tnkneuk9n. 
Me rood-beam, an altar is often standing in the loft before the great crucifix, and a lamp invariably bums there. Rebind the Rood with Mary and John and the Seraphim, are seen the frescoes on the tympanum. From the loft it would seem that in some churches the Gospel of the Mass, was sung on high feast and somoimes sermons were Pwached from there. At Diackawtoa in Devon sermons ELN Still preached from the mod-ohon were tmtil mike re-
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Anti, The rood-loft also held the village musicians, and no 
doubt the small organ, when the church could boast of one. 
Note Ao that the Dwvonshin: screens an: far leo open than 
the Ran Anglianonw, e.E.,Cawsion,lianworth and Worsted, 
for in Devonshire the traceried heads of the fenestrations am 
invariably subdivided by mullions or standards. They are 
in fact complete perpendicular windows in form. The East 
Anglian. creens as a rule have no mullions. 

Another featuo of the Devon rood-screens is yet to be 
noted. This is the enrichment of the roof which is often 
found over the place where the Rood stood. A very good 
example may be seen at Laplord, though the frightful 
modern restoration of the chancel arch and roof has greath 
spoilt the general effect of this fine feature. Another 
fine specimen can be seen at Hennock in the Teign Valley. 
The panelling of this part of the roof is painted blue, and 
the elaborately carved ribs and bosses are picked out in gold 
and colours. The bosses generally take the form of golden 
stars. 

At the Reformation the mod-bits wiA As Holy Rood 
and its attendant Spires were destroyed by order. It would 
appear however that in out of the way parts of Devon, main 
of the lofts mained in  till comparatively recent times. 
That at Marwood was taken down in our own day; and 
indeed the eastern parapet of the loft is will intact. At 
Totnes and at Kentisbere, and probably elsewhere, thr 
school children sat on the rood-loh, and no doubt the kick-
ing of their active little feet helped to wear out the carved 
parapets and thus to bring about their destruction. 

The various fortunes of the Devonshire rood-lofts can br 

Sts 
in the accounts of churchwardens of which those of 

St. Petcock's, Exeter are a good example. Tn. ,58-9 
(Henry VI) we find theentry, Item, Ale during the time of 
setting the rood-lott, and for le gaderying de la sways,,, ti." 

1,2-3 (Edward DO "14m, To Walter Abraha for 
making a seat A the Rodelof te when playing on the orgonyk 
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r473-4 (Edward IV) "Item, To Robert Eery, for making 
tapers for the Rodeloft this yere, ;yd." 

r482-7 (Edward IV—Edward V) "Item, For kervyning 
(carving) of a new pagent for the Rodeloft, 

1547-8 (Edward VI) "Item, For taking down; of Roods 
end Hr making Ilene of the Church, svi d." 

1755-6 (Philip and may) "I.. To John Hill, in PLO 
payment for the Rood Loft, Lco. he., to, breaking holes 
ic the walls to lay the beams forme new Rood-Loft, as. zd." 

In the second yea., Elizabeth, the Royal Commissioners 
"decreed and ordained that the rood-lofts as met being at 
Mat day aforesaid untransposed, shall be so altered that 
the upper parts of the same with the solder be quite taken 
down unto the upper parts of the vaults and beams running 
in length over the said vault, by putting some convenient 
cost upon the said beam towards the church, Nosing 
,he simation of the seats, as well in the choir as in the 
church, as heretofore bath been use, 

Then were to be witneased all over England horrible 
wenes of profanity, in which the holy him, were pulled 
down with ropes, and burnt on the village green, the carved 
rood-lofts going to make bedsteads for the squire or parson, 
Emily, or as in one parish in Lincolnshire to make a 
ornmer-house in the parson's garden. Here we find the 
concise record in Sr. Petrock's accounts. 

1159-68 (Elizabeth) "Item, To a carpenter for taking 
down the Rood and the Pagents upon the Roodloft, rod. 
For stormy), up of the rode torte dere rod." 

Mr. Hems !motes an old song 
"They plucked down the mod Ovid, the skreen, 
And flung to the moles and the bats, 
Then capered like goats on the grceo, 
And toss, up their greasy old hats--

Too-rabloo."—
Those who neglected to fulfil the commands of The new 

load of the church were in danger of getting into trouble. 
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• Thus at Sou. Tawton the Fl risk-books contain the 
following noteworthy yahm.g.e. 

" Here I olloweth the accompte of John Burne, fled warden 
of the paryshe of South Tawton, made M the yere of our 
Lord x563 and in the V. yen of our soverayne Ladye 
Elizabeth queyne of raglaml, France and IreMnd, Defender 
of the Faith, etc. 

It,,,, Payd for Ha: exeornmunicat of my men, became the 
Rode lofty was nett taking down. . . s. v. d. 

Item, Payd for lohn Burnes excommunicat and his 
7ding thether. . s. 

For the takeying down of the Rode Bob,. . xii d. 
In:. Paid for twystes and nales for the Rode loft door 

But even Elizabethan Iconoclasts never droarnett of such an 
enormity as denuding a Gothic Church altogether of M. 
screen That was left for the modern ambonocfmts of the 
nineteenth cent,. 

As to the oumher olsoreent mill left in Devonshire, lolnlienv 
gives d a very inoperbet list" of sixty-seven churches which 
stillpossem °Airco:rem twentymim more have   
of wood-screens lef ',usually the lower panels, or yerhapssomo 

parts of the carve:I:York made try into pulpit or reading desk. 
At Tor Brian the ommtunton-table is Lade u, of magnifi-
cent fragments of the carved panels of the rood-loft parapet 

Twelve churches only, so far as is known, had stop.: 
screens°, which the finest example is -rotnes dated ,a -Lo, 
and Mr. Hems give: a sad list, which is yet but incomplete 
tt of no less than eghly Devonshire churches that apathy. 

grc.I.M`monee. ,naaticism. or right down wilful wicker... 
maphmtivnly or combined, have deprived of their chief glory 
and pride.—their carved oak fit teenthmentury screens." Most 
of these were removed by so-called restorers in the nineteenth 
cent,. That at Anhcombe (St. Nectan) was sold by the 

Rector in Mao, O.. at St. Sidwell's, Exeter, destroyed by the 
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rentoring architet 
ame 

the S year and . In a few 
casornodern seal h. done its best repair the faults of the 
past. Thus at Lew Trenchard the Rev. Sabine Baring Gould 
has erected a new screen and loft, from the design and from 
the fragments of that destroyed by his grandfither in r0)). 
The same thing has happened at Littleham war Bideford, 
(with loft, tympanum and rood) and at Mary Tay, while at 
Thurlestone the people are 110W collecting to replace the 
grand old screen of which they have been robbed. At 
Ayemn Gifford the fragments of the parclose screen, of veo 
very remarkable hearty, have been rescued horn parson's 
cider cellar, put together again and rtserectol. They are 
shown in the illustration. 

Still more remarkable, at Kenton and at Staverton the 
rood-Idt wlen its parapets has been rotored, at Ipplepen ad 
Broad Hempston, thegroining has been replaced, and at Kenn 
and Dartmouth the Holy Rood itself has been re-erected. 

Mr. Bligh Bond M his paper read before the Devon 
Association in rap} gives a catalogue of about aoo Devon 
churches which still contain screens or fragments of screens. 
Even this list is not quite complete. He doeswt for 

As
mention the screen at Bichingto. a village between 

Ashburton and Chudleigh. He divides the screens up into 
roups, according to style. 
(t) There E first the early fourteenth cent, type. 
(s) The ordinary Perpendicular type, found all over 

Devon. 
(3) The Kenton type which presents a marked superiority 

of detail without departure from type. The illustration 
(frontispiece) will show the magnificence of Kenton screen 
better than any words. The detail is said to be the 
work of Flemish carvers, and it was erected during the 
episcopate of Bishop PR.. Comtenay, (478,84 who. 
monogram and rebus it bears. In the jambs of the  central 
doorway are tiny figures of the twelve apostles, while
InudernOatue of our Lady crowns the apes of the arch. The 
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new work has been left unpainted while the old re ins its 
original mlours and thus one can me at a glance the ta date of 
every part. The canopy work of the rood-loft had been 
nailed on to Me top of the screen to form a cresting, and 
this can still be seen in the N. and S. aisles where the loft 
and groining have not yet been restored. The whole work 
hats been carried out with admirable care and skill by the 
late PD. Herbert Read under the direction of Mr. Bond and 
under the general supervision of the excellent Rector the Rev. 
W. S. Bingham, who is himself no mean antiquarian. He 
intends to finish the work and restore the Rood and when 
this is finished, Kenton will be without a rival in Devonshire. 
14) The enriched Perpendicular type of which the screens at 
Hartland and Burritagton are representative. Wide central 
mullions run up through the tracery of each fenestration 
into the apex, a feature wiitch is alwi seen in the Lapford
type of scree, The spaces between the ribs of the groining 
are filled with embossed panels of foliage and fruit. 

(5.) The Exe-Valley type, of which the prototype is the 
exquisite screen at Kentisbere and of which Bradninch, Pin-
hoe and Plymtree are good examples. The tracery at Ken-
tisbere is most delicate and elaborate. No two bays arc 
alike, while in most of the wreens there are not more than 
two designs at most. Small tilting shields appear M the 
tracery. at Bradninch and Feniton. Bradninch is, /tow -
ever, disfigured by a bad modern cresting. 

(DI The Halberton—Offeuline variety, of which I cannot 
speak as I have not visited these screens, Uffeurrne is the 
longest screen in England, 6511. 

(7.) The Dartmouth type. This has a distinct character 
of tracery, confined to the churches of the neighbourhood. 
They have ogee carmpies with carved crackers and finials 
over each pair of lights under the arcaded heads. The 
panels under the transom are also remarkable. The s 
of Ugborough, PortImnouth, and Chivelstone, are good speci-
mens of this type. I have already mentioned that the Rood 
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Detail of ca».py Work in II, rouel-loll. 
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and Me figures at Dartmouth are mnn. They are however 
very or figures, madc, I believe in.. Ammergau. Mr. 
Hems tpoells a good story aim. this Raul which was reeerected 
on Holy Cross Day. AM. "An aggrieved parishioner 
pealed, and an ecclesiastical wit was the result, which ended 
in the worthy Vicar being ordered tc remove the obnoxious 
Rood. Duringa recent visit I was sarpriscd to see the Cross 
and its three figures in place again. "How's this ?" I e-
quired of the sexton, "I thought the Rood was ordered by 
the court to be taken downy" "So her wax, sur," was 
the prompt reply, "her was looked down to orders, Then 
us up and put en back again, and there her be!

May we not hope that such may pt prove to be the his-
toy of another rood-screen and Rod, which once graced 
a Cathedral not so fat away from This place, until it w. 
removed .1 by Protestant ambonorlastst 

(M. "The Radford 5p1, which is a highly enriched 
variety of late Perpendicular, with an admixture of foreign 
influence." The Church of St. Thomas of Canterbury at 
lisidford has a most beautiful screen. as the illustration 
shows. The detail is of a Renaissance charm, and the 
ancient colouring is most soft and pleasirM. The scree, a 
remarkable for the small carved and painted figures, which 
take the place of the usual paintings on de lower parels. 

is said to date from ImiS and the pomegranate of Arragon 
appears upon it. This chard, like that of limmork, stands 
on the summit of a steep hill, overlooking the valley of the 
Teign. 

Mr. DEMI Bond makes a ninth division, " the Lap-
ford type of Semi-Renaissance screens." For myself I cannot 
see that there is much distinction bet en this and the last 
division. Theereen in the Church of St. Thomas of 
CanNrbury, [apts., is one of those that most delighted 
me. It ought to be better known. The screen is en-
roloured, the oak having gained the most beautiful light 
grey tim. In general treatment this sere. greatly resembles 
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the more lammo one of Adherington, which must be con-
sidered Pale princeps in Devonshire. The two churches are 
only separated by a few miles. The mullions in one of the 
nave lightt are cut fig the insertion of a seventeenth cen-
t, reading desk, which has, alas, disappeared in a. recent 
res

At
toration. 

Atherington the curious mi of pure gothic with 
Renaissance detail wOl be particulaxture rly noticed. won. 

derful screen only extends ahross the north aisle, the ve 
haying an arlier type of green withont loft. It is said to 
have been removed from a domestic chattel at Emherleigh. 

It is also uncoloured, and has been restored by Pearson. It 
has been much disputed whether the Renaissance detail 
which suggest Italian workmanship, is really by Devon 

sculptors. I myself gc no reason why it should not be. 
There were pattern-books to copy, and the general design 
and framework of the screen is ultogether English. Mr. 
Bligh Bond has made some careful drawings of detailo of 
this wonderful screen. especially the corrfices and the 
canopies of Me rooddolt, and these his kindness permits me 
to show. 

(m) The last remaining division with which we need trouble 
ourselves, is that of a small but very remarkable group of 
screens, in the chum., of Colebrook,Coldridge and Brushford 
in Mid -Devoe Hero Mere certainly seem to be strong trace. 
of French influence. The first two screens are parcloses. 
The treatment strongly suggestive of French flamboyant, 
with its flowing t o, filled with the most delicate fret-

of similar type, resembling the finest lace. I have 
Chosen Colebrook as an example, because it is in the 
best preservation. At Br...hi ord,h6Mever, avert' similar green 
has a unique character, because it is not a parclose, b. a 
rood-screm, he Murch is small and aislelem, and the 
screen divides Me 616,6,1 065.5056. Over the central 
doOrway, which has a flat ogee erocketed canopy of the 
late French type, may bemen the pedestals which originally 
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supported the Rood, Mary and John. There can never have 
been rood-loft, and Mr. Bond thinks that Me screen dates 
eithera from the reign of Henry VIII. or from that of Philip 
and Mary. 

Before ending this part of my paper, I must devote a word 
,, the very remarkable screen at Lustleih. It belongs to 

the Bridford type; and Mr. Bond sa, it is quite unique, 
being most certainly a Post-Reformation screen and not 
mended to support any rood-loft. Much of the detail is 
Renaissance in character but perhaps the most singular 
feature is found iu the Anal/ figures of choristers and 

eacons occupyIng the places usually allotted to saints. 
These confirm the date as being Post-Reformati " I 
eannot altogether agree with this verdict. The detaion.l does 
net mem to be a, later in character than that of the Pre-
Reformation screens of Lapford and Bliellord if it , indeed te.
se la The fignres on the panels are very similar to those 
found at Bridlord, of which we saw the date was ISIS. 
The mullions too are carved with pomegranates which sag-

as they certainly do at Bridford, an allusion m Cath-
arine ol Arragon. 

istrue that them isnO groining, and that the screen seems 
complete without a loft, still a loft there must once have 
been, as the rood-loft staircase remains intact. Possibly the 
top of the screen was minoelelled in Elizabethan days? And 

V if the mod-loft staircase was made for an earlier screen, 
efe have at BrushEard that a screen without a loft does 
not necessariseen ly imply a. Post-Reformation origin. 

Doss BE. Camay O.S.B. 
(To Le continued.) 



tOc (, ronunciation of Stull. 
Or sem Greek, gentle reader. AS by ancient Greeks. 

For it were vain to dispute of the pronunciation of ancient 

Greek •by modem AngloSaxons. Vain as Me debate in 

the Parliament of AtlaMis to determine the pronunatioa 

of French to used in the clemenm, schools of that kin

dom. The first class dealt with the pronunciation of E 

snic, and it was re  at once that they xisting traditions were 

too strong to he uprooted ; Sr, while the majority were 

resolved at all costs to enforce gee meeiss as the only legal 

pronunciation, the minority declare d Mat they would wreck 

the bill rather than accept anything but jag swiss App,1 

was made to the single prehigorie Frenchman who heard 

the debate,—a timereraveller, doubtless. or else born out of 

due sason; but he was at once brushed aside as a vision.. 

when it was found that he gave no srions consideration

Mr ...Mum, . of either party ; having some pronunciation 

of his own to mend. So Me bill w. dropped, aisi 

to this day doubtless gee sueiss and jay swiss divire 

the schools. And some hold that it is better so ; for had 

either prevailed, doubtless they would in time have belies-El 

that their French was true French of Paris; which 
great pity. But now they do each other the Sdnle 

SfrVi. aS OM' rival schools of Greek pronunci on ; for 

while each proclaims that the others are wrong, theatiy sm., 

for the truth and are worthy of all encouragemem. 
Professor Goodwin tells us that "no one could now pro-

nounce sentence of Greek so that it svould have besi 

intelligible to DemosMenes or Plato." And many such 
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authoritative statements we find in our grammars, weighted 
with the nanss of lea sea men. Doubtless thes statements 
are the fruit of much research and patient study of all the 
evidence; the studies themselves will , hidden away in 
journals A Philology, and Classical Quarterlis, after the 
custom of leasned men ; and only the results are set forth in 
,mminrs for the comm. run of students. But unfortun-
ately, while the evidence for the learned men is hidden, 
there is a considerable quantity of superficial evidence that 
meets the mere student at every turn and will not be ignored; 
and in this case it all points to the directly opposite con-

- melt', that modern Greeks use exactly the same 
pronunciation as did ancient Greeks, and that if Plato or 
Demosthenes met a present-day Athenian it vvould take him 
sme time to discover that he was not a contempomr, A 

Lore 
suggestion, cerMinly i and mark well, the evidence 

here given is merely surface evidence, scraps noted on many 
wayside ; and even if al/ be good metal worth weighing, 

yet it does not prove the proposition but only points to it as 
probable. Therefore, 0 Learned Man, if you have rea.d thus 
ar, smile rather in pity than in scorn, and give assnrance 

[all these details have been considered and explained in 
forming the received doctrine. 

To he sure, it is little likely at first sight that any pro-
p should continue unchanged so long,—two dozen 

criduries at least and such centuries! Latin has had in them 
io iron, goldenandsilver ages, and died early; and its daughz 
ter tongues have reached a venerable antiquity; one third of 
Muse centuries paged before English was born, and 0 what 
clung, English has seen sise then But this is in the 
changing West; and Greek partakes Sr more than we think 
of the changelessness of the East. From Homer to the 
modern newspaper the change is scarcely more than from 
Chaucer to Shakespeare. You would expect Chaucer to find 
Shakespeare fairly easy; but would you set him at a modem 
newspaper Z Money markets, football reports, would be out 
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of the question; try him with a leading article or a foreign 

correspondent, and still he will be puzzled with new wards 

and new shapes of old words. But imagine a modern news-

paper in the hands of Plato or Demosthenes. Noes Aare, 

The 'New City,' would not trouble him, though he might 

be puzzled by the headline.:. Mures, aureptrey a8 Amman. 

mot. What is this preparation,  he would not guess that 

there is a Parasceve (Friday) every week and ffith 

December would also need explanation. But turn to the 

body of the paper. Here is news from Berlin; ; 

has been making a spirited an  to a recent attack on the 

German arrny--rei epmes kkolen; xro Terommrom. 

Tsamperla in' of course ix the Rt. Hon. Joseph, then no 

tariff-reformer. hut Colonial Secre y, Me Colonial Seem. 

tarand he had been saying things about roe Gem. 

army. kro ; utprous%; mien,  3.paPe me%Mdl dud... seri m; 

ffikures TOY 8foot, that it committed many cruelties during 

the war of :ago. Is there anything in that rontence that 

should be unfamiliar to Demosthenes. or even to Home, 

himself 1 Declensions and genders of nouns, conjugations of 

verbs, government of prepositions, all are unchanged ; orom 

of words and idioms are just what they were. ' Our Sydney 

Correspondent' becomes 'The in-Sydneyrof-Arotralia our 

corresponderod exactly as in a tiefand loom theme. It iv 

true that further reading reveals some changes; min i. 

shortened to It,, rod to .d,roro to Re imir has disappea., 

and is replaced by dfi,—if indeed do was not always there 

in colloquial speech; is it not the.v; of iron ineve which 

are taught to compose into ;env ironrom, But Ibex are 

trifles, which do not mar the general resemblance suggested 

by the above quoted sentence ; the turn of the SCIltellee may 

be modern, but the bricks and mortar of which it is built. 

the grammar and accidence, are what they were. You can 

use these quotations to illustrate your ancient rules—how 

the compound adjeetiye /rompd . has no feminine termina-

tions,—the business of RI oratio obliqua—how need with 

the accusative expresses in the course of the war.' 
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If time changes the language so little, them is no presump-
tion that it must change the pronunciation rather if there 
he any Presumption at ati it is the other way. 

Let me suggest another presumption before going into 
details. For, good patient need, there is a shadow ,rween 
t.s. a shadow of coming trouble. you del not mean to be 
beguiled into studying the details of modern pronunciation, 
and 1 am trying to lure you on so that you may nrul that 
roe effort is past and over before YOL. are aware of it. 

ecall, then, the kinship of Latin and Greek, and then n-
merous words a. forms that were pointed out to us as 
flowing their common origin ffi-such as the nominative plural 
tredings—i--re in Latin,—..—ffi in breek vi num is Greek 
dm, ride is Greek the. Them is little resemblance, as me 
are taught to pronounce them Sul get a modern Greek to 
read these forms and he will sound the vowels exactR as the 

in Lan forms weresounded in Ciceroni. times, lie rounds 
and—az as an English child names E and A. Now see 

the difficulty this raises if the ancient pronunciation really 
differed from the modem. The Roman wishing to say with 
mine' said vim, pronouncing it' we gnat, (as he called yore 
fish vire way knee, weedy, WV° key): the late Greek with 
the reuse thought likewise snide' we pro,. though Ire spelt 
it en, And these two identical sounds are the inherited 
fo s of some forgot en sonnd in pre-Pelasgic times, on 
thrme tongue of the common ancestor of Greek and Rom 
there

an
therewas the same sound at the beginning; there is the 
same sound at the end ; the presumption is that they have 
been alike all the time. Yet Dr. Gow tells us that the 
Athenian of 37c, Ao. cabled or,' Owen 0,' not ' we gnaw' ; 
in which case the one original moat have developed on 
diverging hoes till 3yo n.c., a. then the fines must have 
again converged very rapidly. Quite possible, of course
but it would he much easier to believe if 0 only happened 
once instead of regularly. Vide, look, is another instance. 
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The Roman said ` wee day': the late Greek as, vv they; 

(for his b's and d's are soft like a Spaniard's) or, reviving the

digamma fora moment,' we they; practically the same as 

the Roman's ' wee day.' The ancient Greek had threr 

words to pronounce, all formed from this stem, Sas look, Mk 

he saw, MR he knew and Dr. Govv says he pronounced 

them 'id a, aid a, owe a day, which are certainly fairly 

divergent forms of o. rook B. in the mouth of the modern 

Greek they are all sounded practically alike, ' ere they' ; for 

to him m u m o, 5. are all ee wels. It wouldseem therefor, 

that here again some instinctvohas led the modem to correct 

the divergencies of his forefathers and bring back the three 

forms to their original unity. But—if it were not for the 

authority of the learned men—how much easier to belie.

that they have remained alike from the beginning. 

Besides these tnere probabilities and presumptions, there 

is a little positive exidence to be got from such trifles as tho 

mistaking of words, and the transliteration of words inm 

other languages. These are easily understood if the ancient 

pronunciation was like the modem; if not, they need en 

plan  Take some of those ee-vowels, k

Pronouncing them practically alike, it is e.y to understand 

such variant readings as it exft medivos divem, which occurs 

in the Didactro of the Apostles, x 5. Or a little below x ) 

, M where the MSS. vary between either 
ant If d 

word and both. Thucydides tells of a prophetic line that 

vvas current when the plague fell on Athens in the Pelopon-

nesian war 
Cometh a Dorian war, and during it cometh a m:. 

And men disputed was it .1,0,5 plague or X.Of famine , and 

at that time, naturally, ' plague' prevailed. But M hereafter 

there be another Dorian war, and during it Mere happen to M 

a (amine, I imagine that they will sing the line a.ordingli.' 

Dr. Gow would make the two words ' lea mass  and ' lo a 
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moss; buethe confusion is much more intelligible it both 
were pronounced 'Ica moss,' as a modern pro nouncro them, 
.01 a difference as slight as between the French en and an. 

When Greek words am spelt into Latin, these letters are 
rroresented by an ce-sound (Latin In our breviaries we 
Grid both Paraclitus and Paracletus; the former being the 
AA and preserving Imth the Greek vowel-sound and the 

Greekaccent,7arta 

So we have tl ; in neither word is there any-

thing to suggest the change of n into i except that they 
had the same round. These of course are late examples, 
from 

Christianresent 
times: Euxine is early enough, in which the 

Latin i rep s the Greek ei. 
In Latin v appeam som i as y (Kyrie, syntax), so 

ri m v (evangel...). Thisv course h. the German 
rosound,. in nod, eidi, Mei the has the ee-sound that 
it has kept M all the Romance languages. Now these are 
exactly the rounds of s in modern Greek when it comes 
Imtween two consonants it is ere, when between two vowels 
it is

I fear the reader will not love all these ere sounds i they 
arc not majestic. Think of the direful clang of the silverm 
how, echoed . we used to think in the sounding line: Mack 
and slick, for the modem witl re. it 

hod is ommti vt. Ads 
thro knee they clang ye, yen. are year AEO VEO. 

XV. it not Allan Qua termain who heard a scholar reciting, 
and though understanding nothing was yet inspired by the 
surge and thunder of the Odyssey I We do but dream, dear 
reader; as though one should hear Racine and Victor Hugo 
on the lips of a pupil A the je.Sweiss school, and fan, he 
felt grandeur or lyric sweetness. 

Dans cette tens oh ron ploie 
Sa tense au declin du jam, 
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Ne demands pas la joie; 
Con of de //amour. 

Contemy-oy, dear reader ; we shall do better to pronounce 

a language as its p.ple do our polufloishoio promincia-

tiOrre would have had no maisstY ...i .' ca. 
As mentioned already. the modern I and SI are soft as in 

Spanish ; di, is thee, id, is (Wavy. This will account for 

the spelling of Chamberlain rassrerrekte, a transliteration 

exactly paralleled it classic times: Thucydick, 'Asorpainarere 

became Ambracioss not Ampraciots. jp /Lc. however, 

as Dr. Gow mentions, the. letters were sounded like English 

b and d t so that the softening must have taken place since, 

,When, is not clea—Victoria now becomes Bnieeeie, just as 

Victor became Bneeny in Eusebius, and David fretd in the 

New Testament. And there arises here also the difficulty of 

divergence and convergence Orr and vita began life 

together, and they are together still as far ss the /resound is 

concerned; but in }yo they were far apart. The same is 

the history R gaffs, and vada ; and in each case the .reanges 

inept and the nciliation fell out at the same periods. 
As to q there is re. inone detail to be explaed. Bel ore a rough 

bathing mutes are aspirated, in all Greek from Homer on-

words become 40 As, are kr. But you 

will never find this fate overtaking a I; no change is mark 

in sir gri. Why not? The modern pronunciation gives an 

obvious explanation the S is not changed because it is an 
aspirated letter already (they). But if this's only a modern 

developmere, some other explanation is needed for the 
classical pm.ctice. 

Perhaps, indeed, no explanation is needed, if Dr. Got, he 

right in his interpretation of the aspirates. C was not our M. 

but the Get inan,—a real E followed by a real h as .n 
hothouses On this theory doubtless the dF in 07Y Sy, was like 

the ilk in redhead, and it would have been meaningless re
change the siselling, since the pronunciation was unchanged. 
Only, was it not equally meaningless in that case to change 
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the spelling of Siss-f&i., /ie.`, But give the theory a fair trial ; 
practice pronouncing @ x as in uphold hothouse, deck-
house, a.nd then attempt to put two of them together as the
Greeks did in ssvip9,, Pax.n. For example, when you have 
tittBred the h in uphold, break off suddenly and immediately 
tale up at the t in hothouse, so that you say up-h I t-house. 
What tongues and what ears they must have had, to 
deliberately and Systematically pm in that first hi not as a 
gymnastic exercise,  more euphonious and easier to 
pronounce. And these were the classic a.e.stois of our 
present smooth voiced velvety-voweiled Greeks ! Would 
oss you like to have heard them say ? 

The reader has been warned that these are merely scraps 
of evidence noted by the wayside, pointing to the unlike, 
iress of any great change of pronunciation between ancient 
and modern Greek. They may be summed up in three sen-
tences is—in such a conservative language any great change
is unlikely ; doubly unlikely that great changes have 
corrected each other, first wrenching apart kindred forms 
and then reuniting them ; and lastly, an unchanged pronun-
ciation gives a very natural explanation of many linguistic 
Ott On the other hand the /earned are convinced that 
a great change has taken place, having in their vast 
researches, doubtless, taken account of these among their 
other (acts. But it would better satisfy the unlearned if 
besides defining the truth they would add the reasons that 
have convinced them. 
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A rallaRLY-SOnTANDED and influential conference was held in 

the hall of Exeter College, Oxford, in November, to discuss 

a question which is certainly of special interest to Catholic 

scholars: namely, whether any neform and if so what, should 

be introduced into the pionunciation of Latin as at present 

in vogue at Oxford Cambridgo, and the great majority 

of schools and colleges throughout the country. U. Eamon 

of Exeter, who was in the chair, dwelt in his opening speech 

chiefly on the practical need for English Latinists coming 

more into line in this respect with Continental scholars, who 

w.e at pre.nt debarred from anything like easy oral com-

munication with Englishmen in the Latin language. He 

pointed out that the first Ding of course, to ascertain 

if the general of  ofto meeting vv. in favour of any 

change and itso, they could then vote the question of 

the .hinde of reformed pronunciation as drawn up in detail 

by a joint committee of the Oxford and Cambridge Philo-

logical Societies. The meeting, as it turned out, v. 
almost unanimously in favour of a change of ome kind 

.d Profsssor Pustgate of Cambridge then gave a resume 

of the suggests. oranges. which were certainly fairly con 

enprehensive. The English pronunciation of the vowels was 
entirely discarded, and ea. vowel was m be pronounced 

according to io oloper quantity,,:n a way very Smiler to 

that in use on the CoMinnt. As to the consonants, candy 

were to be always hard, v always pronounced is w, and j 

(initial) like y and the r (as in mon.x,etc.)always sound. 

THE PRONUNCIATION OF LATIN. My 
or The diphthong oe w. to of in boil, au as in 
Torre (Italian) and ae as in the Greek ai (nearly). Double 
consonants were to be pro ced separately, in the 
modern .e Prolosornoun Robin on Efiis, and others 
who spoke subsequently, laid much dress on the archaic, 
academic, and historical correctness of the proposed change, 
which they thought would bring the pronunciation of 
the language as near as possibleto that in use in the 
Augustan age. Fr. Osevald Hunter Blair, without disputing 
this rather bold assumption, brought the discussion back to a 
practical point, by.ggesting that to adopt the proposed pro-
nunciation of the c and v, at any rate, vvould rather hinder 
than advance the dared facility of intercourse,. Comin-
wital scholars r as in not a single European country would 
Om word rid, for instance, be intelligible if pronounced . 
:way. He suggested that the meeting might vote on the 
suggoted vowel change, leaving the question of the cordon-

at present an open thesis. hlr. Godley of Magdalen Ehe
aLling Public Orator) and others strongiggported this vie, 
bur it was resisted by the philological exp.rts, who wished 
....hole scheme adopted or rejected ea bla. It was finally 
mcepted by a majority of those present: and it was agreed 
osacquamt every claoical teacher in Oxford and Cambridge 
with the result of the voting, and to endeavour to elicit
Dither express  of opinion, as far as p.sible unanimous, 
In fax,our of the

nroposed c.nges. If the older Univemities 
agree to adopt them in lectures, private tuition, and public 
and official oration, one can hardly see how the other 
colleges and schools can avoid following suit , but of course 
kl small* to be seen how far the interesting result of the 
Exeter conference will be accepted by Latin teachers and 
E cholars throughout England. 
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Soma of the gum., travelling across England, 
hospitable inv on a Mc Abbot and Community of 
Downside, to takeitatipart in the Cen ary Celebration, nini 
have had with them the newly.issuedtenSeptember number of 
IlarPer's Monthly. If so, they can hardly have helped being 
struck with Mr. W. D. Howells' impressions of Exeter Cathd. 
dral. Exeter beg, according M the received opinion, as a 
Benedictine AlAnry Church and was transformed by Edward 
the Confessor into a Cathedral, when he removal:, 
Episcopal See from Creditors. Mr. Howells rays of it: 
wise reader will expect me to my what were the sculptuuf 
facts before me or to make the hopeless endeavour to impart 
sense a Me whole wructure . descriptiom or admeason• 
ments. Let him take any picture of it, and Men intact,. 
something of that form vastly old and dark, richly %win.. 
over in the stone to the last effects of tender delicacy by Mr 
miracles a Gothic art. So let him suppow the edifice so 
among leafless elms, in which tattered roam' rtes. swing 
Macke., on a spread of close greensward, under a low 
welkin, where the clouds break and close in a pallid Mun 
and he will have as much of Exeter Cathedral as he can 
hope to have without going there to we for himself; it can 
never otherwise be brought to him in words of mine." In 
similar fashion, we may be permitted to my of Downside 
Abbey church no wise reader will expect to do for it 
what Mr. Howells dam not do Cr Exeter Cathedral. Seek,
tured facts cannot be pictured i words. Let the reader 
take any recent photographs a the building—those in the 
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sixpenny guide will serve the purpose admirably—and ima 
gMe something of the kind, net "vastly old and dark," but 
richly new and white, with crisp oactry and delicate clean-

.tidings, and let himsupposesurroundings ksmornantie 
than at Exeter but quite as delightful, with the beauty of 
the open country in place of the Cathedral close. There 
Mould be a feeling of roominess associated with the Abbey 
church;—the close greenstirard stretched om until it loses 
Melt in a wide, grassy landscape; the trees, beech insoad of 
dm, in masses standing at some distance: Mc tattered rookd 
no. swinging in an adjacent shrubbery the monastic and 
oilleato buildings holding themselves rtmpectfully aloof.
Th.,gi let the reader choose a welkin to his fancy and do 

lik. with it Hemoy swear by it with Nytn or smnmon 
it to dance with Sir Toby he ma y Inake it blush or roar, 
k cook, or resound, or be amazed; he may make it high or 

or black or blue, but if he takes our advice he would 
make it such a dry or days as we were favoured with at the 
wlehration,—warm sun, cheerful blue sky, the luxuriance of 
Ion summer in the flower-beds, and some touches of aut.. 
.1 gold and brown is the foliage. When he has done this 
he will have as much of Downside Abhoy church as lie can 
hope to have without going Were to see . 

Mr. Howells go. on to say: "Neither, without .ding 
in that presence (Exeter Cathedral) or another of itst  kind, 
can he realise what the ages of faith were. Till then the 
phrase will remain a bit of decorative rhetoric, but then 
he will live a meaning out of it which will die only 
with him. He will feel,. well as know, how men built 
such templ. in an absolute trust and hope now extinct, 
litit without which they could never have been built, and 
how they continued to grow, like living things, from the 
Ms. rather than the hands of strongly believing mend' 
Oregonians will read this passage with sympathy and 
understanding, and in the main with agreement; but they 
lune a just right to challenge the statement that this Mbsoduo 
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twist and hope' is now extinct. Not as a bit of decorative 

rhetoric,' but as an ,vamished truth they ha, a right to 

assert, that it is only in such an absolute hope and trust their 

great church has been or could have been built by them. II 

may be true that our modern Gothic architects and artisans 

have not the same faculty of expressing in their designs and 

work, with the same f orce and feeling, the faith and love that is 

in their heart, but though we may build less skilfully, we 

do n, build less sincerely in these days than in the ages of 

I aiM. Not otherwise than as Exeter Cathedral rose from the 

ground is the Downside Abbey Church slowly mowing to 

ompletion. Surely, it was in absolute trust and hope the 

foundations were laid more than thirty years back, when there 

were scoffers, happily unheeded, who talked of extravagance, 

and the vanity of emulating the glories of mediaeval mot,. 

ticisrn. Was it not also "like a living thing," out of the 

dead stories buried beneath the ground, that the building 
has taken Mape,spro,ing first in one place then in another, 

here displaying an uncal,lated luxuriance, there with a 

slenderer or more stunted development; with the checks and 

changes, the adaptations, accretions and irregularities which 

are characteristic oftrue gro,h, which tell of lean seasmis 

and fat ,asons, of storm and sunshine, and give to some 
buildings, as to a man or to a tree, their character a, 

No Catholic would, or should, admit that them can he 

a. difference M the faith that inspired the cathedrals of Ill 

and that which has created the dull brick chapel of a century 

ago or the cheap Gothic church of our later times. To, 

mind nothing more worthy of the Divine presence has eve 

been conceived than the grey, weather-woes Cathedral al 
our Northern cities, so massive and stately and rich and 
spiritually beautiful, in which the spirit of prayer seems 
linger after the presence of God has departed and the sly 

stones are a st,ding rebuke to modem worldliness and um 

belief. Bu, surely, the useful church of the slums of our 
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Mies, built, most of them, with the hard-earned pence of 
the poor, or our unpretentious village sanctuaries, commenced 
with borrowed money and paid for with labor nary-gathered 
charity, or our chapels, so slight in conetruntiOn, 
but so brightly andconvem daintily furnished and kept with such 
loving cox, are each and all . sacred in the sight of God, 
and no less sterling evidences of faith and love. The spirit of 
sacrifice is the same now as then, though they of the old 
days were morenumerous,and their yearswere longmand they 
had more to give. The misfortune is that we of modem days 
have had to build to supply the needs of the moment, and 
that the work has been only too euctly proportioned to [Lose 
needs. It has unfortunately been necessary al. to aim at 
turning out the work complete, thus leaving little 0 0 
mom for future development. A further, and artistically,1a 
greater, misforsune is that architect and builders—clever 
see* for the most part and painstaking—are called Moo, 
cc hope to be called upon, to produce churches by the 
dozen. Hence the uninteresting want of inspiration and 
the mechanical sameness of so any of them. Some of our 
firsa modern temples, even so great and elaborate a spec-
imen as Sir Gilbert Scott's church at Hamburg, suggest 
having been purchased ready-made and merely transferred 
from the builder's yaM to the site chosen for them. They 
might well have belonged anywhere else. They have not, 
like the old Parish Churches, grown out of the soil, con-
eructed out of the materials at band, and enriched each 
generation with new beauties, assimilating to themselves, 
constantly, something of the strong faith, the saintly hopes, 
the devout thoughts and the tender love of those who cared for 
them and worshipped in them. But let us not think that 
such temples of God are things of the past. We shall see 
them again, please God. Downside Abbey Church has, at 
Mrs, shown Mat we can buildsot only for the momem but 
for the future, in "an absolute hope and trust." It was con-
ceived and begun in one generation; it has reached its 
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present maturity in a second j perhaps it is reserved for

third or even a fourth generation to perfect the work. One 

architect hm given of his best ; another is spending over it 

loving thought and skill others, no doubt, will bring their 

tribute of earnest and devoted service; and, already, the list 

of its benefactors is as long as that of many of the pariah 

churches, the priories, or theminsters of the ages of faith. 
For the sake of those with statistical interests quow 

tine following description of the building (condensed) from 

the sixpenny guide. "The Abbey Church is cruciform in 

plan, and has been erected at different dates. The first por-

tion designed by Messrs. Dunn and Hansom of Newcastle, 

of
the existing transepts, the tower and the eastern 

chevet of chapels. The original design had a choir of five 

bays only and apse.the Lady Chapel beyond having a square 

end. When the time came to build the Lady Chapel, how-

ever, it was decided to add two more hays to the choir and 

terminate the Lady Chapel with an apse, grouping two or 

three small hexagonal Chapels on either side of it after the 
manner usually Found in French Cathedrals. This arrange-
ment hm only been followed on the nosh side of the church, 

two large oblong chapels in late perpendicular style taking 

the corresponding position on the south side. 
"Between the eastern chapels and transept there is 

either side of the church a series of chapels forming a sort of 

outer aisle, those on the south being raised up some thirteen 

feet to allow space for the north cloister beneath them. 

"In rqoo Mr. Edward Hansom died and Mr. Thomas 

Garner, formerly partner of Mr. Hadley, R. A., was appointed 

architect. Mr. Gamer suggested that the choir should have n 

bold square end instead of the apse originally planned. He 
adopted an early Perpendicular style for the choir, increased 
the thickness of the walls, lengthened the clerestory window 
and simplified the vaulting. 

"The portion of the church now completed, i. e., from the 

eastern bay of the nave to the end of the Lady Chapel meas. 
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ures externally 13., feet. The breadth acrossthe transepts and 
tower is rafi feet. In the interior, the transepts are 83 feet 
long, 68 feet high and ay feet wide; the choir, from the 
chancel arch to the columns behind the altar, measures 95 feet 
long, 18 feet wide, and rises from 68 feet to yo by the middle 
of the third bay. It may be of in  to note that the 
height and breadth of the choir are almost identical with the 
choirs of Worcester and Truro Cathedrals. The building 
ie constructed of Bath stone both internally and externally." 

s They whose thoughts are in a fair, and hurry within," 
says Sir Thos. Browne, " are sometimes fain to retire into 
rvmpany, to be out of the crowd of themselves." The 
teeture of the hug, gathering of visitors at Downside, on 
Monday. Sept. was, to our mind, its restfulness. One 
was only just sufficiently disturbed to be taken out of oneself.
There were, we believe, about 16o guests accommodated in 
the Abbey and College; there were many others lodged in 
Stratton and the neighbourhood coaches full of day visitow 
came by each morning train from Bath and Bristol and 
yet there was no crowding and we did not find ourselves in 
each other's way. Of course the Abbey is a hig establishment, 
the boys were on Vacation, and it was pleasant out of 
d. but the secret of the absence ol crush and discomfort 

tiereorder ess. There was no congestion because each 
knew just where to go and what to do and when to go

and do it Way-boards and notices on the walls directed 
stranger, to the church, refectories and differeM parts of the 
buildings time tables were handed to each guest, or fixed 
up where they could not fail to be seen ; chaplains were 
told off to devote themselve o the guidance and comfort of 
the many prelates come to distinguish the occasion ; printed 
ceremonials were distributed to insbuct both der. , and 
laity in the order of the and the conduct of the 
different services; and, most notaprocessions ble arrangementof all, an 
excellent choir-manual, printed at Mechlin, containing the 
wards and music of the masses and offices of the three days, 
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obviated the usual questionings Ad directings, the soon, 

of hunting up and distributing books, the distract, 
finding of places, the something sure to have been forgotten 

and the other thing remember. at the last minute which 
introduce an element of chan in the efficiem conduct 
of ecclesiastical functions. We lost thereby some slight 
excitement and we had not the pleasure of congratulating 

ourselves afterwards that we had got through it panty well; 

but we had pemefalness and devotion instead. Indeed, so 
thoughtful and minute were the preparations made by the 

guest-master and other officials, that mistakes and the conse-

quent stoppages and waitings were well-nigh impossible. 

It was as though thentream of monastic observance, swollen 
temporarily and somewhat agitated and louder-voiced, 

flowed on unimerruptedly in its accustomed channel. 

A glance at the contents of the Ritual or Manual of the 
Services will tell the reader all that he need know of how 

the centenary and opening of the choir were celebrated. 
With so noble and spacious a rsnctuary with mere 

than a dozen distinguished prelates with expert assistants 

and masters of oremonies, and with a choir of ssme 

eighty monks and priests accustomed to sing Mechlin Chant, 

it will be understood that the offices and masses, which, no 

doubt, all Catholics have seen effectively earned Mom 
elsewhere, were here most perfectly done in an exceptionally 

grand and distinguished manner. On the Monday afternoon, 

the Abbot of Downside blessed the new choir, and later in 

the afternoon carried the Blessed Sacrament in procession to 

the High Altar. At this service the Salve feria dies was 

ssug,--an admirably appropriate mance, mot ta most 

of urs and, perhaps, not A be rightly appreciated at a first 
beating. Aber Benediction all rose and man the hymn to 

S. Gregory 1.11 e Onam jam Aposrolw. Compline was sung 

every evening by the community. Tuesday began with the 

votive mars of St. Gregory, in which another ancient sequence 

was inanduced, the Alma Ahem Fan. Bishop Medley 
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preached on "The Monastic Choir." In the evening Abbot 
Camant officiated pontifically at Vespers. Next day, 
Wednesday, the Abbot of Downside sang the Requiem Mass 
for all deceased Gregorians and Aland Gasquet preached on 
elle Makers of M. Gregory's." pontifical Vopers were sung 
in the evening with Bishop O'Neill as celebrant. On
Thursday, the last day, the Archbishop of Westminster sang 

l mask and the Bishop of Clifton preached the sermon
ight after Dark.. Comment on the seremonies is uncalled 

ler, and all we mav be permitted to toy of the ons
Met the hearers wem profoundly snowed by them andse  that 
they were felt to he such as so great an occasion could only 
have impired. We should like to have quoted, from Bishop 
Haney's discourse, the noble passage in which he speaks of 
the Psalms of David, but we cannot doubt it is already well-
known to most of our readers By a thoughtful arrangement 
the Downside guests were able to secure a printed eanY of trsh sermon on the day of its delivery. Since then a reprint 
of the three in one pamphlet has been called for and 
published. 

Haying said this much in appreciation, the reader will 
perhaps look now for criticism. We have none to offer. We 
dank every change A. Garner has made is for the better. 
of murse it is possible to compare the Downside choir 
with Moeof other great Cathedrals and Minsters to its dimd-
suites,. No choir can possess all the beauties possible in such 

oructune. Each will have its own peculiar charm, the.
at lanansidc among the ant We think that until Me 
transept is cleared of benches, and it is possible to stand 
hather back in the unbuilt nave, we shall not have men the 
choir in its full beauty. On the Monday afternoon it was 
Unticislood to be on its trial as to its aananic mot:sante, It 
sane ant triumpham. Weak voices appeared to be louder 
and strong voices sweeter and there was no difficulty in 
keeping together and singing, ith the organ. The words
of We preachers, it was found, were heard distinctly and wih-
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sinks." On Mis cdtic remarlm "After the aMhor has 

made this declaration to enable his readers to understand the 

questions at issue we may close the hook Fr. Burge Ian 

confessed to all in Me most evidentway that he has no, 

grasped the question from the beginning. No one will be 

surprises] if, in the following twenty page, the poor critic. 

Dom Mocquereau in spite of his efforts has not succeeded io 

understanding the 'mysterious dot, of Solesmes, the more

viperish he shows himself, the weaker is his argument" 

And that is all the answer that I can find. BM will , 

critic pardon me if I mill maintain my statements on the 

elementary notion of Rhythm and claim good authority for 

the same. I find M. Gastond, the eminent professor of Plain 

Chant in Pad, laying down Me same doctrine," Each foot, 

binary or ternary, possessesan intense part which may be high 

and strong, arsi, and another part where the voice sinks, 

thesis:. p.s62. Again "Eachoi dine rhy.ms,binary Or ternary, 

psseSSI29 a spring, arsia, and a deposition, Masi,. p. 16T I 

think the reader find that nsystaternents are fulW borne 

out by this eminent professor. I should not he tie d all mrprised 

to find that NI. Ras thinks himself quite as 
goo m M. 

Gastoud and declines to accept his teaching. But what will 

he say to the following extract from the latest work of the 

Be.dictines of Stanbrook, who belong to the charmed 

eimle "The smack. symmetry in music is the jun.-posi-

tion of two units of counting. The first part of the bar is 

called Arai, issipahe, rise, Right; the mcond is Calla) Thesis, 

the rhythmical ictus, the relapse, fall, remission , p. XXX 
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Because I have ventured to make stateme, almost iden-
cal with those of such authorities  critic declares thatit 
"I thereby confess to all that I have not grasped the GUeSt1011 
frOM the beginning; and the hook may be closed." This is a 
charming method of reviewing a work which may he com-
mended as a labourrsaving method to all critics. One has 
only to find a romance in an author wIth which we are out 
of agreement and then "close the book." We can imagine 
some ultra-Protestant critic called upon to deal with LI, 
anlk monumemal history of England. On opening a 
volume his eyes might perchance light upon the following 
phra "the more moderate of the reformed writers have 
bomese honorable testimony to the virtues of Queen Mary, 
they have allotted to her the praise of piety and clemency, 
of compassion for the poor and liberaliw to the distressed." 
Our critic might, at once 'close the book,' for he would fed 
Mat the author "has confessed in the most evident way 
that he has not grasped the question from the beginning." 

As a matter. fact the question of anis and Mmis entered 
into only ow of the eight Condemned Propositions Mit I 
wntured to extract from the pa,,,aph.. 

There has been no serious attempt to disprove my state-

wwnt that Palestrina left no indication as to the may in which 
ords and music are to be fitted together or how bars were 

to be drawn. But the strongest point of my 'Examination 
was the unanimom condemnation of these novel theories 
by the greatest savants of Europe t D'Indy Combarieu, 
Wagner, Dom Pothie, I sheltered myself under these great 
authorities, and d I have failed to undentand these ' mysteri-
ous dots' of Solessnes, I am in good company. On this my 
mai,oint, however, my critics have not offered a word of 
reply, not ever, a reference , I therefore claim that the state-
me, in the article still hold good, and I have nothing to 
withdra.sv sae, however the appearence of animus and bit-
terness that my opponents seem to find in nty words. Such 
was far from my inmntion and I regret very much that Dom 
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Morymercau should see anything more in my remarks than ! 

good-natured banter. s 
A few years ago, in deference to the prercure of 

friends I rather unwillingly consented to publish some 

hymns of mine, most of them written about twenty-five years 

ago. I was very ill at the time, and had partially lost my 

eyesight, and I had to trust to friends to correct the pro.. 

A very faulty edition was the result. As soon . I had re 

rcvexed my Went, I recognised them istake and once with-

drew the offending edition. Now, a copy of this faulty work 

fell into the hands of some 'friends ' of mine, who hastened 

to send it off to Italy to M. Bas who could be trusted to lay 

about his bludgeon lustily. And so it proved its fact. M. 

Has published a flaming critique in the Rassegno for ply 

and exposed the numerous errors of the work. I wt de-

clared to be unworthy of credence, unfit to criticise anybody, 

because I made such grammatical blunders in my own music. 

The whole incident brought forcibly to my mind that pass-

age in the life of Verdant Greco where Mr. Bouncer and his 

friends get radser serverery handled by the roughs of Oxford 

in the fights between Town and Corm However, NE. 

Bouncer, like my friends, was a resourceful man. He con-

ceived the brilliant idea of engaging a notorious London 

prise-fighter to join the ranks of the Gown in their next on 

counter with We Town. The ' Putney Pet,' as he un, 

admiringly termed in the sporting circles, was clothed NN 

cap and gown for the occasion and soon created costae. 

ation in the ranks of the Town. He who runs may resd. 

It is surely a new enactment in the canons of criticism 

that sin one may pass a judgment on any work unless the 

critic can do betrcr than the author. I wonder what would 

become of the hosts of musical critics in our dailies and 
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wedding were such a regulation to be enforced. It would 
follow that my friend Mr. I. Bennet, the doyen of musical 

win London. who, I suppose, has never written a bar of 
m ic in his life, has been a fraud upon the publ ic for the
lastus fifty years! I submit however that were my knowledge 
of harmony very much worse than it is represented to be, 
should still claim the right to criticise the statements of 

an authog If these srctements were obscure and purcle-
Naded, if they were wrong from an historical point of view, 
if they were said to be supported by an authority which 
denied that support, surely any critic would be justified in 
saying so. - 
If these Hymns were the only published productions of 

mine there might be some re.on for-exposing my defects to 
the mockery of the public. There me however other com-
positions printed, of which I am certainly not very vain, but 
v-hich I have not withdra.wn from circulation. Th.$e are 
not referred to by my critic and the poor withdrawn Hymns
are taken as the only specimens of, work. "All is fair in 
love and war " seems to be the motto of my opponents. 
Ns the publication of M. Bas' article I sent the cony.. 

obi. of the' Hymns ' to Dr. Alison, Mus. B., Mus. D. and 
wsoral other resounding university titles, one of the most 
dWinguised Examiners in Music in the North of England and 
,,ne to whom I am personalry unknown. Si glories, qv.. 
ail copra guidon I reluctantly give his opinion on the work 
" I have duly received your Hymn book, most of the tunes of 
wLich I like very much and find them both melodious and 
N Arconious." 

nd after all what do , supposed deficiences amount to 
That twenty-five years ago I wrote some hymns showing 
crude knowledge of harmony, which have since been repud-
iated and suppressed. For such deficiencies I ant roundly 
told that I have no right to cri ticise Dom M's statements. In 

T words because twenty-five yea ts ago I wrote no better 
harmony than my critic wroteat that dare, I am therefore . 
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thisyear of grace debarred from examining, not the harmony, 
but the history and the references of the Pahhgraphie 
Musicale. If I bad some kind friend who would hunt up for 
me a few of my mitic's early efforts, I think I could promise 
to make merry over his musical crudities. 

This hunting up an tagonist's juvenile efforts is not . 
known in the annals of literature. When Macaulay in on
Review of Sadler's law Population handled ra 
severely the Author's attempt at Poetry. Mr. Sadler retortetherd 
by unearthing some of his reviewe's juvenile excises 
verse which he held ap to the derision of theer public 
Macaulay replied: " Mr. Sadler resolved to retaliate on the 
person who, as he supposed, had reviewed him. He 
kta accordinglyransacked some college verses in theInpc 
of finding, among the performances of his supposed antag-
onist, something as bad as his own. And we must in 
fainiess admit that he has succeeded pretty well. We must 
admit that the gentgivan ingutslion WI. reviewer) put 
into his exercises at sixteen almost as great nonsenw as 
Mr. Sadlm M the habit of putting into his verse at

To these strictures of NI. Bas offered no reply ; I lancipl 
the public had had enough and more than enough of thew 
Ocmonalities. kloremwg it was about the time when De 
pretensions of Dom Mocquereau in the Pontifical Com.- 
sion had received so rude a rebuff from the Holy See, arid 
the' Official Editors were stripped of their high sounding
title. It was felt that it would be more generous to kvalt 
silence at such a time, for fear that one might seem to extilt 
in the downfall of one, opponents. But I couMed without 
nay hosts whose defeat seemed to inspire fresh projects 
revenge. To this end they had M. Has' article translatoi 

to English, and the musical blocks illustrating this article 
were carted bodily from Italy to the Isle of Wight. Ir its 
new garb the article was offered to different Catholic papers. 
But the Editots seem,. have had  relish for these methoh 
of controversy, and the article was declined with thanks. 
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For two months all efforts were unavailing to persuade 
, respectable newspaper to have anything to do with 
thing. But my friends are nothing if not persevering, and 

the month of September lac t they discovered an organ 
that was more menable. It wasthe " Liverpool Couri r"! 
My readers who are not acquainted with the local polietics 
of the City on the Mersey shoo ld senders and that the Lit,- 
pool Courie, is the organ A the Orange part, very strong in 
the City, and is especially distinguished by its Anti-Catholic 
tone. Into the arms A such allies my friends threw 
themselves without reserve. In Me itkue A September 
mth there appeared two columns in large type with the 
heading "A Critic Criticised," M which after a few preli-
minary retnaMs by another hand, it stated that the 
-Catholic press proclaimed Fr. Burge the most distinguished 
English representative at the Congress A Strassburg" (my
friends, you really do me too mmh ho.ur!). There follows 

translation of Me c que in which M. As make, merry 
eern my mistakes of twenty-Eve years ago. Mrs business 

mm of Liverpool rubbed his eyes over his breakfast table 
to sec musical examples in the midst of 'American markets' 
and 'Cricket averages, 

And my friends, throwing to the winds ail notions of eco-
nomy, proceeded to send copies of the Anti-Catholic paper 
throughout the length and breadth A England. From 
North, South, East and West I heard of my castigation in 
the k Courier " article. And all was done so secretly and 
stealthily that I am not supposed A know A whom I am 
Imlehted for these attentions, no one seems to have the 
nourage to come out in the open and acknowlAge the 
mponsibility. The story was passed from one to another 
M bated breath, m if a great catastrophe was mpending, 
And yet I am alive to tell the tale. 

'there is, however, something more. The anonymous 
letter-writer is generally one, that to say Me least, does not 
inspire much respect. Many of us are familiar with the a. 
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of this fraternity, which are often despised, but sometimes 

taken as a compliment. I incline to take the latter view, 

for in connection with the controverey, I have been the 

recipient of the honour of an anonymous letter. The hand-

writing is unmistakably French and your English, my friend, 

though fairly good, cannot but betray its Gallic origin. 

The writer refers to my ' article' in the Tablet, but I wrote 

none on this subject. He probably means my letters,' and 

if these letters were so ungentlemanly and un-Christian a, 

they are represented below, the Editor must have been nod-

ding when he admitted them. However, anonymous lette-

writers generally crave to see their effusions in print and I 

shall be pleased to gratify the wish. I have taken the 

liberty to underline the phrases where the French idiom 

unmistakably comes through. 

Dear Rev. Father, 

When I read your articles (r) in the Tablet, I certain!, 
Moue. that you were in a great hurry to condemn U. 
blocqureau, and above all your language and ton 

den
nis 

Me of a gentettnon, still lex of a priot, a rcligmus too. 
towards 

aagentohnon,
fellow-religious and towards an exile to thy.

country, all tebillt was certainly disedifying in the rotten, 
A 'Liverpool Courier' has been sent me, and I find the sal,

idea roprosed there (?), so I write to remind you that your 
style of crintroveny is elsewhere considered as very Ili:-
dignified, to say no more of it. You always seemed — 
cocksure in everything and laid down the law so offensive, . 

that I am F. M. did not trouble to answer. See 
your roles of Harr., first, before attacking others v. 

rudely and ignorantly. In your own publications lel a
endless consecutive fifths etc. Here, igaoranse most demo

tar y. Take the concluding advice of the corropondem ar 
read the early verses of S.YfotU,.o vii and 1,1<31<,

Tours, 
Welroisher Iwithout even an indefinite article 
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I wonder if I should "be in a great hurry" H I made a 
eery shrewd guess who the Frenchmen are from whom such 
a precious effusion could proceed. 

I do not think that it would be rash on my part to 
believe that all these attacks come directly or indirectly from 
the new school of Solemn°, Personally I am quire in.., 
rot to them, if anything I rather enjoy them. But it is only 
right that the impartial public should be made acquainted 
with the methods of controversy which ate evidently in 
,vour at this echoed. Most of us will feel that such methods 
are very un-English, to say the least, and exilesto this country 
should not forget that who is made in France does not 
always fall in with British taste. I must however make an 
exception in favour of Bas. He is always straightforward 
and above board, and though much of his work strongly 
suggests the Fired bravo, one CannOt but feel a respect for 
him for his courage and fearlessness. But for " the ways 
that be dark" Englishmen generally have a decided aversion. 

It will be said tome; why cannot you let the matter drop, 
I am willing enough. I have kept silence for nearly nine 
months, but the other side will not allow me. We must 

so hear in mind that thereat, occasions when, as we know, 
not peace but the sword is to be brought. Until I am silenced 
by authority I shall persist in raising my voice to protest 
against any school, however able claiming to have ex 
kusive control of the Chant of the Church. And lest I 
Nhould be accused of misrepresenting Mess claims of this 
rehool, Twill invite my readers. attention to Me following story 
°kids I have at first hand. A ef  .111 prominent represen-
tative of the new Solomes school was ted to give a lecture 
on Plain Chant tea large Cathedral choir in France. The lec-
ture though long was most interesting, and at the end, the 
rather reerned quite exhausted. The choirmaster of the Cath-
dral offered his sympathy and expressed his fears that the leo 
breeds strength bad been overtaxed by his exertions. "Oh no," 
be replied," it is not that ; it is the crushing bunko of having 
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alone to reform the Chant of the Cherch which is weighing 

me down." The choir-master could scarcely believe his ears, 

and yet he was certain that the words were uttered ; and 
by the light of subsequem events we have every reason to 
believe Mat the choi-master heard correctly. 

Peace is certainly a most desirable possession, but even 

peace has sometimes to be sacrificed for the sake of liberty, 

We ask for freedom from cast iron rules and principles, and 
claim a certain amount of deference to national feeling,. 

In essentials there must be unity, but outside the limited 

field of essentials them is a. wide range and wope for ituli-

vidu.al Gm, for national requirements and sentiment. dt,

long . 
thy

 Choir Master is doing good work, iamtiring 

love for the Church's song, tve must not be too critical ol 
his methods; too impatient thm he cannot ,th: cy c to ere. 

with us in all our shades of expression. We can see 

experience that the Chant has no chance of pmgress or accore 

tame as long as it is tied to the apron-strings of a grand-

motherly interference. The fault of the new school of 

Solmmes ism Dom Poreier well puts it " micirer ce 

Mest pas precisable," a pregnant phrase not easily translated 

'least 
English; i means, a erareng to make rules even for the 

least details, areat no more feasible than weaving ropes of 

sand. If, instead of branding everyone m an ignoramus or 

incapable who does not journey to Appuldurcombe, they 

WM to enourage every effort to do the right thing, and not 
to be too c cal of tnethodx or deficiencies, they would 

help on the cause of the Chant and it their methods arc 
the best would ultimately cause them to prevail. For 
the law of the survival of the fittest holds good in the 
artistic as well m in the organic world. 

The great drawback to these controversies is their pram 

nem to degenerate into per  and attempts to sm.,

off each other by fair means or foul. It is then that the 

public becomes profoundly indifferent to and bored with Me 

proceedings and longs to see the disputants reduced to silence. 
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We read in The Pickwick Papers how, on one occamon
Mn Pott and Mr. Slunk, the rival editors respectively of the 

Gmette and the Eatanswill Independent, me 
by accident in the kitchen of the Inn, The Saracen, Head.t
In a very few minutes their smouldering animosity burst 
into flame and presently carpet-bags, fireirona, and other 
weapom of offence were flying about. Poor Mr. Pickwick, 
in his charitable atrempts to separate the two mbatants, 
treeired a good share of the blows intended for the enemy. 
At this mome there sourceful Sa m Weller appeared on
the scene, 

aster's 
and,nt seeing his m predicamem, he snatched 

up a meal-bag close at hand and drew it right over the 
head of the redoutable Mr. Potand held hina tight until 
he cried for mercy. 

Will some kind friend oblige thy public by drawing a 
meal-bag over the heads of both of us? 
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Toe Benedictine nu. of Princethorpe were the first of the

refugees from France m arrive in England and have been in 

dais country for more than one hundred years. They were 

originally a communiry of English nuns living in exile 

abroad, like the communities A Sta.nbrook, East liergP,Ii 

and many others of our Benedictine convents. They can, 

to our shores at the time of the Revolution as exiles Buff. 

ing for their fidelity to the Faith, and though their int.., 

was not to remain, the kindly welcome they Paceived in 

land dissuaded them from carrying out their original plan of 

seeking a home in Belgium. 

Their (pundits was Mem Marie Granger, a saintly soil 

who had taken the habit A St. Benedict in the Abbey , 

Montmartre near Paris. It w. quite contrary to her dBiro 

and inclinations that she ever came to be the loundress of a 

Benedictine monastery. It was mainly due to the work and 

persuasion of her brother that she consented to put herha 

to so great a work. He was a canon of Paris, a notable 

ecclesiastic of the time, and one who saw in his sister's 

character 0.11 the necessary qualities for a work of this 

kind. 
Accordingly, when the Abbey of Notre Dame des Isles in 

Burgundy was vacaM, he tried to obtain it for his si er. 

The King gave his consent to the proposal. At first s ,Be 

held hack and refused to le...molar., but in the etJ 

gave her consent and went . far as to make her Profession 

of Faith before the Archdeacon of Pans. Her courage dire 
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Piled her, she h.itated and finally refused to accept what 
she thought would prove too great a burden for her. This 
refusal so firm that her brother was compelled to accede
to her wishes and let the matter drop. 

Her confessor, a Jesuit, died about this time and was sue-
ffided by Pfire Rabasse, a Franciscan. He so. perceived 

Be depth and richness of her virtue and was convinced that 
ihe w. called to do a. great work for God and the souls of 
others His brethren had just quitted their convent at 
lontargi, and he thought it would be a good opportunity 

for her to begin there the foundation of a new Benedictine 
monastery. Her brother, the Canon, was consulted and again 
toed to persuade her to undertake the great work. She iv. 

ill distrustful of herself; she shrank from the responsibility, 
and again declared that she wished to live and die a simple 
ihn at Montmartre. It was the cause of much anxiety to 

F and not until she felt tha t God was calling her to the 
ork did she give her final consent. 
As soon as this was obtained the Archbishop of Sens was 

• approached, in whose dioeme Mon aegis was situated. 
He was pleased at the prospect of welcoming a community 

reformed Ben.ictine nuns into his diocese, but would not 
Bse his consent for the new foundation until he w..ffired 

that
th the community had the means of support This was 

first difficulty hi the way of she new foundation, but it 
was alterwarcls removed by ffie Archbishop withdrawing his 
usidition. 

She next difficulty came from the Abbess of Montmartre. 
, wished the new house to be a dependency of her abbey; 
Be Archbishop strongly objected to this; and as neither party 
would give way the result was a long delay. The Abbess al length waived her claim and also withdrew the opposition
which she had placed in the way A those who wished to kill. Mere Marie and join the new community. 

She greatest difficulty however was the want of mon, 
with which to purchase the property and all things necessary 
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for the famishing of the monastery For some time things 

were at a standstill, and nothing was able to be done soil 

a generous friend and benefactor was ri d in Madame 

Charlotte Ascelin, by whose assistance they wsse able to I, 

the property, on the xyth of January, ireiyo. 

The way now seemed to be clear and the Abbess o f 

Montmartre apporered Mire Marie Granger the perpetual 

Prioress of the new community, which consisted of three 

choir nuns, Sister Barbe Chauseliss Sister Marie Chase., 

and Sister Anne Martin with one lay-sister Anne Meaume, 

They were all young, the Prioress herself being only <hire, 

two years old. During the time that they mntinued ta

remain at Montmartre, a part of the abbey set aside for 

Meir use and they were ruled over by their new  Superior. 

The habit was there given to several postulants and the 

Prioress, after much persuasion, induced her sister Gooeotko, 

a professed nn of Hautebruyfire, to join in the new 

eS
Be
erpris. 

rere leaving Mon it was decided that the nes 

monastery Simla be tmrreededicated to Our Lady of the Angels 

and Mat the image of Our Lady should be used on the 

convent seal. This last design was frustrated in the follow-

ing way.
Notre Seigneur, par une ssveur signal. qui ctoit 

asses ordinaire, apparut environna crime sple.cur 

admirable, quit lui pike to croix avec un cceur dessis 

perca de y cloux et d'nne lance. et entoure reune courose 

reapines lui smbloit que de ce recur PertOit plusiets 

gostesde sang de slut sae elle resat de la main de. .  S. 

G croix por armoire. faisant 
resat

par Li:i-

mams et parole moyen d'art grand serviteur de Dieu, A qui 

II fit voir aussi que c'etoit s saime volonta n'en 

prit point d'autre.". 

The departure from Montmartre took place on Me tyth of 

May, Sr, and Montargis was reached on the agth. The 
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monastery, which the Franciscans had occupied since Me rear r600, was situated in the Faubourg de la Chassde. They were not able to take up their residence there imme-diately and it was not until May the Sith, Trinity Sunday of that year that they made their solemn entry into their new home. Regular monastic liR was begun immediately, a nd in a short time their spirit of strict observance attracted so much attention that many Benedictine convents desired to place themselves under their direction. Within the fi rst half century of their existence different members of Me 

community went forth to assist in the reform of various other Benedictine convents at Ville Chasson, Caen, Bertan-court, Moret, Gir Nonains and Malnoue. In Sya, the Sub-prioress received the royal appointment of coareretrix of the Abbey of Nyoiseau; again, in rsq, Sister Franqois de Curren was nominated by the King to the Abbey of Vassin reap, Sister Gabri elle de Curren was made 
prioress of St. Colombe de Vienne. Such promotions as these speak for themselves and testify to the fervour and regularity of this community, which had become known throughout the length and breadth of France. 

The foundress lived only a few years after the completion of her work, dying on the qth of March, 1636. She was buried in the middle of the Choir in front of the High Altar. Her sister, Mare Gentreieve was chosen by the community to succeed her. Under her rule the monastery prospered both siritually and temporally. The numbers of the community so increased that it became necessary to increase the accom-modation, and in Spa the foundation stone of a new build-ing was laid bearing the following inscription :—

Augusts Angelorum Do  Illustrisimus EuelesikSenon Archiepixorus D. D. Octavian de Belle garde arum et Germania° Prim. Protogonum Lapidem Psuit Alonasterii Nsi Quad Religion Moniales S. lienedicti. 
C.C.C. £64z. 
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The new house and cloister. were fiMshed M 5649 and 

were solemnly blessed by M. Jean Granger, canon of Paris, 

the Priores Mother. Again in 1655 the foundation stone of 
another cloister was laid by the Duchess de Bellegarde I and 

before the close of the century. in 3698 and x699, they wem 

again compelled to enlarge the monastery. Their great

benefactorsn this last occasion were the D01.12de Beauvil-

hers and the Marquise de Rocheehouart. 

The .toggle between the king and nobles troubled the 

whole of France about the middle of the ,,th century. In 

1651, the civil war was at its height and the country lay at 

the mercy of rival armies for a period of eight months. The 

nuns at Mon argils did not escape this almost universal 

disturbance, and for about six weeks they vrere compelled to 

their monastery and live out of the enclosure in Mt 

houses of friends. In the following year they were baraowl 

by a troop of Irish soldiers who forcibly entered the enclosure. 

The Franciscan fathers rendered them much aoistance at 

this crisis, and the persomive eloquence of P2re Renee le Piat 

so prevailed as to make them mdte friendly. In fact thew 

soldiers actually placed a guard to defend the nuns Mon1 

further insults. Before leaving the town, the community 

allowed them to bury in the church the body of General 

M y—(the name is thus spelt in the Annals—it is 

probably meant for Mc Cauley) who had been in command 

of one of the companies of the Duke of York. 

The visitor to Princethorpe will see, occupying the place 

of honour in the nuns' Choi, a tatue of Our Blessed Lady. 

She is there presiding over the
.
 community as their abb., 

arid it 
3553

on the nth of February, 3663, that the prioress 

and community begged of her to accept this dignity. The 

beautiful prayer of supplication used on this occasion is still 

preserved in the Annals :—
^ TrEs pure et immaculfe Vierge NI. du Dieu vivant. 

pr.ternEes en toute hum.. 1 vos pieds nous vous prions 

qua comma vous 51..344 qua nous vous ayons choisie et 

P 
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Nuepournotre premiere Superieure knoi miserable 
• pitcher natant ici qua pour mow, v. ordrm et Mtn 

votre qgeme extdrieure pour les Lire suivre) it vous plaise 
ddpartir de Pesprit de vomit Div. File et de votre 

• conclude maternelle, pour le faire Lui-mime et 
comme nous le Mien., et d'agrier l'humble supplication 
Tie 

no
us vous faisons de prendre non .element la qualitn 

ilAbbiose mais aussi de premiere Depositaire de nos biers 
omporels et comme pourvir come pauvre petite 
CommunauM du nncessaire duquel 

on
 amma., nous 

tspOons cela de votre bon., et nous nous jetons dans votre 
cein mate lc donsme des 

of
Ucessiteux, par un parfait 

abandon e. nous done use pain et notre nourriture 
uelle ct la temporelle scion notre besoin et bnnisser

anue nous allons Mire en ce Chapitre au nom devotre Fils e
votre." • 

Thus did they choose Our Messed Lady for their abbess, 
and, hi spite of efforts to impose optic them an abbess 
cornmendarn," they have always been able to twist them. 
Indeed in 074 a very strong effort of this kind was made. A 
certain M. l'abbn Dalacourt obtained a brief from the king
for the erection of the priory into an abbey. His object in 
obtaining this was to bring about the appointment of his 

.wt as abbess. The Prioress .d community took a very 
lectiiens stand against him and were resolved not to lose their 

right 01 e on. Sister Catharine Morale was immediamly 
mat to Paris to seek help and advi ce in order avert what 
nu looked upon as a great calamity. NI. Pah. Dabcourt 
act.11y went so far as to bring his 6131er 10 the monastery in 
St:member, bot she was refused admission into the endow°, 
Alter about a month's delay, the Prior. herself went to Paris 
and there sought the help of all her influential friends. She 
received but little encouragement from them and found it 
impossible for some time to obtain a hearing. Eventually 

rz 
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site gained the ear of M. de Colbert, the renowned Minister 

of State. He took up the question of appeal with great 

earnestness, and so eloquent was Ms pleading that he was 

able to win the victory for them. After the conclusion of 

the council at which the matter was settled, the Councillors 

of Stsse confessed that they had never before heard M. de 

Colbert plead with such eloquence, and Mat they had 

nev, seen the king interested and attentive. One can 

easily imagine the joy of those at Montargis on hearing the 

glad tidings of victory for they had undoubtedly escaped a 

great evil and one that might have brought about the min 

of their monastery. 
This struggle for their rights and freedom occupied many 

onths—months of anxiety and worry for all concerned. 

Like their many other trials they bore this one with patience, 

having a great confidence in God and OUT Blessed Lady, to 

whom alone they ascribed the almost unlooked for success 

of their contest. After this trouble had passed away, it was 

succeeded by a quiet and uneventful period during which 

the "Annals" are chiefly concerned with announcemems , 

Profess and accounts of the visits of celebrated pen

ions 

onf 

agess The King and Queen-mother once honoured them 

with a visit, Me renowned Fenilon sass there in 169e, and 

flu Queen of England in ryor. 
The Prioress Stem Genevieve Granger died in 5673. Her 

loss was keenly felt for Fen had been the mast, mind and 

guiding hand of the monastery during its period of greatest 

development. Her niece Mere Genevieve Marie Nau succeed-

ed her until, in mo,she was compelled to resign through old 

.age and infirmity, and Mere Marie Antoinette de Beauvilliers 

was chosen to succeed her. The noble family to which she 

belonged was for many years intimately connected with this 

community. Francis, fjth Count de S. Aignan, was made a 

peer by Louis XIV. in 1863, his eldest son Paul, Duke de 

Beativilliers, a 1113555 generous Mend and benefactor of the 

nuns, died on the qrst of August ryre and his body was 
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buried in the convent church. He bequeathed to them qo,cioo 
Sires to be used for the building of the church. 

Before treating of the sufferings of the comunity at the 
time of the Revolution we must refer to themxation of the 
religious communities by Louis XIV. After eight years of 
war, in 16,8, France was exhausted by maintaining year 
after year four armies at least in the field. The burden had 
become almost unbearable. One author writing of this 
time says ',he coinage was debased, the faille had been
doubled, offices were openly  sold, and indeed created in 
order to he sold, one tenth of the population wss without 
ineansofsubsistence." Tn. leadersor the State were inferior 
men, and under their bad management the prosperity of Me 
country, due to the work of M. de Colbert and others, had 
passed away. To help to remedy such a state of affairs ax 
this, the king began to tax the monssteries. The Arch-
bishop of Seas, knowing the poverty of most of the houses in 
his diocese, ordered them to sell the church plate to meet 
the demands that were made of them. At Montargis the 
Archbishop's orders were obeyed, and their plate was taken 
to Paris by M. de Chantoirem in the month of September. 

We must now pass on to the story of Mere sufferings and 
flight on the outbreak of the Revolution. By the Provi-
dence of God the community were blessed in having a great, 
brave and noble soul to lead and guide them in  time 
of great peril. MeteGabrielle de Levis Mirepoix was 
elected prioress in ry84, about five years before the great 
upheaval came she lived just long enough to shield her
children from the storm, dying in r8o6 when all where 
happily settled in England; ft land of exile it is true, but 

averthelsss a country that welcomed them and gave them
home when threw own country cast them forth. 
The National Assembly had decreed (November and, IMO 

that all church property should he at the disportof the 
Nation. In the month of December an official of the town 
of Montargis demanded a complete list of the movable and 
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immovable property of the monastery. After an interval of 

about four months the Prioress w0 ordered to hold herself 

in readineg to receive other government offdials winhenever 

they should present themselves. They came, nine nu

ber, on the }e h of May, and themselves made a list of the 

goods of the monastery. Then, in the presence of all the 

conntiunity, they read the dsdrees which announced the 

confiscation of monastic property, and declared the freedom 

of all who had hound themselves by religious vows. Each 

of the community was in turn interrogated by these officiols. 

but all wiAout exception declared 00 they were deteff 

mined to live and die in the faithful observance of At vous, 

they had made to God. At the close of the interview the 

Prioress firmly refused to sign the deed of surrender. 

The Prioress, during the early part of the next year (1,0 

was constantly visited by officials demanding the surrender 

of the property; but she stood firm in her refusal. Accordingly 

in February the monastery was surrounded by a battalion of 

the National Guard, accompanied by the rabble of the town, 

who gathered in the church during the time of the Conven-

tual Mass. The leaders entered tiro house and once more de-

manded the title deeds of the property. Seeing that further 

resigance would only provoke violence, and acting upon the 

advice of the Archbishop, the Superior promised to make the 

surrender. Having got possession of As deeds they called 

the community together and again read to them the decree 

freeing them from the bond of their vows. They reviled the 

prioress, accusing her of unlawful tyranny and of keeping her 

subjects in ignorance of the freedom which the law had given 

them. This abuse availed nothing for all again declared 

their determination to be faithful to their vows, and their 

absolute respect for and confidence in Aeir Superior. 

Fourteen days later, the mayor came to hold the election of 

new Superior, according to the new law which decreed Baal, 

if religious communitig still wished to live a common life, 

they could do so on condition they adopted a new mode of 
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life and placed themselves under the authority of the 
municipality. The Prioress bravely protested against these 
prrouedings and refused to acknowledge the right of the 
mayor to make use of powers that belonged to the Church 
alone. The election however was proceeded with, and the 
Prioreg was una ously re-elected ; to the confusion of the 
mayor who addressed her in the most insulting terms. He
Am demanded the Regisrer of the Acts of Chapter to input 
the Act of this pretended election. According to the law it 
had to be signed by the newly elected superior, bur she firmly 
refused to do so and continued to raft. until threatened 
with golencei she then Big,ed it under protest 

The nuns yvere now left in peace for a short time, the 
peirocution passing from them to their faithful chaplain M. 
Fentai0 . He had to take refuge in flight, but returned 
again and again to his charge, until finally he was compelled 
to leave the country. After his departure Me community 
suffered much front the want of a confessor and, what was 
much worse, from the appointments of prigts to such a 
position who were As tools of the governmem; the 
Archbishop of their diocese too was me of the bur bishops 
who proved faithless to their trut. • 

The fist three months of Ina were quiet and uneventful. 
The hone was again inspected mid further lids of property 
were made out by the officials. When September came, 
they were informed of the new law which commanded all 
religiom to leave their monasteries and that hey themselves 
wAld only be allowed to remain until the soh of the 
month. Preparations for departure wen: immediately begun. 
and Lady Jeroingham, a 

nuns 
ow of the nuns, amanged 

with the EnglishBenedictine  at Brussels ora temporary 
shelter for the community. It was dtdided that some should 
go to Brussels and others to the Abbey of Fiore. b was 

C,i1Coeuitution. 
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then necessary to procure caniages for the journey and 

passports through several differs nt countris. Everything 

seemed to go wrong: carriages could not he obtained and.n 

short was the notice of departure which they had received, 

Mat it was impossible to get some of the passports in tim, 

On account of this last difficulty the plans were changed, and 

the Prioress determined to go first to Rouen, then crow the 

Channel from Dieppe to England, and from Mere sail again 

to Belgium. Seventeen of the nuns started tar Rouen and 

got safely to their destination e eighteen of them stetted on 

September the v5th, leaving four at Montargis to take care of 

what little property was still left to them. Eventually they all 

assembled at Rouen where they were kindly received by 

the Poor Glares and the nem of the "Congregatien des 

Seems d'Ornement." 
Further delay was then occasioned in trying to obtain 

passports for England. The Superior spent day after day 

in unsuccessful attempts A get perrniwion to leave Me 

country. She had to make journeys to Paris and to inter-

view official after official. Bustled from one bureau to 

nother, she almost gave up all hope of accomplishing her 

task. She at keg. succeeded in getting as far as Dieppe 

where them was another delay until the 16th of October 

then they were all able to embark on the ship named Me 

Prince Wales. The ma passage instead of taking above 

ten hours lasted for wenty-six. The stonn prevented the 

captain from putting in at Brighton and he was compelled 

to land his passengers in the Bay of Shoreham. The exia,

proceeded from there to Brighton, where they were mos 

kindly received by Mrs. Fiteherbert, the ,,if, of the Prince of 

Wales. Everyone without exception was most kind to them 

The Annals V. us that one and all seemed to say " Vence 

fait 
oublier peon i no. tout ce quo Iv inechans vous ont 

fait suffrim nous voulons effacer jump, a la moindre trace 

desos math..." The Prince of Wela interested himself 

on their behalf, sending his oven doctor to look after the sick. 
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He afterwards visited them in person and persuaded them to 
give up the idea of leaving England for Belgium. " Restez 

Angleterre," he .id to them, "vows y nouveree ern grand 
manbre de vos compatriotes, et les Anglais m krone ern de-
voir de vous y rendre heureuses au mointlre alles passer 

un tern, Londres vous y vertex la tournure que 
mendront I. affair. et aloe vompariires pour Bruxelles si 
pais le pens. sans crainte, man croyewmoi un voyage prn-

pourrait 
at

jeter dans un 
the

embalms:, • 
Oleg friends at Brighton paid all the expenses of their stay 

here and arranged for the journey to London, which took 
on October the roth. Mr. Talbot received them on 

Moir arrival, having previously rented a house for them. 
Another house near at hand was also taken, and this w. 
used as an infirmary for the sick and aged, whilst in the 
ether regular if, and discipline was begun almost immedi-
ately the wearing of the habit w. resented on October 
the egth. 

A permanent settlement London . never contem-
plated. As soon as they had made up their minds to remain 
in England they began to look round fora suitable house in 
the country. Lord Onslow, a Protestant, expressed much 
sympathy for them and determined to offer them his own 
nuidence rimmed some few miles from London. When his on
intenti  bee me known his neighboess raimd such strong 
objwtions that he was forced to abandon his scheme. Fortun-
ately, a little later, they NV ere able to acquire Bodney Hall 
in Norfolk, and though the inhabitants of the neighbouring 
Mwn of Thetford appealed to the Government against the 
muter.. of the nuns there, asserting that it er. contrary to 
the laws of the land to allow them to reside in England, the 
appeal was unsuccessful a. the Prioress with three nuns 
entered Bodney Hall on the 18th of December. By the s8th 
of February the whole community was in rvidence there, 
where they remained until their removal to Heath Hall near 
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Wakefield in IBIL Ten years later they migrated top.. 

Moant near Wigan, and finally brought their wanderings to 

an end by settling at Princethome in t855. G.

4 Gentur iBtfore ZOt (Reformation. 
RE... of the Ampleforth Journal are probably no 

strangers  to the flood of light and illustration thrown on the 

morals, manners and education of the English people "

century before the Reformation," by the gradual discovery 

of the large collection of domestic papers and documents 

known as the Poston Letters. 

In any recently published Encyclopedia may be found a. 

more or less appreciative account of the contents and 

value of these collections, and of the evidences of their 

authenticity. A short summary must, therefore, here suffice 
romIn the fifteenth century, and f an earlier date trill,

" there lived in a small village, about twenty miles from 

Norwich, a family belonging to the minor gentry" ha 

which had some trouble in establishing its tight to by so 

esteemed. The founder of the family (using the word in 

its conventional sense) wan an honest yeoman, who tilled 

his own land, carried his produce to market, and borrowed 

money for the better education of his sons; who gmw up, 

made advantageous marriages, flourished apace, and wrote 

letters. 
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At an early dam the happy thought occurred to the 
Fastens (or perhaps they followed an established custom) to 
,S.rVe all lawn addressed to them, or to each other; but 
inmetirnes also copies arc kept of letters sent to other 

From time to time, the family added to their collection 
any matters of general in which concerned them nearly; 

for instance the restproclamations of rival kin or leaden 
tells of the killed in the dreadful battles of the Wars of the 
Rases, noteworthy sermons, and so forth. Then we have 
copies of their wills, drafts of leas s and settlements, and 
also hismIMM. of their ProOeoy. (whian is very considerable) 
in silver mps and candlesticks, hangings, furniture and plate. 

But the chief interest belongs to the letters themselves, and 
a [Ileac the most remarkabn feature lies in their grean number 
and, gemrally speaking, their length. These letters cover the
whole period of the troubled reigns of Henry VI, Edward 
IV, and Richard III, and overlap before and after. They 
throw much light, by the way, on the essentially law-
abiding and steadfast character of the people, throughout 
all this turmoil. It is true that we have many acts 
of violence, usually in the form of "forcible entry" in cases 
where the legal right to the houm or property invaded was 
in dispute. But we do not hear of riotans bands, so often 
the children of Civil War, plundering all alike. No mon-
asteries or shrines were desecrated or pillaged, and ports and 
public offices were allowed to do their work. 

The large armies of professional retainers fought out their 
quarrel, for the most part, on lonely heaths and their leaders 
retired into Abbeys to keep their Easter or Christmas. 
Meanwhile, the commerce and bminess of the country 
continued to flourish; the judges went their circuits with-
out molestation and such was the form of popular opinion 
behind them that they were often able to make good the 
highhanded actions of even the most powerful nobles who 
thought to take advantage of the times. But the troubles 
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of the kingdom concerned the Poston less than their own 

domestic interests. The chief members of that family, as

known to us from the letters, are Mr. John Past., his wife 

Margaret, his three or four sons and at least two daughters. 

These worthy people had their alternations of fortune—the, 

lawsuits, their land and money trouble, and also their 

domestic worries. A lame estate falls to the family by 

will—they to it again, and on more recover it. John 

Pas on travels to London, has ns what he is to lacy 

there sits in Parliament for his s county, and knows what it 

is to be sent to the Fleet Prison on a political charge. 

Their relations with their tenantry see to have been of a 

kindly characmr. We hear of one tenant, for instance, who 

has not paid his rent for raven years, but there is no talk of 

severe measures. When the old lady, Mrs. Margaret Pastore 

dies, she leaves a substantial gifts teno each of her poor te., 

and her household are m be paid in full for six months after 

her death, and then to have a quarter's wage,. Of courso 

many of her household were the children of her tenants. 

Their home troubles are not serious. One daughter who 

is placed .vith a noble fa.mily (acmrding to the practice of 

the tima) proves to be not quite 5o diligent as she should he 

in acquiring the accomplishments of a gentlewoman: she 

gets well thrashed for indolence, but gets a good husband in 

the end. Then, a. younger girl (to the great indignation of 

her stately mother) forms an attachment beneath her, and 

succeeds ingetting her own way. In fact her love-story 

rough the volumes and it would be worth any ImIs 

no  while to pick up the threads. 

Meanwhile, the male members of the family are sometimes 

called inert and sometimes extravagant, as is the way with 

"mere men". the opiMon of their womenkind. The young 

men are usually on the lookout for advantageous matches, but 

they are as wary in contracting engagements as in choosing. 

their side in the Civil War. The eldest sons attain to 

knighthood—one of whom develops literary tast. and has 
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some favourite books copied for him at the cost of sd. a 
, age. Another son is able to write in Latin and is rather 
satisfied with himself about it. There W also a friend of the 
family in the shape of a quaint and pious Grey Eno, who 
writes in a dew otiona.I spirit, sometimes in English, mme-
times in Latin, but generally in a Mnaronic style—beginn-
ing in English, than quoting Latin (usually the psalms), and 
Wen, finding his hand in, he continues to the end in Latin, 
as  sometime, (not without re.on) " throw this into the 
Me" (ad igmem). There are other correspondents who ask
we same favour, but .e family custom too strong and 
the la  remain unhurnt. Every letter is kept, even to 
invitations to dine with the Abbot of Hulme on St. Bennett 's
day. 

It will be readily understood what an open and candid 
revelation of domestic manners and mode of thought is 

[for 
in the. letters as a whole, for anyone who reads 

them for that purpose. As has been said, nothing is more 
remarkable about these letters than their number. That one 
small family, neither rich nor noble, should haveaccumulated 
in a limited time upwards of ...a [e.t.a in an obscum nook 
of England, is a notable fa.ct evincing general ease in writ-
ing a. facility of communication. Since the first two 
imperfect volumes were published in 1787, more and more 
letters have come to light, and others have continued to tum 
up, even up to the eve of writing this paper. No doubt 
many others will reward a careful search in the muniment 
roorns and boxes of old Castles and Manor Houses; b. who 
shall say how many more have been burnt or destroyed ? 

But an equally noticeable feature is the proof they give 
of the advanced education of the people and the mouess of 
the monastic school. ft is to be remembered that not only 
the members of the Puton Family a. their connections 
have contributed to this collection. .4 large number of 
letters were written by simple domestic servarres--or by the 
steward of the fawns, who also "sold Mustard and Candles 
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at Framlingharn ". Yet these are all written at some length 

and with perfect ease and propriety. Friends and neighbour 

also write letters indeed everybody could write letters a. 

did ., and this with fluent expression and without a F1, 

apparent difficulty. 
The latest Editor A the Papers, Mr. lames Gairdner of the

Public Record Office, admits, seemingly with some surprise, 

that " we are too easily led to undervalue the culture and 

cultivation of the age. . . . During the century before the

Reformation the mate of education was by no means so low 

and its advantages so exceptionally distributed as we might 

otherwise imagine. Noperson of my rusk or elation M.,. 

oboe mere labouring men memo lo hare been wholly Milo., 

This may said A the century Wore the Refonnation. 

Could it be said of the century,—or even A the dud 

century, after it ? 
In this connection, it may be mentioned that we hear,, 

cidentally, of boxes of books, but unfortunately without

catalogue. Many letters are in French and many more in 

Latin, but all appear to be readily understood. 

In all this vast mass of correspondence Mere is scartaly 

an angry, never discourteous, word. The respect due to 

parents, relation, strangers, superiors is always obserisd. 

One can easily understand why foreigners visiting England 

at this time spoke A the English as "a most polite ,ople." 

Mr. I. Gairdner, who points all this out, observes that them 

I urbanity of manners, a general courte, of addax, 

a freedom A social intercourse, on which later times have 

nt improved." All this " has long ago been chilled out X 

us by the severiry of Puritanism." In these days it is .11. 

nigh targotten that " to honour father and mother " isms: of 

the Commondmen. of God. "Honour my Pop, and 

Momma" said the Ainerican girl, with surprise, "why. 

k.w twenty times as much as both of them put together !" 

B. in the century before the Reformation, no even in 

the most formal busineu letter, wrote to his Mother without 
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asking her blessing, to which the Mother etas,- failed to reply 
with a prayer. 

Morality app.r to have been sou. among the people. 
One obscure case of this-conduct, and one ony, is referred 
to and with reprobation. As to honesty, one trait is worthy 
A record. One of the Pas ton servants finds a purse, with 
money in it, on the road, and he reports it to his absent 
master, asking that mmui, may be made . to the probable 

But them[ valuable feature of these wonderful letters, 
is not Me light they throw on many points of Feudal law 
ri Commissions A Array," "Escheats," "Wardship,," and 
Me like), or on ma. even. of the Wars of the Roma; or 
stan their illAtration of the mariners and Alture of the 
period,—but the eridence they give of the religious opinions, 
Relings and habits of the people continuously through the 
IAg stretch of time which they cover. 

Although many of the letters are entirely devotional, and 
although scarce a letter passes without some pious refetrince, 
yet there. no trace whatever of Lollard, or of New op-
inions" in any shape. On the contrary, the minds of the 
writers must have been stAped in the beliefs, practices and 
festivals of the Catholic Church. The purpose of this 
paper was chiefly to calla e mode in which the 
H reat bulk of the lettes are dated. In official letters Me 
writers only giver the date of the month, and the year 
of the King's reign. But the greater number are dated from 
the rear Rest vat or Saint's day, before or at ter. It is to 

remember. that very many of the. letters are written 
haste  or on a journey, or from prison even ; or at 
o'clock at night" (note the clock d or by " candle-light" 

or from a London Inn but the feast or so/emnity of the 
Church is nearly always remembered. 

The following fist of some of the dates thews at least a 
great familiarity with the calendar—a familiarity . full 
and complete (when all the letters ale considemd) that a 
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daily, or very frequent, attendance at church may fairly be 

inferred from it; and if the list be found too long, it should 

be borne in mind that only by their number can such a 

practice be stablished. I omit the greater feasts of the 

Church as too obvious,—with the exception of "Twelfth" 

or r" The Twelfth" (the Epiphany,)—a name us "familiar 

in the mouths" of our fore.thersat Christmas is in our own, 

I begin with a few feasts not at once recognised 

"Written the first week in Clean Len —that is to say, 

"the first week in Late. 

"Written in Fastangong"—a popular name for Shrovetide. 

"On Sowlemas Day"—" All Souls." 
"On Lammas Day"—The sat. August. 

"On Saint Holyrood"—The Ipth September. 

"On Childemas Day"—Holy Innocents' Day. 

"On HMI:owns. Day"—All Sainte Day. 

"The Utas Day of Saints 
"Peter and Paul"—The Octave Day. 

"On Shore Thursday"—The day after Ash Wednesday. 

"On Relics Sunday"—
"The third Sunday after Michaelmas" 

"The Wednesday after Relics Sunday." 

"The Thursday next after "Twelfth." 

(viz. after 6th. January.) 

"On Putter Wednesday" —.Ash Wednesday. 

"On the day of the Advencion"—Mr. Gairdner takes this 

to be the feast—ad vincula; rather 1 think it is Mr 

pth Sunday of Advent.° 
Feasts of the Messed Virgin are in constant rernembmwc, 

s •' The Saturday next before Candlemas." 

"Our Lady Day; The Nativity." 18th September.) 

"The day next after Our Lady Day.—The Annunciation,' 

"Sunday next be/ere the Purification." 

"The Morning after Our Lady Day." 
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"The Sunday next after Our Lady.—The Assumption." 
"Candlemas Day." (and February.) 
"The Sunday next after the Nativity of Our Lady." 
"The Wednesday next after the Annunciation." 

The Saturday next after the Conception of Our Lady." 
Oth Dec.) 

And a great number of similar dates, according to the day 
of the week and the special festival. 

It may be observed that many feasts were styled "Our 
Lady Day," the particular feast being added, or only omitted 
through haste. 

England's Saints and Patrom often lend their " days " for 
dating the letters of nearly all the correspondents of all 
classes 

"Saint Gregory's Day." (nth March.) 
"The Wednesday nest before Saint Gregory." 
"Saint Edmund's Day; The King." moth November.) 
"The Friday ricre before Saint George." 
"The Monday nerl Wore Saint Edmund." 
'Saint Dunstan's Day." 
"The SatuMay after Sint Edward the Confessor." 
Tn. Wednesday nem after Sint Thomas' Day." 

"Saint Thomas' Day in Christmas." 
"The Thursday before Saint Augustine." (s6th May.) 
AM innumerable other, of the same kind. 
Devotion nem centres round the Apostlesand Evanelis., 

and round many (to us) unfamiliar Saints: e.g., " Bain 
Faith,""SaintsGervasiusand Protmins,"",int Petronilla," 
lust May) and such feasts as the "Exaltation of the Crory." 

Certain writers methods of their own. For instance, 
old Mrs. Agnes Parion dates thus 

" The Wednesday after the Collect ' Deus qui erramibus' 
(the third Sunday after Easter.) 

The "Grey Friar," Dr. Bruit., already mentioned, 
adopts the pious-jocose:—
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Scriptum festinaceone* Feria 3rd post fereum Nam. 

Sancti lohannis Baptists." 

The iono,vi, are from the last published volume :—

Written at Norwich on St. Clement, Eve. 

" On St. Andrew's day. 
The Friday next before St. Peter's day. 

Hector: in festo Sancti Martini. 

Friday next before the Feast of Saints Simon and Jude. 

The nere day after St. Mark. 

T. translation of St. Thomas the Martyr. 

T. Morning next after St. Hilary. 

TheSunday next after Trinity Sunday. 

The Friday next before St. Michael. 

St. Lawrence day. 
The Friday next after St. Luke. 

The Decollation of St. Sohn the Baptist. 

The Saturdaynott after St. Valentine's day. 

The Tuesday next after the Conversion of Sr. Paul. 

The Monday after St. Mathias the Apostle. 

The Tuesday next after St. An.. 

It will be seen that in some of these examples, which arc 

few indeed when the total number of letters is considered, 

that the letter is often dated from the coming feast,—good 

evidence that it was borne well in mind, and it may be 

doubted whether [bete are many modern families whore 

members retain in their memories, year after yea, flit 

occurrence of so ma.ny and approaching feasts. 

Saint Martin of Tours; 
past 

Saint Valentine; Saint Catherinre 

Saint Lawrence,--may be called faVOUf ite Saints, from du 

frequent introduction of their names, and there are not 

wanting indications that the knowledge of the calendar 

was really even deeper than at first appears. 
For instance one writer dates thus 
"The day of Saint Agnes, the fist;" spewing that h. 

was aware that there are lure feasts of St. Agnes. 
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Abbot Gasquet in his paper on "Parish Li. in Catholic 
England" ( in "The Eve of the Reformation") chews reason 
to believe that attendance at daily Mass was a general 
practice of the English People. The foregoing facts, which 
relate to a much earlier period, give strong confirmatory 
evidence on this point. He also Its us that the Parish-
ioners—even to the poor peasantry, took an active and 
self-denying in  in the beauty and adornment of their 
beautiful ParishChurches, and made it their personal con-
cern. 

Lett 
We have instances ore the same practire in the Paston 

ers where we have cords of gifre and legcies of Albs, 
Chasubles and Painted Windows to the neighbouring 
church., for the greater decency of Divine Worship. 

Perhaps the most touching, as it is the most religious in 
feeling, of all the letters preserved by the Paston Family, is 
the farewell letter of the ill-fated Duke of Suffolk to his 
little son. Suffolk was the statesman who had brought about 
she marriage of Henry VI. with Margaret of Anjou, and was 
rennected in the public mind wi th the loss of Anjou and 
Maine, and of other possessions of the English Crown in 
France. Despite his long services, and those of hie family, 

the State, he was impeached and banished ; and knowing 
himself to be helpless against popular Wolence under so 
weak a King, the Duke on the night before sailing, wrote 
io his son a letter of advice and loving admonition, from 
which the following extract may be given. It breathes an 
air of strong faith and simple piety, and In a Scotch 
dovenamer would admit that n " goes to the root of the 
n alter 

LZTTHR OF Loan SUFFOLK To Its Sou. 
My dear and only well-beloved Sort 

I beseech our Lord in Heaven, the Maker of all the 
World to Mere you and send you ever His grace to love Him, 
andto dread Him; to which, as far as a father may charge his child, 1 both charge you and pray you to set all your 
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spirits and wits to do and know His holy lasws and com-

andments,. that you shall, with His great merry, pare all 

the great tempests and troubles °, this wretched world ; a. 

also Mat you do nothing willingly, out of love or dread of 

any ,study creature, that should displease Him. And if any 

frailty maketh you to fall, beseech His mercy soon to call 

You to Him gan, with repeMance, satisfaction and 

contrition of heart never mre, in will, to offend Him. 

(He then exhorts him to obey the King, and all lawful 
uthorities, and, in a very special manner, beseeches him to 

shun all evil company, and thus concludes) 

And last of all, as heartily and lovingly as ever father 

blessed his child on earth, I leave you the blessing of our 

Lord and my own, which rimy, in His infinite mercy, in-

crease you in all virtue and good living; in such wise as,
after the departing from this wretched World, you and f may 

glorify Him eternally among his Angels in Heaven. 

The day of my departure from this land. 
Your tree and loving father 

SVM,OL.S. 

It wason Thursday the loth .April, tqqo, that he embarked 

on his Orel voyage, and the wretched political assassins 

who waylaid and seized him, had the grace to allow him a 

whole day to prepare for death at their hands. 
EL S. W001.I.ETT. 

Sr. g.m6ro6e Zunter. a2.3.4). 
, is with deep regret we have to record me death of another 
of our Fathers, Francis Ambrose Turner, which took place at 
Ampleforth, Dec. and. To those of our readere who km,. 

r. Ambrose, this will come as a aid surprise: for he was in 
the prime of life, being not quite 5t years old, and though 
never very robust, still gave no indicat ions of so sudden a
eath; on the contrary, he was man actively engaged in the 

lalurres of a new and snuggling mission working off debt 
and planning to build a fitting Foam bra priest to .1,,1 
in. To one who saw h. conducting the singing of some
r,oco children at the recent Catholic Truth Conference at 
Blackburn, he appeared ro be far rernovrel from anv idea 
M being likely to die soon. But.. to his brother, Fr. 
Egbert, so death came quickly to him; and it is a singular 
odireidence that to both it should come under much the
same cirfuniStanCeS and from the sa course Both jouo 
oeyed from their miss.. to a monster), caught cold, and 
dierl of pneumonia or horn the effects °, it Egbert, when 
on his visit to Itamsrurte for the great relchrations at Ebbs-

'n 1897, and Fr. Ambrose. when at his own monastery 
lor Me purpose of making his annual Netreat. Along with 
reveml oreer Fathers, Fr. Ambrose journeyed to Ampleforth 
on Nov. tithe His companions commented on his high 
wirits and jocular humour, being in that vein, which those 
who knew him well could designate by no truer drecription 
Man by saying i t wis "Ambrosia," IBroll one has, no

Iris own peculiar vein of humour ; and certainly Fr. 
Ambrose's was 'rei generird—at times difficult to grasp, and ul. lost on those who wore not well acquainted with him. 
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The day after his arrival he went out for a short time.. He 

omplainer., a cold in the evening, and attributed it to the 

fact that he had gone out in boots that had been wet, and had 

Alt the damp strike through. Attention was given to him 

but little did we think that what was thought a slight cold 

was really to prove to be unto death. On Thursday he war 

present at the dinner given by Mr. Taylor, but complained A 

being very unwell and had to take to his bed. It was soon 

evident he had more than an ordinary cold, and so Dr. Porter 

was called inand it wasdircovered he had pleura-pneumonia. 

On Tuesday, al., hiscarc wasconsidered soserious that Awes 

deemed neces.ry to give him the last sacraments indeed 

he himself had asked for them the evening before, and seem-

ed to have a presentiment that he was to die. After the 

reception of the Last Rites he rallied, and in a few days ap-

peared to be out of danger. Every care and attention of 

Dr. Porter, with the assistance of two nurses, was being 

given to bring about a complete restoration to health, of 

which there seemed novv no doubt. Yet, he himself was not 

hopeful. To Fr. Abbot, in answer to congratulations on 

his improved condition, he said—" They tell me lam getting 

better. Well, I must take it on faith that I am: but I do. 

Ael like it." This was on Friday, Dec. ust. That same 

night, about a., a.m., his heart suddenly began to trouble 

him and he asked fora priest. Thenurse, seeing a great 

change coming over him, called Fr. Edmund and hurried 

back to the patient, who was then gazing at the cmcilis 

with his lips moving in prayer. On entering the roors 

Fr. Edmund realized at on, that the hand of death 

was there: and while he was saying the last blessing. 

the invalid calmly parsed away. In the space of a short 

quarter of an hour, the change bad come from apparel, / 

rec ery to that of death and we arc forcibly reminded in

this
ov
 instance of Our Lord's words that He will come

thief in the night." Though sudden, it was a happy death. 

being one well prepared for. He was a good monk and a 
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zealous prim, and we may trust that God. who has called 
him away from us, will reward him as " a good and faithful 
servant." It was a great shock to the Community that 
Saturda when they assembled in the choir for ain, 
So be told the sad pews. Requiem Musses were .id 
for him by [Di priests that morning and on Sunday evening 
the Solemn Dirge was sung. The A  obsequies took 
place on NAnday. Dec eth. Father Abbot sang the Pontifical 
Requiem Alas, atter which the remains of the deceased werc 
Ibrne by his brethren to the Cemetery on our hillside, where 
tle, laid him to rest by the side of his brethren who have 
gone before him. Ale T. Corry of Bradford, Ms brother-in-

SI W. and Fr. Bede Raiding, his cousin, en: amongst the 
111011,11.8. At his mi.ion of St Paulin, Monday,k Hall,
Solemn Requiem Man was sung on 'Mon Dee. 7th, 
and Fr. Anselm Wi/son preached the panegyric. His flock 
had become deeply attached to him and they will mourn his 
le. with genuine sorrow. 

He was ham at Preston, tan. ;nth, Me5. He came to 
.`molder. in 186, remaining the School till Mpg, in 

of which year he went to Belmom to commence his 
noviciate. He returned to Ampleforth in 18,7, and on 
lune eth, MS, was ordained priest after which he remained 
le his monastery ten years, engaged in teaching and in 
earious official duties, including those of Prefect of 
Junior Master and Procormor. In connection with his 
work in the college, many' Old Anuplefordiante will remem-
ber the 

Orches
trasinte t he took in the music. either as a meMber of 

the  or  `Bandmaster.' At one time he wm 
Marge a the ' Ampleforth Mission,' and introduce, the • rortleship R Prayer.' At another me he had Kirby-
rsoorside. It was here that the writer of these words was 

..sited by ae.main old member of the Kirby corigrmrstion 
r lore Fr. Ambrose was stationed etc., and she added,. He
costhe nicest priest I ever knel t to"—referring of course 
to onession. that being her way of putting it. 
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In B891 he Nye. to Wootton for a short time, and then 

to St. Alban's, Warrington. In £892 he was sent to Work. 

/11,00, where he remained four years, going to Brownedge 

in MO. Here his special work was in the Lomock Hall 

district, then a pan of Me Brownedge Mission. 

When this was severed from the Mother Church, Fr. Am-

brose sv. appointed the first incumbent. Here he spent 

the last the years of his life working with emrgy and 

self.sacrifice.re III October last, he diminished the debt on Me 

Mission by means of a hamar, which realised the handsome 

sum of L.,. Amidst his labours he found time also to da 

vote himself to Church Music, in which, like his brother fin 

Egbert, he took a keen interest. His ability in this depart-

ment was recognised by Bishop Casar011i, who placed En, 

on the Diocesan Musical Con mission. No doubt so maim 

labours vmrc too much for his bodily strength, and the last 

effort over the Bazaar seems to have Old on ha already 

weakened constitution ; and when what was his last illness 

came, he had not the strength to battle with it. The good 

work he has done at Lost°. Hall (or Tardygateas it is also 

called) will, we feel sure, bear much fruit; he has laid the 

seeds in a new mission, which we trust will grow and incream 

a hundredfold. He was not permitted to me in this world 

the fruit of his labours, but we may trust he 1,11 be amply 

rewarded in the next for ha mal and self-sacrifice. Wale 

lamenting his loss, we must not forget to pray for him. 

May he rest in peace. 

alogicto of gooas. 
GOD ARO HUMAN SUFFERING. By lomen EGGER, S.I. 

Sxxos ma, Co., 23 Bedford St., Strand. 6d. net. 

In this little work the Author deals with some of those 
problems of human life which have led many men to deny 
Mr existence of Clod, to seek their solution in some form of 
(matter» or to take refuge in atheistic and agnostic phi!. 
mophy. The origin and existence of evil, man's lot upon 
v,rah and future destiny, human suffering and Me mimries 
of life, free will, the eternal raprobation of the wicked, and 
the like, are here at with cleamem, force and persuasive 
bility. It is not always easy to find a ready answer to the 

ol)jections, raised by the contemplation of such problems as 
the above, against the Christian theory of the existence of 
the Supreme Being and of man's relations with Him. But. 
surely, the theory that replies to them in the more satisfactory 
way, that best illumines the darkness that surrounds man's 
here and hereafter, that mak. his yoke sweetest anti hM 
burthen lightest M to be preferred to a fatalism that destroys 
freedom of will and moral responsibility, denies the eXiStenCO 
of a God with a mercy . Mfinite as His justice, lowers 
'human nature to the level of a placental mammal' or offers 
to man with his nkstless aspiration after supreme happinem 
better satisfactIon than Al eternal darkne of the grave. 
Surely the dreary theories of the atheist and the agnostic 
must make the aspect of human suffering all the blacker, 
while they offer no solution to the problems in question or 
soothe the hard lot of BOB with the least hope or en-
oumgemem. 
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The style of this little book is as unpretentious as the 

subjects of which it treats are full of interest and importance 

There are no technicalities nth scholastic profundities to 

puzzle the reader, and the argument is simple, rearamble and 
convincing. 

R. MEUS—by the Author of "My Reece and my Mother;' 

with Preface by Right Rev. Berme httomoo. Westmin. 

ster, Art and Book Company Ltd. 
We are accustomed to see in the records of the Old Testa. 

ment many foreshadowings of what was to come to pog 

under the Law and Kingdom of Jesus Christ that mom per-

fect revelation, that was destined not to destroy the Law but 

to fulfil. As the Prophets delineated the coming Dispensa-

tion. so in the past oo of their race, political and religion, 

were presented many forecmta of the personages events, 

and conditions of that more perfect future. 
nstitutionsAnd that these symbols were designed, were shadows 

cast before by the coming events and are not mem 

ly imaginary and conventional parallelisms, we have tlic 

highest authority for believing. The author of 'Rex Mem' 

has in this spirit selected for the subject of this his latest 

work thestirring history of King David. A series of picturcs 

of the great King are exhibited from the Old Testamem, 

each being followed by a suitable parallel in the life of the 

Son of David. Such works as' Rex Mem' are real aids to 

a. right understanding of Holy Scripture and of the special 

rapport of the Old Testament with the New. 

In his preface to the present work the Bishop of Teos 

writes 
ll That David was one of the greatest types of our divine 

Redeemer has ever been taught. The parallels are most 

striking. Such instructive parallels throw a flood of light 

on the events of our Load's life, and were written for our 

instruction. Nothing is of small importance that aids to 

thderstand better the life of our Lord, 
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following pages make no pretence to be an exhauffi 
exposition of this great subject ; the facts have been 

fully given in the language of Scripture from the first and 
sccoed hooks of Kings, and striking analogies between the 
evcnts in the life of holy David and events in the life of 
ur Lord have been sufficiently indicated to be instructiv, 

The peruse/ of them resemblances and foreshadowings of 
that was to co e in the life of 0. blessed Redeemer and 
of those who in tmheir measure wereo be made like unto 
Him is so interesting and. edifying that the minds of many 
will naturally be led on to good reflections and fruitful 

DITHER SUMMA CONTRA GENTILES.o 
The publishers have done their duty very thoroughly in 

,;and to this volume. It is probably the handiest of folios; 
and paper, and print make for comfortable reading. More-
ovor they have advertised the work well; and puffs 
prelim inao and subsequent reviews written in the sa.me 
Atle as the publishers announcements have made known to 
all men them erits of the book , so that them is no need to

eak further of them. 
Fr. Rickaby me in the preface that hets something 

elan expert in this kindntins of work; and the p.a.. add 
thit these notes have placed him in the first tankof annota-
te's, and that this profound treatise is now within the 
aficrehension of the simplest reader. Yet it t be said 
frankly that to the student attempting to use it,mus the work is 
simply exasperating. 

.kn ideal translation would let us know what St. Thomas
Aeight on ea. point, and a philosophic work is difficult 
to translate because E is difficult to mace,. the thought 

giything like the same words. Now though ogre. ;teal 
al Mis hook reads intelligibly enough, yet ;t it very of ten 
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nece.ory to 
um

to the Latin in order to see what the 

English means instance was ME sentence on p. 3. 

For since <he leading principie of all knowledge of am 

t subject-mat. is an understanding of the f thing's is 

nerelost being . din to the doctine.. 

philosopher, Mat the essence is tnc principle of demos 

mation—it {inflows that the mode of our knowledge. the 

substance /mist be the mode of knowledge of whatever we 

know about the Hsubstance. 

The svowen. may be easy to one who can understand 

Bohn's Aristotle. But the Latin is a great deals sier. Mon. 

over the three words ked it above turn out to 

equivalents for the one thinmarg in the Latin text ; a. it is 

surely this fact, and the conwquent e of substance in tWO 

senses that makes the English confused. The onc.. 

only means that whatever we know about the thing is limitnsl 

by the limitations of our knowledge of its substance. 

To take another instance, on p. sqr is the Ell. nig 

rendering of a complete argument to prove that some the. . 

are naturally right:—

 providence  has endowed men with a name. 

tribimal of reason to be the ruling principle of their pruner 

activiti. But natural principles are ordained to enteral 

marposes. There are [therefore] certain activities...1y 

suiwd to man. and these activities are in themselvesright, 

and not merely by positive law. 

The omission of 'therefore' is probably a printer's error but 

in any case the point of the argument, which is obvious 

enough in the Latin, seems lost in the English. 

Such passages occur very often, and in conjunction with 

the notes they produce a very unfortunate result,— a mi.. 

tit, Mat even when t. English gives a plain meaning one 

cannot be quite sure th. B is them eaning of Si. Thomas 

Fr. Rickaby's ideal has not been to let us know what Si, 

Thomas thought, but to present hin thoughts in sigh 

form asmay serve modern uses, altering his coi.lut 
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,ions where modern science has taken the meaning out of 
them. The idea/ may be excellent though it calls to mind 
n wore of u ned theologians who have undertaken t 

all thingnopes Ad rneraern divi Thomm,' but as one readso  the 
conviction grows stronger and stronger that the translator is 
motenting not St. Thomas' thought but ething e/se. 
For his ideal leads him not merely to rearrangesomSt. Thomas' 
emu., but to our any argumen 

uss
ts and disc ions that do 

mg appeal to hint, to suggest modifications of the line of 
thought, and to refer regularly for further light to the other
mg, not of St. Thom. but of his translator. This surely 
is a serious error. On p. 51, on the thesis that God knows 
countless things, Fr. Rickaby remarks quite truly 

At the end of this chapter St Thom. tells us that—there 
is not an infinite mulitude°, actualexistencos. . . God's 
knowledge then can only refer to an infinite multitude of 
things possible but non.... 

Ihn would  it not be more illuminating to quote the 
parglE1 passage in the Samna Theologiag, where St. Thomas 
explains that further thought chews that God does see a 
countless number actual exi in. the thoughts 
and affections of rational souls, which will stences,—v be multiplied for 
all eternity, 

On any great question one naturally look, here to find 
what St. Thomas has to say that vvill stand in he face of 
modern thought. Hove disappointing the book is will best
he wen by examining an instance in detail t —an extreme 
nstance, the Existence of God. On this question we find
/-jths of a page of St. Thomas, supplemented by st4ths of a
mg. of notes, All themst of St. 'Thomas' five pages of 
small print is omitted ; and we are Oven the opening of the 
argument of the Prime Mover, ' a mugh outline of the 
argument of the First Cause; and seven lines on the argu-
ment from Design only this, and a.n assurance that the rest 
IS not worth translating, being basedon Aristotle's physics. 
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Now assuming for the moment that this judgmece is correct, 

and Mat the Saint's tceatment of this fundamental question 

is really worthless, it is utterly unfair to leo.ve the impressin„ 

that this is all St Thomas has to say on the subject. Fan, 

the eamest inquirer opening the book to get down to the 

roots of the matter and being offered this as the pick of the 
arguments. The mature treatment of the s subject in 

the Somme Thealogivo, is not even mentioned?  Yet there St. 
Thomas restated in a broader and more ordered way the 

arcements that are here rejected. It is this that exasperate, 

the stuck. and snakes him close the book after a little 

experience; he tint. 'St. Thomas will prober,ly clear m 

the poi, and reeds through the subject accondingly,—cely 

to be convinced that he has not been given.. Thomas' view 

of it, and that the light he wants is cp.te probably to be 

found in the Latin. 
In the present instance Fr. Rickaby in a long note {cert. 

out the faults of Aristotle's physics, and presents the arce. 

ment of the Prime Mover to the modem mind as 

really the argumem from a 'primitive collocation.' The 

whole criticism suggesh that he has not emered into St. 

Thomas' view. St. Thomas is arguing that the existeneeof 

God is necessary to account for the physical working of the 

world now. Fr. Rickaby says, Not to account fort now, 

but in the year fifty-million B.C. This may appeal moo to 

the modern mind, but is it more philosophic, Them is 

nothing in the earlier year to make it a better starring 

point than the present year. The motions of to-day [nay 

be traced to the motions of that time ; but Mis analysing of 

the effect that has to be explained does not really affect the 

argument. Similarly the modems analyse whatSt.Thicem 

called movement into motion and forces that cause motion: 

his ignorance of this analysis does not invalidote his argu-

ment he has to explain the existence of the whole thing, 

no matter how many parts you may afterwards an  it 

into. lust as the argument, Life mu. come from a Ming 
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God, is not affected by the discovery that all life comes from 
on egg. Fr. Rickaby writes 

Besides Motion he must take accourm of Force aced Energy 
not to cey of Cosmic Evolmice. He mnst know mt onN 
the motion of impact . . . . . but also the mot ion that is set 
up by gravitation. 

Is not this simply our analysis of what Aristotle would 
have summed up in the one word Change? Our analysis
is not likely to be final; it is bold to say as Fr. Rickaby 
does, that it the only valid basis for the argument. Fle 
werce to take St. Thomas' Motes not for change, but for our
technical Motion. the recult befog seen in throe notes from 
concectitcee page._ 

St Thomas passes from 'immovable' to • immutable.' 
Aristotle distinguish. thrce sorm of rmotion, . . 
Thue three incongruous things were labelled with one 
name, to the prejudice of science for many unto es, fp. as) wherces on p. se he writes; 

The argument [of the Prime Mover] however rns, avail 
itself of a wider meaning of Moue, namely, GlGege and centernd that at the back of the changes apparent every-
where, there must become changeless Being. 

It may be that it would be the work of a lifetime to 
properly translate the Goer. Gentile, but however that 
may be, this translation certainly gives the impression that 

Rickaby has not lingered over any one part tong enough 
to hilly enter ince it and yet in this state of i rfect 
sympathy has ventured on the difficult task of deciding what 
can be dispensed with. 

J. B. McL. 
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We have received the following account of the matches of the 

CraticuIse Cricket Club, which took place during the

We opened our season with a match against Garston A." 

Our team was rather weak and after our opponents had scored 

well over V., of which J. Husband made 6r and A. E. Shaw 

So,we were put out for just under ,o, a vigorous, Flint 

(Mount St. Mary's) being the only redeeming feature of a poor 

' ItVad a much stronger team against the powerful Limbrick 

Club; yet we started very badly, two wickets falling before a nor 

was scored, five being down for 23 and seven for do. A plucky 

,13 by H. W. Chamberla.in improved matters. Then B. R. Bradley 

played a good innings of 2, and with t7 from R. Dowling, 

we smured the not insignficant total of .as. Limbrick scookt 

Sa for four wickets. Thermstch was a most enjoyable one in 

mite of a great deal of rain. 

On the following day we played our annual match 12 anUshaw 

Xl. Our opponents.who went in first, played vigorous cricktt 

and with the assistance of some execrable fielding (the catches

missed ran imo double figures) they reached a total of at, runt. 

W. Hesketh took five wickets fm Om team net 

this score with only 98 nms, B. Bradley (31) and R. Hest, 

(6) alone batting with confidence. Rev. W. Foy took five g 

our wickets for 22, and Rev. W. Leighton five for 22. 

We had an excellent wicket for the match with Formby " 

and slid well in dismissing a strong team for x63, T. Bann. 

taking four wickms for thirty-one and E. Hardman three for 

thirty-lour. We lost our first wicket for three, but a stand made 

by H. W. Chamberlain (33) and B. R. Bradley (19) brighten,

our prospects, and after some good batting by Warner (pro.) and 
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J. G. Busk (St. Bede's) who made forty and thirty.six rsspective-B, we won art excellent game with, three wickets to spare. 

played t 
in fime and gave a poor !display, being all out for eihty-nine. N. W. Reynolds (Downside) made the best score of ineteen. Ormskirk without difficulty passed our toml and made. 195, C. A Warlow Inating splendidly for eighty-three. W. j. Ainscough omlt five wickets for fifty-nine. and I, Lawrence Huggins three tor Mneteen. In our second innings we made 100 for four wickets. N. W Reynolds again batting 

el i
 for fmty-one not-our. 

The following day we met verpool t'A" and batting firm, 

Brong lvtling team made light work of our total . at the were 225 for five wickets, J. E. Gordon (Captain of Rugby) ., ig admirably for sixtymne. Our fielding W. very faulty, 
mveral catches being dropped. 

Om gml match was at Wigan, against St. Joseph, Serni,mry, 
pholland, who had the assistance of Nev.., the Wigan C.C. 

,,,,lessional. Thanks chiefly to mine fine howling on his part ume d ssed Warf tao, Fr. 00,11 playing 2 good 
innings of ,rty. d isse three of our opponents for little n.rc than thirty, before the rain prevented further lay. 

In summarising the results of our matches, it will be seen that 22 won one, lost four and drew two. B. R. Bradley and H. W. 
Chamberlain both batted consistently well, and T. V. Barton
Bre the brunt of Me bowling. 

From a social standpoint the tour was art unqualified success. In dlis conmction our thanlutare due to Fr. F.Smith. Mrs. Barton. tht, Chamberlain and Mrs. Howard, lor entertaining m different 
nuasions, not only the players, bur our very numerous supporters. 

Though the majority of the members of our team were 
mplefordfans, 1. were pleased to number in our ranks on 

.Brent occasions representatives from no less than nim other 
leafing Catholic Schools. We hope that om next t will he m,ked eq ual njoyment, and a larger number of victories to 

'r4 annual meeting of the Club will be held during the Chris etas holidays followed by a Supper and Smoking 
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Concert. Particulars may be obtained from the Hon. Secretary, 

Mr. G. H. Chamberlain, Fairholme, " Gramendale Park, 

Liverpoo. 
DC. Coming baelt.-day. Only one or two were absent 

through sicnem. Fewer seem to have left this year rand with 

about twenty new comers we number nearly Do. The following 

are the new arritals t— Jerome Angas O'Dwyer, St. John's, New 

and; Patrick Martin, Milngavie pm, 

Ch iwick; George Gaynor, Stokestotvn, Ireland; Gerald Lindsay, 

Liverpool ; o•Cppp , Liverpool: Nolan Power, Kill-

orglin, Ireland; George Emerson, St, John's., Newfoundland; 

Reginald Ruddiest., Kilmarnock ; Charles Mackay, Carlow, 

Ireland; Donald and Ian MacDonald, Fort William; Fran, 

and Lawrence Walton, Hull; Thomas and Leo Ruddin, Man-

chester ; Wilfrid and Eldred Martin, Erdington. We are glad o 

among us P Lambert who has returned as a Postulant, a, 

also our old Captain, Bernard Rochford, who left last year. IL 

has ret rued for a year's tuition before going up to Oxford. His 

services in the Debating Society and Football Eleven will E 

especially welcome. 
Among those who have left we congratulate A. Prima*, E. 

Barton, . Chamberlain andW. Williams who have gone to take 

he hat mn. 

The changes among the community are few. We miss P. 

Wilfrid our  who hae gone to &ownedge, Proton. He carrim 

with him our best wshes. We welcome back from Belmont I, 

Sebastian Lambert. 
Congratulations to those who were successful in the 0°D;.1 

and Cambridge Local Certificate Examinations held at

of last term. Of the siMeen who entered, twelve obtakka 

ce,ificates and fifteen first class passes were ra ined

digerem subjects. The following obtained certificates:—

Prot= 211, ! rait117'rie'nJ. ch. 

P. Perry 
l adfiVOL.T=ematics. E. Emerson 

J. Forsyth History. 
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P. Neeson Greek. 
O. Chamberlain 6. C.rmk. V. Giglio , 

r *et7 '"'in
L. Hope 6: 

Buckley 5. 
In addition to the above P Ward obtained a first class pass in Arithmetic and Additional Mathernatim and L Blackledge in 

English. 

Sep1. ao. Voting for Captain. B. Rochford did ...ad. R. Hake& was elected and appointed the following government:— Secret 
Librarians of Senior Library 
Librarian of Junior Library 

i rWii 
Librarian of the Reading Room 
Vigilarii - 
Officernen  
Gamesmen  
Gasmen 
Ciothesman 

- E. Emerson, J. Buckley 

- VV. Darby, E. Step, 
J. McElligott, E. Hardman 

P. Ward, V. Giglio 
J. Clancy, R. Barrett 

O. Chamberlain, C. Rochlord 
. C ad., L. Miles, R. Blackledge 

edtNelson were chosen to form the committee for the football season and the voting foe the captains of the sets resulted as follo s:-1. E. Hardman and R. Hesketh. 1. 13 Buckley and R. Norwood. E E. Cawkell and J. Barton. E VV. Darby and D. Rusoll. 
5. V. Darcy and O. Barton. 

Sept. nee. A game of rounders was played by all the sets in the afternoon. 
Sept. as. The first meeting of the school was held in which the Captain introduced his government. The usual compliments fro ipmr . the Smith, were a...P. 1, d by a hint that he intended to be aggress, rnis term. Sqp The Football Eleven played the first match of the season against Hovinghank The game lost much of its interest 

Billiard Room OfficDls 
Collegemen - 
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owing to rain, which also prevemed the boys from being present 

We pressed hard thoughout. The score vas opened from a 

penalty which Br. SebumNu safely netted. The game then 

became o. bombardment of our opponents' goal who passed the 

centre only twice during the second half. Again and ago.in the 

ball r.una its way 11110 their net until when time was c.ma we 

found ourselves VIL10.0m by seven goals to nil. 

Oct. r. A class match was arranged between the First and 

Second Forms. An easy victory of seven goals to nil proved 

Me senior class to be the better tea, 

Oct,. The Fourth Form challenged the Lower Library to

pAnt of IMO in the morning. They found that their opponents 

could muster a stronger team than they had amicipated, for al-

though circumstances compelled the Junior boys to play uNI, 

only ten men, they secured the victory by one goal to nil. 

Oct Nevill (ma Amplefordiard and a friend, Lieut. 

Benton, came on a short visit. The latter 

lecture an the Ghinwe Boxer Rising ol to, The subject 

proved an absorbing one mod the interest was heightened by the 

recital of many humorous necdote, Mr. Bearers had himself 

accompanied the Relief Force to Pekin and the lantern slides 

which the lecture was illustrated were made from Photos 

taken by himself. We haw to thank him heartily lor the pleas-

ure he gave us. 
Oct. t. al  term commenced at Oxford. Brothers 

Celestine 

Perri

a, Herbert Byrne entered the Ampleforth 

Ha Las fresh  As r Paul Nevill took his degree last 

midsummer. then.u s at the Hall show an increau of one. 

Br. Bruno Dawson has gone to Sant Anselmo's, the Benedictine 

College in Rome, where he will find another Arapleiordial, Br. 

Dunstan Pozzi. 
Oct. W. The list of books  be was, Literary Competition 

tt to members of theuppero School  announced. They were w 
ope 
follows Shakespeare,King Lear,Coriolo.nns,d Twelfth Night. 

Milton, Paradise Lost, Bk L a, Lycidas; hlacaol, " 1

R. Montgomery's Poems and Warren Hastings; T. Quinces. 

Confessions of An Opium Eater Heroes of the Nations, Pericle,

and O'Connell Plutarch, Lives of Alexander and Caesar: Russell, 

My Diary, and North and South; Wiwman, Recollections of the 
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Last Four Pope, Part Pius VII, Seeley, Expansion of England:Burnaby, Ride to laiva: Proctor,Science Byways, On Surrey Hills. 

Two prims are offered to of the Lower Library for the best answew to a paper on `Nelson nal his Times.' 
OLi. 17. Match against the Helmsley team on the college 

secumd the first goal after some close play in 
tlw goal mouth, but this was followed shortly afterwards by
well directed shot from . Rochford; the haB rebounded from the 

cross-bow
but was promptly put between the p  by Fr. juseph. We soon secured the lead. In the second Ir e hopes df 

The
were raised mill higher by a successful sho n, Br. 

asil. The game became very keen when our opponent . centre 
forward after tatting the boll out to the wing scored a second Mae from a very clever shot. In spite of our t he  to retain the 
lead the Helmsley team drew level, and the whistle five 
minutes later left the game a raw Score 

Oct a. Examination for the Amplefor, Society Scholar-ahip was held. 
Oct. an. A 

ably e
mus  of the school in the vening. The 

Opposition very ably supported their leader i anis e attack on the 
overoment. Out of twelve complaints brought in, they won 

defended four. It is only fair to add that three of the offences were merely technical against the Billiard-room men. Thue 
ggrimad officials gave notice of a bill to amend the clause in the manner under which they were convicted of failing in their du,. 

The debate was well sustained. Mr. Ward is to he congratulated 
winning one complaint by a piece of clever debating. 

Nov. All Saints. Feast of all Saints. Fr, Abbot sang 
Pontifical High Mass. 

In the morning severe/ class matches were played. The IV. Form after an interesting game drew with the Higher II. 
are 

1—r. The Lower III. weakened however by the loss of same!! their class XI. suffered a disastrous defeat from the II. Form. 
Score 8—o. The Preparatory found themselves far inkier to dm I. Form and only ..urea one goal against their opponents' 
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The inclemency of the weather kept us in dryrs all the after. 

noon. A billiard AmendTourn  open to members of the Senior 

LiGary was ed. In  stage B. Rochford was to 

have met hie brother C. Roryford but owing to lack of time the 

fraternal rivalry waspostponed till the nut day when rye younger 

brother was smogs.. 
The Upper Library availed themselves of the privilege of 

being present at the Solemn Dirge in the Evening. 

.. a. The Middle and Loam School went paper chases. 

The hares of the former division took a line across the Roman 

camp and down in rye valley, arriving home without being 

caught. The hounds complained el la dr of scent The 

Lower School hounds were led through the Triangle and by 

Golden Square Emil, into Pry Rig, where R. Blaryledge caught 

home in safety. 
The m y speeches were delivered in the evening. Fr. 

Abbot presided. A pleasant hour was passed listening to varrym 

recitations, r.ging from PG. (translated) to Shakrypeare and

Keats. 
Nov. G. The Feast of Monks. 

The first XI went away to Pocklington. The day was w 
t and the ground very slippery. The in  was consequentry diffi-

cult control,nd the conditions were altogether totrot.toommo 

to 0000totto play. We commenced very unfortunamly, Pockling-

ton scoring in the first five mina. of the garne from &penalty 

given against Hardman for handling the ball. Encouraged by 

this success our opponents pressed us hard and in o. few moments 

scored a second goal from the right wing. Our team then woke 

up and by means of very pretty combination ran through the 

opposing backs and Lambert ,cored from an easy position. we 

continued to press and Ward receiving the ball from Calder Smith 

practically dribbled past the Pocklington goal keeper. For the 

remainder of the first half we had all the game. At Alf-time the 

score was two all. On changing ends we thought that with the 

wind and rain at out back, we should win with some ease. But 

the forwards now fell off very much in their play. Jackson got 

hurt and could not assist his side much. The defence was sound 

but the ball was kept in our half owing to the weakness of the 
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forwards. Our misfortune wag complete when our goalkeeper 
misjudged a slow shot from the Pocklington left and allowed the 
hall to pass inns rye goal. After this we never looked like 

AmpleGrth a. 
We had bard lines in losing the match. Though our forwards 

at last ha Tao 
much praise cannot be given to Hesketh and Hardman for their 
[carless tackling and clean kicking. Of the half-backs B. Rory-
lord seemed to do the most work and he kept his men well to 
gether. It is perhaps unfair to Mame the forwards ton 111.11 as 
dm ground was altogether unsuitable for forward play. But 
Janckson should have been given the All much more frequently 

the first half. Of the rest P. Lambert was perhaps the most 
effective though he should keep his place better. C. Farmer was 
eoergetic but erratic. C. Smith played pluckily and with his 
Gad. Ward was too well watched by a...etre-half twice his 
Ore and weight, to do much and he is not lam enough to be really 
dangerous. But he pGyed hard right up to the end. 

At home our Second XI. gained a very easy victory. Although 
scoring only once before half tin, afterwards they put on goals 
almost m they liked. The final score WAS S—o. The forwards 
though small and light gave a good exhibition of the passing 
game, and ran through the rather clumsy defence of t he Foali ng 
on backs with great ease. 

in the evening our autumn Retreat began. The Mourns 
uen by 

N..  We came out of Retreat to find it was a recreation 
day r ound.hoour of Fr. Ed.'s East. There was much snow OA 
Me g  

lathe
the afternoon we played football. beguiled 

pmfr birthday. Mr. D. Beaufort for on n,,nnn of an 
half did nOt for single instant or  to interest 

dho 
amuse nr. 

with a programme which contained a number of conjuring tricks, 
musical sketches and some clever ventriloquism. 

her ture with Moelram. 
A thick fog enveloped the field of ploy and isolated dm players 
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both from the spectators and Iron one another. As the ground • 

was very hard from a recent frost, the referee announced that , 

would penalise any charging whatever. It seemed to take sour 

time for our Eleven to settle down to this new regulation; and 

while our hacks were getting used to it Boothans mated

foul given against Hardman for infringing the rule. C. Farm, 

however equalized with a good shot from the right wing. Short, 
he play n w sew 

even. Towards the end our goalkeeper instead of handling mad, 

the mistake of attempting to kick away o. At m by one of th. 

opposing forwards with fatal results to his side. Bootham 

goals to t. Illegals. was scarcely a far rest of the strength 

of the teams. but Bootham certainly adapted themselves tu 
wish more a than oat seta. On ae 

the dense fog criticism of the 
in

players is made imp, 

Met as to the spectators they were, like the HOITICTIC 

but flitting and shadowy phantoms." 

The Second Elevens played at home. The frost of the last t4 

days had made the round hard, and so we had recourse to 

nun Our w ere 
...had 

ou 
given us r recrd beating f r —o last year cr., 

merest by a strong attack on our goal. 
o

This was beaten oil a, I 

C. Rochird „cored for us. Then Bootham equalised (Wm. .. 

put ahead again. At half-time the score was 2-1 in o 

favour. On resuming the Bootham left-outside took the , 

right down the field and scored an equaliving goal. We lls . •• 

meTiately raponded with another, and then Bootharn collared. 

The combination of our forwards proved too much for them.. 

the game msolved itself into a bombardment of their goal. Fit,r1 

score, 0-2 in our favour. 
The second XI. owe their victory here as in the Pocklingtor 

mamh, to the combination of the forwards of whom Speakman 
and Williams especially played in good style. Ugarte is  useful 

goaTgetter, but has a way of his own of playing, and altogether 

neglected his wing. Of the half-hacks Keogh tackled most 
effectively, and C. Rae ford, especially during the first half. 

fed his forwards very well. Lovell did a great deal of work, 

but w. inclined to roam about. The backs fond the wing men 

too heavy and fast for them, and at times gave many to a temle, 
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to stand still in one place. Their kicking was good. McElligott 
in go. made some good clearances. 

,Vev. 29. The result of the Scholarship Examination was 
made known. The honour of being the first o Ampleforth 
Society" Scholar falls to the lot of P J. Neeson. Hevry 
rongmtulations, and also to O. Chamberlain and E. Emerson, 
who were bracketed as neat in order of merit. 

2. The frmt of the p.t few nights made us look 
and t ugh n 

r, bear properly. As this was St. Cecil s, the Choir and Band 
Ird recreation. Alter breakfast several went on the ice and not 

few went in. The afternoon was disa.ppintingly wet, but 
evening found the musicians in the full enjoyment of  con 
ial meeting.—themselv. both performers and audience. We 

rAe the opportunity of thanking Mr. Eddy for his untiring 
Arts in training both choir and band, and congratulate him 

the memme of success he has met with. 
Vots 23. Mr. Taylor had obtained for us a half holiday in 

Enour of his jubilee. Tim captain telegraphed our congratulr 
tions to him, and communicated his very kind reply to us at the 
nweting of the school in the evening. At this meeting the 

..nn brought in a record number of complaints. wenty-
Ern. The Government had made up their minds to let none go 
hy default, and an adjournment of the debate was necosary. 

.V.w. as. The debate was resumed and occupied re whole 
erning. The discussion was keen and prolonged. The med. 
sl the opposition forced the Government to defend clauses in 
st2tutes which cuAom had rendered inoperative, but which had 
.e, er been repealed. The result was that the opposition won 
hrlye, one w. declared illegal,. the Government successfully 
defended the remainder. 

22. Match v. Harrogare College. Each side played one 
One of the Harrogate team missed his train, and 

Ward acted as a. substitute. Playing on "Jungle" and 
rn-hill, we had from the first much the beerm  of the game. 

The combimation of the forwards was not very marked, bur they 
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were good in front of goal. At hall-time the goals were 6--0 

o he goals ed by 

After halftime the game became very ragged. The only

was o. clever shot by Ca/der Smith from he  There w,, 

a great lack of dash about the play, and the game wasnever 

eating to watch. 

five inch. this month. 
A billiard tournament was artanged to pass the time. It had 

passed it however, before the final was played. 

Dm 2. We rose to find there was a Solemn Requiem for I .,. 

Ambrose Turner who bad died very suddenly from heart fail.. 

at three o'cl.k this 
we 

He had been suflering from 

attack of pneumonia, but we had thought Ile was out of dang - 

As an old prefect he has a specie/ claim on our prayer. R.I.P 

Dee. 3. The upper Library were allowed in the choir to art, 

the solemn dirge for Fr. Amhroce. On the next day Fr. Alv 
sang the Requiem Mass, and we went in procession to , 

cemetery. 

Dm 6. As this is the anniversary of Charles Wyse, 

Fr. Edmund sang a Requiem Mass for the repose of his ,der 

a. The programme of rectations, and selections 

cello and piano arranged for the monthly spech. igt prOV,

more interesting than usual. There were fewer lapses of movv, 

and  .ureater variety in inflexion. 

Des. 8. Feast of the Immaculate Conception. Fr. Prior as,. 

High Mvs in the .bunt. of Fr. Abbot, who is on a journey Es 

Rome. Recreation on a bright mild day was much appreciadd. 

The morning was devoted to football. A powerful combinanon 

arranged by the. and IV. Forms challenged the remainder of tls, 

School. A hard game ended in victory for the latter by four 

goals to two. 
The First Form with the assistance of two masters manavvd 

to win a game against tbe Second Form. Score 2—o The 

Second Form hope to win the return when they can put their full 

cheerteam on the field. 
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We are glad to find that Volume IL or The World or To- day

been put in the Upper Library also we thank ...Taylor for the following ,—Tbe story of the Planets IT. G. Itouney), By 
WIT Authority (R. H. llenscmh King Solomon's Ming Al/en 
Quartermain (Rider Haggard), Lib of Cardinal PA, The IC! Abbot of Thornton. Cardinal Wolsey, and Earl Nugent's Daughter (Agnes Stewart). Into The Unknown, by R. Fletcher, 

L. J. Neese, 
Hoea. 

AlitUirE 410 ciDtOCIttlIg gOCitiV. 

sr. Meeting of term was held on Sunay. Sept. soh. Iv Benedict has retired from the position VicCh i Die Society takes this opportunity of thanking him for his wor 
rman. 

for them . at the same time welcomes Fr. Placid Dolan as his 

was elected Secreory and Messrs B. Rockford, 1. Smith and J. Hesketh were elected to serve on the Committee. The !I lowing new members were also elected :—Mgrsclao., Speakman, Jackson, A. Smith, Keogh, Lovell, Calder-
Smith, Wood, Lightbound and Leonard. 

Omuta. ot. Mr. B Rockford moved That a restrict n should be placed on the immigration of destitute aliens 
in 

England, He divided aliens Mto wo classes, thou who work Iw a livelihood and those who live at the expense of the State. 
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To the latter class belong criminals, who,being pursued by Me law

of their own 
new 

come to England for the purpose of en,. 

ing opon a new campaign of crime. They are only one de,m 

worse than hose of the first clam who work for very low wages 

and Mus force to.y of our best citizens to emigrate. 

Mr. Nees. opposed, mainly on hisories, grounds. The 

country had derived many advantages from the rereption of 

destitute aliens at different periods of history since the time of 

Edward III. The number of destitute aliens was vastly over.. 

timated and their restriction WAS Orli., 

M  to r. Perry agreed especially with the mover's objection 

Bill 

immigrants. He considered Me passing of the Alien, 

Bill to be the only praiseworthy action of the Government 

awing the last Session. 
r. C. Rochford from personal experience of the annoyame 

caused to the British public by a band of wandering ginsics 

assured the house that restriction was necessary. 

Mr. Buckley also spoke. 

The motion was carried by 14.—o. 

(Many ION The question for debate was That Profdional. 

f spurssi Nit, L Smith was the mover. m ion 
He explained the origin of Professionalism in cricket and football, 

and drew the conclusion that the prment system is O. honest 

than the former system. The payment of players was the cause 

riot the onsequence, of Professionalism He referred to Me 
be

Mequmtt,
players and Me inducement which it offered to 

athletes to live honest and hrelthy 

Mr. Hardman oppoud. Professionalism had lowered Me tone 

of games and had converted cricket and football grounds into 

commercial arenas. The effects upon the players themselves lifd 

be. no less disastrous. 
Mr. Pe, considered that the essential character of games as + 

means of menml relaxation had been changed by allovAng

imrusion of pecuniary considerations. 

Mr. Buckley also opposed the motion formcial re.ons. Many

capable men were deterred from football by their unwillingness 
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discussed the merits of Professionalism in Bilbards and Golf. 
He thought that much healthy enjoyment was derived from 

as the recent International Foursome. 
Mears on, B. ft.hford,Marwood, Hesheth and Speakman 

also spoke. 
f he motion was carried by 14—m. 

Odder 1.271.1. Mr. Lovell read a paper on Genera, Buller. 
X. defended his action during the Boer War and considered that 
his failures were bad gerreralship but to difficulties 
for which he was not responsible. 

October xolt. M. Buckley 
he

that ', England is ruled by 
an Oligarchy, mid that the ascendancy of Parliament over 
Me King had beg. at the Revolution. For nearly two centuries 
the power o, Parliament had increased. But now a1104 half change 
is taking place. The power of Parliament is passing away and 
the Cabinet is usurping the legislative fuocti.s of Parliament. 
At the same time the power of the Cabinet i s passing in. the 
hands of the Prime Minister. The Prime Minister is the real • ruler of the country. 

if. Chamberlain opposed. The Reform Bills had determined the number of people who should be retitled to vote. Those 
ol the people who are fit to vote, do vote and have a voice in the government of the country. A country whose rulers areappointed by the votes of the people, whose votes completely 
Mange the aspect of affairs, cannot be called an oligarchy. 

Pen, supported the motion. The prment government 
might he compared to the ministries of Newcastle and Pitt which represented the wishes of no but a few of the aristoo-

Mr. Smith pointed out that a majority of members in 
Parliament does not represent a majority of the whole nation. 
Comcquently the wishes of a majority in the House of Commons nay he exactly the reverse of what the country desirm. Mr. C. Rochford thought that the Cabinet ruled the country. 74 wishes of the people are consulted only once every seven Pm,
B. Paul also supported the motion. The pre.. government 
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is overworked and Domestic Problems bare to ere ova Y . 
Imperial problems which occupy most of the time of the Cabin, 

The Cabinet have it in their power to decide what Bills shall he 

brought forward, and thus have control of .e Legislation 

Br. Ambrou spoke against the motion. s The government of 

Athens," Thucydides had said, 
is

nominally & democrac bet 

really belongs to the first men in the State." There could be m 

better democracy than one in which the government was carried 

on by te best m. 
Messrsh. Emersonen, Calder-Smith, and Lythgoe also spoke. The 

motion was lost by q-16. 

NeuemSer 5th. Mr. Hesketh read a pap. on Christopher 

Columbus. He gave an account of his early life and aspirations 

a. difficulties ontil he found a champion in Queen Isabella. 

He sketched the four voyagesolColumbus and pointed out 

some of their mutts. 

November re. The motion for debate was "That the 

American Colonies were justified in declaring their independence." 

Mr. Wand said that England had watched with suspicion the 

growth and independence of the Colonies. With a view of 

remtahlishing her ascendancy a number of measures had been 

passed restricting their trade. These were unjst. Pitt had 

shown that America brought to England LI,000,.o annually. 

Buides, taxation without representation was unjust. 
Mr. A. Smith opposed. The Stamp Acts were both nece,sars 

and just. And they were not the cause of the War of Intkpendence. 

The colonism showed great ingratitude by refusing to incur pats of

the expenses of the Seven Yr War which had been waged, 

their behalf. 
Mr. Buckley supported the motion. The Constitution i+ 

based on precedent and there was no precede. for ta.tion 

without representation. The Government had admitted their 

error when they repealed the Stamp A.. 

eer, considered Grenville, treatment of the Colonies 

unjustifiable. Hew. responsible r the war. 

r. Chamberlain spoke against the motion. The reams for 

revolting wss both illegal a. unjust. The Colonists we. 
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guilty of base ingratitude to England. They were a growing 
eation and wished to rule themselves. The taxes of Townshend 
were nothing but a useful pretext for throwing off the yoke of 

Mr. J. Smith considered the Colonist's action is on account 
of the evil results of England's supremacy over them, 

W. Clapham disagreed with the principle that taxation
wqhout represugation is illegal. 

Messrs Giglio, B. Rochiord, Hardman, C. Rockford, Clancy, 
Emerson, Hesketh a. Calder-Smith also spoke. 

After a proposal of adjournment had been rejected the motion 
was carried by ao—y. 

November rgtir. Mr. Pe, read a. pap. on Wellington. He 
thought that the honours of the Battle of Waterloo fell to the 
Prussians. This view was not well received by the more patri-
otic members of the Society. 

Novena. ..A. The house was invited by Mr. Hope to decide 
s That a Repoblic is the only remedy for the existing stare of evil 
in Rossi, He began with an account of the present Constitution 
of Russia. The cosroption and injustice of the Government was 
ths came, the present discontent. The traditional rcVerenee of 
the Russian people for the Czar had ceased when Nicholas II. 
ascended the throne. The revolt of the peasantry was organised 
and peaceful. The procrastination and duplicity of the Czar 
alone prevented redress of their grievances. gave the 
advantages. social and political, of a Republic as a remedy in 
the present risis. 

Mr. Clapham omed—also in the name of Liberty. He differed 
Issm the mover as to means. Only an educated people is capa-
ble of sell-government. On the mover's admission the history 
of the Russian people had been ea long tale of oppremion. This 
had made them totally unfit to govern themselves. If the Czar 
,.re removed, the last shred of authority recognised by the people 

T. recent manifest, when its promises were 
carried out. would be the lust remedy for all abuses. 

NI, Buckley stmported the mover. The state of the Russian Exchequer after the late war had been the cause of famine and 
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this in torn had occasioned the revolt. The educate, rulers of 

the Revolutionists were quite capable of ruling Russia if a 

Republic was declared. 
Mr. Perry proposed a Limited Monarchy. The lesson of Freon, 

and South American Republics should not be ignored. 

r. A. Smith suPPorted Mr. Bet7n a two. 

r. Giglio traced the present evils to the oppressiono  and

content which followed the war. Peace a possible undo, 

the demotism of the aristocracy. 

Mr. Chamberlain mid that a Republic without moth, 

Napoleon would be an impossibility. If a new Napoleon

there would be mother European war. Either of these alma 

tives would bring further disaster upon Russia. 

Messrs J. Smith, C. Rochford, Jackson, Emerson, HesketI, 

Clancy, Speakman, Lightbound and Farmer also spoke. 

proposal to adjourn the debate having been rejected dm 

motion was put to the vote and lost by 

Decendier 3rd. Mr. Emerson read a paper on Bismarck ii, 

which he gam an amount Bismarck's share in dm work of

building up the German Empire as we know it toay. 

Fr. and made some reflections upon the dishonour:MS 

mes.ns which Bismarck employed to bring about what he desired. 

He considered his treatment of the Ems telegram with 

his character. 

Dom.. toth.. The question for discussion was "That Germ, 

should be regarded with suspicion by England." Mr. Giglio 

was the first speaker. He thought ths.t Mere could be no doubt 

that England was the object of  bittermt hatred on the pm 

of the Kaiser a. the German teespple. The chid cause of Mis 

was Mat Englarid was the chief obstacle to Germany's plans of 

colon.ation. This anti-British feeling was not merely a temper, 

outburst but was a rooted jealously and envy which had Ice

and systematically fostered by the rulers of Germany 

since the foundation of the Empire. The improvement of dm 

Navy 
wit

..berm.led on with the object of floating a German 

Nay which should some day annihilate the British Navy. 

mr.C.k.-Smith opposed. There could be no adwa agefor 
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Germany even in a victorious war with England. Germany wawa 
commercial count, and wished to improve h. trade by friendly 
intercourse with England. War with England was the last thing 
which she could wish for. The relations of the Kaiser arid King 
had always been mom amicable. Germans and Englishmen had 
never met except as friends on the battlefield. The house should
mt forget d.t 
It was through the influence of Germany, too, that the peace of 
Europe hail been preserved for thirty-five years. 

Mr. Hardman thought the Kaiser only, and not the German 
people, hostile to England. 

Mr. Buckley sam, in dm increase of the German Navy evident
sig. of hostility. 

Mr. supported the motion. Suspicion of German intrigues
ha.1 beethe occasion of the recent Anglo-French agreement. th. Hope said that the only justification for  sumicious mitotic was the expmtation of active hostiiity. The risks to 
.i.r.nany, even in the evem of success, were too grmt to allow 
iliii to be considered possible. 

h. Beeson thought that the unfriend/ attitude adopted in 
Cont, towards Germany arose from a misunderstandnig. 

ti, Kaiser has designs upon the Austrian Empire which must 
I...ak up m soon as the presem Emperor dim. This explains al/ 

Kais.'s ntrigue, 
Nir. Wood suppotoed the mtion. The policy of Germany 

Pii to came disagreement between France a. England in 
mder to obtain the alliance of France. 

Mr. Chamberlain tante.. the spirit of cowardice which had 
erompled members tomke an attitude towards Geri., so 
unreasonable and unjust. Such suspicions of German dishonesty 
mete unworthy. Englishmen who have nothing to Bar from all that German hatred could achieve even if ,ch hatred really 
misted, which was more than doubtful. Let them hate if only 

t
th, will fear as well. 

tlenrsS,a.lintan, Emerson, J. Smith and A. Smith also oppomd 
he motion. 

proposal to adjourn the meeting was carried by a large majority. 
J. Mc. Eutoorr. 

Sec. 
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The First Meeting of term was held on Sept. aeth. 

In Private Business Mr. Miles was elected Secretary and Messrs 

Cawkell, and Farmer were elected meatball of the 

Committee. Of the candidates for membership 0 the Society 

the following were elected: Messrs , Mart  Clapham, Baden. 

ham, H. Rockford, Chamberlain, F. Goss, H yes,Lee, !Notice. 

Ainuough, and Collison. 

In Public Business a Jumble Debate was held. 

The Second Meeting was held on Sunday Oct. mt. 

Williams moved that " The English Press isnot beneficial to 

the people." He relied mainly on the bad my. in which nu,,t 

paper are written and the prominence given to betting and police 

news. lie thought that the effect of reading most of our parrs 

must be bad, especially for young people. Mr. Hines seconded and 

Mr. Cawkell opposed. The latrer said that most newsp,n 

were very well written anal that undue prominence was not, a, s 

rule, given sati  items. No country in the world 

had such a pure pre. as we had. The editorials were well and 

thoughtfully written and urved as guides to y thousands of 

eople. He admitted that in some cases the publimancation of police 

news did harm, but much more frequently such publication, he 

contended, did good by acting as a deterrent or a warning. 

Messrs Swale, Chamberlain Martin and A. Goss, spoke for the 

motion and Panic, Barton, F. Goss, H. Rochford, Ains. 

cough, Heves, Farmer, Park, Mc. Loughlin, and Miles opposed it. 

The motion was at by aa-s. 
In Private Business Messrs Rowe and A. Goss were elected 

members. 
The Th. Meeting was held on Om. 5th. 

Public Business consisted of a Jumble Debate. 

The Fourth Meeting was held on Oct. tech. 
M Private Business Messrs Stunner, C. Rochford, De., and Travers were elected members. 

emb ers. 
Public Business a series of readings were given by the 

mThe Fifth Meeting was held on 
Oct. aand. In Public. Buainev, Mr. UgarM moved that "Every man mould have a Military Training. Whilst not advocating conscrition, he mover 'misted on the necessity of every roan being drilled and taught to shoot. Soma training would itnprove our physicalcondition, and would also enable in time of need to put a lame and efficient force in the field. How ma, men volun-teered rvice in South Africa, whose services were refused bemuse Theyhad had no military training 

r. Swale seconded and Mr. Forshaw in opposing said that such a military  
fe y w 

training as the mover desired could not be ob ithom conscription. He showed how the proposal would interfere with trade. With a good regular army, a large volunteer force and our great Beet, we were well armed and need fear no nation in the world. INeaus Parle Hines, Farmer, Bodenham, Chamberlain, and C. Rochford supported and Messrs Williams, McLoughlin, Barton, Darby, F. Goss, Ainscough, Rowe, Cawkell and Martinopposed Br. Edward spoke infavour of the motion. The motion was carried by a5--re. The Sixth Meeting was held on Oct. am. 
. McLoughlin moved that " Railways should not he in the hands of the Government." If the Government held the railways, there would be an absence of competition which wand result ins a great falling off in speed and comfort. In Germany, where the ways belonged to the Government they were much inferior to et.. Heal. pointed out what a great evil it was to a nation whm the government began to takeover undertakings that 0.119 be worked by privam energy and taphal. Mr. Cawke/l, in sec-ending. said that railway construction and dev0oprnent had been less hampered by Government interference in England and America than in any other countr  and that was the reason why, in mess countries the railways were. good. 
Swale, who °PP.., said that if the railways were in the hands 0 Government, we should find both fares and taxes 
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reduced, since the railways would be worked much more cheaply 

from one cenre, and the profits made would,. course,. 

to threve e nue. IVe should also have more trains. Una..., 

system them WAS a greatseal of overlapping and in many caws 

the competition resulted in much waste, ,v 
ping

no addition to our 

comfort. 
Memrs Chamberlain, Martin, A. Goss, Bodenham, Ander., 

F. Goss,and Mil. supported, whilst Williams and Hines oppos-

ed. Br. Anselm also spoke. The motion vs. carried by ss.s. 

The Seventh Meeting was held on Nov. 
The members of the SeMor Society were invited and took pa,, 

in 
Mr. 

 umble Debate. 
JBuckley moved that " Neland should not have Home Rule.' 

Mr. Williams opposed. The motion was carried by 16-r3. 

Mr. Neeson moved that 'Seller was a better general than 

Gordon." Mr. A. Clapham opposed. The motion was curie., 

r. Ward moved that "Organ-grinds should be abolished." 

r. Mil. opposed. The motion was lost by 3,- . 

Messrs Mc. P.Iligott, Fla dean, Chamberlain, J. Smith, H. 

armer. Rowe, Hines, Dees, Hey., Ugatte, Pude, McLoughlin 

and B. 
oche,

also spoke. 

The Eighth Meeting w, held on November 5111. 

Mr. Darby moved that "The Introduction of Machinery had 

been 1 benefit to mankind." His chief argument was that s 

tha more wink could be done in 

than was possible before machinery WAS introduced. He Nit, 

out the wonderful improvements made in modn of travelling W 

the locomotive and the steamboat. Education had been all , . 

impossible before the invention of the printing pe.. It hvl 

been contended that wages had been lowered by We introductvm 

of machinery but the contrmy was the case. Wages had .n. 

creased, though the cost of living had by the use of machinery 

been greatly decreased. 

Mr.Swale second.. Mr. Parte, who oppomd, said that the Ise 

of machinery was almost always dangerous, and he gave some 

instances of at  accidents to support his argument. He con. 

tended that the use of machinery 1, thrown many men out of 
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employment, and moreover tended to lower the status of the 
woMman since it did nway with We necessity for vid,1 
skill, a. so prevented the workman from feeling pride in the 
result oftis labours. He questioned very much .vhether the tre-
medous output of books at the 

that
day was really a blaming. 

Henrather in  to believe that men were better educated in 
the old days when they little and learned it well. 

F. Goss, Barron, 
Loughlin, Cawkell and Marine supported the motion. Messrs 
R

 Me 

.,herton, Rowe. arti , Ugarte Hey. a. Miles opposed it. 

The motion was carried by KB-, 
The Ninth Meeting was held on Sunday Nov. rash. 
In Public Business Mr. Robertson moved that sComstry Life is 

better than Town Life, 
He mainly on the point of health ,na contrasted We 

kooky he of the town with the clear air of the country. 
emphasised the moral anJ mental of of beautiful lands 

vspe on thme who dwell in the country. 
Mr. Cawkell seconded and Mr. Farmer, in opposing.. that, in 

ihr tow, all the conveniences of lire lay close together and were 
to obtain. Most things were ch.per. Education was 

acheore readily obtained in the town. Both 
am

usemnt and 
exercise were plentiful in towns where one could find swimming 
Wu, gymnasia,  theatres, etc. 

Messrs Martin Miles, Williams, Hines Barton Anderton, 
Wrice, Ainscough, Darby, and C. Rochford mpported, whilst 
Pad, Rowe, F. Go., Bodenham, and Ugarte opposed. 

rs. Sehmtian and Leo also spoke. 
The motion was carried by ,s16. 
The Tenth Meeting was held on Yrs, aach. In Public Business 
fumble Debate was held. 
The Elevemh Meeting was held on Nov. ant, 
I., Public Busine.Mr. Hines moved that ^ Severity of Punish-

ment tends,' diminish Crime.. He said that severe Punishments were necessary both because they deterred many people from corn-
mitting crime and because eh were more likely to bring 
criminals to a stam of repentance  than milder punishments. In 
countries like America., where punishments were mild and prisons 
pleasant, crime was very common and increasing. Mr. Williams 
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Mr. Miles, in opposing said that most crimes were committed 

through poverty and that it was not severity of punishment that 

would diminish crime but an improvement of the condition of 

the lower clsses. Severe 
had

thoughade habitualcrim• 

inals of offenders svho had sinned r  some momentary 

impulM.  He was glad to see that the tendemy of the age was to 

nish the severity of punishment. Messrs A. Goss, Chamber-

lain, Anderton, C. Rockford, Travers, Sumner, and Forshaw 

supported the motion. Messrs Barton, Robertson, Bodenham, 

Ugarte, McLoughlin, and Rowe spoke against it. 

The motion was lost by Is-, 
The Twelfth Meeting was held on Dec. yd. Mr. Barton moved 

that 0 Habitual Criminals should be imprisoned for life, He 

showed that most 
cum 

more serious crimes committed in 

England were commi by a small number of men who wers 

well known to the police adul who were convicted again 

and again. He asserted that them men were expensive to the 

comunity, because ass had to keep so many men to 
forthem and that it would cost much less to imprison them for Ms 

e of our convict prisons. Apart from expense and clangs, 

such men did harm because they led others to crime. M. 

Robertson seconded. 
Mr. Anderson opposed and said the proposal would be a ve,y 

difficult one to carry out because it would be almost impossible 

to decide who were habitual criminals. A did cure for the 

remedy would be the education of the criminal, ch.,' in 
teHmical work, and the provision of some employment for them 

on their release. One great reason for the relapse of M., 
released prisoners was that they found it impossible to obtain 

honest employment. 
Messrs Miles, Lee, Chamberlain, Rowe, Hind, Swale, o,t6 

and Ainscough spoke for the motion and Williams, C. Rockford 

F. Goss, McLoughlin, Travers, O'Dwyer, Dees, Bodenham, and 

Morice again it. The motion was lost by 12-26. 
The Thirteenth Meeing was held on Dec. loth. 
Mr. Bodenham moved that'd Summer Holidays are better thy„ 

Christmas Holidays." 
Mr. Anderson seconded, a. Mr. Martin opposed. 

Ms Swale moved an amendment to the effect that ;Somme,
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ter for outdoor and Winter for indoor amusements,' Mr. 

Hies seconded. 
lleasts Chamberlain, Williams,Barton.hdoloughlinRochford, 

Barton, F. Goa, O'Dwyer opposed and Ainscough Ugartl, 
Cawkell and Clapham supported the motion. 

The Amendment was lost by 6,7 arid the motion by ,r6. 

Many years ago, we were privileged. come accidentally upon 
the notes which a certain preacher—not long taken from us—had 
put together for his Easter Sunday Sermon. There were three 

dams 
Hadings—but welsaa better give Moods in full just as sve saw 

1. Sunrise 
2. Alexander 
y Drive it home. 

The jottings upon which we are expected to build up a. portion 
these journal notes, are quite as brief and about as lucid and issoiring as those of the above drown. If they wore ranged 

under three heads, or divided into three points, they would run: 
1. Nothing very particular has happened.

 Nothing very particular is going to happen. 
3. Make it as interesting d you can. 

What would we not give, at the present momen for that other 
r.6%. whod sufficient preparation for his discOurse s,ss, as he once Mid, 'Noe moment of intense thought as I go up Ike pulpit step, 
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NOTES. 

Fortwately omOnford, Roman and other correspondents have 

come to our aid with lull and interesting budgets. But beim, 

we offer them to our reders, we wish to thank two nev 

writer in the journal Fr. Bede Gamut of Erdington .kbbey an.1 

Captain Woollert—for their able and interesting articles. Thn 

former we are happy to stam h. reserved the better half nod, 

paper for ow Easter number and the Gptain we hope to numb,

among our regular contributors. We had counted on offering rnr 

reader an appreciation of Bishop Healey's...76.k Les genitor,

but we have been disappointed. We promise article-review w 

readms, ho ill 

of its publication to be anxious to obtain and to read it. They,. 

we, ca.n never forget that his Lordship is the first and best of um 

friends. 

The unnith of illustrations in this number—our AIIISIS base 

never deserved better of us and our readers—has prevented 116 

giving some illustrations of Princethorpe priory. This 
omission 

also we undertake to remedy as so. as we cam We  

nowledge our indebtedness to Mr. Bligh Bond for his . 

in lending us some of the blocks which illuswate 
kind

ede 

Gamin's article. 

Again we have a death to record, that of Fr. Ambrose Turner. 

Most of our readers have known him well and will not forget 

him in he, prayers. He or. always ... ft, but that has not 

prevented him at any time from doing 
(

11 share of earnest and 

useful ork. 
fat 

LP. We have had other cases of swious 

among our fathers, bus God has been good to us and they am 

happily recovered or recovering. 

In our last number ..corded Fr. Elphegg Duggan's transference

from Workington to Cardiff. Our readers wat 

mad of the presentation made to him by his late congregminr. 

We quote from Me Chairman, speech reported in the 1Verki,, 

Slur and 1 dningt. Guardian :—

"The history of the little presentation would no doubt be dell 

known to all. Fr. Duggan was with them a very short 

time,. he did a large amount of work—very useful and arr. 

treble work—while he was amongst them. He raised a lar8e 

NOTES. .51
5,113 of money, and spent it well in decorating that beautiful 
rhurcli of which they were all so jmtly (applause). It 
hva been built twenty 

manor 
and that was the first time they 

had been in a position to hing in the way of decoration. 
Father Duggan took up that portant work, and owing to his 
genial manner and his Imge amount of persuasive power, he 
mised sufficient money (applause). When they knew he was 
going to leave them they were all very sorry, and they felt that 
they mum recognise the work he had done for by making 

They
presentation (cheers). They beg. with a very small idea.. They thought they would take month to get in subscriptions, nod with what they could raise in that time purchase for Father 

nme article that would help him in his new mission 
(aPPlause). It was a poor, miserable place that he had gone to: Mere ,vas no proper church, ante a very poor house, and he want-, to build a new church and  and probably schools an well, and they thought they would give something that would lvlp him (applause). At the end of the month they had receiv-Li8 s 7. Pd. in subscriptions (cheers.) A few weeks after 

had reoeived 41 and the al.r that night he was given another 
(eheers). Altogether they had received Ls., qs. 2d. (cheers). 

The text of the address. was as follows:— 
To the Rev. Father NI, E. Duggan, O.S.B. 

`Rev. and Dear Father, 
V, the members of the congregation of Our Lady and St. 

Michael's, meet here with great joy to-night to testify to the love 
and affection in which your mem., is held amongst us. During 
your short stay in Workington you gained the esteem .d good-‘vill not only of this congregation, hue I dal:vs in the town 
who met with in you that sympathy and kindly feeling which 
we ourselves so often nced in a more perfect degree while in contact with you as 

our
or father and our priest, whether in our 

homes or in the house f God. An this, we know, needs not 
e of a higher 

hat to show bandt w are not ngratelul, and have not forgotten 
Yom presence a labour amongst here, we venture to ask 
your acceptance 

chairs 
few articles for ypUr domestic comfort, viz: a, reclining  bicycle, a missal, and an addre., 
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Bona
ure you is but slight and era luel.s as compared with.the 

wish. and numerous blessings of your friends m Work., 

ton. 
gned, on behalf of the subscribers and Committee, 

, Parmcx Wm°, re.urer. 

It is gratifying to learn that Workington, where some of ow 

Laurentian fath re labouring on tic mission , Ca.tholic a, 

been elected, forge first titne,to the hlayora.101fice. The recipient 

of this honour is Alderman Henry Mc Attend prominent numb°, 

of the Catholic body in the town. On Sunday, the °Mb of No-

vember, the official clturch-parade was held, when the Mayor, am-

porma by his Chaplain (the Rev.J. C.Standish,O. S. IL) [eget

with Me c officials and representatives of the public bodies .4 

Workington, attended High Mass at the Church of Our Lady 

S. Michael. We offer our congratulmions thenew Chief Magi, -

trate and wish him a happy and prosperous term of office. 

We haveo thank very sincerely the Ampleforth Society far. 

thought. gift of L.° towards the expenses of the Green Roo. 

Fr. Mur. rned the money to wise use in erecting a fine 

wardrobe w „eliding a..., .,16 he hopes will be, like Tn., 

elides' history, a. possession for ever. To Mr. Gerald Hardman 

too we owe our best tho.nks for the present of a full Elizabethan 

costume. It consists of a green plush mantle lined with go. 
coloured silk, with a collar richly ornamented with ro.ea, d,a-
monds and other precious stones a velvet surto. with r°,1 

satin sleeves trimmed with ermine: tights of black glk, and ° 

black silk cap: long pointed shoes. The Green Room armoury 

his also been enriched by the present of a dagger with an ant,

deadly decorated handle—the gift of ...ward Keogh—lot

this we thank him. Never, to oor notion, have the dames and 

scenery been ha.ndsorner or more beautiful, in the long history  al 

our Ampleforth sage, than last Exhibition. when Hamlet ;;odors, 

set on the boards; the performance wu worthy of its uttiog. 

We wish to thank Mr. Keogh for another gift, that of two cm. 

NOT.. a.5.3 

of medals. One contains those of five English Cathedrals,West-
mins., St. Paul's, York, Winchester and Lincoln, the one side 
giving the exterior, the other side the interior of the buildings. 
The original intention of the makers was to strike medals of all 
the Cathedrals, but only five executed a. the dies, we 
understand, have been destroyed. were The second case contains two 
,nedals brought from Rome. The obverse of each has the bust 
of Pius IX ; the reverse a one is the interior of St. Peter's, thm 
of the other St. Paul's, commemorating the consecration after the 
fire of la, 

Vet one more genero. gift from W. E. Milburn, Es.. He 
has preunmd us with eleven beautifully-framed engravings, all of 
early dam and of subjects most suitable ftmonastic wails. 
We pa.rticulady dmire the engraving of St. Lawrence's martyr-
dom. It is the fourth val.. engraving we have of the subjeot• 1, other subjects are portrai. of the works or 
Houbraken, Balestra and other noted masters of line-work. 

Father Placid Corlett we are indebted for a Magdalen after 
;:rams. 

We are happy to record that the Conventual Chapter held last
August formally affiliated Fr. Augustine Roulin to St. Laurence's 
Oosilia. Fr. Roulin took the habit at Solemnes in t881. He is
now stationed a.< Filey, where last year he made arrangements 
fur the settlement of a convent of refugee nuns, the Suture de 
MisCricorde, whose mother-house is at Ewen. The Catholic.. 
gregation is not large, but he has grenerally to provide a hundred 
sittings, sometimes more, for Sunda, services owing to the 
attendance of so many non-Catholics. In a conveniem situation 
h, is now building a suitable church. Thefoundation atone 

laid early in September  a. the edifice is now nearing its 

comndenalten.
letion. He has our warmest wish. in the work he has 

On Nov r tth, Fr. Abbot formally received as Oblate Br. 
Alban Orford who now takes his place among the lay-brothers of St. Uwrence'a 

Seltat t rrorn merigenYvZeVls WastfngwVr."Li'l 
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Clarkson. Every beet wish to Fathers Theodore Turner, Denis 

Firth and Dunstan Flanagan on occasion of their Silver Jubilee, 

'Cisss Honours in 17ift or; 
Purl

'0=4 
who 

 gte!hi'Olajs";:.. . 

We also congratulate Edward Dawes on obtaining his .1 

qualifications in Med e and Aug,. Edinburgh Univers', 
Goldie Fishwia on passing his final examination in Law ( he 

now a fully 

at 

solicitor), and Austin Hines ho has ,assed 

Intermedia. in Law. May we Ri)., expresses ur pleasure a, 

hearing that Nicholas Cmkshat, Esq., who has ilia ly

practised as o. solicitor for many years, has had the courage to 

preunt himself anew for examination a. been recently called to 

the Bar. 

At the Downside Celebration, there was published a number 

of special privileges granted by the Holy See to distinguish 

the occasion. One of these concerns oursev. The words of 

the decree go .o 

the church of that NI onasAry A. Gregory's, 1 and also A 

princi

 die 

pal houses of your Congregation namely, St. Lawrence. 

at Ampleforth,St. Edmund's of Douai... Michael's at Beim., 

and st.m.y,  at Stanbrook, ( these being at a comidera.e Ji 

to.nce from Franciscan Churches, ) may gain the Indulgence A 

the Portiuncula, This is a geat privilege which we shall always

greatly value. 

A week or two earlier a correspondent sent vs a Spanish paper 

containing the following notice. 

Beriu.sues 

.• A monthly paper of the Institute of Bethlehem, Immense,. 

( Switzerland.) 

We call the attention A our readers A the Jubilee Medal of St. 

Benedict which am have at their disposal, .d which we indul. 

gene, conceding to them the Portiuncula Indulgence, as uon 

as we area sked for the medal. 
This unquestionable favour of being able to indulgence saul 

Jubilee Medal was kindly conceded to us by the Right lire 

NOTES. 

Abbot Kano of Monte Cassino. Such precio. medals permit 
priests and faithful Again the Portionoula Indulgence in their own 

ith 
ring a Franciscan ch.., have, with this medal, nothing 

envy thme who can visit them. 
For further information:— 

Rev. P. SI, Banal, Superior of the Bethlehem Institute, 
Immense, Switzerland." 

Is this notice reliable 1 The Jubilee medal is the one at present 
in vogue amongst us. 

Here is our budget of Oxford news: — 
The Professor of Poetry, A. C. Bradley, gave us this term the 

last lecture which we shall be privileged to hear from him. The 
Anure of the office is for a period of five years, and, unArtunately 
the out-going professor is nor re-eligible. The lecture woa on 
Modern Poe,. We cannot atAmpt to give any adeq.te 
Account of it. Among the differences which Professor Bradley 
found between modern poe, and the poetry of the Elizabeth. 

and of a11 young eras w. the of the modern age A 
produce long poems. If it tries,the remit is small oases of poetry 

deserts of prose. Many causes account fort his. We have not the 
experience A life that those older poets had. Your modern bard 
seeks his adventure in Fleet Str.t with. umbrella fora sword. 
The world is grown rosaic. It is the age A tramcars, policemen 
and trouser's. And the modern scientific spirit tells against 
sustained flights of imagination. We cannot rest unless we 
are omprehens,c, encyclopaedic. Smearch has killed romance. 
The vase domains of science which lie open to the modern world 
wem yet, as far as poetry goes, harsh, crude and intractable.—
The lecturer then discussed various characteristio of modern art in 
1,1eral. M.ic had won a preeminent place among the o.rts. 

n felt that iltre . the most perfect unity of form and content. 
" And I know not if, save in this, such gift be allowed to man, 
That out of three sounds he frame, not a fourth sound, !Alta..." 

He ended wid3 a tribute to Oxford, when: he learnt that, wh. 
reason expresses in philosophy, that imagination can express in 
Pcet, 

The a.ouncement that Sir Oliver Lodge w.to give a Iettore 
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on psychical research raised meat hopes which were not realised, 

IVe did not expect any psychical experiences, to see mediums 

floaLing in .e air or to witness the disscetion of a ghost. But 

we did expect ceme areount of the evidences which justify this 

research. As it was, the lecturer confined himself to hortatory 

remarks on the attitude proper for the study of psychical 

phenomna. He deprecated the scientific dogmatism, which will 

have nothing to do with this new region and refuses to believe in 

it, as much as the superatitious credulity which will accept Me 

wildest extravagances. For himself, he said, his mind remained 

open_ He was not satisfied by any evidenre which had as yet 

come before him. But he believed hat the new study was a real 

one, and that psychical research h. a future. We should one 

day pass om of the closed WIIGIS of the Mediterranean into the 

broad Atlamic of a complerer science which had wrested itss 

mereu from the psychic world. 
It is perhaps interesting to record the attitude of this eminent 

sciemist towards the ultmo.. questions of science, as shown in a 

book which he has just given to the world, It is a profusion of 

absolute unbelief in the materialistic assumptions of Haeckel. A 

mientist tells us Mat the conservation of energy and Me persis-

tence of substance are no longer to be taken as axiomatic. 

Experiment and mathematic, inference have demonstrated that 

an atom may break up into electric charges. Thsse again may 

some day be found capable of resolving themselves into pristine 

ether. If so, ether alone is enduring. (Ether is a scientific 

eidolon' Someone has said it is the noun of the verb to 

undulme.1 
The transformations of raveeial energy are susceptible of 

external guidance or directie control. When life departs the 

phenomenon involwa no loss of energy; it is simply the wih-

drawal of this directive influence. In the words of the book—

. Life is neither matter no energy, nor even a function of matte,

or energy, lam is something belonging 
able 

different category. 

By some means at present unknown it is  to react with the 

material world for a time." It is perpetually arriving and 

disappearing vaporating whence it came." 

0, ord isfamom by this tine for the great place she has alway 

taken hi the promotion of social inrnions in England. So that 

NOTES. a57 
Mr. Norman Potter was quire at home when he came down to 
speak, before a small gathering in Monsignor Kennard, house, 
concerning his work among the London boys. He quoted large-
,' from the paper he had lately read before the Catholic Confer-
ence at Blackburn, but he was far more interesting when he put 
papers and notes aside, and told of real living facts about his hor. His chief principle consists of encouraging the "home life". 

endeavours to keep out all a of institutions .a reform-
atories. Ra.er it is the family, sanctified in the Divine Model 
of Bethlehem and Nuareth, that is his one end and aim. Some 
of the boys go out to work, some are apprenticed at home, some 
can do but little except watch and learn. But, in keeping with 
his central idea, there is no uniform. no roll-call. The lads hare 

the ran of the home" as he expressed t. Even the kitchen is 
not forbidden momma. But the home has its darker side. There 
rre boys who have hitherto had no realisation of what affection 
numns, who have to be tamed as wild beasts are tamed, who 
come and go, are converted from thieving praction and then re. 
lapse back into their old 

it
r. Potter even produced his 

Ikea
and explained Mm it too had once been in pawn. One 

little rascal had managed to make three half-pence by Yet 
gradually “St. Hugh's " transforms by its manly influence these lads rescued from the very worst surroundings (indeed it is a neces-sary credential for admittance to•he destitute and desolate) into truthful seas honest boys. the great tom. of it all is the Mre ivine, to which nothing is impossible or difficult. It is a 
grand thing when Catholic laymen can turn themselves to the work of God. They can have an influence which priest can hoce to attain. It is their, to spread Gm's kingdom till the children hour the strart may conic and shelter beneath its shade. 

Mr. Maciver delivered an interesting Iceture to the Antiquarian
Society on Bent Excavations in Rhodesia. The lectmer had just returned to England alter personally directing a great part sine kwhich was ca.-ried out in the hope of being able to ao..ign dateto Me numerous remains fortifit, settlements. One rather hoped to be taken back several thousand years, and fo hear perhaps of traces of an ancient civilisation. It was ceme-what disappointing to be inform. that there is not a trace of anything of earlier date than the latter part of the sixteenth 
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century of the Christian era. Amid the deepest buried remains 

whiM were excavated, there was found, togeMer with many na_ 

tive implements. a piece of blue earthenware, withoutdoubt th, 

work or the meth:oval Portuguese settlers on the south-east coast el 

Africa. Even  piece of broken 
decorative 

sometimes be of se! 

There are only three or•four rude  patients in the stone-

work of the buildings, and it in a curious and interesting fact 

tha.t one 
ft

 is din  similar remains all over the continen, 

of Africa, Mough there does not appear to have been any clum 

racial connection between peoples sonidely separated as thus .

of Rhodesia, Nigeria and Egypt. 

Perhaps most of us would b disposed to regard radium as a 

valuable curiosity, or at hest as a 
of

of 
Nast 

only in 

physicists. But that it is capable of being put to . o 

was moved by Professor Got. demonstrating an invention 

his own, a small instrument with the large name of the Cinch 

OphMalmic- Spinthariscope. The instrument has somewhat 

appeara.nce of a aleidoscope. Emanations from a small pie, 

of radium fall upon a zinc-blende screen, and on looking pi: 

the tube in a dark room the faint flashes of lighten caused cm 

be men. By regulating the distance between the radium and m.

screen it isoseossible to regulate exactly the intensity of the Oa, 

The purp p of the instrument is to test the sensitiveness to light 

of the retina of Me eye. It has alrmtly added considerably to mut 

p, of what 
the compensating influence which one eye exerts up. the otho. 

Our Roman Letter. 
When the mholastic year opened as usual on Novenaher 3111 Me 

number of students was kund to be much ywater than .1 ..f 

last year, reaching a total of sixty-three. (Among the new arrio 

was.. Brune Dawson* has come to read the theologiA 

course.) the thirteen or fourteen differe.tt nationalities alms], 

represented in the College, there is an interesting addition thi, 

year in two Basilian monks from Galicia. They say Maas acco,

ing to Greek rite. but the language used is the ancient Si., 

"As the short Retreat which generally opens the year's work was 

post.ed for 
which

ays  
had

 Mat it might co de with tlo 

Qua ram' Ore, we here for the first time this year, 
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inaugural address was delivered by the Rector on the evening of 
the 2.1, and lectures began next morning. An opportunity was 
thus afforded of paying a. visit to the Campo Santo on the Day of 
the Dead. ft was a striking sight. All Rome seemed to be there, 
and all the roads leading to the Cemetery were crowded with 
hower-laden people, who wi th bright coloured chrysanthemums 
and burning lamps made gay the o im cold exhibition of 
statuary. Nearly eve, ocamerata 

"thew
 found its way them and all 

these paid a visit to the vault covered with a simple stone 
hearing the Cross of St. Benedict, where lie the three who, at 
clifferent times,were members of the community of Sam' Anselmo's 
—he last of whom was our own revered Abbot Raynal. A lamp 
had been lighted and a single white flower had been laid on the 
stone, a symbol of simplicity amd innocence and a token that 
our dead were not I m.gatten. 

"A pretty group was formed by children, who, as though the 
of o Old Mortality" had fallen upon them, were busy 

t'cleanng the tmstone on a deserted and neglected grave. 
"Among Me English pilgrims who came to Rome in October 

were Abbot Taylor, Fr. Basil Clarkson and Fr. Theodore 
Turner. They remained in the Eternal City about a week. On 
akaa oath, his Lordship the Bishop * , Pmt Louis arri ved to make 
kis " ad limina" t. He is staying with . and will be hem
for o. kw weeks. The Bishops of Limp./ and Salford were up 

Me College, on the Feast of All Saints, to hear the PIainn
hmt. 
"Dorn Pothier was back again amongst ua early in November 

and is busy occupied with Me publication of the Graduate. 
The ', Commune Sanctorum" will, most probably, be ready at 
the beginning of the year. It will be followed by the etlur 

"Graduate" Graduale" will be complete
by Me end 0 

"The Abbot of Solesmes has just arrived in Rome. It is said 
that he has come with reference to the Plain Chant. 

"Canon idackey's numerous friends will 1u pleased to hear 
that, although he was very worn out by the fatigues of the 
journey to Rome, he is now much stronger. He is busy revising 
the "Conkrences 0 St. Francis 0 .1." for the press, and has also begun the composition of the Life of the Saint. 
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"High festival was held in the College on Nov. sth, when Dorn 

Raymond Netshammer, o. monk of the celebrated monastery of 

Eins 
n,

iedel was consecrated Archbishop of Bucharest by Card, 

nal Gotti of the Propaganda. Dom Raymund was professor and 

procurator hee two yea. ago.and last year occupied the pos.. 

of Bettor of et he Greek College. Before canting t. Rome he was 

Rector of the Seminary at Bucharest and is a perm. gratis.. 

with the King of Rumania. 

The connection between Sant Ansehno's and the Biblical 

Commission has been strengthened by the election of the Recto, 

to the post of Secretary. We have thus three of rise staff on e ,. 

Commission. 
"The schools in Scripture this year are some of the largest, and 

there is a keen interest on all sides in things biblical. Three 

four. the students have the intention of attempting ...rimer, 

degree, when they have taken the Doctorate in neology, whi, 

fl is is a necessary condition. 

interesting, consisting it does of .e Introduction to the 01 

Testment, and, in Exegesis, the Fourth GMPel. 

with she former he promised some important decisions from II, 

Commission, during the yea, that will be useful in this stml,

but said they would take the form of general canons rather tr 

judgments on particular cases. 
During visit to Subiaco the sight of a"loculus,“ which I 

the inscription, " Hic snot in fossa Bedm venerabilis oua,' 

.e of the altars in the monast y of Santa. Scholamica, oa 

to mind a short article under thee.itle of "A Legend of Sr. Bt.1. .-

hich appeared in the "Tablet" . March 18. of this 

containing a quay which, we believe, has not found ans.. r 

up the present. 
The I n  was quotation from Caxton's " Golden begen..-.

n 1,83; a book partly compiled from a French per., 

of Jacobus de Voragine's " Legends A . It relates the 

reasons why " holey chyrche " speaks not of " sabot bede -

of " worshyplul belle." It rells how Bede was blind, and 

a leader to guide his steps " by towns and camel's " when I . 

reached, .d how on one occasion the holy man was led ins , a 

deserted van, full of great stones. His guide, fora joke, tpla 

NOTES. dr 
him there were many people gathered to hear the Word of God. 
Bede, ever ready to lift up his voice in exhortation and the de-
fence of truth, preached with great earnestness, and concluded 
with " Per ornnia mecula moonier.," whereupon the stones 

ans,Chur
vered wyth an hye voys, Amen, our honourable fader", and 

the ̀Church thus learned to give him the name of . honourahle." 
n the second place, the story goes, "a mocha devote clerke" 

wished to set a worthy epitaph on Belle's to  and began 
•' Hic aunt in fosses—" but was very dissatisfied with the second 
Ltlf, which he wrote "bed e sanvi mu" However, he found his difficulty mysteriously solved next clay, for the *hands of 
,mngellYs bad write° thus—. Hic mint in fossa belle ventra-
1,11is out, The quotation ends " Whose body is worshypped by 
;pet. devocioun in gene." The publisher of this interesting 1..geea in the " Tablet " asks why should Bede be specially 
im mating to the pious of Genoa (" gene" )? 

`The query is answered by a reference to the ..lists, where 
will he found the lives of two distinct Belles one the Venerable 
lidant of Jarrow on May ay., the other a Saint Bede who
was a member of the community of the monastery of St.Benignus 
at Genoa, on April loth. In fact, the introduction to the life of 
th latter shows that the confusion between the two has not now 
1.pened for the fins time. The writer of the introduction tells 
row, on a visit to the monastery of St. Benign., where he was nat ter

for the life of the Genoese Bede, displicehat 
nachoram credulitas,..verantiurn hoc neat corpus Venerabilis 

Bdae, ria Ecclesine scriptoris.' The Bede of Genoa, who 
also a Saxon, lived five years longer than the Emperor Challe-

gne, by whom he had been educated and dedicated to the 
....vice of God, and thus died in the year Bro. 

'The story. the 111 ind man deceived by his guide is alsoexp/ain-
, here, for an incident of a character very similar is told in the 
h, of S. Bede, Junior, as he is called to distinguish him from 
m: Venerable Bede. Once upon a time, when he had already 
P..ched his eightieth year and his sight had been dimmed by 

tigils and many tears he was persuaded by his brethren to 
the pulpit in the church and preach to the people. Al-

Pugh his bodily sight was weak, hia intellect was all the 
too title, and this subtlety was such that it reduced his audience 
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to a few clerics. Still the good old father held forth as though 

to a vast ongregation, and when he finished with the customary 
nediction, the voices of a multitude, without doubt of heavenly 

ministrants:. were heard crying out Amen." 

"In a note at the end of the chapter in which this incident is re.
lat., it is explained that this is the origin of the story which i3 

commonly passed round about Bede, the Senior, which is related 

as in the legend quoted above, to which is added. who (is. Bed, 

S i?)eno died not yet sixty years of age, and who accordingly pre. 

served his eyesight to the end 0 his life (ac proinde °calif ad 

extrema alemibus)." Although one cannot admit that this at, 

ment has force, mill it may certainly be said that the character T 

a missionary travelling "by towns and castellys" does not age., 

with the idea. of the sedentary student devoted to his books, that 

is presented by the life of our English Bede. 

In order that the confusion of the past may not arise again there 

is  tablet affixed to the wall of the chapel, on which is told the 

history of thne relics, and making clear the distinction between 

the monk of Genoa and his celebrated namesake of Jarrow. 

he statement that our Venerable Bede was not yet sixty 

years of age when he died don not agree with the second 

nocturn Insons in the Breviay, here, putting his deaffi in the 

year 36x, it is said: He lived ninety years, and of thee. year
he paned in the oastry." Such an age 

contradicted by all authorities at hand just at ffie oment. TM 

Kirchen-Lexikon" mys he ,vas born in 63s, or more likely in 

634, and died in 33, that is the age of 61 or 63. Swim, u, 

his " Vitae Sanctorum," uses the life by Joanna Tritthemim. 

Abbot of Spannheim, where the mint's death is placed in 333 

but at the age of 3x. The Bollandists give the life by Tutu., 

Cathedral Prior of Durham, which pun St. Bede's birth M ttu 

and eath in 33, or possibly in 334, when he was 

ffi is iAnse age referred to in rejecting the legend of the bl r, 

man, attributed to him. It may be noted that the discrepao, 

between the Breviary and the other authorities is about the dn. 

of his death, these latter being almost unanimous as to m 

occurrence in 335 Perhaps some of our historians can throe 

light on the question. 
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The London Ampleforth Dinner was held at the Holborn 
Restaurant on Tuesday the a. November, coos,the Abbot of 
Ampleforth so usual being in the Chair. The Toasts were 

'Pope rim/ King,' proposed by the Chairman, who said he 
was about to visit Rome and would be privileged to mit the 
homage and respect A Ampleforth to the Vicar of Cl,;., and 
to tell of its devotion to Pius X. After a few words praising the 
modal course the King took in all international matters, and how 
well he ha.d led the country through difficult times and perils of 

A the companysang the " 0 Boma 1,1ix " and ' , God save the 

2. "Alum  Mater and Father Ablvt." Captain Woollett, in 
his usual fluent and interesting style, gave us some remi„i„en,,„ 
of the early days of Ampleforth and sad what a pleasure it was 
to yearly welcome Fr. Abbot in the Chair on these occasions, 
especially as his duties increased year by year. Without him 
the Ample. orthDinner could not be a. success. After the Gnu-

taus Igitur had been sung in unison, Fr. Abbot, in responding, 
guve us the results of the m Oxford and Cambridge exams 
at the College and also poke of the success of the Oxford house.

3. "Our Visitors" was proposed in a few sui table words by
NI,. G. P,nnw. Fr. Gilbert Dolan, O.S.B. in responding, tried 
to persuade his hearers that he had never before made an after 
dinner speech . his subsequent humorous remarks I. them to 
Mink otherwise. 

During the evening Songs were rendered by Messrs J. M. Tucker, 
Baal, and F. Daniel, and selections on the piano were pla, 

cd by Mr. E. 1, de Normanville. Altogether a very pleasant 
rcening was spent. 

From the Yorkshire Post, November gth, soov—
Provost Dawson, who has been elevated to the dignity of 

domestic prelate to the Ppe, was last evening, St. Wilfrid's 
Church, York, presented with a purse of gold and an illuminated 
addrea The latter is a beautiful work 0 art M the ,th century 
rtyle by Fr. Mauna; Powell, O.S.B. of Ampleforth Abbey, and 
cornains T fine pen and ink sketch of the exterior of St. Wilfrid, 
Church. Mgr. Dawson has been connected with St. Wilfrid's
Church sincean, was a member of the old School Board and 
a now on the York Education Committee. 
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note from the Links: —
during November we have been favoured this 

term with good weather. Golfers are increasing in number, 

al hitherto passive resisters have become Royal arm d
inAncet rate-payers. All are agreed that Mt course has grea.M. 

improv. this autumn. ola members of our club will be 

interested to know that we hope to abandon the prehistoric 

sixth reen in the pring, and to use instead a new one 

hg as been cut out of the hill and relayed, about thi, 

Boldger up than the old one. IVe have once more to thank 

our friend and benefactor Mr. N. Maywood 
lops 

a excellent 

special green-roller which he has kindly presented to us. We 

are also indebted to Mr. W. Taylor for a box of balls, which he 

gave as a to  priu to be played for on the M. 

November. The Tournament was a foursome against Bop. 

Six pairs played, and the best score was returned by Rev. IV. 

!damson a. Mr. P. Lambert. 
Occasionally one sees in club houses stuffed birds which ham 

been killed accidentally by golf balls in play. A 
had 

ino. 

dent occurred here this term. One A the players had teed up 

his ball on the ninth tee, when a rabbit was seen to dart o. of 

the hedge and cross in front of the tee;instead of letting dares 

t the ball the player drove at the rabbit, and laid it dead 

stymie. 

Amongst other events of the term we have been celebrati, 

the fiftieth birthday of our good friend Mr. William Taylor, who 

has been residing at Ample! orth since Mg, At the dinner 

by Mr. Taylor, on November rfitli, to his friends and the Conn. 

munity, to celebrate the occasion and show his love for Amp, 

her were present his brother Mr. Thomas Taylor. 

nephewhe Mr. William Taylor, Fr. Motherway of Cheney, Br. 

Porter and others. A suitable address artistically designed 1, 

Fr. Maurus Powell was presented to the Jobilarian by Fr. Abbe:, 

who also announced that His Holing had hem pleased to u:vi 
Our hearty wishes ...Um ova.. 

We were pleased to have ea visit in November front Geo.

Nevill. He has just completed his first term of service in Ncrt,.• 

em Nigeria and we offer him our congratulations on his early pm 

NOTES. =6, 
motion to the rank of o Raident." He will return to take up 
his new office early in

h is a pleasure to me Mr. Perry going his usual rounds again, 
looking strong and hearty. His Harrogate holida, has done 
him good. Everybody was hoping it would. Our congratula-
tions . his recent successes at the shows. His roots come out 
once More at the top of the tree. Pon may convict me of 
aradox. but it is a very he  figure of speech, when you want 

emphasis, and Mr. Perry's roots will stand a lot of it. With 
three enps, two first prim, two seconds, two reserves and 
two high commendations at Birmingham three firsts and two 
moods at Leeds, and three firsts at York, the record is as 
good as ever. There is something rather suggestive as a 'Quid rem

in Father Thurstons article in the ,tenthsn the 
Great Antiphons, or Great 0', as they are commonly called. 
The solemn in tonemem of them was a privilege reserved to the 
olvdientisries of the monastery. The monastic gardener was one 
of  and, as was very natural, the antiphon set down for hint 

the Jlota old lead, 
tang 

mirth
o er Mings expected of it, to a revimd of this old mo-

nmtic custom Mr. Perry's claims to the Radix "would he 
.end dispute. Installed, cowled a  hooded. "ohedientiary.

for the nonce. why should he not do himself justice in the choir 
as well as the garden  radical in  no doubt, but 
innovations are not whim blckbirds, and as for radicalism Mr. 
Perry stands Mearly convicted of it. Radicalism in Me garden 
it emellent thing, worthy of all praise, vary meemary 
principle and paying in practice. But when you come to other 

you art getting on thin ice, incedis , ignes 
suppositm 

eM1'
debase," and `you cannot he too careful.' lust 

now t. atmosphere is highly charged, elections are in the air. 
reipoy issues at stake, and eve, one has his own ,pinion and the right one so the led said the better. But as r.  is the subject of this note, one feels tamer curious to know, though he is not likely discover, how far Mr. Perry's Radicalism goes. is it no further than the garden wall, or is it of wider range, of 

regular up-to.date, out-and-out, thorough-going character? 
Secretum meum mMi." 
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Just m Me lam moment we received.have  copy of  Herbert, 

o Poems of Me Seen and Me Unseen." We haw not aa yet Men

able to do mare Man open the book. Our readers will find in k 

many OM favourites in the most admirable on on the by, 

aper. We hope to speak of it more hilly in our next monis, 

The publishers are E. H. Blackwell, Broad Street. Oxford, d, 

Mmkin, Warshall and Co., London. 

We beg to acknowledge the receipt of the tideighit, the 

iire, Se. 
Benidiefin the Darns. Rev., Me Georgian, the Ora, ,a

Mead Magazine, Me °soli, the Rafdiffion.the gam, da 

Stone/fume Magazine, the Stediett utei IlifIfkeilungen, and e 

Erskine Magasine. 

THE 

AMPLEFORTH JOURNAL. 
Tot. XI. Mato tasa. gam 

41! '03VbEr Sounber, 
Taa Redemptorist Fathers bave just brought out, in English, a very important and complete Life of their holy 
Founder, St. Alphonsus, which will now be considered as definitive, authoritative and final.. The English Editor is the Rev. Father Castle, of Kinnoul, Penh. It may reasons ably be suspected that it is he who has done the greater pa, of the translaion—for the book professes to be a translation from the French of Father Berthe. The original work I have not seen But no one who reads this trans-lation can fail to see that i t is faithfully and admirably done. It is understood that the materials left by the lateFather Bridget, who had been for many years employed upon a life of the Seim, have been made use of in this

English edition. The editor has added a good many notes not found in the French. Most of these notes are useful and excellent. But here and t here. it I might venture an opinion, they are foreign to the subject, and dornetimes they have a suspicion of flippancy. The work, 
extends to two very large volumes of 000 pp. eash. which area° heavy, in the physical sense, that they are dd,guing to hold in the hand. For all that, it is most welcome lo all to of St. Alphonsus—to aE who delight to follow 

, kr felat..oµmors M Limo, uy umm B.mm, 
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into its utmost detail a life so fraught with instruction 

the Church, and so full of inspiration to all who strive to 

promote the inten.. of the Kingdom of God in their own 

hearts and in the world at large. 
The life of St. Alphonsus h. many points of view from 

which it may be considered. He was raised up to strengthen 

the Churth against Jansenism, to direct the Conie.or in his 

work for souls, to protest against florid and artificial 

preaching, to show how to instruct the poor. cardinal 

Capecelatro, in his eloquent memoir, draws special atteMion 

to his love of the people, and his championship of their 

interest against the aristocracy to which he belonged. As
for that, the Saint was devoured with zeal for souls, and 

thought no labour too great whenit was a question of the 

salvation of the poorest and the low .t. But it would he 

an exaggeration to say, that he was, in any other sen., 

inclined  to densocracy. There is no trace in his fi fe, a, 

far . I know, of any feeling that the privileges and feudal 

rights of the nobility—which were very numerous and 

valuable in the Neapolitan kingdom of that day—were 

anything but right in principle, whatever might have to he 

said about abuses. Indeed, there is no reason for expecting 

him to have taken up any other position. And whilst no 

man, wiM religious objects at heart, ever suffered MO, 

from the detestable ad pernicious interference of the 

Crown and its ministers, he never made any public fight 

against a ,stem which paralysed to a great extent the ac-

of the Canon Law and the Holy See in the two Scili 

The very last work that he wrote, in extreme old age—the 

AoleIta dei vassalli—shows that his feeling to the very erg 

was that the people required less liberty, and not more. He 

thought that if princ. could he got to use their power and 

to put a stop to public sin and impiety, their kingdoms would 

be happy and prosperous. "Missions! Missions!" he unsold 

xclaim—" if you succeed in winning one prince to the truth 

it i worth hundreds and thousands of Missions. The work 

a king can do who lean God could not be done by a thm. 
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sand Missions." Far be it from me to say that St. Alphonsus 
was not a.b.lutely right in his aspirations after an ideal 
state of things. But whether it was too late a dozen years 
before the French revolution, thus to invoke the interference 
of princes, is another matter. 

Leaving on one side the many tempting excursions into 
the Saint's personal history, it will not be uninteresting or 
unprofitable to devote a few pages to the Religious Order 
,s hi. it wasgranted to him to found. The Order of the Most 
Holy Redeemer has won a place for itself among the great 
religious institutes of history—by its vitality, by its oaten-

ns, by its srirk and by its Saints. Its beginnings are full 
dramatic variety, and its early story reflects in a most 

striking way the character and the saintliness of its found, 
When St. Alphonsus, at the age of about thirty, had 

renounced his profession, left the world, and received the 
sacred order of Priesthood, he was already a member of a 
Neapolitan Congregation called the Propaganda. The 
principal object of this Congregation, which was only one 
among many similar on. then existing in Naples  was the 
gluing of Missions. It had long been a recognized Ming in 
es.y part of Italy that if souls were to be saved and vice 
kept down, the work of the Parish Priest had to be 
regularly supplemented by the Mission,. He was some-
times secular priest, perhaps a member of a Congregation, 
and sornatim. a regular. He sometimes came alone to a 
great city churth oreount, parish, but often was accom-
rinied by a numerous staff of ori f Pio. and catechists. 
For a week, a fortnight, or longer, he and his companions 
ilmodured out the great truths, and gave assiduous instruc-
tions; and it was seldom that the impressionable Italian 
people did not flock to the confessional and the Holy Table, 
and that the parish or district did not show an abatement 
of scandals and an increase of fervour—for a time at least. 
Da. Missions veer, undoubtedly a great help to the Parish 
Prise. But it seems certain that, in Southern Italy at lout, 
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in the eighteenth century, the Parish Priests werekomewhat 

spoilt by the Missioner and left their Parishes far too much 

o the more or less uncenain chances of a minion. When 

St. Alphonsus was ordained, Naples had a. fair share of the

wickedness of a southern city, but its light-hearted and fickle 

people were exceptions well looked after by Congrega. 

Rona, preachem and catechists of even kind. Few of 

Mime belonged to any regular parochial staff. In the kingdom 

of Naples, the number of prints who had no care of souls, 

even omitting to count members of Religious bodies, for 

outnumbered  the parochial clergy. A priest could obtain 

ordination if he had sufficient means to live upon, whether 

of his own or the fruits of a "simple" benefice—that

benefice with no pastoral cure at ached to it, such as

chaplaincy, a canonry, or a foundation for Maw. Most of 

these priests lived with their families. They were, as a rule, 

harmless and quiet, but having little or nothing to do, as we

should understand work, they were often Ian, easygoing, 

and given to dissipation of one kind or another. Many goof 

men, before the days of St. Alphonsus, had deplored the goal 

material that seemed to be running to waste in these unoc-

cupied priests, and had tried to devise means to utilise them 

for the salvation of souls. For this end, holy men had 

formed " unions," "associations," and" congregations" .f 

variom kindsand for various particular purposes, and Naples. 

at the time of St. Alphonsm, had a large number of them. 

I have already spoken of one Congregation, called the Pry 

paganda. There was another that we hear of, called the 

Missionaries of the Conference." About the time that M. 

Alphonsus was beginning to think of his own Ord, in the 

second quarter of the eighteenth century, a holy Neapolitan 

Priest, the Ven. Mariano Arciero, became a member of this 

Congregation, and began a missionary career whn 

covered almost the same years as that of St. Alphonsw. 

He died, as Superior of the Missionaries of the Confer-

ence, 2788, a year after St. Alphonms. He laboured 
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for twenty years M the diocese of Cassano, with such 
wonderful fruit that hewas called the Apostle of Calabria.
he story of there Congregations reminds us of similar, 

and more celebrated, Congregations founded a century
earlierin France—such as that of the Bland Grignion de 
Montfort, and the Missionaries of the Blessed Sacrament, 
founded by Christophe diAutier, who wrought such won-
derful conversions in the Ono.. It is interesting also to 
note that a Missionary Congregation led '"of of the Precious 
Blood" was founded by the New Gaspard del Bufalo, a 
Roman secular priest, who was born jun a year before St. 
.Olphonsus died, and who will, in all probability, receive 
helore long the honours of canonisation  The Conan-

of the Most Holy Redeemer was not therefore an 
ialated t

o
It was one attempt, among ma, 

beforeand sinn, to evangelise the poor,Vspecially in country 
district, and to enlist in this holy cause the numerom 
prints who, in the Latin counries, are required to celebrate 
Mosses and to perform the Office of the Church overdo:I above 
the distinctly parochial clergy. That the enterprise of St. 

hons. finally took the Mope of a Religious Congre. 

he 
approved by Me Holy See was by the disposition of 

the Holy Spirit, who would thereby show to the world in 
dine latter times how missionary work mcceeda best when 

rried on under the conditions of obedience, poverty
anew

The Congregation of the Most Holy Redeemer may be 
said to have been started when St. Mohan., then a young 
rriwt of thirty-six, began community life with a few
companions at the little town of Scala on the Gulf of Salerno, 
oi the late autumn of ono. T. idea which he had was to 
imitate the life and virtues of desm Christ, and to help the 
faithful by preaching,  by minions and by catechism. Front 
dm very beginning he seems to have intended that his 
little Congregation should be a true religious order, with 
mat But these inspirations and mrposes are not delivered 
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by Almighty God to his holy servants in clear and definite 

shape at once, as the Tables of the Law were delivered on 

Sinai. It is by much prayer, by salutary counsel, by 

supernatural obedience, and through bitter suffering that a 

Founder, marked out by God to succeed, arrivrs at the 

comprehension of what is required of him. A pious nun, 

of a convent at Scala, had received a supernatural communi 

cation to the effect that Alphonsus was to be the head of a 

new Congregation. Her staternenrs were at fi rst received 

with incredulity. It is evident from the letters of St Alphonse. 

still extant, that he was inclined, in spite of his humility, 

to believe them. The truth was, he was fi lled, at that 

very time, with a vague but very strong SC TISC that God wad 

calling him to undertake something of the kind. But 

he adhered to the safe and Carbolic practice, and, whilst 

scrupulous in his obedience to his director, consulted, fad 

that director,  advice, three or four learned and spiritual

men. All of them, except one, advised him that hi-

promptings were from God. A long letter which he wrote 

at this time to then un jmt referred to isa curious tranrstific 

A his own feelings. He seems to know that God calls him; 

but he protests that it is not because Sister Mary Celeste has 

had visions and he reads her a long and severe lecture 

on humility, and on her Mlly in trusting a certain adviser

and yet at the same time he evidently has a feeling th, 

God has spoken to her. It is a wordy, vehement letter. 

altogether Neapolitan, full of exclamations and repetitions, 

and very long. One wonders why he should have taken the 

trouble write eo much, bud one can read .tween the 

lines the to anrseties and aspirations of his heart. 

Within about fivemonths of the date when Alphonsus ane 

his companions began to live in community at Scala, he 

found himself abandoned by all but two. The others we

off 
read 

t found an Institute of their own. It is 

touching to  of the one  and dirsouragemers 

of St. Alphonsus. He used to say, in his old age, that he 
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had had two great temptations in his life—the first, when 
he took leave of his father (a short time before the period we 
are speaking of) and his father tried, for three long hours, ith 
tears and cares, to prevent him from leaving his family, and 
the second  when he saw himself deserted at Scala. To an 
English reader, both these occasions seem to be described 
with exaggeration. Men of thirty-six do not, as a rule, break 
their hearts over leaving their fathers, a. no holy priest 
who suspected he had to found an Order, would break down 
utterly when his firerassocia rss found they could not remain 
with him. Bu[ such was the rsmperarnent of this Neapoli-
tan gemleman who was to grow into one of the great 
Catholic Saints. Happily, on this m on other o«mione, he 
.11 back on his faith and on his confessor, and M was able 
to , to Me latter—who was no other than Falcoia, the 

rang and hold. Bishop of Castellamare—e 1 will car, it 
t if I am the only one left." 
Other recruits aoon came in place of the men who had 

left. Among Mese wax the Ven. Gennaeo Samelli, whose 
d cause " is at this momem before the Roman tribunals. 
Two inore houses were established besides that of Scala
hut at the end of x7qq, from one other, or another, there was 
only one House left—that of Ciorani. It was here, among 
the hills to the north of Salerno, that Si Alphonsus, in the 
year x7,3, held his first General Chapter, and that the 
Congregation made their fi rst profession of the vows of 
religion. They were only seven in number. It is curious 
that in the voting for a General —Rector Major, as he is 
called in the Redemptorist Rule--the suffrages were taken 
three times without a two-thirds majority being secured 
for any name. The president of the Chapter—not St. 
Alphon.,thereupon ordered an adjournment for prayer, 
and it was only then that St. Alphoneus was choeen 
Superior, by a unanimous vote. Thus after rsn years of 

ssitude, during which the Missions were going on all 
the time, Me Congregation only numbered seven members. 
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The Rule, however, was now beginning to take definite 

shape. Ina room of the Episcopal Palace at Castellamare 

there is the following in  Here Mgr. Falcon

and Don Alphonsus de Liguori worked together at the 

diocesan statutes and the Rule of he Most Holy Redeemer." 

The Chapter of 1743 charged St. Alphonsus to draw up 

written Constitutions. 
After this, the history of the Congregation would have 

been a record of prosperity, of the benediction of God, and 

of the approval of Holy See, had no St. Alphormus happen-

ed to live in a Catholic country in the eighteenth centu,. 

Every reader of the old "black" or Oratorian translation ol 

Tannoia's life of the Saint has come to execrate the Marquis 

Tanned, the chief minister of the Neapolitan Crown under thr 

Spanish Bourbon, Don Carlos III, and the ruler of the Two 

Sicilies from 1734 to 1777. The policy of this able and resoluts 

regalist" lawyer, was, like that O Louis XV, of Pomba,. 

and of the Emperor Joseph 11, to lay hands on all Church 

appointments, to limit the number of priests, to starve o, 

the religious orders, and in all respects to control and im-

pede the action of the Bishops and O the Holy See. lc 

174o a Royal decree was issued, foAidding the opening of 

any Religious House without the approval of the Govern-

St. Alphonsus had already tried to obtain legal 

recognition for his Institoe—thinking rightly that EL, 

would help him to secure its recognition by the Hob 

See. But his petition, though supported by powerful 

interest, had been laid on one side. It would appear 
—though this is not made very clear by Father Bertlie 

—Mat each of the four Houses which the Institute pm.. 

eased about 1747 had been licensed by the Crown,—no as 

monasteries, but o colleges of secular priests. For somv 

years after the ',attic...cc just mentioned, the holy Founder, 

as was perhaps to be expected, kept very quiet, and muds 

no efforts to obtain recognition of his Order. But, in 1747, 

fifteen years after its foundation, when it was fairly Iv
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stablished, was prospering, and was daily gaining more and inore the appreciation of priests and people, heNecided lu make another attempt. The situation 

was extremely 
PrO. ,, OLLS the executive Government might legally break up everything at any moment. St. Alphonsus w.t to Naples; and !Indian audience of the King, who' received him very kindly. His petition was referred toJ,the Grand Almoner, an Archbishop, who, after long delays, sent in a report which argued againstithe new Institute, but ended by rewmmending it approval under certain conditins. Ihe Council of State.s however, rejected the Saint's petition together, and the King approved their decision. St. phonsus had another terrible temptation to despair. With his brain on lire and his forehead bathed in mrspir-E.: . we are told, he went off toseek the Marquis 

Brancone -one of the ministers, and his friend. It wo early and Me doors of the palace were closed. St. Alphonshs sat ...Jan on the steps, among the beggary till his 'Send Aw bin a. brought him in. The Marquis was a pious man, he said a word to the Saint which calmed him in a irement " Your discouragement... he said, ',mild lead to suppose you put your trust here below.' He left Naples at the end of Sept..., and Me ....tr..... ,venrre without the royal authorisation. Less than two 
yea

r. later, a campaign in Rome by Father Villani which is wellflrecribed M the volumes before , the Rule and the Con-grvgation of the 'lost Holy Redeemer were formally approu.ol try Pope Benedict XIV (February ty.(9). 
During, the next few years, St. Alphonsus was often in Naples, making various attempts to secure tA decree wa. given in rygg approving fourHouses. It was apparently the Errol exprereion of the understanding already refereed to. The Houses were not A be religiousounnumities -  and could not pomess property i

Iul

n common. In 756, twenty-three years after the beginningsat Scala we him aSOE A Naples; (presenting a strong and ably 
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worded memorial to the King, and tramping about the 

capital in the burning heat of July from minister to minit. 

ter and from prelate to prelate. It was all to no purpose : 

the King and his Council again refused to listen. 

In mfia St. Alphonsus was made Bishop of St. Agatha, 

and during the thirteen years of his Episcopacy his Con-

gregation, of which he still continued Superior, continued 

to increase. In the summer of Ins, having been freed 

from his Episcopate, he returned to Nocera and resumed 

the more immediatesuperintendence of the affairs of the In, 

tute. He soon had to face the most severe of all his mam 

There was a new King at Naples—Ferdinand I (17591. 

A troublesome lawsuit, concerning property, in which one 

of the Saint's Houses was concerned, gave Tan cc an 
oppormnity of suppressing the Congregation altogether, 
of which he was clearly about to avail himself, when Fe 
fell from power, M 1776, under circumstances which need 
not he detailed here. Without saying a single harsh word 
of the fallen NUM., St. Alphonsus, in a letter written al 
the time, rejoices at the " revolution", because he hopes Mal 
the Madonna will bring his sons "safe om of the slot.-

Three years after the fall of Tanucci, a final attempt ort,
made to obtain the approbation of the Government of the 
Two Sigilies--and this time with the most disastrous result-
The King, and the ministry which were then in power, 
together with the Grand Almoner, seemed favourable. 1 
royal decree had recently declared that the 
might Ilave a General Superior and a " nviciate.'. It 
now thought there would be no difficulty in getting t ,
Rule approved in entiretv The holy Founder was I, 
this time eighty-three years of age, nmrly Mind, hoo 
down and broken withinfirmity. He appointed FRI.,
Major withanother Father, to represent him in treamV 
with the Government. In his instructions, St. Alphol 
authorized the delegates to eliminate from the copy of 71, 
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Rules they were to present "the articles opposed to the 
Royal decrees"—that is, as he meant, the articles about 
...sing property in common. When the delegates met 
the Grand Almoner, the latter insirted that they mst also 
grike out the three religious vows Each memberu might 
take an oath, if they wished—but the Crown could not 
authorize vows,—that is, authorize a new religion. Order. 
Father Majone was weak enough, and sufficiently want-
ing in fidelity to his holy superior, to yield. In due course, 
Me altered Rule—called the Regolamente—was sent to St 
Alphonsus. We are told that the copy was so minutely 
written and so MI of corrections that the Saint, after making 
..n attempt to read it, had to hand it to his Vicar and con-
le.or Father Villani, to read. Villani, it would appear, read 
Me draft—and being afraid to reveal the truth, assured the 
taint in general terms that all w. right. It went back 
rterefore, with the Superior General's app roval, to the 
Council of State, and received the royal signature 
lulu., 17.o. The dra.matic momem came when the 
document was sento Nocera, where St Alphonsus was, to 
I, promulgated to the Fathers. St. Alphonsus, when they 
read it to hint, seemed turned to stone He made them 
o, him the document, and read it slowly and painfully. 

"This is too much," he cried; this is incredible M He 
tined on Father Villani and upbraided him . a traitor. 

Then he burst Mto tea., and reproached himself before his 
crucifix for neglecting to read the original draft himself. 
He was ro ovemhelmed that he could neither eat not sleep, 
and the old man's life was in danger. 

After long consideration and protracted consultation, St. 
Alphonsus decided to accept this Regolamento. The 
Government consented that the vows of poverty and of 
Perseverance might be re-instated. And after all, as the 
Saint declared, to take an oath in order to satisfy the civil 
law did not preclude a, one from making and keeping the 
religious vows. This decision, which was arrived at by St 
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Alphonsus in the midst of distress and perplexity, and after 

the most earnest prayer, led to great trouble. The Houses 

in the Papal States separated themselves from St. Alphon-

sus a.nd the Neapolitan Houses. The Holy See was die 
pleased. The Rule had been approved by Rome; and 
however faithful the Heathen of the Neapolitan Houses might 

be to its stautes, his acceptance of interference on the 

part of the Crown looked like the surrender of principle. 

And finally, during the process of his canonization, it was 
strongly objected that St. Alphonsm had. in this transaction, 
s nned, by abandoning a Rule approved by the Church 
and substituting for it one of royal ordinance. But it was 
shown that the Saint, leaving out of the question the fact 
that he was grievously deceived in the first instance, had 
publicly declared that in accepting the Regolamento he 
only did so as Dr as it was conformable to the decree of 
Benedict NIV,and that in taking the oath to observe poser, 
chastity and obedience heand the Fathers thereby in ended 
to renew the vows they had already taken. This was mut. 
The situation was one of inconceivable perplexity. The 
intrusions of the Stare in ecclesiastical matters were, in tamp 
drys, so often tolerated in this and that point by the Holy 
that Bishops and Superiors often hardly knew how far th.. 
must resist and how much they must yield for the sake 01 
peace. But this unhappy business wasa heary cross to St. 
Alphonsus. He prophesied that the division in Ms Con-
gregation would cease after his duds. "Rest assured," lit 
said, "that the Congregation will stand to the day of judm 
mem, for it is not my work, but the work of God. DiMag 
, life it will be under humiliation and obscurity, Inc 
after my death it will spread its wings and expand—especi 
ally in Northern lands." The Regolamento, with thee°, 
nivance of the Crown, became a dead letter in a few yea, 
and in 1,3, six years after the death of St. Alphonsus, the 
Redemptorist Order was reunited under one head and one 
observance. 
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But the saintly Founder, during those last years which 

receded his holy death in mg, had to fill up the measure
of triads and sufferings which, in God, providence, me
ited for his Congregation those graces of progress. of 
; Mon, and of stability. In 1783 he retired from all partici-
pation in the Government of his Houses. For some three 
wars before his death at the age of ninety, he was afflicted 

addition to his blindness and the painful infirmities of 
his body, with the most terrible interior trials, temptations 
and darkness. Thus the great Saints and Founders live a. 
die—in suffering, in obscurity, and in failure. It is the 
rendition on which depends their success and their glory. 
Mere are lessons similar to this one of St. Alphonsus in the 
lives of more than among the Saints. But there is 
nowhere a more toucone hing story of faith, austerity, labour 
and the cross, leading to that triumph of the Kingdom of 
God which in no other way can be secured. 

M C. H. 
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The second part of this paper is concemed with the saints 
whose figures are still to befound painted on the lower 
panels of a great many Devonshire mmem. And hereI 
must express my obligations to Mr. C. E. Keyser, F.S.A., who 
has made a exhaustive study of these painted screens, and 
in a pa, read before the Society of Antiquaries in IN, 
and primed in Anclicsologia, has sought to idemify all 
name all the saints repesented. It was an exceedingly 
difficult task, and on the whole he has sucemded in the moat 
admirable way. Here and there I ca.nnot accept his 
concl.io, but Mr themmt part they seem unexceptional, 
and in any case M speaks with authority. 

Nothing can be mom imeresting to us as Catholic.
wen as antiquaries, th. the light these paintings throv 
on the saints who wem most popular among our foreMthes, 
and the evidence that they give of their tmly Catholic 
instincts. And first I must say, speaking generally, that 
do not find what we might have expected to find,
great preponderance of English saints. Indeed, tlm mm m,
is the cam. I have sought in vain for any certain figure of 
the great St. Boniface, the glory of Devon, or of the tom 
vereally popular St. Thomas of Canterbury. No doubt thry 
may be represented here and there by a Bishop or Amhbishop 
without distinctive emblem ; but we cannot be sum. No 
have I found figurm that can certainly be identified with 
mch universally), popular saints as St. Martin of Tours or hi. 
Nichol. Agmn, in a country where monasticism had 
such power and influence, M seems strange nor to find 
representations of the holy patriarch St. Benedict. Howcvd, 
I had better come to details ; and sr I will begin hy 
choosing com very remarkable screen, and giving . exam 
account of the figures painted on Ms panels. 
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The screen in the church of St. John the Baptist, Plymtree, 
is perhaps the one that I would choow as my favourite out 
a all the Devon rood-screens. If not so magnificent as 
PeMon, so defies te as Atherington, nor so rich in deMil as 
Lanford or Kemisbere, it is neverthelem magnificently 
carved. It has the further glory of retaining its old graining 
intact save in one bay, and all its old colouring unrestored. 
Last but not least, O has Me mmt beautiful series of 
painted Bain. to be found in the ounty. It rum across 
the nave and south aisle, and consists of eight bay, includ-
ing the two doors, and one half bay. There axe distinct 
times that it was not made for its present position, but 
there in no tradition of its having come from elsewhere. 
The rah end of the loft sticks out into the middle of a 
window in an awkward and unfinished way; there is no 

made for the piem of the chancel arch: and in the 
ahemmost bay of the screen a clumsy caving has been 

..:ratituted Mr the original graining, in order not to conceal 

.• in view an elaborate fourteenth cent, niche in the 
them pier of the arch, which no doubt contained the 

figure of the patron-saint of the church, St. John the 
Baptist. This has, of course, disappeared, and the beautiful 
enrichments and mouldings of the niche have been partially 
hacked away by vandals, either at the Reforation, or at 
the beginning of the eighteenth century, whenm high pews 
wern to have been erected against this part of the screen. 
Mt the niche and its statue were evidently iv situ before 
the scrmn was erected in its present Positioo. gain, the 
Panels below the transom on this north side of Me central 
Jams have disappeared. In their place has been substituted 
another wt of panels, painted in a totally different style and 
by a much ruder hand. (Compare the two figures St. 
Anthony, and the unknown Clerk which I give as example.) 
These panels seem originally to have formed a.. of seven, 
mi more, the figure of our Lord being painted on Me 
mural one, and three saints, at lea either either side of Him. 
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But they have been patched up very roughly into their 
present position ; one has been split in half, and the two
halves put at either end of this portion of the screen; and of 
the seventh panel only a t nch strip remains. It is not
known when this w. done, but probably when the pew -wore 
was emoved, some fifty years ago. 'Thep to haw
come frotn a parclose screen which has dianelsseern appeared, unts, 
indeed, they were taken from some other church; which n 
likely enough. Or just possibly they may have formed pret 
of a reredos. They were not divided by any main mullions. 

I now give the series of the Plymtree saints, thirty-four
in ll. 

First comes half a figure, the panel being split down Me 
centre. Mr. Keyser calls it half a female figure, but it is m 
reality half the figure of St. John Evangelist, the other It, 
°courting lat . 

(1). St. Anthony the Dement ise.e illustration). It tow 
tne three visits to make quite sure that this was St. Anthont. 
but on the third occasion I found the pig at the Saint's Innt. 
which left no room for doubt. The list hung up in Mt 
church calls it St. Paull Mr. Keyser in his paper says s 
Bartholomew," but he tells me that this is merely a cleric it 
error, and agrees with me that it is St. Anthony. He weso 
a black cloak, cappa and scapular over a white hate. 
The lining is red. Round his neck he has a la, rots., 
ending in a red taDel. The large heads are red and pc 
small white. A tall staff-shaped cross is in his left hat .1. 
and in his right a book, and I think traces of a h.11. 
On his shoulder is a red Tau cross. 

A similar figure, though better designed, is found at 
Ashton. Here St. Anthony is M black and white halm a. 
. Plymtree, but without the red lining; a white Tau
on his black cappa, and the pig at his side. St. Antlum.s. 
symbols, the bell and Tau cross, appear constantly in the 
carved work on the xreen at KeMon, as Bishop Comics, 
who gave that screen, had been Master of St. Anthony's 
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Hospital in London. St. Anthony is also painted on the 
panels of this screen, . well as at St. Ma, Steps, Exeter, 
and at Holye. 

(a). St. Thontat,tuith a spear. This may be S. Matthew, 
who also is represented in art with a spear. 

(3). St. James Major white with red mantle, hat with 
scallophell, and in right hand a- pilgrim's staff. 

(ff. St: John Baptist, patron of the church, M camel's 
hair tunic, pointing to the Lamb of God. 

(R. Our Le. Risen. The bland is flosVing Morn His 
mounds. The crown of thorns on His head is green. In 
Lit hand He i n.lds a gold cross, while the right hand is 

is  in blessn A kind of green mantle is thrown over 
His naked figure. This figure is unique, so far as Deems 
ddre screens go. 

ffb Half SI. John Erary,lill, holding chalice with 
:anent. This ends the earlier selies of figures. The rest 
.irc by inacmhand. And they arc worthy to beeompared 
with the stately figures that appear so often on East 
Anglian screens. 

On the doom are Nat) The el 11.11.1,idlian (two panels) 
th The Vititation. Mo Keyser invariably speaks a the latter 
mystery as the "Salutation ; but this, I think, is somewhat 
°infusing, as in pre-Reformation times the Salutation" 

e  what we call the Annunciation. Thus the 
LondonL  Charterhousc was the House of the Salutation of 

isur Lady," and its seal bare the Annunciation. 
I t  and 8) The Annunciation is a most beautiful group, 

md reminds us of Van Eyck in its treatment. St. Gabriel, 
in a white rolm and gorgeous brocaded cope, holds in his 
right hand a meptre, and with his left points to our Lady, 
Nis cope is fastened by a large and elaborate morm of gold. 
His wings are red and green. The Madonna has long hair 
and no veil; she kneels at a prie-dieu, clad in agreen robe 
and red mantle. The primdieu is covered with red, and 
ner it hangs a scroll. A pot of lilies stands behind. The 
Annunciation is portrayed on eight other 
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(8 and so). The Visitation. St. Elisabeth wears a red robe. 
green mantle, white mil and wimple. Our Lady has 
long hair and no veil, green dress and purple mantle. This 
is not suM a beautiful treatment of the mystery as we find 
at Ashton, but a is religious and devout This mystery also 
°man at Bradrench, Bridford, and Combe Martin. 

(m-18). Next come four panels which have made the 
scren famous. They (vpresent The Adonetion of the Magi.
Thee Madonna, in green and pink mantle, sits holding lba 
Divine Child, who a naked He stretches out His haves to 
the first of the Magi. These can be well seen in 6, 
illustrations, which I owe to the kindness and skill of ik 
friend, Mr. Edward S. McEuen. They have been identified 
by the Rev. Thom. Mosley, of Oxford Movement rel., x 
who was once Rector of Plymtree, as being portraits of 
King Henry VII., Prince Arthur, and Cardinal Morton. Ire 
wrote an illustrated monograph on the subject (pub-
lished M 1878), in which he gives elaborate arguments to 
prove his theory. They do not come to very much. 
Lord of the Manor was Edward Lord Hastings of Hanged ord, 

kb Nov. 8th, 15o6) son of that Lord Hastings whose Mat 
was chopped off so summarily by Richard III. His son yr( 
nreurally a devoted Lancastrian. He may have had [hi, 
screen painted by some limner from London town who 
well acquainted acquainted with the features ot the great men at Cone. 
and may have thus introduced these portraits. But this 
of course, only conjecture especially since, as we ham 
men, them is good re.on for suppreing that the scram b.,. 
brought to Plymtree from elsewhere. Mr. Mosley says Me 
the King standing (the third of the Magi) is evidently Hem 
VII., and he therefore jectures that Me other t 

con 
wo are dr 

Prince and the Cardinal. Bre there is no known portrait of 
Morton in existence except his portrait-effigy on his tomb al 
Canterbury, and this has no beard, and is very unlike io 
feature to the figure at Plymtree so that we luxe notl,ay, 
to go by. The supposed Prince Arthur bears also very Mlle 
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resemblance to the existing portraits of that Prince. In fact, 
personally, I cannot see much resemblance to Henry VII, in 
the figure which Mr. Mosley indentifies so confidently. 

The figure of the supposed Cardinal kneels in from of our 
Lady. He wears a robe of yellowish red, and has long grey 
hair and heard. The second of the Magi N a young man 
with long brown hair, dressed in short red to  reaching 
hall-way down his thigh, green hose, yellow turban-shaped 
cap. He bears a vase, which, Mr. Motley points out, is 
shaped likes tun t and so may, as he thought, perhalw be an 
allusion to the tun which formed part of the rebus of Car-
dinal Morton. Though if so why should the vessel be 
carried by Prince Arthur, and not by the Cardinal himself) 
Nor is there any tram of the Mort (X o, hawk) which formed 
.he other part of Morton's rebus—(Me blocky is mistaken in 
saying it w. a tun with an M.) Mc Keyser says there are 
precisely similar figures of the Magi at Bockland-on-the-
Moor, and in that example the kneeling figure has a crown 
at his feet. He adds that `though at Plymtree no crown is 

a; visible, it was, without doubt, originally depicted in a 
similar position." I have not been able to visit Duckland, 
se cannot speak personally as to the likeness between the 
iwo sets of figures . There is nothing impossible in Mocley's 
theory that the artist represented famous cont.nporari. 
as the three Magi t but it cannot be considered as proven. 

The so-called Henry VII. wears a short tunic of light green 
with pink girdle, red hose and vest; pink mantle with holes 
for the arms to pass through, lined with ermine. He holds a 
vase shaped like a ciborium. 

(15). A Bidrop N gorgeous brocaded coped red and 
gold, lined with light green, dark green dalmatic, and 
furred collar. It is suggested that this represents Bishop 
Fox. The absence of a nimbus is, however, no proof that 
this is not a saint. St. Edward the Confessor and other 
figures have non, In any case it does not resemble the 
portraits of Bishop Fox. 
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(x6). - St. Catania, P.M., crowned, in robe of light green

with pun, mantle, in her left hand a piece of a broken 
Meek., in ber right a sword. St. Catherine occum 

seven other Devon screens, i.e., at ,hton, Holm, Ken, 

Kenton, South Milton, Widecoinbe, and Wolhorough. 

im). St. Roo* of Mont/NI/in is very POpilial. saint). In 

his left hand is his staff; with his nght he tilts tunic, 
pointing to the plague-mot on his thigh. Red tunic, dark 

green mantle fattened on right shoulder. St. Roth is also 
Imind at Hennock, Holne, Knif, and Whimple; at the last 

named church the saint's dog appears, fawning on him 

(18). Next him is We Angel who appeared to him, point-

ing to the saint. 
(Ink St. Margaret of Antioch, V.M., the usual representa-

tionmerging from the dragon, her hands clasped in prayer. 
He has only ma devoured her, for the end of the robe is 

still in his mouth, while she emerges from his back. She is 

also found at Ashton, Combs Martin, St. Mary Steps, Exeter, 
Hennock, Holne, South Milton and Widenombe-on-the-
Moor. 

(ao). St. John Baptist, patron of the church. Good 

figure, bearded, short brown tunic, bare legs, green mantle. 

He points to the Lamb, which lies on a red book. This, 

though so usual a representation, has much puzzled people: 

Mr. Mozley's Mt at Plymtree merely calls it "Saint with a 
Lamb." I found the same figure at Whimple, wearing the 

camel's skin, with the animal's head dangling between Me 
saint's bare legs—yet the primed explanation of the figurer. 

hung up in the church, called him St. Agnes, V.M. I 
little learning is a dangerous thing"! St. John Bapt))) 

is also found at Alphington, Ashton, Berry Pomeroy, M 
Mary Step, Exeter, Gidleigh, Holne, Manton, Ughorough. 

and Wolbonough. 

UM St. du, or Si. Mary Magdalen. Red and white 

turban, long hair, brown-pink dress over white undergarment, 
long whim sleeves, white girdle, holds a vase. Her eyes 
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are scratched out, which has probably suggested the idea
that it is St. Lucy, but this seems to have been do, by smischievous boys or vandals. I could not make out that

e carried her eyes in the vase. I think it is probably St. Mary Magdalen, who occurs frequently on mreen, e.g., at 

5555 Berry Pomeroy, St. Mary Ste H_ m„ Ps, e,ock, Hoine s,u, ,,Mroaaao,m0B:L ,  Milton, and Widecombe. St. Lucy'

an(zz,). 
clerk 

nalmoson Saint. rtUs'cis  ;eat puzzle. It is d  with Wank cap, long white surplice and black cassock, holding two Mass cruets and the lavabo towel. 
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Mr. Keyser suggests St. Vincent, D.M. This seems to me

znost unlikely (and Mr. St. John Hope, whom I consulted, 

agrees with me), though it is tree the young Spanish deacon 

is mmetimes represented carrying an ewer, or in one case

(at Tor Brian) three small vessels- as also in his statue in 

Henry VII, Chapel. But this is 4.11 Old man, with no trace 

of deaconship or martyrdom. It has been suggested that it 

may be Sir John &horn, who appears at Alphington. 

Wolborough, and probably also at Portlemouth; but always 

with his usual emblem, the devil confined in a hoot. 
I fear the mystery must still be considered unsolved. In 

any case it is a most dignified and beautiful figure. 
(sa)St.Sydr. The 11Pat is atm a very interestingfigure 

A Virgin with long hair, red dress, white mantle, in her 

left hand a shut book, and in her right hand a large ring, 

on which are hung ktrYs, some of curious shapes. I have no 

doubt that this is St. Syth. Blessed Thomas More in his 

Dialogue (Bk. R. Cap. to) says: "St. Sythe women get to 

seke their kees." This shows that she was popular, for he 

is speaking of the popular superstitions of the day, and 
explains the big bunch of keys. In fact, I had better quote 

the passage, as it illustrates this screen in a remarkable 

waR t—
it Sainct Apoline see make a tooth-drawer, and may spekc 

to her of noshing hut sore nthSt. Sythe women get to 

seke their keys. Saint Hoke weset to se to the great sykentit 

bycause he had a sore. And with hym they myne St. Se-
se he was tnartiret with arrowes." All thest 

mints. cm, St. Apollonia, appear on our screen. 
Mr. Keyser thinks that this Mad other similar figures ire 

Devon ns) is Si. Petronilla, who, as the daughter

St. Peter. is also represented with keys. But I think we oce-I 
have little doubt that it is St. Syth. She also appears wire 

her keys at Ashton and Tor Brian, and with a rosary onl, 

at Hennock. At Wolborough she has what appears to to 

a large broom. 
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But who was St. Syth? Here I must confess that I was for 

some time baffled. Some people think that it is More for 
St. Osyth, Virgin and Martyr of Fssex. She founded her 
Monastery in honour of SS. Peter and Paul, mid on her seal 
she is represented between a sword and a. large key. PRre 
Cahier says that St. Osyth is represented in art with keys. 
She was an English saint, and is represenred mt the East 
Ape, screens, and his. Keyser alsofound her (reser, in 
an Oxfordshire church. Her arm was oneof the relics at St. 
Paul's Cathedral. I see, too, that the Index Volume of 

schsralogin spealss of " St. Syth or St. OsytIkk 
On the other hand, Husenbeth, edited by Dr. .11.5, 

"Syth h" as a synonym far St. Zito of Lucca, the 
Mix servant maid. who is much venerated as patron of 
domestie servants. She •was a housekeeper-, hence her keys. 
She is thus represented in the modern windows which 
recount her his in her chapel at Ellington Abbey, e. 
lie,er thinks that this is the true Sr. Syth. He consideNlrs 
Mat Osyth, who was a royal abbess and martyr, would 
have other signs of her dignity, and Mat this picture 
either represents St. Zito of Lucca or St. Petronilla. rner 

in fact, be little doubt that S. Syth is really 
t.n Zita and a curious mnfimmtion of this theory is the 

Est that at Stomburst College there is still preserved a 
chasuble, which was presented by Antonio Bonvisi, who 
ease eel Lucca.and the friend of 1.11,..ed Thomas More. 
Now this chasuble has a figure of "St. Syth," evidently 
t. Zits Si Lucca. St. Syth is represented in the glass 

windows at Fairford (Glos.), and them is a fresco of her on 
one of the pillars of the nave of St. Alban, Abbey. In
Henry VII, Chapel is a statue of St. Syth, bearing a book 

ro 
(H). Au Archbishop (probably St. Thomas Becket) Mr. 

Mosley, list gives St. Anselm, which is not so likely. there 
no special emblem; he holds the archiepiscopal more in 

left hand, and blesses with the right. Green chasuble lined 
with red; yellow dalinatic. 
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(15). Si. Dorothy, a very favourite saint White robe, 

short red tunic over it and green ands,,rn  left hand an 

open book, and in right a basket of ilowers. St. Dorothy is 

also found at Ashton, Combs Martin, Hennock, Kenn, 

Kenton, Tor Brian, Widecombe, Wothorough, and perhaps 

at Portlemomh. 
(thh St. Michael, in armour, green tunic, red cape; wings 

white and green. Sword mired above his head in right 

hand, white dragon at his feet. A very fine figure. I have

only found St. Michael represented elsewhere at Bradninch 

and Ashton. 
We now to the doors of the south aisle. On these, 

as sual, therec e  am four panels.
(2.7). St. Sid well, holding her head between her hands, 

and a scythe in right arm. Green dress, white mantle, 

nimbus over neck where head should be. 

St. Sidwell is a virgin martyr, of Exeter, where there is 

church dedicated to her. She is exceedingly frequent on 

Devon screens. She occurs at Ashton, St. Mary Mel.,

E.xeter, Hemlock, Holne, Kenn, Whimple and Wolborough. 

(28). So is Si. Sebastian, who comes next. He is naked 

save for  white-green loin cloth, and pierced by eight arrows. 

He is tied to a tree. 'phis foe at Ashton, 

Bradninch, Moine, Kenn, Kenton, Portlernuuth, Whimple, 

and Wideconthe, and at Ugborough there is a most 

curious group representing his martyrdom, which fills four 

panels. The exe 
re 

cutioners wear trunk-hose of apparently 

Post-Reformation da ; but the painting was more probably 

executed in the reign of Queen Mary. 

(29). • St. Helm. Green dr., red mantle, white veil; 

earth, book in right hand and the holy cross in left. (Called 

erroneously by Mosley "St. Bride or St. Frideswide") Sc 

Helen, who was believed to have been both in Britain, is 

wry popular in Devon. She occurs at Alphington, Combs 

Martin, Kenn, Kenton, Mmaton, Tor Brian, Wolborough ; 

and was on the panels. now destroyed, at Trusham and 

King's Teignton. 
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•(th). St. Jenny Major l') Next isa very beautiful figure, 

which I am still unable to identify with certainty, although 
I have very little doubt that it represents St. James the 
Greater. It is a bearded figure, wi th whitrigrem tunic 
and hose, red book (1) hanging from red girdle, red 
shoes, green mantle clasped with red brooch on right 
shoulder. In right hand he carries staff and wallet and 
his left hand rests on his girdle. He has a green cap or 
nuban. He looks upward,. if at an apparition, 

Mt. Keyser calls this St. leothuald, which it certainly is 
are. However, Mr. Moricy's list calls it "St. Remold with 
Iris staff against the plague." But I have not been able to 
hod any St. Remold except a Scottish Bishop, which this 
cannot be. The present Vicar of Plymtree, who is a good 
ntiquary, now agrem with me that it is St. James. I 

Iand a somewhat similar figured this Apostle at Henn,. 
the only thing against the identification is that there is no 
trace of the wallop-shell. 

Then come on the screen four more panels, now much 
hidden by the high pew which encloses them. This it is 
hoped sood to remove. 

(3t). St. rigors. A very beautiful figure, in red robe, and 
white mantle, holding her lamb. Phis saint is found also at Kenton and perhaps at Wolborough. /t is strange that 
she is not more popular. 

(3a). St, &heard the Coo Duo, Avery fine and interesting 

La((three. He is crowned, and carries the sceptre in his left
nd, and in his right the famous ring given by him to St. • John the Evangelist. He wears red doublet and hose, with 

We. tunic over, and gold girdle. Over all is a green man-witle cape and borders °I bonen fur. St. Edward is not re common  figure m one might expect, In fact I do not know of me other certain figure of him in Devon. A King( without distinctive symbol, occurs Cl Hradninch. Soo, 
ilton, Hmnock, and Portlernouth 
(,). St. Bo (7) Red shoes, green mantle, sword in right hand, book in left. 
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(34). St. Stephen. Since my last visit to Plymtree this 
panel has been uncovered, and the Rector informs me that 
n represents St. Stephen the Protomartyr. It is in splendid 
preservation for the upper two-thirds, but the lowest pars 
has shed most of its paint through damp. The saint is 
represented with nimbus and tonsured head, amice, plai 

fi 
n 

red dalmac, facing N. towards St Barbara, who faces S. 
He has m his right hand a palm-branch and in his left 
three stones. 

Before leaving this beautiful screen I must say that it is in 
bad repair, and that something ought to be done soon to 
prevent it getting worry It may be interesting to note 
that at Plymtree our Blessed Lady's figure still Roks down 
from its niche in the tower, over .e western door t and 
that one of the bells still bears the inscription:— 

Protege, Virgo pia, 
emrous, Sancta Maria. 

The oaken benches throughout the church are arly 
all original, and are most interesting and beautiful,ne with 
elaborately carved ends of great thickness. These beautiful 
old bench. are common in Devon: e.g., there are fine speci-
mens at Laptord and East Chudleigh. Thry also are found in 
great profusi in Somerset. In the south aisle are some 
ugly; deal pewsn of the horse-box pattern. This aisle was 
called she Ford Chapel or aisle, from a Plyantree family of 
some renown which has given its name to the famous Ford 
Abbey in Somerset. I have reason to think that the 
martyr, Blessed Thomas Ford,some  belonged to this family. He 
is known to have been a Devonshire man. 

But we must return to the subject immediately before 
nu The screen at Plymtree give s us almost all the mors 
popular saints in Devon, with the notable exception of St. 
Apollonia. This pat mnrsaint against the to  w. 
evidently greatly venerated in the country. She occurs at 
Ashton, Combe Martin, Exeter Cathedral (St. Gabriel's 
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Chapel), Holee, Run, Kenton, Manton, South Milton, 
Ughomugh, Whimple, Widecomhe, and (I think) Wol-
borough. In ,t, with the exception of the Apostles, she 
was the most widely venerated of any saint. She usually 
bears a large pair of pi which hold in their gap a 
formidable-looking tooth.ncers St. Ursula is also a popular 
saint who finds no pia. here. 

Of the saints ad Plynaree, we should note that St. 
Thomas the Apostle is patron of masons, St. John Evangelist 
of paper-makers and bookbinders, St. Catharine of rope-
makers and spinsters; St. Roc h invoked against epidetnry, 
St. Lucy protectress of peasants, St. Seth of seryant-maids 
and housewives, St. John Baptist of tailors and farriers, St. 
Sebastian of archers and against epidemics, while St. Sidwell 
ia try protectress of the Cathedral city of Exeter. St. 
Barbara is invoked fora good death, and she is also held 
to be the patroness of architrets, builders, and artillerymen. 

A popular treatment of the panels suns to put Apostles
alternatively mtith Prophets This is still found at Chud-
leigh, Kenton, Ipplepen and Stoke Gabriel. Al the two 
fitrynamed the Apostles have inscribe,' beneath 110rn (or on 

croll) the article of the Creed which they are said by 
tradition to have composed. before their disperse on over the 
world, while the Prophets have each a corrryponding predic-
t,. 

Thus at Chudleigh the series begins with St. Peter, who 
has "Credo in dalth itittrato ontiripotoulan eitootorsui cacti et 
terr —Next comes Jeremiu who h "Potrero inuocattitis 
qui /wit coeition et turrotn.."—Next comeuSt. Andrew with "Et 
in I aunt Chriotto It, etc.," and then curiously enough St. Paul, 
tnstead of David, with the prediction (quoted in the 
Epistle to the Hebrews from the Psalm) "Dena Wait ad In, 
Alias mess ea tu, ego Italie gettni Ie." That M. James Major; 
Qat coup, ea de spin su 11 1. Muria virgine
and Isaias with "Au verge erecipiet Mad eta," and cos 
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The semen dom not now extend across the south aids 
ro the last two Prophets and Apostl. are missing The 
Vicar told me that roey were now to be found at ono.. 
church on the Moor, whose name I forget. The figures wew 
covered up with plaster and only found at the 2.toration 
in IS,. They are on a white ground, which is quirt 
untgual and seems to be modern. 

At Kenton the arrangement is somewhat different. 
Jeremi. com. rout, "Parent vanrois me" (iii, to) then St. 

Peter ; then Daniel (vii, 23) °Mins &minis posit," a. 
St. Amines, Then fern  ,d James the Great. and so on. 
It is noteworthy that at Kenton the quotations from the 
prophets are not alwa. out of the Vulgate, but fro n the
older on which al ways retained great influence is 
England 

Thus Zacharias at Chudleigh "droisient illi awn pee: 
crecif ecru. whereas at Ken
pan cuncifiverunt.-  At Kenton, St. Philip: "lede thethres., 
the. ,th xth vane Joseph. thethabth one. 
gerthes;-  where. at Chudleigh. Malachias is the atrondant 
prophet, with the text. °Ascends. ad ins *lie, et ero 
vobis 

•
Joel goes with St. Barroolmew at Kenton, 

whereas at Chudleigh Aggaeus taken his place. At Ipplepero 
the figures were only found at themcent restoration A rot 
sown. The best preserved figure is Ezekiel, which had 
been hidden by the pulpit. There is aho a Sibyl here with 
the inscription Sibilln. Sibyls arc found on several screens. 
The rm. remarkable series is at St. Dionysius, dradninch. 
Hero all roe twelve are repr.ented, and they also occur at 
Ughorough; this latter screen, however, I have oot men. 

At dradninch they run St follows, (then aun. I role front 
Husenbetro though I am not sure that I have identified Al 
correctly, so ma, A the Sibyls share their symbols 5th 
ode.. 

ro Sarnia (with iron crib or cradle); 2. Erythraea (rear.. 
3. Persica (lantern); q. Europa (sword); 5. Agrippa (scourge), 
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6. Tiburtina (hand); p. Libyca (chalice, or ewer and 
basin); B. Hellespontina (t) (a cross) ; A e.t.a (sponge) 
o. Cirnmeria (pincers and nails) ; re. Delphioa (horn) ;

re. Phrygia (cmss and banner). give some quaint figures 

of threc Sibyls. We are still reminded of their ancient 
cult, when we sing the Dies Maw 

At Hrevitree, a suburb of Exeter, in a pretentious brand-
y church, is part of the old screen in a very dark place 

under the wretern tower, as if it were something to he

ashamed oL There ane nine very quaint Sybils represent./ 
which I mana 

out
ged to make with the aid of a candle, 

Here are be found Sibyl. Agrippa with two scourge,. 
Tileurtina with three nails, Libyca with the pillar of Rapidly 
don, Hellespont.a, and others. Mr. Worthy has identified 
the last two as St. Michael and St. Dunstan respectively 

mob is the force of imagination ! At Whimple eight mei 

interesting and beautifully paimed figures were discovered 

turned upside-down, and used m steps for the Jacob., 
pulpit. They are larger than usual  and have an architect., 
background. The most interesting is that of King Heim 

VI, whose cause of canonisation was stopped at Rome by 

the Reformation. His shrine was to have been in the 
eauernmost Chapel A Henry VIPs Chapel, Westminstet 

and there the niche which once held his image eastill Ite 
seen, marked by a rose and the initials MR. The holy 
King has a rosary round his neck. The white antelope lire 

at his feet. This has been ;waken for the while hen 
which was the badge of Richard II, so the list hung in the 
church calls this Saint Richard II! Here, too, an evident St. 
Barbara with her tower, long flowing hair and female 
costume, is called in the same list St. Philip the Apostle, 

while the balance of the sexes is preserved by Ss John 
Baptist being described as a St. Agnes! St. Sebastian tied • 

to a tree is pierced with no less than seventeen MrOwS. A.
Clement, Pope, who is here represented with his anchor, 
occurs elsewhere onNat Ashton. The other saints represented 
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are St. Roch, St. Apollo., and St. Sidwell. This church 
has also been entirely rebuilt, and the saints are relegated 
to the western tower. I give illustrations, 

The most interesting set of screens at Wolborough, the 
parish church A Newton Abbot, it very fully described by 
Nit. Keyser, who has, however, made a Mw mistakes in the 

identification of the figures. Here not only does a screen go 
acrou nave .d aisles, but the aisle sere ens are returned to 
ereround two shallow transepud chapels. This screen has 
been much repainted, but it still .mains a most remarkable 
ones of saints A whom sixty-five can still be made out. 
Though the church belonged to the Norbertine canons of Tor 
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Abbey, the screen was evidently painted under Cistercian in-
fluence, no doubt by the monks of Buckfast. Thus we have a
wholes, oiabbots inwhite, McludingSfillernard, who bears 
a large cross, (and what is more resnarkahle) St. Maur, 
bla.ck Benedictine, who is here habited in white. This figuic 
is labelled Maitre, which Mr. Keyser has read &faun, an.: 
describes as an abbess. The Benedictine hood, when on 
the head, has much the appearance of a and this hen 
deceived the learned antiquary, who describes alm severs, 
other abbots on this screen as abbesses. The tonsured kr0, 

c.n clearly be men under the hood. One . , 

white abbots, with an open book, is no doubt intended f, 
St. Benedict. Cistercians painted 00 Benedictine Sains 
their own white habit, and Benedictines (as can still be.
at Subia0) painted the wicked monks who tried to poi,  • 
St. Benedict as Cistercians f 

At Wolborough, among other rare saints, appears sc 
Bridget of Sweden, a crowned abbess. She also appears st 
Kenn writing her revelations under the dictation of Ms 
Holy Ghost, a most inten,ing figure., miscalled St. &BM 
astica the list hung tip in that church, simply hems, 
of the dove. The famous Bridgettine Abbey of Sy.. 
possemed a good deal of property in Devon, M whin, 
county, after ma, and long wanderings, the Commands 
iv now happily settled. 

Among other uncommon figures at Wolborough (wins 
nam, are fortunately inscribed on the panels, thosS,

wrn' orthography),cur St. William of 1'5,,.
St. Etheldreda (St. And, eli) St. Gertrude MI Niceties, my,
Ms. Keyser, but more likely, perhaps, the great St. GUIrk,,,,,

(at Kenn she has hat inaide..,,
her),St. Adrian with an anvil, St. Leodegar (Leger) wok s 
pickaxe, St. Victor of Marseilles with the arm and sail of a 
windmill (he also occurs at Tor Brian), St. Paul Me Henn, . 
St. Olave, St. Leonard, and St. Erasmus. There is also a 
feinale mint with a large broom, whom Mr. Keyser calls 
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St. Petronilla. St. Leodegar ard St. Erasmus occur also on 
the warderlul painted scrarn at Ashton, where le also St. 
Blaise, the patron of wool-combers, with his comb. 

It is usual to find on one of the sets of doors the four 
Evangelists and on another the four Latin Doctors. These 
are generally represented: St. Gregory as PoSe (his head ssd 
tiara have sometimes been obliterated) St. Jerome as 
Cardinal, St. Ambrose as Bishop, and St. Auguatine in his 
doctor's robes. (Thus at Ashton he wears red doctor's robes 
with borders of white fur, and a doctor's biretta, and holds a 
book.) 

The central doors have often mysteries of our Lady,. we 
have seen at Plymtree. Most remarkable of all are Holne, 
Tor Brian and Portlemouth, where still may be seen in all 
her glory our Messed Lady crowned by her Devine Son. 
It should. added that her Assumption is portrayed on the 
central doors at Ughorough. 

The " correct " arrangement, which is that the female 
saints should be plared on the south side of the central 
doors, is more honoured in the breach than the observaoce; 
for it is only kept in Devonshire at St. Andrew's, Kenn. On 
ars beautiful screen ate represented several remarkable 
figures, some of which ate illustrated here. In the north 
aisle we have St. Sebastian and St. Roar (treated much as 
at Whimple), St. Francis kneeling before the crucified Seraph 
and receiving the stigmata (a most interesting subject which 
only owurs elsewhere at Bradninch, where it has greatly 
puzzled the guidebook writerar ard St Hubert, kneeling 
before the stag with the crucifix between his horns. Then 
come a seriar of Apostles; the four Doctors on the doors 
andthen St. Ursula holding two arrows, and surrounded by 
her Virgin companions; SS. Dorothy, Barbara., Apollonia 
as seal; then St. Anne teaching our Lady to read; (a 
beautiful subject which only OCCUTIM1 here a. at St. Mary 
Steps, Exeter), a female saint with pa. and book; St. Helen; 
and St. Mary of Egypt the famous penile., also a unique 
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figure, clothed only in her hair, and carrying three small 

loaves. Then on the pier casing is represented the Annun. 

ciation, and As Holy Trinity, greatly defaced; and then St. 

Bridget of Sweden; St. Christina 0) holding a large arrow 

and trampling on a pagan; St. Genevieve of Frans, a beauty 

Al figure. whose candle N being extinguished by a demon 

while an angel rekindles its flame; and St. Sidwell ; then the 

four Evangelists on the doors, followed by St. Juliana, Si, 

scourging a fat demon with much energy; an unknown 

Abbess holding a taper; (perhaps St. Etheldreda,) St. Falth 

N) with a wooden crib, and St. Veronica. On another set 
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of panels, kept apart from the screen, are four female saints; 
on the nimbus of one of them is inscribed Ave Illogdslene 
DAM. 

A few miles from Kenn and about two from Exeter is Al-
phington,where there is also a remarkable set of saints,vvhich 
has been brought to light by the reNoration of the screen. 

In the north aisle is Sir John Schorne the holy primt 
and doctor, Rector of Long Marston, who was so greatly 
venerated by pilgrims both at his nadive place and at St. 
George's Chapel, Windsor. He holds a. large boot in which 
he has imprisoned the devil—being known as "Sir John 
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Schome, gentleman both, who conjured the devil into
boot." Then comes St. Christina (I) with a ntillstone, and 

a saint in white apps and cloak over a black habit with a 
crozier, whom I take to be St. Gilbert of Sempringham, and 
therefore unique in the county. 

The other remarkable figures are St. Dunstan holding 

the devil by the nose with a pair of tongs, St. Francis 

showing the stigmata, and St. Dods. St Denis (or Diony. 

sius), it may be noted, is the patron-saint of Bradninch. 
Not less rare saints are to be found at Tor Brian. Among 

those I could not identify is a deacon in green dalmatic 

holding a book with a picture of the crucifixion on it, 

cove. Mr. Keyser suggests St. Francis, which I think 

unlikely. The Coronation on the central doors is particularly 

beamiful. We also find St. Bernard (1), St. Barham, an 

aged female in red, holding a triple crown, said to be St. 

Anne (though I wish someone would explain why Si. Ann, 

should carry a papal tiara in her hands) and St. Catherior 

of Siena, who only elsewhere at Portlemouth. She 

beam. heart in her hands.00CU(S Here too is St. Vincent, a deacon 

holding two or perhaps three cups, a napkin and a hook 

(just like the statue of him in Henry VIPs Chapel, but not 

at all like the unknown saint at Plymtreel; St. Syth with 

her keys; and a saint with a ladder, supposed to be St. 

Ernmeran of Rands., who indeed has this symbol, though 

it is strange to find him in Devon. (A similar figure with a 

ladder occurs at Wolbomugh, where I should take it to To 

Jacob, as Abraham and Isaac both occur, named, on the 
reen.) Then con, St. Apollonia (not St. Lucy,. ifn 

Keyser says), and a Virgin-saint stripped to thew aist, with 

arrows in her breast, whom I take to be St Ursula, but 

whom Mr. Keyser calls St. Sebastian. But, it is clearly a 

a female figure. 
Then comes a v, mysterious figure. It is a priest in 

red chasuble over a, black habit, holding• dragon 

chain. This Mr. Keyser notes . St Norbert. He has ma 
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how,. exercised quite his usual c e 
at Tor Brian, for this figure is a priest vesteard 
in a red chasuble, notes he mys, a deacon. 
I take it to be another re,sentation of the 
very imerwting Breton Saint Armil. In 
Henry VIPs Chapel, Wes,inster, is
bearded figure vested in a chasuble, with a 
scapular over that. Both hands wear imn 
gauntlet& With one he leads a dragon
bound in his stole. This figure long 
puzzled the antiquaries, and Mr. J. T. 
Mickelthwaite, in his valuable paper on 
the imagery of this chapel, (Archnologia, 
vot XLVII. pp. 360 confessed that he toss 
baffled and could only suggest that it was 
possibly meant for St. Simon Stock, or 
St Gilbert. The puzzle, however, was 
solved by the late Henry Bradshaw, who 
pronounced this figure to be a representa-
tion of St. Arm il of Plormel in Brittany. 
He also stated that Henry VII regarded 

Armil as une of his patrons, because 
he had come to venerate him during his 
exile in Brittany, and he ascribed his 
successful expedition to win the crown of 

fingland to the prayers of this mint. Unfortunately, I have 
In en unable to discover Mr. Bradshaw authority for these 
ntatemenw However, he is himself an authority that one 
may follow without fear. This sMnt is alsorepresented in 
an altar-piesin the church of the Benedictine Nuns of 
komsey, of which Abbey Henry WI was a benefactor. He
it here in armour under Me chasuble but Ws hands are 
hare. If this figure at Tor Brian is (as I suppose) a third 
represemation of the same little known mint, it is cerminly 
v, intermting discovery. 
St Armil (in Latin Armagill.) whose feast is kept in most 
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of the Breton dioceses on August Ath, was a British saint who 

came over to Brittany from our count, in the fifth centu, 

(The &Blanch. give his date as 485-ssa). He landed with 
some companions at Ack in the diocese of ',fon, now called 
after him Mou-Areal. Here he lived holily (it would seem 

that he was already a priest) until the fame of his virtues 

and miracles attracfed the attention of Childebert, King of 
France, who called hirn to his court, where heremained sis 
years. At last he obtained per  to retire, and the 
king gave him land in the neighbourhood of Rennes, on the 
banks of the river Seche, where he built a monastery. This 
place is now called St. Armel des Bosch.. Here he van. 
ouished a dragon that ravaged the country, and binding it 
in his stole, led it to the top of a hill now called Mount St. 
Armel, whence he commanded it to throw itself into the 

MaroSache. ', rn siola colligavii et in aqua suffocal.." 
His relics are preserved at Ploermel, in the parish church. 
The legend (taken from the ancient Breviary of Leon) doe, 
not give any explanation of his being represented in the 
curious costume in which he appears at Westminster am. 

Roms,. 
Henry VII, who passed so ma, years of exile in 

Brittany, and who no doubt regarded as the turning poi, 
of his career that Christmas-day, r 483, when in the Cathedral 
of Rennes he made a solemn vow to espouse Elizabeth of York 
if he should gain the crown, rnay well have had occasion to 
form devotion to a saint who was so greatly venerated in 
the territory of Rennes. 

Although the figure at Tor Brian has not all the peculiar 
characteristim of the representations of St Amel at West-
minter, still it seems most probable Mat it is meant for 
th squint. It is true that exactly the same legend of the 
vanquished dragon is recounted of St. Remain of Rouen, 
and also of St Vigor, but these mints are represented as 
Bishop, whereas this is a simple priest and monk. And 
Henry Vila popularity in the west country makes it likely 
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enough that St. Armil should be represented here I esPecially 
as the people of Tor Brian seem to have had a pendia. for 
somewhat out-of-the-way saints. 

But to promed. At Holne I found St. Pancras, treading 
a Saracen (a unique example), and a figure (the less t on 

the screen) which still pussies me. This is a young man 
holding a falcon on his left wrist. He is clad in short red 
mnis., grey cloak, dark hose, and is holding up his right 
hand a, though in command or argument. This M absurdly 
called On the official list hung up in the church), "Our 
Saviour in the a, of benediction" I It may possibly 
represent the donor of the screen. There is no nimbus. 

At Hennock, perched on . . 
the summit of an almost 
inaccessible hill, high above 
the valley of  the Teign, is an 
old church with a screen still 
beautiful in decay. It bears 

series of beautiful little fig-
very delicately drawn, 

like miniatures in an illumin-
ated manuscript. Four are 

!now cruelly hidden by the 
reps of a modern pulpit. (All 

were reserved,' may note, by 
ring concealed under the 

green base that lined the 
high pews which formerly 
abutted against the screen.) 
Hem we find St. Syth with a 
fomry, St. Erasmus (bearing 
his entrails vvound round a 
u indium), St. Laurence, St. 
Koch, and St. Mary Magda-
len. Here too is a most inter-
rating puml of which I gi 
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av illustration. It is a int apparently clad in the Dom
can habit, with a sword sa in his head, and holding an archie-
piscopal cross in his hand. Is it Si Peter Martyr, or Si 
Thomas of Canterbury? At first I inclined to the latter, but 
after two visits to study the figure, I was compelled reluct-

ntly to give up this fascinating hypothess, and decide for 
St. Peter Martyrs (Mr. Keyser, I see, gives Si Thomas of 
Canterbury with a I) If it is St. Peter Martyr, it may have 
one companion, as at Portlemouth there is a figure in 
Dominican habit holding a large knife, which is pmbably 
meant for St. Peter of Verona. 

Few of the screens are painted on their eastern sides, but 
one very remarkable exception is at Ashton. Here m you
see, the Lady Chapel in the north aisle has a splendid series of 
prophets with scrolls, both on the nsMn screen and on Me 
parclose. These are large half-length figures of ve. 

ma.able execution. Some have conjectured that they 
are portraits of members of the Chudleigh family who had 
their seat hete. One hears the legend, "APorin Virgo 

lit  
, the next, )) Et ...tier ErnmaIntel", the third, 

Surgite nolae timers", the fourth, Lex per Mohan sigmatnest, 5th[,
Et prophets per Etat, (Herring w the Transfigurm 

tion risme are on the parclose. On Me main screen dss 
figures bear texts with reference to the Lasi judgment, while 
on the doors between them is an exquisite representation of 
the Annunciation. Equally beautiful is the Visitation on the 
chancel side of the parclose screen, close to the Altar. The 
scroll Its the in.ription, "Et estultsvit inf ants in stets 
sins", while next to this is a Prophet with the inscription, 
"Elisabeth sterilis ink., (The church is dedicated 
to St. John the Baptist.) These are perhaps the most 
remarkable paintings still existing ill Devon. The western 
side of the screen has also a very fine series of saints on its 
panels and the church as a whole is most interesting and 
well-cared for. 

It is, I hope, unnecemary before this audience to put in a 
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plea for rood screens. Anyone who has entered one of these 
Devonshire churches which has been robbed of its incipal 
el, by ignorant or misguided restorers, -called, will 
know how chilling a sense of desolation they inspire- Just 
before leaving Devonshire I visited a fine church which once 
boasted a magnificent screen decorated with figures of 
xlints. of which a few fragments still remain, I believe, in the 
ica.rage. The screen disappeared in aeg8. 

A celebrated architect told me that never went to the 
reopening ceremony of a church which had rAtored, 
because of the terrible things that were usually said or sung 
at the service. Thus a Bishop, on one occasion, mounted 
he pulpit, and after rolling his es ss round the restored 
building, gave out his text with much AMA. "Ply house 
hall be called a house of prayer, but ye have made it a den 

of thieves." 
On another occasion the special hymn chosen began 

"The powers of hell have done their worst." 

I felt this lorcihly at Ais church, which shall here remain 
nameless. The thieves had etripped it of eve, at  of its 
glorious carved oak. a oex- pitch-pine roof the most 
meagre design and most hideous tint, corresponded onlY tem 
well with the varnished pews which filled the nave, and the 
tight ti Early Victorian stallsof the same beloved material, 

which rose in all their horror in the naked and denuded 
chancel. Ile Caen stone reredos of three gables and the 
pulpit of the type known to the profane as a "panne 
cooler," completed the furniture of the building. All was 
neat, tidy, Philistine, and profoundly deprehing. The rood-
[of t staircase was walled up, Me plaster stripped from the 
rough stone walls; and of the ancient glories of the church 
sot a vestige remained but the trace, of a few of the 
windows, now filled with glaring modem glass, and the poor 
scraped columns A the navearcade. I thought of the parable 
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of the house empty, swept and garnished, and I fled, feeling 

that here, indeed, "The powers of hell had done their 

wors." (a) 
Dow BEDE CAM. O.S.B. 

(1) In printing this paper, I must express , most 

grateful thanks to Dorn Maur. Powell, 0.0D. and his 

talented staff of artists, who have illustrated it w splendidly. 

I have also to thank Mr. E. Bligh Bond, F. R. I. B. A. and the 

Rev. Edgar Hay, Rector of Plymtree, for the loan of blocks, 

and , friend Mr. Edward S. Mcffuen, who helped me with 

Me photographs and tracing. I am very conscious that 

without their help the paper would have lost any value k 

may possess. 

*isOop J5ebeep on (preparation for tOe 
(Pacitoraf 4Nrice.* 

&Mums speaking Catholics are indebted to Bishop Hedley 

for a goodly number of eminently practical works on spirit-

ual subjects. For the most part these books have presented 

spiritual truth, intellectual and moral, as it appeals to the 

airy;they have been the expression of the PAX.,  mind 

to his congregation, the message of the shepherd to his 

Bock. In the Lex Lewilarlor a more restricted audience is 

addressed. Those who ars destined to discharge the sacred 

ministry, to mediate between t.rl and men, have ry their 
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turn to sit at the feet of a master, they have to learn tha 
sacred science, the government ofxsuls.—Long ago Plato 
saw that he who is to be a successful ruler most himself first 
know how to obey, and this truth the Church hasever sought 
to enforce in its training of the clerical student. The pres-
ent book is a contribution to this end in the form of a corn-
memary On the Negula Pastoralis of St. Gregory, by one who 
has the very but right to speak on the subject, a pastor pas-
forum of ripe experience a. 

Thee
provednosh.

 ssential feature al the wodting systent of the Cathrvic 
Church is the mteed priesthood. From the moment that 
Our Lo. laid His hands on the Apostles and brvtowed on 
them their mission, Mrough all the ages that the Church 
has lived, we find this body of men, set apart, marked off, 
organised, a body within a body, possessing the same 
functions, the mole spirit, the same characmr. The discip-
line of the Church inay vary, dogmas that have been only 
implicit may come into prominence and acquire a new 
importance for ux but the priesthood seenrudwn Dresser
Melellisedech remains for ever one and the same. The seal 
wamped on the soul by ordination has ever preserved the 
essential features, clear-cm, definite, mm 

p
med u in theology 

athe twofold jurisdiction ovry the natural and mystical 
Body of Christ. We Carbolic within the Church know 
this by an ingrained knowledge, an instinctive appreciation. 
Witness from without is Imrne to the same fact in the long 
history of the Church. The penfecutors have ever striven to 
strike the shepherd and thus to disperse the flock. In our 
oxm country when the second and successful revolt horn the 

the 
of Christendom was effected the aback wasdirected on 

the sace.otal character. That it was the ',lass that matter 
ciff isshown Elisabeth,. order at her coronation cenunony 
to mutilate it. As I.ecky chooses tocEpress it i--"To cur the 
iaproots of priestcraft was one of the main aims and objects 
sf the Reformation." Thewproots were. cut and we know 
how the treeof supernatural life has languished and 1:itkered 
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in the soil of England. “The Bible in the school—Me 

priest outside" was an epigram that did good service in the 

la. election. 
Moreover Elizabeth and her counsellors have not only 

succeeded in their object of making the very name of 

priest odious in the eyes of Protestant England, but 

they have aet up a rival conception of the position of a 

ster of the Divine Word. They have broken down the 

wall of separation between him and other men, have levelled 

down Me calling to the minimum of religious functions. 

As Lecky puts it "A married clergy, who have mixed in all 

the lay influences of an English Univeraity, and who still 

take part M the pursuit, studies, social intercourse and 

amusements of laymen, are not likely to form a separate 

caste or to constitute a very formidable priesthood." This 

is very true but, though the writer fully approves of the 

sentiment, his word, in the minds of Catholics are the, 

own condemnation. The Catholic priest is essentially one 

who "dwells apart ;' he is a member of the"castrorum acies 

ordinata" in the words of the Council of TreM. He has 

nothing in common with the "married clergy who still take 

part in the pursuits, studies, social intercourse and amuse-

ments of laymen,"—at leas in so far as he does, he is 

divesting himself of his priestly- character. His ideal is 

something very different. His profession concerns the things 

"quR sum ad Num." He stands in St. Thomas' words as 

"mediator inter Deurn et homines." "Sicut me misfit Pater 

et ego 
That

vos." 
That this has been the conception of the priesthood from 

the beginning is evident on every page of ecclesiastical 

history. In the fourth century St. John Chrysostom tells us 

how he shrank from ordination because it was the highest 

ministry that a creature could discharge. "If St. Paul," he 

ssys, was ever filled with fear when he looked to the 
greatness of his office, what should be our feelings?' 

"Priests," the saint tells us, "who have their abode and 
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sojourn on earth, have been entrusted with a heavenly 
ministry and have received a power which God has not 
granted to angels or archangels." This is the language of 
the Eastern Church, and it finds an echo, two centuries 
later, in St. Gregory the Great's work, the "Regula Pastor-
alis." The holy Pope wrote the book to explain why he 
bad endeavoured to prevent himself from being elected 
Bishop of Rome. Like St. Chrysostom the Western Father 
felt the immense burden that the pastoral office laid on the 
shoulders of its recipients; "Ara est artium regimen anim-

This hook of St. Gregory became the standard work on 
Me pastoral office in the W ester,. Church. In his preface 
Bishop Hedley tells us how it came into use in England. 
Alfred the Great was the happy instrument of its imroduc-
tion into this country. The king found such widespread 
ignorance of the Latin tongue even anionget the clergy that, 
he was induced to translate the "Pastorali," "Herd-Book" 
imo the vulgar tongue, and send it to every bishopric A 
the kingdom. "If ever," says Me Bishop, "there was
hook which formed the EngliM speech and thepastoral views 
of the aoutb and the east of England, n was this translation 
of the 'tnessage ' of the great pope to whom England owes 
her faith." 

The treatise of St. Gregory is divided into four parts. The 
iirat describesthe character of the priestly office and the con-
„lidons that art requisite in aspirant to that office. The 
re ancond deals in detail with the virtues that must be INS-
.rysed by one who is already ordained. In the third part 

e have practical instructions for the treatment of the 
differs classes of souls with whom the pastor comes into 
rontact. Of this third part Bishop Hedley writes "Its wise 
.nd pregnant philosophy, i ts beautiful zeal for soul, its 
Acadth of scriptural illustration and its finished literary form 
have justly made it one of the classics of patristic tradition." 
One Chapter suffices for the last part, an exhortation to the 
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pastor to remember while he i.tructs others, that he him-

mg has his own weaknesses and therefore he must not 

neglect to return i himself lest through the office he bears 

he should be puffednto up with thoughts of pride. The book 

concludes with a prayer that the friend to whom it is ad-

dressed may afford. "plank" of prayer to the holy doctor 

who is in the "shipwreck of this life" and likely to sink Irons 

his own weight of demerit. 
This book 01010 Medley uses as the groundwork of As 

Present publication. It is printed at the end of the voter. so 

that readers may turn to H and read for themselves the con-

tinuous thought of the Pontiff. , an introduction to it 

them arc eleven lectures which deal with the preparation 

for the Cgre of souls. Originally they were delivered to the 
ecclesiastical students preparing for ordination in the semin-

ary ffir secular pri® at LIshaw. 
These lectures are not a mere introduction of St. Grcgortt,

work. Indeed this would be impossible, for the ord... 

addremed is not ite the same as that of the earn. work 

The latter is for those who are already engaged in pastood 

work, where. the former has in mind the let s, Mose who 

are preparing for the mcred ministry. It is true that 10

some extent both cover ffie same ground, los the one oo

forward to the time after ordination and the other looks 

back to the time before ordinatio, Still they start from 

different Handpoints and hence they are quite separately., 

When, ferther, we remember the change in the " time-spirit" 

between the twentieth and the sixth century—a change. 

which affects and must affect every thinking-man—it rs 

obvio. that ore shall find a difference treatment not 

such an office as the priesthood. Alan's outlook on lievefe h. 

changed, arguments Matonce would appeal to the snit. 

have lost their force, and most be recast, other arguments 

push themselves forward and claim t' . Bishop liedles 

has ever kept in touch with the thought of the world ohow 

hirn, his other works show a deep insight into the relation 
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of science to faith, and hence his advice to the young clerical 
student will have a peculiar power as coming from one 
"having authority." 

Nor do the lectures challenge compariXon with such works 
as "The Eternal Priesthood of Cardinal Manning—or the 
"Young Priest" of Cardinal Vaughan, or the Bishop's own 
volume, the "Retreat." They are not a theological treatise 
on the nature and functions of the Priesthood, nor a " wade 
mecum " ffir the pastor on the mission nor an eight days' 
digest of the whole range of sp trral life. Rather they treat 
of the Priesthood, if one may say so from the point of view of 

professional character. lust as in any other walk of life 
so in the Priesthood there is same necessity for prepara-
tion, the same zeal demanded,h   the same persistent perseve-
rance as a condition of success, but there is that also which 
is peculiar to it as a prof.sion,—its own character, its own 

it Theo 
s

is a pastor, a ocher, and the lectures 
before us deal with hiro from this aspect. Let us see how 
they interpret this function. 

The cure of souls is an art, indeed the " ars ante," and 
like every other art it demands experts for its pr,essors. 
The experts are those who possess spiritual understanding 
and tme sanctity, that is both mind and bean must be 
formed in virtue,Ifor their life is consecrated to God's service. 
It is evident that for man must have what is called a 
vocation, hem ust that thi

 
shave both the inclination to the 

liffi and the dispositions that fit a man or the work before 
him. His work is the dealing with souls, the winning°, the 
souls of men into the membership of the kingdom of God. 
What a delicate work this is!" A soul," says the author, "is 
itself a little-explored and mysterious realm. Its motiv. 
and its impulses are difficult to recognize and unravel ; it is 
hard to reach. hard to touch, hard to influe 

it 
n ; its virtues are 

never purer, and i never unrelieved t neimther itsatrength 
nor its weahnem, wither its riches its poverty can ever 
be so well investigated or deseribunor d as not to ha. many 
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surprise ,  reserve for the man who would dogmatize and 

define." Surely the guiding and managing of such myster-

ious entities requires the highest skill, the greatest holiness, 

There is nothing but shipwreck ahead for the shallow and 

half-trained steersman. 
The acquisition of the spirit of .nseeration 0 one, lilt 

to God is called conversrtn. This is a definite religious 

experrtnce that a soul goes through, though it varies for 

every one. Often it takes this shape. A young boy. say of 

fourteen years of age, finds in himself a gradual steadying of 

character, "an awakening to 0e fact that there are two 

classes of people in the world, the religious and the notniali
regious," and he choosses the side of religion, The krea, 

over him seriousness, not morosentiss, not mantas, with some 

priggishness perhaps or even hypocrisy, which is chiefly ex. 

ternal and wears off, if the piety is genuine. After thi, 

preliminary experience there comes later in life, though 

whilst the soul is still young, a second change when the grace 

of God seems to seize a favourable occasion to deepen the 

religious spirit, the spiritual understanding, and imparts the 

soliditas timoris intemi" of St. Gregory. 

This seriousness must come early in the spiritual life, 

before ordination, for the child is father of the man. When 

a man is invesred with authority and bec s his ow, 

master, when his days arc filled with engrossiomeng interests, 

here is. generally speaking, no further conversion for hiss, 

his plasticity has gone, his attitude is fixed. Grace o' perates 

on prepared soil. There may be certain circumstances such 

as missionary countries afford when a special grace A given 

to a priest, just as in the ages of persecution a special grace of 

martyrdom was given, but this cannot bees oonied on. Ewe 

if devotedness, or missionary zeal does suddenly spring 

into life, to a spirit unschooled it brings its own danger,. 

The tree that is to stand the storm must have its hidden 
roots defply set. 

In detail the fi rst essential of character in a pas or is is 
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tense purity not only of heart but of mind and spirit, for 
human nature demands the (Catharsis, the purgation of its
faculties. Aft, the personal influence of Our Lord, mortifi-
cation has the greatGt influence on this disposition—but note 
it is not the stoical endurance, pain, not a burdensome u
ber of small privations tlmt count, but the steady battling, bit 
by bit, always under guidance, with those weaknesses, eaten 
nal and internal, which each reels in himself to be keeping 
him from union with God, l'he affection. the imagination, 
she will, the intelligent:toil] must be cleansed, especially must 
me beware of the modern na0ralistic view of life, of religion, 
ul God. A priGis reading should not be agnostic philosophy, 
heathen science, non-Catholic theoloa. Individuals
have to handle these hi detail for time, but the general 
work of a priest A concerned with hia s own meta.physiG, the 
Christian ,0mGis of life. Objections must be 11151 by 
all, but let them be stripped of their imaginative drert. It 

not that troth in itself is ever in jeopardy, but truth per 
acrid. may very easily be, whether from immaturity of mind 

inadequate knowledge, or even because the truth itself 
is often a "hard saying," and the pride of intellect resents
limn sayings... 

Allied to this purity of heart and mind is the true view of 
the value of souls. Each soul is something in itself, it is not 
in its nature mbordinate to another soul and the nail
must look through the trappings of clam distinction and 

at the individual members of his flock as redeemed 
10 the Precious Blood, knowing theta and treating them as 
individuals, without allowing his own individuality, his 
mutability. his timidity, his despondency, his preferences, his 
softness to intrude, but becoming all things to all men in 
the tender bond of sympathy a.0 compassion. 

Solar these lectures Bishop Hedley is going over 
ground familiar to spiritual treatises which deal with the 
preparation of the pastor's soul for the mclesiastit.,1 state, 
though the handling is fresh and original, Gmay be gathered 
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from the above summary. From this to Me end of Me book 

we have the more distinctive part of the book. Here he 

breaks away from St. Gregory for the very reason that the 
conditions of to-day are very different from those of St. 
Gregory's age. Seminary life is now organised, practically 
the whole 0 the seminarist's day is given to study, Me 

course of studies is definitely settled, text books ha, to 

he mastered. This is very differant from the days when the 

student lived in the bishop's familia, or in the parish priest's 
house, before scientific theology and casuistry were form-
ulated, when the words of Holy Writ were everything ii, 

theolom., philosophy, morals and devotion for the clergy. 
The development into seminary life has been natural 

just as the de,lopment of the science 0 theology 

itself, and the Bishop has this fully developed nd 
organised system before his eyes as hewrites these later 
lecture, M. Gregory givesthe ideal of the pastor—Bishop 

Hedley suggests how such an ideal can be realised under 

modern conditions and necessities. The personal spiritual 
training remains very much the same, the intellectual brings 

in new aspects. new requirements. 
Church studies mark an epoch in intellectual history. 

Unless M the beginning the student begins M a systematic 

way to lay the foundations, there will never be a sullm 
structure. With this he must have sustained and uMls 
regulated effort, avoid mtention of boyish inffirests, mrsivate 
will-power, concentration on the subject in hand, with
tinge of austerity throughout, and thus proceed step by 
step along the path of knowledge. 

Philosophy is the first great subject that he has to deal 
with. The necessity for it lies M this that the priest is
teacher of the faith to the world, that is, of the deepest, the 
mblmest truths every sort and condition of men, it is 
philosophy that lilt make his thoughts clear, and rumish 

him with a reasoned system of metaphysical thought which 
is the basis of Revealed Truth. Catholic philosophy has 
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moreover the imprimatur of the Church becalm it has 
been caught up in the definitions of Faith. "The greatest 
minds " says the Bishop "in every age have been those 
who have lived in communion with philosophic thought, and 
a man who is a stranger it is a stranger to what isnoblest 
in the history of the race." 

From this office of a teacher flows the obligation of 
presenting truth m.t effectively, in other words a priest 
inrat be a. b man of lets  if he is to he fully accomplished 
in his vocation. He t must be well read, must have
distaste for what is violent crude, noisy, repulsivrs—must 

ry 
have wide views most reside the realm of history, 
ethics, poet , romance, the "ante-chamber to Me spiritu-
al life A classical education has always been considered 
needful as a preparation for priestly work; for it maka 
the mind " cultivated", i.e., "quick to take in.well furnished 
with indispensable information, awake to general ideas, and 
generally responsive to the manifold voice. human n ature." 
A is" Experience shows that only a very small ands very prevent. 
ffils portion of them. results prophesied by some respectable 
alarmists have ever happened in a prudently follow,. 
classical course." 'rms also applies the • classcs' in modem 
languages though 'style • or the efffitive mode of presenting 
thought will come from writing ' sooner than from mere 
reading' —only in writin we must say clearly what we 

mean, aim at originality, g at all events of expression, and 
make our treatment of a subjem organic—a living whole. 
Without venting practice npreaching, for example, is 
merely " the growing more rand mons confirmed in weak 
phrases and irritating trivialities." 

The priest, then, must be a man of learning. He should 
know moreoveh far more than he is evm likely to impa.re 
because no man can impart unless he stands above his 
subject. Again he speaks ex Deo, corers Deo. 'It is as if 
the omnipotent God had bound Himself to silenceby His 
own laws,—as indeed He has.-and stood behind the veil, 
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waiLing for those to speak for Him whom He I. chosen for 

that most sublime of all offices." 
Theology, the science of God, the queen of sciences

of course, the chief work of the priest. The text book= 

of this most noble science are of their nature summaries 

and have the def. of all summaries as representing ores 

the skeleton, the dry bon. of the living thing. Tr, 

clothe these bones the priest should know thorough',

and at first hand the Holy Scriptures, God's own book 

—all the priest's life, inmIlectual and spiAtual, must by 

grounded on the word of God. Hence we must go to the 

Bible and to the actual Bible, not to Me studies that deal 

merely with the exmmal history of the sacred tere. Too much 

time is apt to be given to introduction. whereas the student 

ought to go as soon as possible to the living word, beginning 

with what is most known to us—the New Testa nt, and 

wOrkin g back to the Old. Thus shall we grow intmeo the true 

spirit of ambassadors of Jesus Christ. 
This is the se . that a rel. must cultivate. In doing so 

no effort st he spared and it must be borne in mind that 

it is legitimate for the children of light to lea.m frnm 

the children of this world the scientific spirit. Mr 

example from the methods of modern science we cm 

learn exacmess and amuracy in the subjects we are expec-

ted to know, in ea ch matters as faith, conduct, history

and current topics. Unfortunately accumcy is not a ire.

of the ecclesiastical mind and if a priest can only num

"crude negatives or launch juvenile exaggerations and 

coinmonreace abuse, he M dishonouring the profession in 

which he is bound to been expert." Caution is atroths 

quality that a student should acquim—a °gr.t

than our forefathersforefathersconsidering the age whiccaMion h we live" 

in weighing evidence so as note force our pious opiniuss 

upon others. In his researches, must go toress-band sources. 

verifying his references. nro advance the kingdosnof God we 

must measure ourselves with our fellowmen," avoiding the 
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seiereific temper of emlusiveness, hardness indmoutness of 
a, of those who deal with what we can touch and see, 

this present world—but putting ourselves on a level with t, 
hest in solidity, in trustworthiness, while we deal with the 
world om of sig., that canmt be weighed and measured. 

vast and impressive as its kingdom may be, is only 
throne for intelligence, a field for the career of the spirit, 

an epimde a duration which mcan t be reckoned." The 
effort of the exponents of God's kingdom should be in the 
words of St. Augustine "ut veritas puce, veeat as ream, 
veritas inveat"—to make the truth prevail. 

This mmmary of the lectures will suffice to give an idea 
of the wealth of wisdom contained in them. They are not 
St. Gregory merely, but M. Gregory and something more 
—St. Gregory interpreted for our modern world, but they have 
the glow, the wannth of the patristic wr ifings throughom. 
The treatment is not systematic it has not the fore of a 
unified book,thereare repetitionsand in places we are inclined 
to wish Mr further development but the fact that the lectures 
are a kind of comnamtary and the ci that 
they are lectures account for this. They amrcumstance however,
mine of practical and shrewd advice which each person ean
work for himself. They area guide for which there isgreat 
demand in the complexity of modern thought. 'fo mme the 
ideal may seem beyond the ordinary priest, but it is as well 

have the ideal put before us, and after all the ordinary 
priest has an extraordinary office. No ideal can be too 
great for it and we must

re 
always be "unprofitable servants." 

Certainly the effect of reading the book is not to disco urage 
but to stimulate, and this is the test of truth. What one 
feels from reading this, as from other works of Bishop Healey, 
is that the author has caught the fire of the holy and learned 
swn of the pa., that in him the flock of Christ has a worthy 
are faithful pas., that he is a 'leader in Israel' whom we 
look up to with esteem and gratitude. 

J. E. M. 
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Tun death of F. Benedict Mackey M Dome an January oth 

pm an end to a strenuous and interesting career, the value 

of which may easily be overlooked. los much of his life wa, 

passed and most of Ms work was accomplished critsidr 

England, whilst his best work was never spent mart 

popular subjects. A man of serious character, with dem

enthusiasms and untiring industry. Canon Black, had thr

power of sustained exertion which often achiever more thatt 

genius. Hewas never idle, never at ret. A monk to Iti, 

fingers' tip, he had no tastes or pursuits but ecclesiastical 

spiritual minded man, his literary labours however 

absorbing never overshadowed his religious and spiritual 

interests. Friends might rally him on his restless activil s, 

on the gravity of his manner or his absorption in hobbirics, 

but none ever failed to recognize the sincerity of his cow. 

victions, or to reverence the devotedne. of his life and Or 

anselfirtmess and nobility of his aims, The character 

the man was foreshadowed over forty years ago in thc 

novitiate days at Belmont, where the pages of the Lily,

Maus still bear quaint witness to the grave tastes and 

serious studies of the yomhful monk. 
With the industry and ambitions of an idealist arid 

a delicate nervous temperament under which, after a fen

years teaching at Douai, Fr. Mackey's health broke down c. 

completely that his life was despaired of, or at least tic 

prospect of his ever doing useful work. One M 

devoted friends was told by a doctor that she would la 

doing ver well if she could keep him alive for Mai 

eeks. It  has taken thirty years for the kmn spirit to 

wear out the frail scabbard of the flish! Canon Mackey',

Magnum Opus was of course the official edition of Mr 

Works of St. Francis de Sales apoi which he has been a na-

ing for many yea.. A chance act of kindness in offering, . 

translate some of the Saint's lettere for a friend first turned 
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his thoughts in this direction Bishop Hedleysearly encour-
agement helped him greatly and he laboured at his task 
so assiduously and successfully m to become the firri living 
authority on the life and writings of St. Francis. What
Canon Mackey did not know about his Saint was not mirth 
knowing! His emhusiasm for his subject dominated his 
whole life; his thoughts and talk were mturated with it so
rvmple.ly indeed, as to be often the object of the good 
humoured raillery of his friends. But it was a mrithy goal 
Mat Canon Mackey had set himself; and he never craved 

higher task than to prepare the final and perfect text of 
those spiritual writings which won for the Bishop of Geneva 
his rank amongst the Doctors of the Church. 

The opportunity of his life came when the Visitatim 
Num at Annecy engaged him to prepare the new official 
edition of theOperc Dritiri of their Founder, a task laborious 
enough for anyone but truly formidable to a foreigner. To 
sato it out F. Benedict left the little Herefordshire mission 
where he was much beloved, and exiled himmlf to the old 
Savoyard town, leading there a hard life in humble lodgings. 

need arose he travelled ahmt Italy, France, Spain and 
Belgium, ransacking libraries, comparing manuscripts, veri-
fying trivial dates, gathering varied lone. He corrected the 
text, restored genuine readings, rescued from oblivion for
gotten letters and traria., added innumerable notes 
crammed with infinite detail. Even those who know the 
dozen fair volumes which enshrine his labours hardly realize 
all the toil entailed in their production. He was a worthy 
brother and successor of the great Blamist Editors. 

That an Englishman should be chosen as editor and 
champion of one of the great Lights of the French Church 
was sufficiemly unusual, it is perhaps less strange that the 
distinction should amuse some jealousy and dislike. Canon 
Maeltey's invaluable services never received in his lifetime 
the recognition which was their due even from those on 
whose special behalf he laboured. Too modest and monastic 
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re push his own claims, others were quite ready to take the 

credit. No reader of the edition would ever guess whore 

hand had toiled to prepare the perfect text. The title-page, 

give no clue to the identity of the Editor, or even that he

was an Englishman or a Benedictine ; and he was bowed out

ere hre task was fully completed ! Fr. Mackey's experience, 

at least illustrate the saying as to the amount of good wore

whicha man can do who is willing to let someone else have I 

the credit 
Possibly his own brethren sometimes failed to realize 

the value of his work but they at least allowed him 

freedom to pursue it. He had been a Canon of Newport 

for many years, a dispensation from residence accorded 

by the Bishop enabling him to retain the honour and to 

continue to shed lustre upon the monastic Chapter. More 

than once his brethren chose him Procurator at the Roma

Court,—the office which,  he was filling at the time of 

death. He was a member of the Benedictine Accademi 

lately founded at San Anselmo in Rome ; and the General 

Chapter held at Amplerorth last ronarner conferred 11,10,1 

him, a Doctor's cap, surely never better earned than by 1,1 

long Obours on behalf of one of the Doctors of the Church! 

Like many another Canon !Mackey has been cut off in th. 

midst or his work and in the maturity of his intellectual pore 

et, though it was characteristic of Montan that death shim,

find him engaged upon IWOOf three big tasks at a time. Ilk,. 

Edition of St. Francis' Writings is visually finished; but du. 

Saint's Life for which he had collected much new material i. 

still very far fromrompletion . we fear is the History of Id. 

own monastery of SE Edmund,. Canon Monkeys mrol 

and manuscripts would perplex himself, let alone othersate but 

it is to be hoped that his vast labours will not be entirely 

asted, ands fit others y sperelily Wree to take up and 

complete the work of a lifema   which redounded greatly to the 

credit of his Order and his House. 

ZOt proteries of our eurreni gpete13. 
Br " the mysteries of our current speech," I refer to those 
frequent and curious phrases the general meaning and 
intention of which are per fectly well understood by English 
people, although such meaning is never conveyed by the 
words themselves. 

A few examples will shew what is meant. 
When matters are arranged in a neat and satisfactory 

manner, we say they are in upple-pie reeler—veithout explain-
ing to ourselves what order and method have to do with an 
apple-Pie/ 

When, on the contra, they are found in disorder and 
confusion, we say they are at sixes and sevens—figures which 
do not suggest disorder in any way. 

If we are grossly overcharged, we complain of having 
Den made to pay through the nose, although, for anything 
that appears to the contrary, this may be a thrifty and 
economical way of meeting our expenses. 

in a trifling difference with a friend, we tell him we have
a 6firs to pick, or a crow to plank with him,—although 
these very ancient phrases imply anything but a wish to 
clear up a grievance—which is the sense intended. 

Why should we be indignam when some one, fro rn whom 
we require a plain statement, coroinues to //beat about the 
bus —which was quite a proper thing to do when that 
phrase came first into our literature —as I hope to show? 
Three examples will suffice. 

Nowit may seem to be rather trivial subject of .uiry 
that is here proposed to the readersof this Journal. Never-
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theless it is not without interest to try to investigate Ae 

origin and source of these nd innttmerable oAer strange 

epression. as they may bea found to tMow some light on 

old habits, and 
unive 

on the rsalim of reme religious and 

other uses.—and also on the structure of the language itrelf. 

M the phrases referred to, the logical connection between 

the words and their meaning has been lost. They arc, as it 

were, idioms in the making and on their way to a still 

closer concentration. 
Our far-away ancestors spoke in a more 

to 
and 

figurative manner than vve are accustomed t  a. the

illustrations from their daily life. To speak, for instancs 

A fiddlesticks znithoni the fiddles is to mention something 

useless and inane. last words are at first expressed. 

then implied, until, at last ;Ay the word "1 iddlesticks" 

remains for us, as an idiomatic expression, in the pages of 

Beaumont and Fletcher and other writers of their tino 

Thus, too, At 
cu

I 

your MA ("prepare("preparetc g; 
away. 
should here observe that not one of the above phrase,. 

or of the phrases hereafter to be mentioned is properly 

called slang. All have been used in the writings of stand-

ard authors, writing familiarly, indeed, but still in literary 

forrn, and again, sometimes with great seriousness. 

Thus when some pussled executor complains that every,

thing has been left at sires and seams, he uses the CNRO 

expression which Shakespeare puts into the mouth A As 

Regent of the Kingdom m the embarcation of King Richard 

n for 1 refaud and when a politician tells rs mat the pAiss 

of threescres and; cow isasdend as a door nail, also quois. 

Shakespeare without knowing it, and without Aking himrslf 

what exceptional mortality caches to a door-nail more than 
a, other nail. 

Shakespeare, indeed, adopts ma, of these phrases,—such 

as up to„up,  or its variant ,—b Ale She noes, suce we

mark and others. 
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The auk and bull ory, meaning a laboured excuse , is 
referred A by eta A dignity, such as Burton in his
Anatomie of Melancholic; not ti.11, a rap is frequently 
used by Dean Swift suos over (which by the way is 
Ad a nautical term) has descended from Dryden Anacker,. 
Allmyeye is accepted by Goldsmith; Ito great shakes and 

war pur bacon are used by Byron the first his letters, 
Ae second in his reran; apple-pie order is acknowledged by
Si; Wafter Scott Ad Captain klarryat to make no bones 
it is found in the pages of Bishop Hall: rap to the nines is 
in Burns: to pant cox over the mar, to I for That. on fire 
(though this ;;!bane Prem.; no mkstert), Ie see kom Um cot 
jumps Ad beet your stick are found in Si; WalterScott, in 
Kingsley, and in other author's of eminence. 

These references will suffice to show that this is not a 
question of slang, or inconcet language, but of a certain 
accepted phraseology which has a conventional meaning 
not expressed by the words themselves. 

Naturally there have been any at milts to discover the 
igin of phrases and expressions so strange and yet so fam

liar. Enquiries have been followed up through years of 
mote or less ingenious guessing, and through a long succes-
sion of special works, such as Dr. Brewer' "Dictionary of 
Phrase Ad Fable .  in its successive nisi ons; and also 
hro
!)

;peaseugh those periodicals which make it their bueiness to
!);peasean intelligent curiosity, such as" Notes and Queries" 

lb many volumes a. series. 
It is remarkable, howeveg that the attempted solutions 

which ace put before the public front time to time are rarely 
itccepted as final or convincing. After a kw weeks, another 
miiess and yet another is brought fonvard to have M little 
day. And so, at Aare the sobstions become like the remedies 
for rheumatism—too numerous to be worthy of much credit 
individually. The snore there arc, the less you can believe
in the efficacy of any. 

Let me take one or two examples of this kind of guessing. 
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Take the phrase "no great shakes," for which there :sample 

authority. Om solver thinks this is gambler's language, 

referring to the shaking of the dice; another fames it on 

coopers when speaking snaking-up barrels; a third finds 

it to be actors' slang derived from Shakespeare—a fourth 

brings a solution from the back woods of America,—a fifth 

hre remed up an Arabic word shales a man or person t—

ixth, with more probability than any, explains it A a 

windfall as when frnit is shaken from a tree. 

And in fact most of the so-called "solutions" are mere 

guessesunsupported by any evidence written, printed, or oral. 

A favourite way A framing a guess is this. When you 

cannot make the phrase itself yield a satisfactory meaning, 

you must try to hit upon some similar sounds which will do so. 

Then you assumether one is "corrupted " from the other,— 

and there is your solution. 
Take a familiar example:—as mad as a hatter. It is 

clearly absurd to suppose that a hatter is necessarily more 

insane than a boonnaker ; so it is considered equally clear 

that the phrase •has been " ovrropted,"—and here eve have it 

in Orates and Quries"—" As mad A an adder!" 

ragain, take the famous " cAk and bull story " which 

no one has ever read. What reason A there to think that

than of a cock and a bull is more absurd and inconsequem 

than other stories Clearly, therefore, say the entire, it is a 

corruption, and a happy
,
 thought occurs to a writer A 

and and Queries." " It means," says he, "a concocted 

and bully story," --bully being used in its Ad rense A 

boastful! Another learned correspondent introduces mytho-

logy and brings in ree Cock of vEsculapire and the sacred 

Bull of Egypt to explain the phrase, but without explaining 

how 
re

recondite matters became familiar to the pereants 

and weavers of England. Or again, applrenie order is clearly 

" corrupted" from " Capa-pd Order " --cap-a-pe meaning 

perfectly equipped from head to loot as made familiar to us 

from Hamlet. 
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Sometimes the solver will even invent a dialect word to 
accout easily for the phrase which is being considered. 

I think it was Webster's Dictionary which fi rst attempted 
to explain that universal phrase kicking the bucket, by
boldly asserting that in Norfolk there is a dialect word 
"bucket" which means a "beam or rafter." A dead pig
is hoisted up to the "beam" for the purpore of being 
weighed; and thus the pig " kicks the bucket" or bear, 

But unfortunately for these ingenious men wo pheno-
mnal dictionaries have been recently appear  one being 
re exhaustive new English Dict ionary, edited 

It, 
XI, Jam s

Murray,—which is based on an examination of ree whoe
body of English Literature, and which repecially notes the 
first appearance of every word in our language. 

The other is an equally comprehensive Disk, 
Dictionary, edited by Dr. James Wright. which was compiled 
in co-operation with skilful correspondents in eve, county 
of England. 

Well, neither of these great works affords any support to 
the foregoing pieces of ingenuity. 

There never has been such a phrase as " as Mad as an 
add, "—MDT such a phrase "as cap-a-pe order. "--There 
never has been such a dialect word as " bucket "meaning a 
beam; never such a fearful phrase as a s concocted and 
bully story." What, therefore, becomes of the" corruption 
theory", 

Another objection to this method of relation lire in the 
great antiquity, unaltered in form, of many of these strange 
phrases. "To pluck a crow with a man' which has had 
several suggestions, has been traced unmodified to ree 
Mystery Plays of the 14th century. "To he in the wrong box," 
which seems at fi rst sight to have obvious reference to modern 
Courts of Justice, with their Jury Box,—Witness Box, rec., 
An, in Fox's Book of Martyrs published three and a half 
centures ago,—hefore our present arrangements were devised. 

In point A fact, the phrases themselves do not alter • torn 
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a, to age, while their meaning becomes modified. Thus, 
To beat Moot the bush wed to mea.n labouring for the 

benefit of others. ft now means trying to evade the point 

at issue. To In lo Wulf,  which now implies acuteness, wed 

to signify taking offence superciliously. To give one a Imo 

to pia in Queen Anne's time used toms offering a mom 

something to amuse him so as to divert him from more 

important matters; now it moans settling up a difference. 

As alai. as a pikesia meant a. rough and unadorned as 

a pikestaff because any stout piece or timber would wrve 

as a pikestaff. ft now means as obvious and patent totFu 

view as a pikmtaff. But these divergent meanings are not 

nurnerous,anddonot interfere with.° search f or their origins. 

This search, in fact, is the chief interest which attaches to 

the subject. 
So far, convincing solutions have been few and far 

between; success constantly eludes the grasp, and it roon 

becomes evident that the only way to a safe interpretation 

of the puzzles in question is to begin by tracing back the 

phrase m far as it can be traced; and then to look for it 

among the habits and influences of the times to which their 

to  belongs. 
Ma, of the failures (and most of We explanations have 

been failures) are due to the fact that the search has not 

been carried back far enough. Take the word "humbug. ' 

Many people were satisfied with the interpretation that this 

word came from the city of Hamburg—one of the chief porn 

from which, during the Napoleonic Wars, items of European 

news were derived—and quickly discredited; but" humbug' 
hm now been traced back to a period long anterior to We 

Wars of  Napoleon. To "hum " (meaning to deceive) was 

found in the books of early writer—and "bug being the 

same word as "bogie" (as M bogimor) the former internrct. 

ation disappeared. 
The pursuits, We games, the traditional storim and the 

religion of We people are the most likely sources of all such 
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Phrases as we can trace back to an unreading and unlearned 
age. We have first to find out how fm the phrase in question 
can be traced back, (and in this search the great dictionary 
of Dr. 1. Murray will greatly assist) and then to look into the 
terminology, as it were, of die trades, occupations, amuse 
ments and other inflwmes of the time for  solution. What- 
ever most filled the minds and anntmd the leisure of the
,opl would overflow their lips in homely- or ready 
illustrations. But to go back far enough is the all itipor-
tre point. 

Thus, the word reelna -Ito, has been long in use, and the 
editors of the New English Dictionary, when they reached 
the word, declared themselves as overwhelmed with the 
number of unsatisfactory solutions offered to Wren. But all 
of them were based on the "cock" and the " hoop " of a 
barrel, whereas in earlier citations (the phrase is in "Hu, 
bras") the word is sp. c/a-a-whoop, —making it more 
probable that n is only a vari of "cock-a-doodle-do" 
(itself an ancient phrase,heitherant  form nieaning s exultant; 
no ly boastful." 

Folklore, which tiumincesturs had in common with other
natons, would occmionally lend a phrase for general use. 
The antiquity of the cock-and-bull story is proved by the 
form it takes, It is a variant of thenorninental "cog-a-nine
story" which has ma, forms, all being of We same rambling 
and confused type. But why the bull instead of the an 
Simply because the ms was of later int.luction nto En, 
land, and the story had to be fa thered on the bullies It is to 
he found in Grim, collection. 

IVe in, next expect to find that popular religion has 
given rise to the use of 3011. of these locutions. Th recently 
discovered correspondenw of the Pm ton Family has shown 
cis how familiar certain citations from Scripture were to all 
classes of society. Na quotation was re familiar than the 
parable of "the man who went downmo from Jerusalem to 
Jericho and fell among robbers." Vet the phrase "go to 
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Jericho" (which implies "go and fall among robbers") has 

been fathered absurdly on some court scandal of the time of 

Henry VIII. Whereas it is formed in analogy with many 

other similar kind wishes to "go to" unpopular towns ae

we maul down the centuriea. We have "go to Manful"— 

where there was a kind of guillotine for slicing off heads; 

Men, 1 go to Coventry," where there was a depAt for the 

unhappy prisoners in the civil wars; "goo Bath,"—the 

ury of scandal and frivolity,—and many others. And in 

the same way we have "go to Jericho, —and to worse 

places still—only, on the stage, it 4 wisely reduced to "Go 

to '' Few hearers area ware that something is omitted 

I also suggest a religious origin for the universal phrase 

"kick-the-bucket," and this is one of the few solutions of 

my awn, with which I am satisfied. 
When the interpretation, referring to the " pig and Al 

weighing beam," collapsed, many others rushed in. One 

critic referred 4 to the executioner withdrawing a bucket 

from the hanging manh feet ; another thought it the action 

of a suicide in kicking it away,—whereas the executioner 

used a ladder or a cart, and the phrase only refers to utural 

deaths. The latest solution is to be found in a recent number 

of "Notes and Queriu," referring the phrase to the action of a 

cow in kicking over the milk-pail. But this appears to 

have no reference to death. The • corruption solution won't 

do here becanse the phrase is the same in every County and 

in every century. 
My solution is suggested by the many refers nus in early 

times to the practice in Roman Catholic countries of placing 

a pot of holy water at the feet of a dead man. Mrs. Eliza-

beth Pas ton especially mentions her having done so in the 

case of her son. There is a more morn mention of the 

practice in the Epistles of Boileau, though I have mislaid the 

citryion. 
The dead man may thus be said to "kick the bucket," 

which his feet are touching. 
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In support of this explanation, it may be remarked that 
in the Inventories of the Churches and Ecclesiastical 
Establishmenrs taken in the reign of Henry VIII, AS., a 
"bucket " of brass is the word in use for the vessel contairy 
Mg Holy water. This is pretty clear from an extract from 
the "Inventories of the Churches of Staffordshire "—given 
us by Dr. Murray for another purpose :—

VI Altar Cloths 
bokett of brass 

I Pix 
Religion had also As influence in cloaking a to

profaniry in the use of eacmd namu thus creating appa
ently new words or new meanings. 

Of these I need not give examples. 
The derivation of all my eye from a prayer to the popular Saint Martin of Tours, (Ah ! Mihi, Bute Martine) 

is actually M Joe Millar," but is not unlikely, nevertheless. 

Popular Sports and everyday handicrafts no doubt con-
tributed something to the common vocabulary. 

Archery has given Save the mach—a pious ejaculation
to the bowman as he drew his bow; to have two strings to 
Yong bow, to draw the long bow, and others. 

Before arms of precision the netting of birds was a con-
venient and popular sport; but you had to take care that in 
beating about the bushes, you drove them where they could be 
aught. Mrs. Margaret Pastors gives us, M a letter of myrs 

the phrase nearly as it has come doyen to us; "we bears the 
bushes and others get the birds." 

In handicrafrs again a dead-nail was a nail hammered 
home and clinched, and a door-nail was the broad-headed 
nail on which the knocker tell;—sorely the but hammered 
and therefore, the deadest of nails. 

The Forestry laws shew us the Lord and his friends feast-
nte on the haunch, or on venison-pasty, while those of a 
Inver order eat humble gie,—that is to say a pie made of the 
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humbl.—vin, the heart and liver—the huntsman's per_ 

qu 
Talking of eating, to maks. bones Anna aching wandu

posed to be the action of a dog in crunching bones an all 

alike. But this is hardly our meaningi— meanse look hank 

far encmgh" we find Chaucer word bone ng a favom. 

Thus our meaning li t rye make no complimee or favour of 

the thing: we take  a matter of to

Then, Costume will also be found to have supplied m 

with an odd phrase or two. Paying through the nose has 

nothing to do with a Capitation or Pose-tax in the days of 

Ring Canee (as curiously suggested) but to the long purser, 

noosed at the girdle, worn by our forefathers. Noose and 

Nose being pronounced alike, the phrase easily arose. 

It has not been pointed om before, I believe, that as mad 

as a but  can only be traced back to the introduction 

the silk hat, now fi rmly fixed our heads. At that time a 

hat of Flees Street made great efforts to advertise the new 

invention. His name was Hetherington. When he issued 

forth, wearing the tall has, he was followed by mocking 

an  caused riots in the street (being A Penner, and 

wan fined and imprisoned by the Lord Mayor, and was 

finally pronounced " Ma" all of of  is duly recorded in 

the Annual Register for that year of expectation sm. 

Again, to be knocked ioto a cocked hat is referable the 

dandy days of the Regency, when crash-hats could be 

carried under the arm. 
In this connetion, I may mention dressed up to the nines 

(used by Bums and others),—nine being used as an erchaue-

tree plural, implying completeness and perfection. A little 

thought will recalls .ore , instances, from the Nine Muses 

down to nine pores of She ram. 
Domestic industries supply setting the Thames on fie,

A Snare was a domestic corn sieve working in a wooden 

frame, likely to catch fi re, if worked by over zealous hands. 

Marketing transactions give us phrases which as a rule 
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explain themselves, but to bay a pig in a poke ( that is to say
cat in a hag) is to bo readily taken in, and the fraud is 

exposed by letting the et our of Pre bag. The me enters 
into several pussies. The saying to we how the cat jumps 
A probably a superstition, but why, when we are too much 
onfined, do we complain that there is .101 r00/1i /0 swing 
sat r No-one wants. swMg a cat, but the frequentflogg-

ings of sea life, Naval and Mercantile. 110 doubt suggested 
a boatswain's phrase, referring to the swing of a cate, nins 
t ils. 

The grin op a Cheshire eat has had many guesses
"the heraldic Cognisance of a noble Cheshire Family" is 
ono, a "Trade Mark " A another; be it was from an ancient 
labourer of the Potteries district that I learned the true and 
indubitable solution of the phrase—which simply refers, A 
coarse terms, to the agoniesof indigestion of the poor animals 
fed on the refuse of the cheee -press. 

England capricious notoriety which so often in Eagi d 
attaches to a name has given rise to many terms which 
quickly disavow their origin. Few remember that
Arks an enquiry means to act like the murderer Burke. To 
'Yd.. has spread to other lands and has even taken grain-
malice form, while the memory of Captain Boycott isfading 
daily. According to Cocker is not much used now, but the 
name of this worthy will probably outlive the memory of his 
Ire on Arithmetic which is said to have run through , 
editions. liobson, ohoice—that or none is well known, 
.specially to 'Varsity Men ' ; but Ae very oldest of this var-
erty is before 1 maid say Yaek Robinson, on the origin of which 
so light h., been shown. Not far after him came Mr. 
Pun the bailiff, who has given his name to An whole tribe 
of impatient creditors. 

Enquirers are apt to Aerlook the influences of childhood 
and the enduring nature of early lessons and association, 
when looking for solutions. 

The proper sequence of letters and figures was at times 
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(perhaps even now) fixed on the youthful mind by We aid of 

certain simple rhymes and pictures apt to live in the memory 

through life. These aids had a long day and were still in 

every child's hands in those far away times when the writer 

of these notes went to his first school. The most popular of 

all was the illustrated Alphabet—beginning. 
A—Applepie 
8—bit it 
C—cut it. Esc; 

the great popularity of this Alphabet assisted the substitution 

of Applepie for Alphabet, Appioi<-order for Alphabetical 

Order. 
Then, the sequence of figures was remembered by welt 

rhymes .1 —
One—two—buckle my shoe 

the, -four—knock at the door, Esc. 

six—seven--all uneven 
seven—eight—lay them straight ikc. 

The third line is Shakespeare's own rhyme, and gives the 

meaning of the phrase,—things are at 6 and 7; e. "all 

WI may here mention that a rap was 0 muninted coin of 

love value (hammered or rapped) familiar in the Duke of 

Marlborough,  Campaigns and al tersvards in Ireland: a. 

that to mai or sniff suggests suspici and depreciation, as 

in " to sniff danger, " up to snuff, thc.on " 

It may be said that there are still some of these xo to It 

plirases left unexplained. This is quite tees and is likely 

to remain so. The vario. interpretative sugg.tions for 

such expressions . "A crow to pluck " No great shakes" 

" to save your bacon," Atc., are quite unworthy of attention. 

I hand them over to the reader, ingenuity together with the 

following pussies which have baffled my search. 

Why is an article of slow ale said to be a drug in IL 

market. A drug is a medicaments—some 
n

times an expe-

sive one. How does it come to symbolise a sluggish 

market 1 There are three competitors, all bad. 
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A friend, who with difficulty got clear from the 
deadly mo told me that he had had a narrow squeak. 
Why squeak?tor   it "corrupt." from "Escape, 

3. What means as merry as a Grig? Goldsmith and, 
apparemly,Shakespeare, use "Greek" in this connection. 
Tennyson, from the Lincolnshire dialect, gives grig as 
meaning a grasshopper. There are at least three other 
interpretations, but a less likelihood. 

In concluding, I can claim to have myself solved only 
three out of the whole list of " mysteries ;" may the reader 
be more fortunate. 

M. S. Wootwass. 

g Afiric0 of flit fisfor! of Or *one; 
Oicrine communite noro refibin5 of gt. 
gantbict.6 priorp. Calor* gtafforb. 

...wt... 1. 
Is a previous number of the Ampleforth Journal an 
account is given of the Community of St. Mary, Abbey, 
Stanbrook, Worcester. This Community was thunded at 
Camhrai by the Fathers of the English Benedictine Con-
gregation about the year tbz Incre.ing rapidly in 
members, and becoming more and more straitened in 
temporal means, in the year thp it suggested that, to 
relieve the Mother House, a filiation shouwas ld be sent to Paris, 
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Where it 1555 hoped that Dame Clementia Cary would have 

influence to procure funds to foundand support the new 
Community. The story of this foundation is told in the 

words of the old manumript history. 
"Accordingly, the Religious, Dame Clementia Ca, 

being of honourable descent, admirable wit, and most 

exemplary vertue, as hereafter her character will more 

particularly show, undertook tow to my Lord Abbot 
Montague, then at Paris, (w riteho had men time before dope 
1,1,101.150 of Cambrai the Honour of a visit) in order to 

acquaint his Lordship with the extream Poverty of our 

house and that, of necessity, some of our Religious mast 

co e abroad M hopes to procure a Charitable Subsistence 
foraa small Community elsewhere : and--upon presumption 

of his Lordship's assistance, and the coumenance of the 

Queen Mother of our King of England, Henrietta Mai, 

Daughter of France,and ma, other of the English Nobility, 

they being with the Queen then at Paris—it was resolved, 

that Paris was the most likely place to attempt an under-

taking of this kind, and Dame Clementia the fittmt 

Instrument to be employed therein. For, besides the 

advantages of her Wit and Vertue, she had the Honour to be 

particularly known to the Queen, my Lord Abbot, and moss 

of Me Nobility, through her former conversation at Comb 

before her entrance into 
My Lo. Abbot remm'd his opinion to Mese proposals :-- 

that it w. an attempt whop' impossible: and that the 

Queen and English Nobility were at Mat time M suss 
cirmmstanom as rendered them incapable of affording any 

other aAistance than their hearty wishes: and besides, in 

that juncture of affairs, ye City of Paris was in a v. 

unsettled condition and there was great appearance of 

further troubles and civil wars : so that had not the Mercy 

and Wisdom of the Almighty decreed a much happier event 

than could have bin expected from .y humane prospect, 

the attempt had wholy fallen in the beginning, upon 
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cnsideration alone of the weighty remons m positively 
uroged in Lord Abbot's answer. But, laying aside the 
thoughts of whatever difficulties might cum, the Very Rev. 
R Placid Gascoigno, our President Generall. and Ordinary, 
did resolve, meing the necessities of our Monmtery daily to 
increase, to put his whole confidence in Me Divine Provi-
deuce, that never Mils to provide for thou that faithfully 
serve him. Accordingly, he sends for some of OUT Religious 
to Paris, and places them in an hired house, to t, if they 
could find Charities fora support, till it should please GM in 
his merry order things hereafter for their future better 
sttlement. 

The Divine Providence having thus inspired the aforesaid 
V. R. F. Pl. Gascoigne, President of the English Congrega-
tion of Benedict. to put in execution his resolution, of 
ming all his endeavour to ease the said Monastery of 
Cambray by bringing some of the Religious from then. to 
Paris, to t, if they could find means to begin a little Com-
munity, he made choice for this end of those fallowing 
Dames, whom he thought the fittest for promoting such a 
design. In the fist place, he ordered Rev. Fr. Serenus 
Cressy to bring Dame Clementia Cary of St. Mary Magda-
lene, and her sister Dame Mary Cary of St. Winif rid with 
a Lay-sister called Sister Scholastica Hod.n. They arrived 
here at Paris M November 5655, and lodgV, at their first 

Vming, at the English Austin Nuns upon thc F(ssse de St. 
ictor, making thee first admvsse to the Queen Mother of 

our King of England, to the Lord Aubigny, and to the Lord 
Abbot Montague (who had then great Credit in the Court 
of France) and to other Charitable Persons, who all 
promise, their assistance ) but particularty the Queen of 
England, who had a great esteem and kindness for Dame
Clementia Cary, in regard she had been known to her 
Majesty whenshe lived in the English Cam' t less it is already 
said) and was moreover a person of a noble family, of great 
merit and capacity, and one who spoke french in perfection: 
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knowing well how to treat with all sorts of persons, of what 

condition or quality soave, so that she, tho' very infirm, 

contributed exceedingly to our first beginning and the 

establishment of this our Monastery. 

Upon the 6th of February, in the Year of our Lord 165z, 

the aforesaid Very Rev. F. President gave further orders to 

Quire Nuns more and a Lay-Sister—to it Dame Brigit 

More of St. Peter and St. Paul, Dame Elizabeth Brent of 

St. Mary, Dame Justina Gmcoigne of St. Mary, Dame 

Marina Appleton of Jere, and Sister Gertrude Hodson—

that they should likewise come hither to joys with the 

aforesaid Dames Clementia and Maria Cary, and Sister 

Scholaarica Hodson of Jesus. 
The aforesaid Religious Dames vvere very particularly 

endowed with qualities requisite for  such an undertaking, 

well in regard of the Noble Families they descended 

from, as also their pious education in the world, the great 

progress they had already made in religious discipline, the 

Esteem the Queen and the aforesaid Lords had of their 

piety and Vertue, and the Spiritual advance they had made 

in our former Convent of Cambray. And as for the 

Families of the aforesaid Dames Clementia and Mary Cary, 

they were Daughters to the Lot Henry Cary Viscount Faulk-

land, Deputy of Ireland, whose Wife being converted by the 

Rd. F. Dunstan Everard, and being a Lady of Extraor-

dinary Capacity and Piety, brought most of her children, 

after the decease of her Husband, to the bosom of the 

Catholic Church, sending two of her So. to Paris to the 

English Benedictine of St. Edmunds, and her four Dreg, 

ters—to vrit, the said Dame Clememia, Dame Augur 

tina Mary, Dame Maria and Dame Magdalene Cary—

to the aforesaid Monastery of Cambray, where they all 

became Num. The Extraordinary humility of Dame 

Clementia would never suffer her to think of undertaking 

any office of Superiority: her Confidence in God'a Pxoyideare 

was exceedingly remarkable; her Submission, and exact 
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Obedience to Superioura, her zeal for all regular observances, 
and her daily Labours (noriviMstanding her great Infirmities) 
for the establishing and promoting the first beginning of our 
Monastery, cannot easily be expressed. 

Dame Ma, Cary with Dame Marina Appleton both 
returned to Cambray, the House of their Profession. Upon 
the zoth of Feb ffiqz, Dante Brigit More was elecmd and 
declared Prioresse of the said religiousby the Very Rev. F. 
President aforementioned, under whose obedience and 
Government we remained till the zst Sept.ffis7. The said 
President had the sa care and kindness for us, both as to 
Temporally and Spirituals,e  as for the nuns of the Monastery 
of Cambray Morn whence wee came. 

The aforesaid Dame Brigit More of St. Peter and St. Paul 
descended in a right line from the glorious Martyr Sr. 
Thomas More whose memo, is had in •great veneration 
through the whole Church. This worthy Dam, since God 
has bin pleaarl, some few years since, to 

nth 
her unto him-

self, by calling her out of this world (the  of October 
160 we may with more freedom, by some short elogiam, 
honour them m, of so venerable a Person (who was the 
Fundammtal Stone of this our little Edifice) upon whom 
God Almighty had bestowed great Talents both of 
rature and gram. As for her Naturall Endowmems, she was 
of a very solar judgment and of great Resolution: supporting 
any occurring difficulties, Ms rnany hapned in the begin-
ning of this Monastery.all which she :varied through with a 
great deal of Patience) t undergoing contagiously the many 
necessities of our meaner accomodations and our want of a 
Soundation ; enmuraging others to do ye same stiff con-
fiding in God Almightie's Providence, which was never 
wanting unto us. And,. for her piety, virtue, and assiduity 

all regular Observances, she bath ever since our beginning 
bin the Model and Example of Virtue to all the Religious 
among m, as her Sister, Dame Gertrude More, vvas to our 
Mother-house of Cambraffi—which appears by the Spiritual, 
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Exercise ffie composed, intituled Amor ordittem nest., i.e., 

Love knows no order and , Ideot's Devotion, which her 

only Spiritual) Father and Directous the Venerable Fa.
Baker, styrd Confrationes Amulets, a Love,  Conlentos 

according to the saying of the Anthour of the Imitation of 

Christ Amass Deem anima suit Deo detgivit ies, a mut 

that loves God, despises all things inferiour unto God 

ffi Chapter of , and Book). She was continued by

Quadrienniall Elections, from the soth of February tilde. 

till the 6th of Avg.. t663, and was about 4 mere and 2
years old when she ded. 

Dante Elizabeth Brent was daughter to Mr. William 

Brent of Glocestershire, who was so addicted to regular 

discipline, that thy. she had the offices of Celleraria a. 

Mrs. of Novices, and many other employments. Yet she wat 
hardly ever observb to be absent from the Quire a. 

Convenffiall Prayer, except upon some extraordinary Urgent 
occasion. She dyed very happily the tst of April 166o, and 
was buried in the Royal Monastery of Val de Grace; me 

then having no Establishment, but living only in an hired 

house of Mr. Annanals in a str.t called Cul de Sac, in St. 

JaquD es Suburlo. 
ame Justine Gam'gne of Sta. Maria was Daughter to 

Sr. Thomas Ga ne Baronet, in Yorkshire, whoa ffi
oig 

e vertu, 

we shall give an account of when we come to speak of lu 

more in pothem., 
'Me Two Lay-Sisters, Sister Scholastics and Si., 

Gertrude Hodson, were both extremely pious and laborious. 

much given to Retirement and Prayer, and very serviceable 

to our Monastery; the last whereof dyed in the house of 

Mr. Hulose, and was buried at Port-Royal, not long after 

her coming from Cambray (the 8th of October 165z). Thc 

other, to Wit, Sister Scholar a, being of a MOte health. 

nature, God was pleas, to in  long time among iv: 

who, after having be,  man),  tam,  years Pimusffi 
Religiously in this Our Monastery, changkl her mortal life, 
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the km of May Mt, to receive the Reward of her Labours, 
dying ye death of the Just, in a good old age, loaded no 
less with Merin than Tears, and was buried in the usual 
Ctemitaire of this our Monastery. 

Now for the revers) houses and places where we resided:—
The first house we hired and remained in was In the 

Suburbs of St. Germain, in St. Dominick's street, over 
against the Novitiate of the Jacobins, belonging to Mr. 
Hulme. There we lived about half a year, paying Poo 
livers rent but in regard there was no garden, and many 
inconvenienc, of odging, we could not continue Ion, 
there. We first fixed there by reason my Lord Auhigny, 
one of our best patrons, lodged near unto tot and presently, 
after our coming thither, the Queen Mother was pleased to 
honour us with a visit and promised us , favour of her 
Royal assstance. 

The znd place we hired and resided in was Notre Dante 
de Lies, a Monastery of Religious of our Order, who were 
retired to Port Royal de Champ, by reason of the troubles 
th in Paris and certain proceAs and disputes which hop-
ped  between them and their Abbess° which being 
afterwards composed, and the business decided, they return-
ing home again, we were obliged to leave that place. 

The krd place we retired to belonged to one Mr. Beffions, 
at the further end of the foresaid street of St- Dominick,

we remained about a year and a half; but some 
disputes happening in Mat Family, we were ordered to be 
one and leave the hawse. —which hapned very fortunate-
ly for us and by a particular Providence of God, in regard 

e.raped drowning: for soon after our going out, the 
house was overflowV by the breaking in of the River Seine
upon it. Tn. Rent we payed for it was too liven. 

The qth place where we resided was in the Rile Infer, 
ever against ye Carthusian, in a house belonging to one Mc 
\pglois. Here we were very much incmnmodeffi but having 
no time to seek better accommodation, we remained in this 
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place z yeas and a half. And thus, having now left the 

Suburbs of St. Germain and the jurisdiction of the Grand 

Prior of St. Geromin's Abbey, we suddenly became transfer 

red over to the jurisdiction and care of the most Eminent 

Cardinal de Res., Archbishop of Paris, and his Grand Vicar 

Mons6 Hodencq, Curate of St. Severin, which was a special 

Providence as will appear more here, tea 

The 5th place we retired to belonged to one Monet A, 

mande and was in St. DominielFs Streets in the suburbs of St. 

James, a little street which they call in french Cul de Sae, 

behind the Parish Church ) there we remained 6 years and a 

half, and paid for the Rent of it Goo livers. 

The 6th and Its place which we removed to is the place 

where we now remain, called Rite de Chant de L'allotiette, in 

the parish of St. Hyppolimand Suburbs of St. Marcelle. We 

came hither the rod of April r664 ; the said house having 
bin, a little before, bought for us by a French Gentleman 

called Mons de Touche. The acquisition and contract tbere-

of was nothwitIstanding drawn up M his name, he giving 

us under his hand a Declaration that it was for our us and 

profit. 
This acquisition was made by him the torn of March roas 

and cost the sum, of r0000 Livers, the half of which we 

repaid unto him not long after; and as for the other half, 

he remitted it all save only 33oo Livers. Since which time. 

we have acquired another house and Garden adjoyning of 

e Mr. Bronson, the Master Gardener ofthe King's Garden 

Inch cost us Noo livers. The Contract was performed, and 
the Somme paid the ryth a May, MS6. 

Our coming to this house was so remarkable according to 

the relation, which Dame There. Cooke (our present Ra. 

and Worthy Celleraire), committed to writing, being an eye 

wiMess of the manner of it, that it may justly deserve so be 

set down, in this followrog Chapter, in the very words roe 

herself composed it. 
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CHAPT611 
Of the Foorlowooliwiry ',widow, and menderfitl names 

our Settlement W dais place, whom we now oman. 
Thus heginnsh Dame Tlwresa Cooke to declare the 

particulans thereof, as well to el.,. the Infinite Mercy and 
Providence of God to us, as out of Gratitude and memory of 
the Goodnes and Liberality of our Worthy BeneMctours the 
Mesieurs of PO. Royal. 

In the year 164, we being to remove from the 5th said 
place, and Revd. Mother Prioress, Dame Brigit More, with 
Rd. Mo Clementis., and some others, having bin out afoot, 
and disguised a or , times to see and find another hired 

ouse, but could not meet with one, that was roper for us ; 
and also being at that time so very poorohatp we had not 
means to pay the rent of ye house we were in, and the 
expenses dour Removea.II ; Rd. Mo : Clementia had recoune 
to the Music.), of Port-Royal, who had bin fron, our first 
conang to Paris uurgrcatost Benefactours. She made known 
to them our necessity, and they, having compasion on us, 
sent her a Charity to pay the house Rent which we owed, 
and told her that they would seek to find a house out for as, 
exhorting us still to trust in the Divine Providence. And 
the Gentleman that brought the Charity, taking his leave
of her, left her much comforted, saying that he had orders to 
bring her an account thereof when they had found a house, 
to the end she might appoint a day to come and see how 
she liked it. 

Some days after, he came accoroing as he had said, to 
give her a relation of the boas they had found ; and the 
next day brought a coach ro carry her, with some of the 
Religious, to see it. Then Me Rd. :Mother Clementis
with the Rd. Mother lusting Gascoigne de Sta. Maria, 
then Mrs. of Novices, and one of the young Professed of the 
Quire, ti lled Sister There. de Infante Jest) (Revd. Mother 
Prioress, and Mother Clementia saying, in a pleasant 
manner, that St. Theresa was very good at Founding, and 
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beginning of Houses, and that since they had bin out three 

times before, and could not find one proper for them, that 

perhaps she would help them to one, not knowing or 

thinking then of any other thing but of another hired house) 

in fine, these Three above mentioned, with Mr. Price—

ur Confessour. came to see this house or. the day appointed, 

being St. Gregory the Great's, ye rash of March Oirry, abour 

one a clock in the afternoon. And when we came, wc 

found here Mr. Anthony Singline, who was the chief of 

all the Messieurs, and he that poor.. u ur greatest 

Benefactour Monsr. de Touche (who al. wax here) and 

other Friends, with Lawyers. Horn, Architects, and 

Masons, to agree about ye house, and to put it into some 

for rn of a Monastery, in case Mother Clernentia liked the 

house, and situation of the place; which, as soon as we mw, 

we were much taken with, but wonderAlly surpriz'd to see 

so many Person, not knowing at ye fi rst rile meaning of 

But Mori. de Singline, receiving us Three,. conducted us 

up to a Chamber apart: when:, after having given us his 

Benediction (for he w. a Priest, but disguised in Secular 

Clothe, ns WM several others there present, by mason they 

were much persecuted in throe days) he spoke to us its French. 

in this manner. as near as I can remember. 

My Revd. Mothers, it is not without mystery. that I made 

particular Choice of this day of the Great St. Gregory, Pope. 

Through his means, ye whole kingdom of England cam, 

to be converted to our Holy Catholick Faith by the pre. ,

ing of St. Augustin of the H. order of St. Bennett, so I, tho' 

unorthy, do desire this day (and hope to be Instrumental

in it) to putt a beginning to a Monastery of the same Hol 

Order fro those of the mid Nation here in Paris; hoping it 

will prove a work much to ye honour and Glory of God 

and that this House may be a Refuge to such poor Engli,

Gentlewomen as, thirsting after a Religious life and having 

not sufficient means, cannot be admitted in other Mon-

asteries: that such may here find Entrance, and that this 
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place of Solitude, may become a habitation for many Souls, 
Spouses of Jesus Chrio, who will seek and :tapir° after 

nothing but Sim in an ent. Abandonment of themsOves 
and Abstraction from all Worldly Conversation, purifying 
their souls by Prayer and Mortification, and, leading lives 
hidden with Christ A God,--who by their holy Prayers and 
Merits, may draw down up. their Benefactors and the 
whole Catholick Church ye blessings of Almighty God. 
He said, moreover, That he had particularly made choir of 
this place, as being more out of the noise of the Town and 
we should find it most proper to our Institute, with the 
Solitude and retirement which we pretend to  case, we 
found it otherwise convenient for us. But, if we did not, we
should tell him and lie would seek out .me other place. 
Then, giving us his Benediction again, he called up the 
Architects, Masons, and the reo of the Company, a, con-
ducted us about the hone to consider and contrive how 
to ace...de. it a, put it into some Ann of a Monastery. 

But, as for us, we were much transported with joy at the 
Infinite Providence and goodnesse of .Almighty God, in so 
mercifully providing us a house of our own and inspiring 
those Charitable Person, A. liberally, to hell, and assist 
us in this our gr.t Neceoity. 

And the great goodn.s and humility of our most 
Worthy Benefactour and Founder Monsieur De Touche did 
much appear in this action who, being present, would not 
make himself known to us till he saw how things were and 
that all was concluded but making yeaforesaid Igh Antony 
de Singline, who was his Confessour and Direction., to as in 
all. So that, going about the house to contrive all places -

which were to be the Church, Quim, and Refectory Oc,—
Rg Mo. Clementia address, herself in all things to Aloes 
ileSingline as the only Man not minding Mouser. de "rouche, 
the only person that was there present in the habit of an 
Ecelesiastick. He was a Codiendatory Abbot ; and we, not 
knowing him, took him for some Studia.nt, so ghat when he 
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spoke to Mother Clementia, as representing his thoughts 
about the coMrivance of all things, she did not at all mind 
him, but hearkened and ammiese, to Mons de Singline 
in all, wondering what made the other so forward to give 
his opinion. And when all things were contrived and 
ordered how to be done, Monsr. de Singline appointed the 
Masonsand other Work-Men to set about the work, the 
next day, with all expedition. He also set the Lawyers and 
Noteries to draw up ye conclusi of the Bargain, and 
price for the house, in the name of Moms. de Touche: w 
to give what money we could, and as we could, towardse
the payment of it. And now, when all this was done, 
and we ready to depart, Monsieur de Singline conducted 
us again into a Chamber with Monsieur de Touche, apart 
from the rest of the Company, and there said to Rd. Mo. 
Clementia and us: My Rd. Mothers, You do not as yo 
know your Benefactour, but think it is I, who am indeed 
nothing but a poor Instrument. It is this Gentleman that 
hash done you this Charity, and to Whom you are obliged. 
Then Mother Clernentia, and wee were all abash'd and in 
great confusion, and Mother Clementia begged of him a 
Thousand Pardons for our seeming neglect and disrespect of 
him, assuring him that we should have an Eternal Memory 
of this our obligation to him for this his great Charity 
towards w and that we should never fail to offer up oor 
daily payers and vows to God for him. But He, on the 
other side, annihilated his Charity, saying that it was but a 
small one, and that we did him a greater favour in 
receiving it at his hands, that he did in giving it us. Thus 

we departed to return home, overjoyed and blessing God. 
Monsr. de Touche took ye whole care and charge of the 

Building and accommodation of the house upon himself, and 
also of ye Removeall of our Goods from the other house) 
that we were not par to thwleast cost or care of anything. 

On the and of April following, All the Community 
MG.) came to live in this house, though all the meow:soda-
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tions were not finished till three months after. And m days 
after our corning hither, it being the mth day of the same 
month of April, it pleased God to deprive us of our good 
friend Mons!. de Singline, and to give him the reward of his 
Charity unto us. Notwithstanding, Mows. de Touche per-
evered in completing the Buildings and the accommoda-

tions of Mv house and spent above Five Thousand Livers, 
which healso intimly gave us, and ever since hash bin 

r665 our Constant Benefactoon But, about a year after we 
TIM settled here, this our svonhy Founder and all the 

rest of our Benefactors, the Messiems of Port-Royal, were so 
persecuted and dispersed. that we had not Me satisfaction of 
swing Monsr. de Touche, or the rost, in many years after. 
Yet sometimes we received Charities from them. We, there 
fore have a vet). gnat obligation to be mindful) of this 
great Charity of Mows) de Touche and the rear of these our 
worthy Benefactouw, who did particularly assist us in our 
Beginning. For the Divine Providence bath never aband-
oned us, but always when ever hee depriv'd us of one help, 
He still supplyed it won after another way, as he did at 
this Time. When these Our French Benefactours could not 
assist w our Temporal subsistence, w they had hitherto 
done, God enabled some friends in England to help us, by 
vending us over some young gentle-women, who had good 
Vocation: and proper spirits, to be Religious among um 
whose little Pensions and Portions did then much help us. 

(Our principal Friend and Benefactour,vvhich we then had 
in England, was Sr. Thomas Gaswigne, Father of our Ven-
erable deceased Mother Prioress, Rev. Mother lustina 
Gaswigne. He sent hither Mrs. glary Appleby his grand-
daughter, now a professed Religious, of whom we shall 
speak more hereafter.) 

This great Charity and Blessing, happening upon St. 
Sregory's day, did much em. the Devotion we had 

before to this Glorious Saint, ours.. Apostle, by whose means 
the whole Realm of England was converted. And it was 
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comformable to ye offering we make of ourselves immedi-
tely after our Solemn Vows of Religion, in the form 

following, as it is inserted M our Constitutions:-

1 Sister N.N. do further, according to the Vocation and 

Holy Institute of this Convent, offer myself, and all my 

actions, for the Conversion of England, in union with our 

Fathers' labour of ye Mission : and, as they promise and 

swear to go, and return as they are commanded, so will 

I live and die, M this my offering, M this Convent. 

CHM,. III. 

Of our Petitions tep be a define, Convent from that of 
Camleray, with the Several Acts of z Generall Chapterc iris
ausaier to ye said petitions. 

To understand better the Transactions that passed between 

us and the Rd. Fathers of our Congregation, it will not be 

amis. to set down here Me Reasons that mos, us to desire 

to be established into a diwint Convent from that of Cams 

bray as also the reasons for 0. COnStitUtiOnS as they were 
presemed to be examined and approved by the General 

Chapter, held here at St. Edmund's in Paris, August 053. 
All which Reasons were found in two loose papers, written 
in Dame Clernentia.'s own hand, in the manner following, 

viz 
Reasons that US to desire to be established, as above. 

mt. Because, by almoVe l that hath hamed from Me very begin-

ing of this businesse to this day, and now more than eves 
we have just reason to conceive it is God's holy will hi 
should be established ; and, comequently, that men shm. 
cooperate, and concoct to the Work,—God's Providence oast 
us having bin very extraordinary ever since that time, both 

for the Spiritual] and Temporall. As for the [Ora, 
having given us a groat desire to serve him in the tnoc 
perfect manner, according to our Vocation, we were enablcd 

to lay such a Foundation in our Beginning-Monastery,. 
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might most conduce towards that end: ordering all things 
in such manner as might afford us the best means ro live 
according to the true .rait of our H. Rule.. we desire to 
do; in all things preferring Ms Honour, and the good of 
ouls, before our own Interest; and, as we had begun, 

continuing always to depend upon his Providence, not 
going  abot rich oursHves by humane ways, but seek-
ing Not his kingdom, and then not doubting of his word 
that all the rest shall be added unto us. It bath pleased 
him to ordain all things to rorourr towards it hitherto, 
beyond what we could have hoped , Ito and particularly, 
by raising 11.5 such Friends as agreed ith us M this desire, 
and were therefore the more willing to st us M t hoping 
that this House might be as a Sanctu

assi
ary for such good 

Souls in England to fly to, as having good Vocations to 
Religion, and Spirits proper for it, could not obtain their 
tiesircs (or want of means,—orhich chieiy is regarded in most 
Monasteries now adays, to their utter ruine, as is daily seen. 

And for the Temporal, it is evident all that have eyes 
how wonderfully he hash provided for tot 10o—coming hither, 
vithout any humane hopes to rely on but casting ourselves 
wholy upon his Providence, in a time of so g misery in 

roatthis Convey. that it was fooled upon by most as a desperate 
Enterprise—His Divine Majesty bath Lin pleased so to move 
ye hearts of many Charitable people to take Compassion of 
us that, mntrary to ye expectation of every ot, we have 
bin enabled to subsist till n without any Charge our 
Monastery of Cambay,--a wthing whroh hash appeared so 
strange to all, that some of the most considerable of those 
that had chiefly doubted of the succem thereof have 

M 
since 

acknowledged that they plainly see e hand of OM M
and they will never more judg of the otor4s of God by 
humane Rea., finding it too short, to comprehend his dm 
ons. They saw all things in so Mir a way for us, that, 

unless Paris were whol ni'd, nobody could so much 
cs humanely doubt of our subsistence. And now, we being 
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in far better case than we were at that time, having 

26.93 more hopes of a Foundation than ever, and the numb., 
of our Benefactuurs rather encreasing than decreasing 

(for, as one gom ass, another comm) so that we constantly 
receive above a hundred pound a year and as much by 
Extraordinary Charities, which we have experiened a Yea 
and a half (a longer time than is attired fora Noviceship 

to prove spirits whither they be proper for Religion, and 
It for them and thetMore may be sufficient to let as see, by 
experience of what is past, what we may expect for the 
future ) WE' have great cause to be confident that He will 

perfect the Work he hath begun ; and if we doe our duties 
towards him, he will make us every day more and more 
experience the Truth of his promise that he will never for 
sake them that put their tmst in him 

sly. If we be not esta.blished, in all probability our 

affairs, both Spirimall and Temporal% cannot succeed and be 

brought to PCIIC,10, and it would he much wondred at
by all, if our own Fathers should not be willing to contri-
bute so much as to Consent to our Establishment, when 

mew Strangers have sheved themselves so forward 
advance it,—specially since we are now in a far better 

state than any of the Mon mteries of our Congregation, 
both of Men and Women, were at the time of their Estah-
lishmem, or then most of then, are yet. 

sly. Without a Foundation no Edifice can he built; and 
we have reason to believe that if we had bin sooner estab-

lished we had bin now in a. better condition; becmse many. 
who look upon us now but as strangers an Hospice for

ime, think only of giving us some little almns to relieve our 

present necessities whereas, if we were setled a for
Monastery, they would look upon us in another manner, as 

wanting a Foundation ; and would accordingly endeavor ro 
provide .5 us, (as we have bin told by some,)—that being 

a work of Charity, which most good people here are moved 

to further, when they think it likely to prove to God's Glop 
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and the good of souls which they believe of this, and we 
hope by God's Grace they shall not fail of their expectation. 

gly. This House, Notre Dame de Lies., having bin given 
for Religious women, the Heirs of the Founders, who are 
obliged to me the Will of the Dead perform, in this, do 
earnestly desire to conferr it upon us ; but the Religious who 
were here before us, having mntrasled mrte debts, it is 
necessary they should be first discharged before we can be 
in peaceable possession thereof which Debts are about goo 
pound, a summe much less than the house is worth and 

which we should not doubt to pro if we were in 
16, caw to make it our own ; this, we cannot do (tho' we 

had Me money ready) till we are established, and have
leave from our Fathers to be naturalx'd (as also our Cm-
lesson, whosoever he be),--that being very necessary for us 
I o make us capable both of this and of other Charities 
which may be bestowld upon re. Moreover, it would be a 
great prejudice to us to lose this opportunity of having this 
house; for beside, the good bargin we shall have of it, we 
find 0 to be the most proper place for our designs that we 
could have had in all Paris so that we all esteem Ouf 
comm.g to it as a special mark of God's Providence in this 
business, since, without our Solititude or so much as a 
thought of a such thing, it was offered us; and it hash 
pleased God to  move all that am concern'd it not only 
to consent to our having it, but to endeavour to procue
assuring themselves that God hash brought us hitherr for 
that end; and the having bin before an Established Mona. 
tem makes the Abbot Priour more willing to gram us the 
rerne Priviledges, which otherwise we should have had 
great difficulty to obtain. 

All this considered, we do not doubt but our desire will be 
anted, which we should never have urjd, if we had not 

reel pressing Motives from God for it; dm had we done 
otherwise, we should have esteem'd ourselves not to have 
tomplyed with what he requited of us. 
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This Monastery of Drdre Dame de lyesse, could not be

obtain'd by us in regard the Abbess and Nuns to whom it 
belonged had left it. The troubles of Paris then beginning

and the said Abbesse and Nuns being in grocer, after their 

affairs were decided by the Justice, they returning home to

their Monastery, we were constrain. to leave it and seek 

Lodgings elsewhere by which neans we were frustrated nl 

our expectatiom of purchasing the said Monastery of Notre 

Dame de lyesse, of which we had a good prospect when 

Dame Clementia writ[ the foresail pap.. 

(To be continued.) 

4 ref of tOe 15oer gee: 
HISTORT may be looked at from many aspect. but, ir 

general. we may say it is the record of God working ammir 
men, and of man carrying out his oven perverse will. •F.J 
story of a life of strenuous exertion, or the moulding of 

great diameter, or the history of a ma.n whose record, cid,-

in the world of thought or action, has commanded ado,. 

tion, should be to all, but the most supine, an incentirc 

to good or greater deeds. The same is tme of the history

an institution in which we are fondly interested, or whidi 

after a chequered life is now flourishing. Our 
tion is caught by Me permanency of what seemed but 

temporary expedient. or by some exceptional good fortunr. 
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by an heroic deed, the sagacity of a master mind, the higher 
wisdom of a. pure and devut soul—or a thousand other 
possibilities. Such are then manifold sources of hope, such sty 

the materials which help us to be idealists, believe. in 
the perfectibility of men's livesand institution B. history 
has its wamy side, and, since the bestof men are at the best 
no more than en, the truth does not require demonstration. 
Side by side with happiness we find misery,with richessqualor, 
with nobility meanness, with success failure. No matter of 
what we read in history we shall find no unbroken record of 
virtue or success In every life, in every institution, there 
are periods of failure, stagnation or rccession. 

So true is this that would we maintain a healthy belief in
mankind, we must perforce so far ignore Me dismal record 
of the pastas to believe that it shows usoneside only and that 
the worst side of the history of men. What are called the 
grim realities of life are not the only realities. Behind all 
written history there is an unrecorded story of niod.t 
deeds and humble goodness which, did we know
would seem to us of higher conseque  as well as of truer 
beauty and nobility. This should no;nce be forgot n. 

The mcord of the past ought to be accepted ontely as frag-
mentary and looked at not from a single standpoint but 
limn many. In fact, in all reading of history, we should try 
to See stlOre than we find in its pages, and to be sure that 
things were not so bad as they may went to us. 

This is tme even of Church History. The story of the 
Papacy, which ix also that of the Christian Church,cont ins 
much which, if looked at from one standpoint, will draaw 
forth the obloquy and scorn of those outside her pale. This 
we may frankly confess. But when we have learnt to 
distinguish the human element from the divine and to
separate the Church from the misdeeds of her childicn, the 

4uue majesty and grandeur of the story of the Papacy stand 
ortb. Beneath the individual acts of men, and of com-

munities, that which is divine shines clearly amidst all the 
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mass of confusion and crime. The fact that Me record 0 

the sins of popes and elm, is at the same t,e the most 

promineM, and yet but a small part of t, his  of a noble 

institution makss it galling to the Catholic. Only a Catho-

lic can understand and apprmia. the good done, even at the 

worst times and under the worst cimunistances to thosewho 

lived and died loyal mns of Holy Church. 

I do not suggest for a moment that Abbot Gasqu,'s 

book needs ' interpreting,' but his subject has compelled 

him to deal with much that a Catholic would like te

forget. Unfortunately the enemies of the Church will not

Omit this. It has become, therefore, necessary for one 

who can wrim with authority and command the attention 

of Catholic and Protestant alike—Abbot Gasquet almost 

alone of our Catholic historians holds this position—to say 

what exactly wm the relationship between England and 

the Holy See in the thirteenth century, how far the Papal 

claim of overlordship was justified and to what extent the 

acu of the Holy Sec arc open to criticism or deserving el 

blame. It is on the face of it a difficult subject and Abbot 

Gasquet hoe treated it with his usual skill and impartial 

judgment. 
The author opens his book by an mcellent introduction. 

in which, in the first place, he uts forth the difficulties of 

wriBing history. One would like to quote these °pm, 
smtmces at length, but space does not allow of it. He tell, 

us at his object in this volume has been "to state the facts. 

as tar as possible, in the language of old chronicle, and 

the letters and other documents of the reign." This, IS 

uscall method, muss always secure for an author a patient 

hearing. 
V, fittingly the firschapmr has been devoted to showim 

clearly the exact feudal relationship of England to the Holy 

See at the end of John's reign. The position of the Po, 

was not merely that of spiritual head, but of a tempo.,

overlord holding England m his fief. This vassalage of the 
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English King is of paramount importance i—it is part of the 
legacy 0 John which, together with a hoard of mercenary 
foreigners, he bequeathed to his outhful son Henry. No 
doubt John had little intent'm of abiding in this state of 
vassalage, but he had found it a o ready expedient" for
immediate emerge,. Whatever his future plans may have 
been th, were cut short by a not uminuly death. Whether 
it acted wisely or not in the matter, the Papacy hadcertain-
ly been in  in maintaining him upon the throne. 

On the accession of Henry Ill the issue of the civil strife 
still hung in the balance. Indeed, had it not been for the 
mtnude of the Church, the contest might have dragged on
undecided for ma, a long year. The mottvecmt Writer 
on the subject considers that " the vital fact of the situation 
was that the immense moral and spiritual forces the 
Church remained on the side of the King," " The papal 
legate," he continues later, " was the soot of the royalist

 The country was happy both in the death of 
tube and in the wislom of the legate, for the former remov-
ed the source of the recent troubles, and Gualo, by his
moderation and wisdom, with Pembroke, the Nestor of his 
day, quelled the supporters of Prince Louis by the reissue of 
the Great Chart, which John had repudiated, and the 
promise of liberal treatent to those whombmitted. Louis 
was forced to make them reaty of Lambeth, which, m Abbot 
tasquet notes, the legate signed before the Pope's vassal, 

King Henry. 
For the full comprehension of the relationship 0 England 

to the Papacy in the thirteenth cent, we must bear in 
mind this work done by the legate Gualo, " who probably 
did singly more than all the rest to recover the allegiance of 
the. Kingdom," says Dr. Luard. The English owed to Me 
Papacy and the Church, in saving England from falling 
under a foreign domination, a deep debt of gratitude. The 
Canon of Bamewall puts the matter as it appears to his 
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comemporaries. " It was a miracle that the heir of Fran, 

who had , large a part of the Kingdom was comtrained to 

abandon the realm without hope of recovering it. It was 

because the hand of GM was not with him. He came to 

England M spite of the prohibition of the Holy Roman

Church and he remained there regardless of its anathema, 

To Me part played by the legate, Henry himself is our wit-

nem He protested to Grosseteste that he would always 

show obedience, fidelity and devotion to the Po, and the 

Holy Roman Church, "For besides all the reasons which 

affect us, in common with otherChrixian Mine, we are 

above all others bound to the Church by m es,cial reason 

for just .....,.(pther's death, while still of tender age, our 

Kingdom being not only alienated from us, but being in 

arms against ux our Mother the Roman Church, through 

the agency of Cardinal Gualo, then legate in England, m 

covered this Kingdom to be at peace with and subjem to us, 

consecrated and cmwned us King and raised us to the crown 

of the Kingdom." 
By the skilful diploma, of the legate the overlordship oI 

the Pope had become identified with the rising national spirit, 

and at this time vassalage was acquiemd in. Abbot Gasquer 

quotes the letter written in the Kings name, probably I, 

Pembroke, in which he praises the watchf ul prudence" of 

Gualo and promises to pay the tribute to the Holy See. 

which he was and to do "as to a most dear overlord." 

Only when we recognise the exceptional porition held by 

the Pope in his relations with England can we owlet.,

the nature of the complaints against the HoLy See in dm 

reign. The Papal power is constantly exercised in a way 

only explicable when viewed in this light. Three complaints 

we will consider; but firer let it be said that the opposition 

to the Papacy was not what ma, have tried to read intn 

the facts. "Throughout the agitation," in the words of 

Abbot Gasquet, "not only was there no attack upon the 

spiritual supremacy, but that supremacy over the church 
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Memel was assumed in every document emanating from 
England, and this spiritual supremacy was constamly 
asserted to have been established by Christ Himself.. 

The fashion has been to uphold Grosseteste as the great 
antipapalist. In the words quoted by Or. Luard "the story 
of his fife has bemire a mythic embodying of the principles 
of opposition to the See of Rome.  Nothing can be falser 
than such ideas of Grosseteste. His sense of the obedience 
due to the Holy Seeis well illustrated by his fulfilment of
the Pope's .mtnissions in meek for they were of a nature 

Hirst
unringenial to a man of Groseetesteh temperament. 

Flis ve, appeals and submissiori to Home' decisions 
ate a sufficient witness of his true view of the eposition of 
the Papa,. Anyone who will take the trouble to read 
even a few of his most entertaining lettere cannot fail to 
recognise in him a stalwart upholder of universal Chris-
tendom presided over by the Po,. Professor Maitland, the 
learned Cambridge lawyer and historian, does not hreitate 
to say that Matthew Paris, constrained to find some ground 
of maise. calls him, in terms which would have been the
first to reje, "an outspoken opponere of King and Pope, 
the hammer of the Romans." The pmvalent view of 
Grosseto. is one derived from Matthew Paris on the value 
of whose work and his verrion of the famous ' aharpe pixie,' 
which it is claimed has made Gross  inortiortal, some-
thing remains still to be said. In the meantime, let it 
suffice to my, that the opposition shown to the Papacy did 
not, in any tense, impugn the spiritual headship and that he, 
who has be, set up as the protagonist in this a papal 
agitation, was a loyal son of the Church. Anyone, whoni-  can 
reads 

come to h
ixteenth 

isc es
entu, prot tamisin into Isis resistance, 

has subject with a strong predetermination to 
do so. 

On the other hand no one, who has read Abbot Crisquet's 
ook, can doubt that there was trencham criticism of the 

act, of the Holy See on the part of Grosseteste and others. 
sta 
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But as Mr. A. L. Smith aptly remarked in his recently 

delivered' Ford Lectured " criticiam is not rebellion." Nor 

is it to be denied that, in certain quarters, the feeling 

against the Papery found von t in violent r,istance to the 

Pap, demands. This opposition was due to two causes 

the prevailing hatred offoreigners and t, severe strain put 

upon the financial resources by both King and Pope. The 

country was heartily sick of the bands of foreigners who 

swanned over from the to prey upon the wealth 

of England. Hatred of them knew no bounds. The baron,

felt that they were being supplanted by the puppets of a 

youreful and inexperienced King. The people too believed 

that money was being extorted from them to be lavished up., 

these favourites, whose only interest in the country was that 

of birds or beasts of prey. The Pope added fuel to the fire 

by thrusting alien ecclesiastics into English ,nefices, not 

here and there, I, broadcast throughout the co,try. This 

a genuine grieve nce and one which provoked a general 

outcry. Abbot Gasquet not, in his Indoduction that even 

here it is hardly fair for us not to recognise that there 

wire a Papal point of view. " The Pop, reduced to great 

straits in the government of the Church and Christendom, 

at one of them,t critical moments in the history of Europe, 

were unable to and faithful services except by conferri, 

benefices in foreign lands, Whilst wholly condemning the 

practice, we should remember, ha fairness, that England was 

not altogether withmt some return for what was taken from 

her." One other qualification may be added—many of the 

provisions were made at the request of the King, bishops and 

nobles. Despite these facts, no one can doubt that the 

appointment of foreigners, often lazy, illiterate and without 

a knowledge of the language, to English benefices was a 

grave scandal which more than justified the vigorous pro-

tests made by the English. 
Under Innocent IV, " provisions to livings, exemption from 

general burdens, and what was perhaps objecKd to more 
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sreongly than anything else, reservations of benefice, the 
ccu,nts of which were still living" assumed greater pro-

portions than pr,iously both in England and France. 
Matthew Paris tells us that Bishop Gressetesre calculated that 
the revenues of alien clerks in England am tad to more 
than 70,00 marks or three times as much as the roy, rev-
mue and the messengers, whom the English sent to the Po, 
no doubt in conrequence of this computation of the Bishop 
of Lincoln, complained that they exceeded the yearly sum 
of yo,oco marks. While making due allowance for Paris 
fertile imagination, it will be evident that, under these
wholesale cond.°, the ' dumping ' of alien ecclesiastics 
by Me Pope, however great his excuse, must have inevitably 
called forth the violent resentment of loyal Englishmen. 

' Provisions ' were not the only cause of discontent. The 
King was draining the country's coffen for the herd of greedy 
foreigners, and for petty expeditions on the thntinent. The 
Po, was constamry demanding money for his ' Holy War' 
against the free-thinking Emperor Frederic. This twofold 
demand upon the wealth of England is of paramount im 
portance. "Between the pulling of the King and the push-
ing of the Po," the temper of the people was sorely taxed. 
With wearisome persistence one or other demanded t hei r
tenth, their fifth or theirthird, The clergy fared wont, for 
the Po, often raised money from them, when either through 
resistance or fear of it, t, laity were left free. 

"King and pope, alike in this, to one purpose hold, 
How to make the clergy yield their silver and their gold." 
Them were not the only scandals that beset the Church. 

But m we began, so we may end, by a plea for less concen-
tration on this melancholy picture. The scum will always 
rise to the surface, and conceal much that is good. The 
scandals are not the whole truth—they represent but one 
side of the Church's history. The thirteenth century has 
been called the golden a, of the English Church and there 
is much to justify the statement. Here is the eloquent testi-
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mony of an Anglican divine" to its spirit at this time, 

"Never was a period so brilliant in blossom, so fecund in 

fruit, sinm the brief span of time when Athens borrowed
from her tumults M order to create civiligatryn. The middle 

ages are, as it were, summed up in the thirteenth century. 

The nobility of character, the self sacrifice, the profundity, 

the width of grasp, the boldness of thought, the simplicity 

of faith, tire ambition of mind, the lux iance of intellect, the 

artistic genius, Me Technical skill, which, consecrated to the 

service of religion, distinguished the middle ages as a wholv 
find Muir fullest exprooinn in the thirteenth century." 

Nothing has been said of the Papacy as the fount of law 

and ender, or of its vast civilising influence, or of the 

benefits England durivol from her connection with Rung. 

Only recently this has formed part of the th,is of the 'Pont 

Lectures' delivered at Oxford by Mr. A. L. Hnith. Before 

an audience, to which he felt bound to apologise for Me 

attitude he had assumed, he pleaded for a recasting of the 

popular Mew of the Papa, in the thirteenth century. He 

successfully it  the many benefits, which were the 

rexult of the powers exercised by the Po,. He suggestryl 

that England had lost by the Reformation mmHg as a 

revol,ion, and "that an anarchic and fratricidal EunHe 

not a finer thing than a united Christendom... 

Our Srienbs ftje §irbs. 
Wn live in an age that, year by year, H becoming more and 
more appreciative of the value of the wild life of our 
country and of its influence upon the national character. 
EsPeciall llY is this aaaCiation s wn in regard to our birds. 
N,eworthy effort. arc 

ho 
being made in ma, parts of the 

country to maintain existing specie s and even to restow 
some of those--and the list H a long one—which have 
ceased to be British Birds. 

One very comforting change in our attitude to this query 
don, that has of late years been observable, is the substitution 
by most naturalise of the camera and the field-glass Mr the 
gun. This is not to ssy that the o/d habit of killing al l
rare or unknown birds has been quire thrown off. The 
colum of our papers still frequently chronicle the'news, 
sent by a proud sportsman, that Hine rash bird or other has 
wandered into a district where its like has not been Hen for 
many years and has been promPHY shot a Ymihg other wanderery. Two bitterns were seen about Y a Ch,hire 
lake last year and, as they showed some signs of an intention 
of nesting natorathere, were lly destroyed. The shooter must 
have been indignant that these two birds did n, know that 
this species has been practically extinct in Britain for many 
Yeats. Another sportsman sortie time ago announced that 
during a visit to the Norfolk Broads he had secured four 
Bearded Tits. As most naturalists did not believe that 
there were four Bearded Tits deft in the country, it is not 
difficult to imagine how the tidings were received. The 
only pleasant part of the affair wan the unanimous execra-
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tion which was poured on the head of the offender. For 

though we have not yet reached that stage of our Natural 
History education, which no self-respecting man would 
commit a crime of this kind, we are clearly moving on the 
right road. A real love for and an interest in the birds and 

other wild creatures of our country—still beautiful in spite 

of all that great factories and Other abominations have done 
—is being instilled into the coming generation. We may 
took forward to the time soon to come when the confidence 

which many bird, in spite of long years of ilbmsagg still 
display towards us, will. betterjustified. 

Birds,re not born with, natural antipathy to or dread of 
man. On the contrary many species have a great partiality for 

m and attend us closely. It is not in the wild open land that 

surrounds us this comer of Yorkshire that the birds cluster 
most Middy, but close to the small hamlets .d farms. Nar 

is this m cupboard affection. The food on which most 
of these ebirds live is quite as plentiful by the distant woods 

and lonely pools as it is near our dwelling-places. The 
swifts and martins, for example, which nest about these

buildings, are known to Ay two or three miles up the valley 

for their meals. 
What birds really do think of us, it 

m, 
is not easy to say. 

They rnust often be sorely pumled by our conduct. At 

one time we feed them and protect the at another we rob 

their nests and destroy that. We can easily imagine what 

a bird thinks. a weasel, a fox, or a hawk. Affectionate 

yearning on one side is responded so by bitter animosity, 
mingled with, certain amomt of fear on the other. Vet not, 

much fear that the hunter data not occasionally become Mr 
hunted. We. have all seen a flock of small birds mobbing a 
hawk. The starlings do this very often. 

More years ago than I care to reckon, I was walking m 

an unnaturally early hour up the Dove Valley near Ha, 
ington, when I heard a considerable uproar in the branches 

of a hawthorn, which overhung the stream. I hastened to. 
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wards the tree and, when about six yards from it, savv a 
weasel come tumbling down the trunk with five or six black-
birds in close attendance. With beak, wings and claws, 
they assailed the unfortunate anirtml, which sought only to 
scape, but in vain. Even as I watched, the last breath was 

beaten out of him and he lay  motionless on the gra, bank. 
He was only acting, however, and when the hi Ws had retired 
to the hawthorn to straighten their feathers and sing a song 
of triumph, the little hypocrite cautiomly raised himself and 
stole quietly a cleft in the rocks. I la. the Imw-
thorn well over expecting to find a rest there but no there 
was nothing to show the origin of the fray. Perhaps the 
birds had merely given way to a sudden <taburst of fury at 
the sight of their hereditary enemy. Blackbirds do seem to 
be badvempered. 'They, as a rule, start the mobbing of the 
poor owls. I wonder why the owls permit this rude treat-
ment on the pant of birds so each smaller than themselves. 
I have seen, in the wood that covert the slope in front of my 
window, a single pair of hlackhirds drive an owl hither and 
thither for the best part of an hour, and that too at a time 
when the light so dim that the owl could see qui. as 
well as, it not bettwas er than. the smoker birds. It may be 
that the very audacity of the attack dismays the owl. The 
fierce and of the blackbird's note is.. such occasions. quite 
unmistakable, and can he easily distinguished from the cry 
of irritation mtered by him when at midday 'you disturb 
him from his simta in the thick hedge. The whitethroat 
has a somewhat similar note, which Fe epos ts as he escorts 
you down his own particular stretch of hedgerow umil you 
are a safe distan. from his nest. Inc eed anger, rather than 
fear is the feeling which we seem to inspire in the breasts 
of the smaller birds, when we interfere, as we db so often, 
with their well-being. 

There lives in this neighbourhood a keeper who confidently 
asserts that he can tell from the notes of the birds in his 
coverts, not only the whereabouts bat also the spec es of a 
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marauder. Several inhabitants of the village, who are too 

fond of a "bit of hunting "—a term locally used for the 

chase of the rabbit and not of the fox—can speak very feeling-

ly of the keeper's skill in this ramie.. This worthy man 

tells me that the notes of alarm raised over a human disturber 

of the woodland peace are not nearly so loud as when the 

visitor iE 
The truth 

my a weasel or canionscrow. 
.em s to be that birds avoid and dread . only 

as far . we give them occasion to do so. If we treated 

them, as they expect to treat them, they would avoid us 

no more than they do the cattle in the fields. 

Once I was wandering with my camera along the banks 

of the Upper Thames when, in a noble hedgerow untrimmed 

for many generations, I came upon two young thrushes 

lying in a nest. Young thrushes are common enough and I 

should have passed on at once if my attention had not been 

attracted by the untidy state of the nest, and, when I came. 

examine the binlEby their utter weakness. Though almost 

fully fledged, they were unable even to move their wings 

and plainly were dying of huimer. Hem was the closing 

scene of one of those tragedies that must be very common 

among vvild creatures. The parents, searching for food to 

MI mouths which . long as Jay-fright lams are wide agape, 

lose a great deal of Moir usual caution, and hawks, when 

they have struck their prey to the ground, are not troubled 

by thoughts of the little ones, other than their own, which 

are waiting to be fed. Nor do weasels, or foxes, or even 

youthful gunners, home for Raster holiday, allow .nsidera-

tions of this kind to interfere with the satisfaction of their 

desire. 
But,s however orphaned, hera the orphans were and so I 

formed myself into a First Aid and Ambulance Society. An 

unfortunate worm, inhabitant of a neighbours, mole heap 

of great antiquity, provided food which I guided to its dm-

° n by means of a small twig the camera case 

provided the means of carriage. Fo that nigh, I shut the 
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birds up in a small store-room, but in the moming only one 
remained. As rats infested the whole building, the cause of 
the disappearance was easily inferred. On the next night I 
took the survivor into my bedroom an installed himin
small cupboard, but alas, by no means could persuade him 
to stay there. If I left the door open, he flew out. If I 
cl.ed it, the tapping and squeaking prevented me from 
sleeping. At last I opened the door, and left the wilful 
creature to his own devices. the morning I found roy 
young friendperched on rim bedstead near my pillow. For 
several years he coninued occupy the e position for 
his slumbers, nor did," Tommy," as came to be called, 
ever see the inside of a cage except when he was going on a 
railway-journey. The windows of my room were always open 
for him and I had intended him to return to a free life as 
soon as he was convalescent. However he preferred to re-
main, and we became great friends, living very happily 
together for some years until he one day tried to swallow a 
cherry atone. 

Here we have an instance of one wild bird not only not 
shunning but deliberately choosing Fawn society. 

A still stranger instance of the tameness of a wild bird 
occurred tom also in distant days, when I was staying in 
the Isle of Man. Fishing one morning from the rocks, I had 

Id 
myself on a comfortable ledge, from which I 

could co and fifteen or sixteen lee t of water at half-tide. 
The bait I arranged on a slightly higher ledge behind me 
so that I could mach it easily. I fished quietly enough for 
an hour or ;note, until, putting my hand behind me to take 
a.nother piece of bait, I received instead a sharp dig on one 
of my fingers. I looked round, and there stood a sea-gull 
with uplifted beak gazing at me indignantly, as one that 
was filled with amazement at my outrageous behaviour. It 
Naa only M great peril to my fingers that I succeeding in 
plaiting my hooks, whilst my unbidden guest regaled him-
self on the finest of the fragments. When he couldfind room 
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for no ore, he rose reluctantly and flapped slowly out to 
sea, where shortly I to him amid the busy crowds of his 
fellows that were constantly passing and repassing. Time 

went by quickly, not that Me sport was very lively, but 
rather because of the panorama constantly changing before 

my eyes. Far away, ships covered with white sails or fol-

lowed by streamers of black smoke came and went, whilst 
nearer in were the crowds of birds fighting for their daily 

bread—gannets, gulls, orants, puffins ;.—now and then 
school of porpoises brokcore the surface of the water as they 

worked up and down the channel beneath my feet in the 
still deep wter wrasse and rock-cod moved; once a diver 
came rushing by, arraying a shoal of small fry before it, and 
again in mid-water a. band of pollak, in orderly lines, slowly 
skirted my rock. In front swam a great fellow who stopped 

makes  of my 
bait but finally shook his head and hurried on, as did all his 
train, even to the little fellows in the rear. At last, the title 

being now aim°. at the flood, the fish ceased to bit, ad I 
began to make preparations for departure. At this moms
the gull reappeared and again took possession of the bait, 
and so I left him to t. 

Here again was a. bird, which showed a considerable 
degree of tameness, though belonging to a species much per

by sportsmen and by those who traffic in the beauti-
ful plmnage. 

We all know that robins will often follow people very 
closely. In the gardens here it is impossible to engage in 
any work without attracting the and attendan of 
one of these birds. This morning whilstnotice  I was digging for 
worm, a robin wa.s standing about three feet from me, with 
head tamed sideways so that one beadlike eye could be 
focussed full upon me. He watched me anxiously for some 
IiMC without moving and then, as my boxtgrew fuller and 
fuller, the sight of it proved too tantalising and he hopped 
up and helped himself to a fine specimen. 
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Another of these birds last summer would come day by day 

and feed from the hand of a convalescent whose habit it 
was to sit, in fine weather, for an boar or so at midday in
study it  by my window. If bad weather chanced to 
keep his benefactor indoors, Mr. Redbreast, who was always 
vety punctual, would hop impatiently about the window-
sill and tap at the glass. 

A thrush too, that was nesting in the laurels at the foot of 
the wood, was so tame that one day, when I wished to 
examine her eggs At,,, a. photographic point of view, I had 
acually to move her from the nest. 

t is instructive also to watch the moks, and mark how 
cl 

I

osely they follow the plough, so that the ploughman may 
often almost touch them with his feet. Of course the rook, 
being a bird of great wisdom, is, when occasion demands, 
sly enough and not easily to be circumvented. 

Naturally the nompersecuted birds only are not afraid of 
mankind. A pair of wagtails, for instance, built last year 
in a plat-pot in one of the conservatories at GrimstonMano, 

couple of miles to the south of the college. The bird was 
successful iv rearing the young in spite of the many disad-
vantages of the site. Think of the confidence in the heart 
of the bird that would choose a position so conspicuous and 
so frequentlyvisited. 

A tit was, about the ume timA building in the White 
Farm, which is situated close to the football fields. The
nest wasmade in the small aperture between the window 
and the wall of the room in Mich the family live, and built 
in such a way that part of the nest projected into the room. 
Both families are to be congratulated on the fact that this 
venture also was a successful one. 

Many other instances might be cited from one's own 
esperience—and the bird books contain thousands of similar
proofs—to show that the birds think well of us and are ready 
to meet us more than half-way on a basis of mutual advan-
tage and pleasure. 
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Row easy it would he, without undue interference with 
the honest sportsman, to make our islend into a safe have
for bird and beast, and how much it would add to the 
pleasure of living and how greatly it would be to our imerest ! 

Most birds live on the insects which plague us and would 
devour our fruits and crops, some live on rats, mice and other 
ventres, only a small residue specialise on grain and fruit 
even these most authoritin assert, do in the end TO. 

good than harm. How much we should gain aesthetically, 
only those can form any idea who have visited the almos, 
hire.. countries of then ntinent and felt the drearinem and 
desolation of scenery that lacks the colouring, the motion 
and the melody of birds. For in this country, though we 
have succeeded in exterminating many species, birds have 
always been fairly plentiful. We take all the charm of their 
presence so much as a matter of course—as we do the ripple 
and murmur of the brook or the colouring of the skies—Mat 
we axe often unconscious of it. Yet the secret of themein-

which our country exercises over those who have once
felt the spirit of it, lies hidden not memly in the beauty or 
grandeur of the landscapm nor in the richnos of it but, above 
all, in the wild creatures which add so much variety and 
interest to it. In this wild life the birds are undoubtedly 
the dominant factor. The glory of the hedgerow is not Ow 
creature that hides among its toots, nor even the flowers 
with their delicate fragrance but the yellowhammer, also.ys 
celled Goldie hereabouts, or Mc chaffinch, that fills its 
branches with liG and song. ashes the lark rises, we env 
to think of the variegated meadow and, like the unfortunate 
boatman in the Lorelei, look only to the heights. So mu 
memories of the woodland dwell mainly on the brightly .1-

. oured woodpecker or the woodwren with its wonderful song 
and from the wide moor cense memos.. the familiar 
linnet and the lonely curlew. The Gilling lake with its 
background of steep pineclad slopes is always beautiful. 
but I recall it as I saw it last July late one afternoon. 
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The still water glittered like silver in the light of the sinking 
sun ease where long shadows stretched out from the great 
pines or the coot and the duck rippled the surface. In the 
shallows herons were standing at rest, or moving slowly and 
silently. For a moment I was mryereeived, but the heron is 
always watchful and quickly the alarm was raised. The binds 
sprang from the water and began to mount up and up to 
the level of the pine-tops. And as the great grey wings 
were spread out in the sunlight against the dark background, 
and the whole picture reflected s the mirror beneath, it 
seemed to me then that the lake had always needed the 
presence of these birds—feathered anglers and no mere human 
was ever so patient in waiting so swift in striking—and 
that one who had n seen them banging the shallows or 
passing the dark woods,ot had seen the lake at its best. 

What a terrible weapon the herank beak is! I have men 
o. wounded heron drive its beak Mrotgh the pigskin legging 
of the misguided gunner who had shot it and perhaps it 
"served him right." Many times from the Windmsh, in days 
of old, I have taken fish of considerable size that bore the 
mark of that swordlike beak. Once I appear. on the scene 
as a heron was taking a trout to land. The fish weighed a 
little more than two pounds, and the incident quite cured me 
of the belief that the heron takes only small fish. I wonder 
ifsnyone can explain how the heron persuades the fmh to 
come within its reach. I have watched, from a distance of 

wss than twenty yards, a heron in WillowPond, striding this 
ay and that and picking up fish apparently at ire pleasure. 

One is aim mt made to believe that the bird possesses some 
mesmeric power such as that with wkich snakes and weasels 
are credited. There am indeed many mysteries in the heron's 
life that need fathoming. 

It may be that we have here one recta of the charm 
which the whole subject possesses. There are so many pro-
blems that present themselves to which our library shelves 
will give us no answer. We ran only hope to solve them by 
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studying for ourselves the open book of nature, a study 
which, undertaken in the right spirit, brings the enquirer not 

only to knowledge and often to health but, most pleasant 
of all, to the close mpanionship and better understanding 
of our friends the bircods. 

Puthawurs. 

jtouritent6 eanturp jnfirmathn. 
In the pages of a manu.ript in the Abbey Library we 

make the acquaintance of iMeresting personality
eating enough if only as an exponent of medical science as it 

as known in his days, but in addition to this he spews 
himself a personal friend of the Soveri, Pontiff, and this at 
the critical time of the few years before the return of the 
Papal Court to Rome from France. 

The manuscript consiste of vo folio sheets written in 
double column, In a short title vre see that it is an i.e. 
Mry or compendia m of Surgery and that it was drawn up 

and completed in t363 by Guido de Cahulhiaco, a master 
surgeon in the famous academy of Monteepessulani. 

The reason for his making this compendium, he say, is 
not the wan of books, but rather the need of unity and 
perfection. " For" he quaintly adds, s not every one can 

have every book, and even if this wercthe case it would be 
tedious to read them." Since, as he remarks, s man is the 

one book which baffles comprehension," he will do his best to 

xt in order the factsof medical science accumulated by 
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form, workers in that province. It is not po.ible for one 
individual to begin and also to complete it, but as children 
on the shoulders of a giant can see all that the giam can 
and more, so we can add to the store of knowledge be-
queathed by our forefathers, that accumulated by our own 
researches. 
The complete work was to contain the following section.—

i. De Anathomia. 
ii. De Apostematibus. 
iii. De Vulneribus. 
iv. De IlIceribus. 
v. De Fracturibus et Disloc onibm 

. atiAdded to the five were two of a less detailed nature, the 
first dealing with all other diseases which were not definitely 
"apostensata, nque ulcer, mpg ossium Pass*, and the 
other treating of drugs .d palliatives and general medical 
practice. 

The present manuscript includes the first two of these 
sections after which a few blank pages are left and then some 

en pages re devoted to aphorisms from Hippocrates 
with copious notee. 

The Latin may be described as "Lower Grammar" but per
to the predjudice of that section of the literary world. 

Guido however is utter at a loss fora word. and where the 
classic language fails in in supply for his detailed accounts, 
he introduces an Italian word which bridges over the diffi-
culty completely. Spelling then, as now, was a rock of 
stumbling and sometimes the laws appear to have changed 
even while a pa, was in progress. However under this 
oftentimes crude exterior a great deal of interesting matter 
can be found. Hippocrates and Galen are of course very 
great authorities; referred to so constaMly, and quoted so 
frequently, they soon become known under the abbreviated 

From these two he traces the descent of his science and, 
without a mention of Aristotle, comes down to the time of 
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Avicenna. From him arose a line of scie sts who drew

sharp distinction between surgery and medicine,i  among 

whom he mentions Roger Roland, Hugo of Lucca, William

of Salireto. Alluding to the disrepute into which surgery 

had fallen aince Avicenna, he states "In my time there were 

surgeons operating m retie.c  as Nich: Cathalanm in Monte. 

apessnlano, BOFWLIS. Peregrines; M Argemoria in Lyons 

where I practised fora long time, Peter of Bananco in Avig-

non and my companion John of Parma. And I Guido, sup 

geon, master in medicine of Consimbo and "Capellana nom-

mai, to our Lord the Pope, have seen many erations 

and many writings, m,cially those of Galen, and (wiop th what 

diligence I could) I studied, ,d fora long time have been 

operator C many places." The estimated value of this 

study is somewhat lessened by the concluding worts of his 

testimonial "et none cram in avinione A.D. NICCCLXIII." 

The Pope referred to is Urban V ; M the first year of 

whose reign the book was compiled. 

He speaks°, writing the book partly as a solace during old 

age from this we may conclude that he was born about qoo. 

The names of Aquinas and Duns Scotus would be fresh 

while he studied at Paris, in fact he prefaces some hints with 

the words "doctor auMilis dicebal." It is just pouible he m, 

have been at Paris and heard the words he quotes, but in 

that case he must have been born not much later than moo 

m Duns Scotus died in rsafl. 

The mental requirements on which he insists are many ; 

the first place being given to anatomy, of which a complete 

knowledge both theoretical awd practical must he shewn, 

for as he 'marks ne iPsa *turn est nkhil cirargi." 

Almost as earnestly however he urges an axquaimance 

with the sister science of medicine ; in fact such a wide 

view does he take that Geometry, Astronomy and Dialectic 

am described m all but essential. It seems strange after 

this to be mid that he ought to have seen others operating 

before trying to do sa himself. 
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Coming to the indiGdual he is to be a man of good 
judgment, keen eyesight and of sound intellect, having 
"digit. 'males" and hands steady and not trembling he is 
also to he Mud, it: semis, Minks in krivrlis," kind to 
the nick, pious, not greedy nor given [munch talking. His 
fee is to be regulated in accordar, with his rank and the 
labour It is put to, al. with the ability of the patient to 
,y, also "serene; mai... finis." In the sick man he 
requires implicit obedience and miens In his assistants 

loolei fm quietmss, fidelity and discretion. In the da 
when anaesMetics were unkmain these assistants had , a 
very real part to play. The doctor M riot to answer every 
inqui, made to him, and ahould he find that he lacks the 
necessary instruments he is to disarm suspicion by such 
platitudesas he is able to devise. 

He ackmwledges three cases in which his am fMls to effect 
a 

He
namely, leprosy,  canc, and those Its in which an 

apparent cure provokes some still WOr. disease. With 
regard to the second of the., nearly six centuries have 
passed without there being revealed to the human race the 
true nature of what Guido terms " ex tote g-enere egritudo 
/minions." He observes that even if cut oM by Me room 
yet often, after a short time, the recer returns and is worse 
than before 

The instruments of a surgeon are divided into two clawes 
namely n neadkinatio" and "fmatia." The former tenn in-
cludes dieting, draughts, bleedings, plasters, and powders. 
The latter are the surgical instrumeina proper, and are 
enumerated as force, razors, lamas, cauterizing itons, 
Mncers large and mnall, probes and needles. This list is 
of the instruments in general use, but mention is made 
of the apparatus for tre,rming The difficulties against 
which surge, had to contend in such ti rtim were naturahly 
largely due to the predjudice raised in people's minds by 
the almost universe./ mortality attendant on all but the 
very simplest operations. Having no idea of the real can., 
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they attributed failure to the incomplete knowledge of the 

operator and judged the art he professed accordingly. 
The directions for the personal equipment of the surgeon 

bring before us a curious picture of the times. Ina bag he 

is directed to carry al a.  with him five kinds of ointments, 

Sasilicon, Applorum, Aureum, Album, INalteam, each 

having its own particular use which no other unguent was 

able to furnish. To a.ccompany these, were five kinds of 

instruments, razors and lancets, forceps, pincers, probes and 

needles. Thus provided, our infirm arian was ready to meet 

and deal with many of the ills that flesh is heir to. It was, 

however, of little use to ask for a day off to go to Marseilles 

to see the dentist, fora very short roarch in the bag brought 

to light the "tenUtiliC" Or the "prociarole," the use of which 

would be only a pleasure to our ingenuous Guido. With re-

gard to toothache, however, in his Anatomy he remarks that 

"teethare of the nature of bone, and that, according loGalen, 

they have feeling in them." Such an authotity seems out of 

all proportion to the information conveyed. What was 

knosvn to Guido o ntheevedence of the great Greek phy-

sician is now patent to the meanest of us. Thus has 
the progressed. The feeling of incompetence, added to the dis-

trust bred in people, minds by frequent failure. dogged the 

path of the surgeon and made progress in his art very slow. 

It is prompted by frolings of this kind that he is used to 

make the observe.. quoted above from his preface. He is 

anxious of course to gain that certainty which only practice 

can afford, but he also is cautious, perhaps needlessly soi and 

prefers to let a case take i. course unless he is morally certain 

of a successful issue to his operation. The portion of the 

book set apart for the aphorisms. Hippocrates is incomplete 

in fact through only a very small part is the annotation car-

ried out in full. Treated almost as inspired writings, Guido 

has, phrase by phrase, elaborated them by notes until the 

added pare attain to many fimes the size of the parent 

work. 
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Of the ones chosen, those which are not absolutely ridicul-
ous are for the greater part commonplace, of little import. 
Such a nue as (Ai indigantia, man *94ht groom, seems. 
demand something less roan even eight houroday, and one 
acting. this principle will .on learn that "indigent." in 
the present day is scarcely suffered tout aside the claims 
of work. 

He takro a most gloomy view of the searons and the 
sickness,. which characterize them of  as they are wet, 
windy, dry or calm, and at the end of a liss of such rolami-
ies, in which he remarks that Miro metro est" 

and that children who have the misfortune to be horn in
dry and windy spring become insane, he explains how each 
season depends on the preceding one, striving to make good 
its deficiency whether of tvind, rain or sun. so [bat the 
infirmarian may know what diseases to rope., and stock his 
surgery accordingly. 

We cannot help being disappoint. with Guido; in his 
anatomy.huseems nn the way to make original investiations. 
but in the roction "de apostematibus" he .16 below the 
ideal he set in the earlier parts. Perhaps we judge him 
harshly, not fully appreciating what it must have meant for 
one so placed to break with traditions in the formation of 
which Reason had played so small a part. 
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BP nett 
Mr. He  as a poet needs no introduction to readers of 

the Binanul. A regular and greatly-esteemed contrib.or 
for the last three years, we think of him, and like to claim 
him, as "One of Outs". We are nea.y as interested in the 
success of his book as he is himself. Consequently to us it 
is above criticism, or, at least, outside criticsim. Probably 
we could not give,and certainly we do not wish to offer, an 
unbiassed estimate of in merits. We candidly acknowledge 
an exceptional sympathy both with the author and his 
writings. But we may be permitted tosay that, as  collec 
tion, the poems have a higher value than when met with 
singly in the mismllaneous pages of a journal, and that 
they seem to have a new grace and a more perfect finish in 
their dress of ceremony—the crisp, milk-white paper the 
admirable print and the flawless editorship of this Oxford 
edition. 

About one third of the piecm collected in the volume 
have appeared in our pages. Our readers, therefore, will 
have sufficient knowledge of Mr. Herbert's choice of subjects 
to understand the sigificance of the title, "Poems of the See
and the Unseen." The author's knowledge of bird and 
plant his and his sensitiveness to natural beauty, on the one 
hand, and on the other his philosophical acquiranents and 
his interest in metaphysical speculation, especially where it 
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touches upon Faith and worship, divide his outpourings of 
himse/f naturally into two streams. sometimes intermingling 
but flowing from two distinct sources, well described as.' the 
Seen and the Unseen"—the Seen prompting or unfoldin g 
thoughts which he at He heart of thing; and the Unseen lit 
up from without by the light that shines on meadow and ma. 
The following lines, adapted from Riickert, aptly preface the 
volume 

the Unseen but in the 5een tbou seest, symboled clear 
And visible things but shadow forth He invisible sphere. 
Girt with incarnate Thought, the Universe divine, 
Not fleshly chains, but heavenward-lifting plue, am thine. 

For those of our readers whose acquaintance with the 
Journal is freshly made, we offer the following • (Mazer as 
characteristic of Mt. Herbert's skilful workmanship and 

will) 
of a form 0 verse, introduced by him, which 

will sound quaint and novel to English ears t—

Suntmnan LUDI. 
From Planes 

Lo, with the moon, its ball, the heaven around plays, 
The laden cumulus, with flash and sound plays; 
Burste there among the hills a thoaderportn, 
With the tossal echoes, the u, eacl, rock and mound plays ; 

THE SACRIFICE OF THE MASS. An explanation of its 
doctrine, rubrics and prayers. By M. GP V, 5.1. 
(Bums Sr Oates.) as. 

PPests who have to explain the Mass to children or converts 
will be glad to come across this book. Fr. Gavin evidently 
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means it also for schools and convents: and it might very 

well make a term's course in our upper lass.. It is not too 
long—zoo pages—and it is very easy to find one way about 

in
Study of the Mass is of course only a means to entering 

into the spirit of it. But there is no getting at thespirit ex 

cept through the details. Fr. Gavin's book is a careful 

study of the details, giving the meaning of phrases and tu-

brivs in the light of their history or their context. There is a 

grave danger in such an undertaking, the danger of treating 
details in their external and historic relations, and not as 
parts of an organic whole, so that the study of details is 
positive hindrace to the a r iation of the spirit of the 

whole. On men other side, tee
m

mpt to read Me spirit of 

the whole into details generally leads to forced and arbi-
trary Mterpretations, which repel the reader. Fr. Gavin has 

taken a middle course, treating each prayer or group of 
prayers as a whole, but not grouping the Mass as a whole 
nor suggesting clues to the arrangernent of its main parrs. 

This the preacher must do for himself ; but whatever la, 
ideas he may form. he will constantly want to know how far 
they are borne out or modified by the true genre  of 
the text; and here he will find everything arranged to Si. 
hand in Fr. Gavin's book. At themme time, the book 
is not meant only for preachers; and for the sake of other 
readers it might be well to add some such broader treatment 
when a filth edition is called for. 

A detail of order will disconma the schoolboy. When he 

bas t ut his awers to the • Qu.tions on the Intro-
ductory Chapter,' hens faced with ' Preface to the semnd 
edition, and men' Preface to the fourth edition.' There are 
possibilities A a lively time for the presiding master. 
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of the Ecclesiastical Review and Church Musk. The former 
magazine stands M need of no introduction ;but the lad, 
is a new quarterly issued by the same publishers (he Dolphin 
Press) with a view to supplying the increasing want of 
lire re dealing with the important question of Catholic 
Church Music. It is likely to be of great value in furthering 
the reform in Church Music which is m eam.tly desired by 
the Holy Father, and it will render valuable service if it 
brings about a right understanding and appreciation of the 
recem Motu Proprio. The new quarterly may be the means 
of affording assistance to many pri.ts and choir masters in 
the choice and rendering of our sacred music. 

COCIret3 ROUi6 alOSinITOn• /11.(P• 

Last August, on the Vigil of St. Lawrence, one who was, 
with little doubt, our old.t Laurentian passed peacefully 
away. He had lived always a most edifying life and died a 
saintly death. A few hours more and he would have com-
pleted his gand year, for he was a son of St. Lawrence in a 
twofold connection, having been born on the loth of August, 
the Feast of St. Lawrence, in the year .1314. Through the 
carrying off of the Ampleforth Pension Book to Prior Park—
Dr. Burgess refused to hand it to his successors at St. Law, 
ence's or even to allow it o be seen—our knowledge of 
Amplefordians before the 'break-up' is imperfect, gathered 
together, with great pains, by Fr. Hildebrand Bradley, from 
chance entries in ledgers and magazines, but mostly from 
oral sources—the recollection, more or less acetate and 
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omplete, of old boys long put the scriptural limit of man's 

life. Charles Louis Robinson, name will not be found in 

the printed lists of old Amplefordians. There are many 

Robinson in the necrology of the English Benedictines—the 

most notable of them, an uncle, Fr. Gregory, was Prior of 

Ampleforth and Provincial of the North Provinc—and there 

are Robin sons (brothers and cousins), in the' Lie,sts,' but the 

name of Charles Louis Robinson h. been forgotten. Never-

theless, hewas at Ampleforth, by his own account, for not 

less than three year, Maz-q. 

The Robinson family belonged to Holderness, the South 

Eastern Division of Yorkshire, and Mr. Robinson was born 

at South Park, Burstwick. After leaving College he served 

his time with his uncle Mr. Christopher Meynell, a chemist 

and druggist at Hull. Afterwards he was with Mr. Leadbitter 

at York and Dalmahoy & Co., of Oxford St., London. He 

began business for himself at Hull in r8q8 or Mqq, but soon 

retired and lived fast at Mansfield in Nottinghamshire, then 

at Hammersmith and afterwards at Wellington, in Shrop-

shire, where he again went into business. Later he took up 

the Brewery in Hedon and carried it on from 186o to t0J, 

when he gave up business altogether. He spent his last 

years at Hedon, devoting himself to works of piety, never 

failing to attend Mass daily until his last illness. 
Mr. Robinson,in Iftto,massied Miss Clare Willson,daughter 

of James Willson, Esq., of Lincoln and London, and had two 

Children Jolv, and Mary Clare. John died young and Mary 

Clare married Captain John Reilly. She and her husband and 

two children were lost in the steamship Aden, wrecked off 

Socotra, Africa, during a voyage to Singapore. 

ZfJe Coeftge cieharp. 
/an. rt. The unlonged-for day of our return. On arriving at 

school we notice the following new faces:—W. Ruxton, W. Stein-
McCormack, G. M W. Goodall, H and W. 

Boocock, R. Candlish, and A. Murphy. This reinforcement 
brings our number up to rrq. There is a change among the 
Prefects. Br. AMian Mawson succeeds Br. Benedict Ha,. 

Jan. rs. The feast of St. Benedict Biscop and a welcome 
holiday. The forenoon was spent in unpacking, and, as Vergil 

go 
After diraster we tried ga.in our lost condition on the ootha.II 

The voting for capmin resulted in the re-election of Raymund 
Haketh. As he has not yet returned, on account of sicknssk we 
shall have to remain in an acephalous state for some days. 

The captains of the football sets are r—rst set E. Hardman 
and R. Hesketh ) and set, J. Smith and R. Maywood; Jrd set, 
E. Cawkell and B. Collison ; gth et, L Beech end 1. Roberpon; 
sth set,V.Narey and B. Burge. 

Jan. M. Weather horrible. Was the poet thinking of 
Ampleforth in Jan.ry when he wrote I:— 

"A whirl blast horn behind the hill, 
Rushed o'er the wood with startling sound, 

Then—all at once the air was 
And showers of hail atones pattered round." 

Feb. r. The Month half-day. Football in Me afternoon. 
In the evening, instead of the usual month-day speeches, the 

Lower School gave a reprssemation of "Dick Whittington and 
his Can" The elocution throughout was very good and the 
acting on the whole quite realistic The leading characters
caught the spirit of the piece so well this we never felt it was 
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an.ing but a comedy, and in MI dm vicissitudes of the hem's

career, we remained confident his ultimate happiness 

mosperity. F. Long as Dick Whittington was natural and 

played his part with great success. The 
lot f

Mr. Fitzwarren, 

Dick's benefactor, was safe in the hands of G. Lindsay. 0. 

Gaynor Imought the house aown by his humorous Interpretation 

of the part of the cook. the bane of Dick's life. 

G. Emerson made a very self-possessed miler and L. Williams 

complacent well racived and 

deservedly cheered at the close. 
Feb. 4. A fall of snow last night raised our hopes that sled, 

ing might be possible. The morning, sun however played havoc 

with the ack, and our chief occupation in the afternoon 

consisted in 
tr 

trying experiments down various slopes with little 

success. 
eb. 8. R. Hosketh, who had by this been able to return,form-

ed his government as follows:— 

Secretary and Recorder - hisEIBgott. 

' 1 *ItesoZ 

Gamesmen 1 V. Giglio. 

Billiardroom Officials - e kntr,,r 

0. Chall= 

' Mt1711. . Collegemen - - 
NI, 

Clothesman - - - - R. C. Smith. 

Librarians 0 Senior Library j' 
EmeknY 

keting Room: N.
vigilarians of Junior Library 

„ „ Reading Room 2.4.;t:
meeting of the School in Me Upper Library. Business 

merely formal. 
Feb. 4. A match v. Boothe. School. We were without our 

captain,4 Bernard Rochford, who was recovering from a slight 
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attack of influenza. Nemon played centre-half and Keogh came 
imo the eleven at left-half. Bootham were the first to open the 
scoring from a fine run down the field by their left outside, whom
pace throughout the game gave our backs considerable trouble. 
It was not umil the beginning of the second half that we drew 
level. A foul was given against Me Bootham goal-keeper, and 
Hesketh passing back <o Neeson the lamer hooked the ball over 
our pponents' heads into the goah Fora time we had most 
of the game. But Hardman failed to clear a centre from the 
Bootham right wing and they scored a second goal. A few 
minutes later they made .c game safe by adding a third. 

The match WAS disappoimng, our team playing considerably 
below their form and being a.ppmemly out of condition. The 
forwards were rather lifeless and their combination poor. B. 
Rochford was missed in the hal,back line, and Hardman was 
erratic at back. Hake played well but tired towards the 
close. 

The Second %I. went to Bootham and after a very hard game 
on a heavy ground won by 5 goals  Speakman at centr

o,.r victory. 
-

Collop hloriay. Class outings were the order of the 
day. The Six. Form cycled to Kirby fornside. From hence they 
set out on foot with the intention of reaching Lastingham. The 
journey home, with Helmsley as a halting place, occupied the rest 
of the day. Father Placid went with the Fifth Form across Carlton 
Moor, realrk1ing through Riccal Dale to Helmsley. 

Father Hildebrand and the Fourth went to Crayke Castle. En 
route they fell in with Lord Middleton, hounds which were meet-
ing in the neighbourhood. After being shown over the church, they 
ssm. the altar stone which tradition says was used by St. Cuthbert, 
mow alm, abused as a slab in a kitchen. In 685 Crayke was 

anted by Royal Charter to theSaint, who built a monastery there 
grand frequently stayed there on his journeys to York. It was here 
that the monks of Lindisfarne resided for four years after the des-
truction of their monastery by the Damn. St. Cu.*, name is 
still preserved at Crayke, the parish church being dedicated to him. 
The view of York Minster from the castle grounds is alone well 

The Higher III with Br. Anselm wended their way by the banks 
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of the Rye to Nunnington. After a brief visit to The Old Hail, 

built in Elizabethan style, close to the waters of the 
are,

sm. 

stretches 

by towering trees and occupying the site of the ancient 

Nunnery, they mark their way by the avenue of scmores, which 

stretches kr half a mile to the summits of the Cawkleys rum 

of hil . Prom this point there is a most extensive view stretch. 

Mg to ls the Pennine Range on Me West the hills above Scarborough 

on the East and including also Ryedale and the hills beyond 

Hawnby. After a lunch at lionghana they returned by the Spa 

across the fields and arrived in the twilight at the College. 

The Lower III Br. Adrian took our kvomite walk thro4, 

Sartori to Rievaulx Abbey. The Lower School spent the morn. 

kg following on foot Lord Helmsley, hounds 

meeting at Sproxton. In the afternoon they we. to Byland, and 

after 
a 

tea game of 'whip' among the ruins, a smart wall, 

home over the moors brought a full day's exercise to close. 

Feb. a,. Shrove Tuesday. Notable only for the fact that 

the holiday is merged in the Esster vacation. 

March. r. Month Half-day. The usual speeches passed th 

evening agreeabl. A new future. on which Fr. Abbot pass. 

some favourable comments, was the reading of original Ms, 'W 

some of the upper boys. The recitations were on the whole 

up to the average, but they lacked the dramatic quality we look 

for in declamations of this sort. An ex act from Shakespeare'. 

Henry V. however was werfully rendered by W. Buxton. 

We mined the incidental music.o
Marsh. 3. We had an unusually enjoyable hour in the Study 

after breakfast listening to the Blackpool Band,which war paying 

im annual visit to the neighbourhood. 
Monk,. The Captain convened a meeting of the School M 

the Upper Library. with Br. mbrose int. chair. The opposition 

, formidable array of complaints. But it would have been 

better if they had maificed number to caution, and made awe of 

few. From the poi. of view of the Opposition the result w. 

fat from On the evening's disonuion eight complaints 

were disposed of. four going to the Opposition whilst the Govem-

ment successfully defended four: one was withdrawn. The 

meeting was adjourned. 
March q Match v. Pocklington. We were unfortunate in 
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having two of our forward, Lambert and Ward. away for this
match. B. Rochford went ,entrt for  and Giglio took his 
place in the half-back line. In the opening stages of the game
we had most of the play, our barkseasily repelling the Pock-
lington attack. sock  however were the first to score from 
a corner. A few moments later Giglio obtained the ball well in 
his own half, and by a fine individua/ effort dribbled right through 
his opponents, but his shot was a foot wide. At half time 
Pocklington still kd by a goal. On resuming Rochford obtained 
the ball and drawing the opposing backs on to him. pass. 
uross to Speakman who finding himself unmarked equalised 
with a good shot. The game now became very exciting and the
cheers were deakning when Calder Smith, al ter a tussle with the 
goalkeeper. succeeded in putting the ball through. The poin, 
was disallowed however for off-side. The game continued to be very fast. A kw minutes before time a scrimmage took place 
in front of our goal and the Pocklington centre-half gave his side

r
ated 

the e. but without success, and were
dek  by 2.-x. 

The game was perhaps the best of the season and  draw 
would have been a fairer result. Speakman and Jacksonwere 
the best in the forward line. B. Rochford though he worked 
untiringly seemed to find his place rather strange. The half-.]. worked  but Giglio took too much out of 

land back 
f in the first hal, Hesketh and Hardman were sound at 

hkElligott ufe in goal. 
The Second Elevens met at Pocklington. Despite a heavy 

ground the game was through°. vet, fat. The resuit. a Point-less draw, ,vas fairly 
op 

of the play. We were much the lighter team, but our style of ph', made up for our lack of weight. Of the forwards, Williams and J. Darby were the the most out, and H. Rochford perhaps the best of the back division. 
Mat. 15. The school debate was resumed. At the first meeting the Opposition had hardy held their own, but this time

they were completely routed.. during the whole evening they did not win a single cmplaint. Of the eight that were Mtro. duced, two were withdra,vn, one declared illegal, and the remaining five were discussed and success( ugy defended by the 
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several government officiate The customary vote of thanks to 

the Chairman brought an interesting debate to an end. The 

opposition sadly needs reorganising 

March 17. St. Patrick's. A half-day for the Irish boys, 

There were many unsuccessful claimants. 

ry. A short visit  horn L Bullock Webster. Ma, of 

our readers will remember him as one o Ampleforth's best first 

trebles. 

March a, The feast of St. Benedict. Fr. Abbot pontificated 

inert morning. 
ch with Durwood. Park Helmsley. Br. Benedict and 

Br. Adrian were unable to play, but we had the assistance of Br. 

Ignatius Rice (Douai Abbey), who was hereon a visit. A smog 

wind interfered with the play very much. The Helmsley backs 

were as usual vigorous and quick but their forwards poor. How-

ever they scored first from a corner kick. After some good 

combination among our forwards, Fr. Mauro equalised. In the 

rccond half we pressed continually, but it vms within a few 

minutes time when Fr. Mantua headed a splendid goal from a 

good centre by Jackson. This proved the winning goal. 

Merck a, Bishop Lacy held the ordinations. Hearty con-

gratula.tions to our late third prefect—Fr.Benedict, who was raised

to the priesthood. Also to Bra. Paul, Anselm, Edward, Romuald 

(Deacons) and Brx Celestine, Adrian, and Ambrose (Subdeacons). 

In the afternoon His Lordship administered Confirmation. 

E. Hardman and C. Rockford were the champions in a golf 

March a6. Sincere condolences to Delon Power on the very 

sudden death of Ms mother. R.I.P. 

March 29. The postponed march with St. John's took place. 

They are generally the best team we meet in the year, and this 

season they quire upheld their reputation. Br. Ignatius Rice 

again played centre-hall for us, and we wee able to put a very 

Johns 
team in the field. The game opened vigorously, the St. 

John's forwards making the pace sir, fast. After some midfield 

lay, with the wind in our favour, we began to press, but the 

backs and goalkeeper were hard to beat. Just before half-time

Fr. Memos scored horn a penalty. We had thus only a very 

slight lead when we turned to face the wind. But our forwards 
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now found they had more control over the ball, and a clever dribble 
by Fr. Joseph led to a second goal. The game continued very
fast. From a corner well mken by Jackson, who played in good 
style throughout the game, Fr. Joseph scored a third. This 
success encouraged our forwards who continued to give the 
opposing defence plenty to  The fourdi goal came from the 
left wing. Jackson put in a fine run down the field and centred 
beautifully to Fr. 

fat
who finding himself unmarked easily 

In .... few minutes a misunderstanding between our 
backs gave St. John's a consolation goal, and the game ended 
4-1 in our favour. 

This was the last match of the season which it must be confessed 
has been on the whole disappointing. The most unsatisfactory 
feature in it is the number of inter-school matches we ost. We 
were beaten twice by both Pocklington and Bootharn. 
has something a. with this, but the real came 4 the weak 
display of scientific football on the part of our I orwa.rds, who 
seemed to have /oat the art of the short passing game. The defence 
was always tzat is shown by the fact 
that no team sco  hadore than three goals against us. 

The Second XI a successful season—the forwards especially 
ng in good style. Of their four marches they won three and 

drew one, scoring sr goals agaMst 6. 
Apra 5. The Month Half-day. Music and speeches in the 

evening. Giglio's piano solos Chopin, Impromptu in An" was 
very ably rendered, and much enjoyed. 

In the evening a meeting of the School was called. The leader 
of the opposition had organised his followers, and some severe 
criticism was made on the Government's alleged misdeeds. The 
Captain 'and his officials however were ready and occasionally 
eloquent in their answers. Congratulatory speeches and a. vote 
of thanks to the Chairman brought an interesting session to
close. 

April 8. Pa. Sunday. Rounders—Muters v. Boys. The 
hogs 9it, Masters I as. Comment is unnecessary. 

April as. Spent in anal preparations for the Sports. This 
evening the Retreat begins. The rest is silence. 

April as. Easter Sunday. The Retreat given by Fr. Bene-
dict McLaughlin ended this morning. We were glad to see 
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several Old 'Boys who had come up for the Retort,—boaong 

them, C. and Austin Hines, J. Pike, G. Chamberlain (Jun) 

D. Traynor, R. Dowling and Prescott Emerson. 

In the morning a. football match between the Visitors and School 

ended in a draw oone goal each. In the afternoon we 

had Present v. Past at Rounders. The score was first pronounced 

to be Past 58—Present 55. HD the scorer on reflection brought 
Me total of Me Present up to 58, and dechred the game a draw. 

Some went away thinking one thing, some another. 

In the everting a billiard match took place, Visitors v. School, 

the latter winning by three games to one. 

Easter Monday. The Sports were held in ideal weather. 
strong breeze behind Me runners helped them to bring off some 

very good results. Hardman's sao yards (ail; too yards 
(to secs.) deserve special mention. The latter indeed was
splendid race, fm Giglio was beaten by barely a yard. Giglio's 

Mile (4 mM. 55 sera) speaks for itself, while his High Jump 

(Eft. a ins.) was a very fine perf ormance and has not often been 
beaten here. With 6. exception of tbe Cricket Roll, which 
was rather poor, all the events were well up to the average. 

We append the hall table of results. 

Pita Set 

h000 Doe 

Priam Bali 
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Second Set. 

397 

sv coot

s ltd„. Wh. Si ie . 

Th. Set 

eIoo 

SID. cone... 

Four. Set. 

U. 

i7 D. so W 

39 Yes, 

S '

a g. 
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Runde... 

V ; 
lo the evening the Junior boys gave a rendering of an extract 

(in English) from Aristophanee Frogs. We were told to look 

only for the perfection obtainable in a dress rehearsal, but though 

apparent that it was a First Night with many of them-tors, 

till the chief difficulties of the piece had been overcome and then 

performance was very creditable. We understand that we shall 

have a further  opportunity for criticism when the play is set on 

the boards ma finished piece. But thestyle and general effect is 

already sufficiently pleasing to whet the Meant. appetite, which 

grows by what it feeds on. 
After the play, Fr. Edmund annotmmd thew inners of the 

Literary Prises. These were, in the Lower School, V. Narey and 

R. Marshall. The Upper School, Fr. Edmund reported, had 

ailed to appreciate Me conditions under which the competition 

was to take place. Under the circumstances he awarded the 

prise to L. Ho, fora paper on Charles Lamb " read to the 

Upper Library. 
Fr. Abbot in awarding the prizes encouraged the school to 

read, and read the best literature. This led him to say a word in 

appreciation of The Frogs. The classics, he said, were not meant 

to be confined to the clam room. The presentation of Aristo. 

phanes he had n gave him the greater pleasure because 

it led ws to the source of what was best in modem humour, and 

illustrateJ the enjoyment to be derived from a true classical 

comedy. 
Congratulations to Bernard Rochford on passinExetg Responsions. 

He will be with useext term and gem up to er College, 

Oxford, in October. Congratulations also to Reginald Dudley 

Rowe on being admitted as a cadet into the Royal Naval College 
at Osbonm. 

The following new books have been put in the Upper Library 

this t rm—Volumes IV. and V. of The WorM of To-day 

Fonqueer, Talm Mont Pelee and the Tragedy of Martinique by 

Heilprim Pitt,by Lord Roseberry, (XIL English Statesmen Series): 

Lays of Ancient Rome (Large Illustrated Edition): Time and 

Tide, and Unto this Last (Ruskin). 
Y. Nus 
L. Hoexn

ataturaf irtorp aloft& 
Tam want of rain (for almost a month we have had none to 
speak off is beginning to be severely felt. The streams are running 
very low and clear . that not only are the fish late in getting 
reo condition but our fishermen find their labours but poorly 
rewarded, and unite with the local agriculturalists in a sincere 
desire fora few days' good rain. The fineness of Me water which 
is so much against the human angler is, on the contrary, of great 
assistance to the herons and the otters. The tracks of these o. 
turnal raiders can Ix seen up and down the brook, and on the 
shallow portions of Willow Pond. 

It is strange that the first fish to be captured from the pond 
should be a pike. No pike were put in, of course, and yet there 
they are. The pond is entirely fed by springs and Me drainage 
of Me field, so that these fish have necessarily come 
by some overland rout. Probably Me herons have brought 
the eggs, though some people comend that these fish may have 
journeyed from the brook over the football field, a distance of 
some three or four hundred yards, by their own unaided efforts. 
Whether pike have some instinct, by which they can discern the 
presence of their prey in distant sheets of water, seems uncertain, 
but, granting this, it would be quite possible for them to make 
their way for some distance over land, as they cm, exist for five or 
sin hours out of water. Moles possess a similar instinct which 
enables them to discover food, though it may He buried at a. con-
siderable distance from their rum. 

The waterhens are nesting on the pond and a pair of plovers 
have built on the wort bank. Snipe too are breeding near. 
Every day they may be seen circling and drumming overhead. 

A green woodpecker has been trying to settle in the 
wood behind the College, and has bored into an elm intl. Broad 
Walk. We all hope that it will succeed in nesting there. 
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The chili-chaffs, the willow and wood wrens have been with 

us for some time. A swallow was seen a kw days ago but 

these birds are late in arriving: perhaps 0e north.east winds of 

the last few weeks have kept them back. 

A marsh harrier was seen in Rosedale last week, and there are 

tales of buzzards reappearing at Gormire. Thew cedcock cer. 

minly deeds here more frequently than it did a few years ago 

and several pairs me nesting in the valley. 

a few weeks now all Me migrants will have returned, and 

theI valley will be in its summer attire. The flowers me may 
unfolding on 0e banks and hedges and the trees are beginning 

to show their foliage. Yet the land has the parched look which 

we are accustomed to see only towards the end of luly, and 

needs the rain, that the papers and the village seers have 
been prophesying for so long. When it cemes, then we shall d

 suddenly amid the luxuriance of summer. For this the 

cuckoo and the cornmake, the heralds of summer, me waiting, 

but neither will come. long as the boughs and meadows are 

bare
Two cream-coloured mice have been killed lately at 0e farm. 

Are these a distinct variety or merely sports like the white" 

blackbird 
The Natural History Society has an excellent series of papers 

arranged and should have an interesting cession. 

littrarE anb ciDeBating gooier. 
T. oath meeting of the you was held on sm, Janary r. 
Mr. McElligatt w. re-elected Secretary, and Mesrs. B. Rochford 

Hardman, and Hesketh are on the Committee. The motion for 

debate was • That the policy of Walpole wee+ that of a gnat 

he, hie axendncy h ch the country." 

Mr. Lythgoe, the mover, dealt with the charges common. made 
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against Walpole. He objected to the common ctment of 
cerruption as unjust. Walpole, position was made secure hy 
patronage not by corruption. To put men in office who were 
pledged to support hind was surely a very natural proceeding and, 
so far from being worthy of rem.. was the mtice of a great 
statmman who knew his own powers and was determined that 
his country should make the ham um of them. His 

our
policy 

and would have won for him a place among our greatest 
states en. It saved the Hanoverian Dynasty, allowed British 
tra.de to grow and prosper, .and gave England the enviable 
position of peace-maker of Europe. He turned his colleagues out 
of office whenever they disagreed with him and was hated in 
consequence. This again was both wise and just Unanimity 
within 0e Government was the only thing that could avert a 
civil war. 
. Mr. Emerson opposed. poles administration was a 

of
upon the of a great naton. His ceme was one 

of which every Englishman should be ashamed. .It was 
assceimed with the acts of tyrann, corruption and
justice. His private character was too bad to he spoken of. His 
love  of power was so abnormal that it led him to sacrifice to his 
own position the highest inter.. of the State and the good 
influence of the great rmt men of his time. And he was a coward. 
He withdrew important measures on the slightest opposition. 
His wholesale corruption, which the mover had attempted to 
cecuse by giving A 0e name of ,patronage,' was known to all the 
world. 

Mr. C. Ro00rd, speaking against them condemned 
WMpole's foreign policy. It would have been to the advantage 
of England if she had engaged in the Polish War of Succession. 
Walpole, motive for turning out 0e best men in the Govern-
ment was his fear of their rivalry. 

Mr. Speakman said that a stateman, policy should be consid-
ered solely with reference to the ideas and the needs of the age in 
which he lived. Prom this point or view he defended Walpole, 
especially for his peace policy and his Excise Scheme. 

Mr. Buckle agreed with the opposer in his wholesale condem-
nation of 1pole and his methods. He neglected Scottish 
affairs, lie had not the courage to declare h. political convic-
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tions. The way in which he shirked the Spanish war was 

disgraceful. 
Mr. Perry also spoke in depreciation of the permanent rats of 

Walpole's influence. His power was due to fortune. When he 

was nominated, there was practically no Opposition. His sel-

fishness made him govern by means of inferior men. 

Mr. Chamberlain warmly supported the mover. He defended 

Walpole's ceace policy. ft was just whatEnglo.nd required for 

the growth of her power. He diugreed with those who had 

charged Walpole with being selfish, and jcelms of rivalry and op. 

pceition. He saw that he alone could save his country, and for 

the good of his ceuntry he worked his way to power by means 

which in his opponents' eyes were criminal, but which, judged 

current standards of political morality, were just and 

honourable. 
Musts. Harwood, Calder-Smith, and Lightbound also spoke. 

Mr. B. Rochford moved an adjournment of the debate which eau 

carried. 

/num, xlIth. The debate on Walpole was resumed by Mr. B. 

Rockford. He defended Walpole's peace policy by pointing out im 

esults, escecially in the commerce of the country. To main-

Min peace he dropped Me Excise Bill, only when he found .at 

the country hod been stirred up to opposition by misrepresent-

ation. Throughout his term of office taxes were low: the poor 

classes were cared for and relieved from many unjmt burdens. 

The fact that many of his political methods were open to 

suspicion did not prove that he was not o. great statesman.

Mr Speakman attributed the failure of the Rebellion of x745 to 

the peaceful policy and good government or Walpole, which had 

firmly established the Home of Hanover. 

Father Hildebrand made Walpole responsible for the religious 

tetaper of the ES. Gem and considered him to be the indirect 

cause of many of the evils of the present day. 
Mr. Chamberlain, in answer to several criticism of Walpole's 

m, while admitting many mistakes, explained that Mme errors 

of judgment had no permanent evil results, while the best part of 

his work had produced results which were enduring. 

Br.Paul discussed Walpole's treatment of America. He ref used 
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to interfere with the States. The letters in which he was 
repeatedly urged to tax the Americ?ns were never opened. If 
Grenville had continued this wise poky, America would probably 
be in English hands to-day. 

Mr. Jackson approved of Walpole's refusal to join in the Polish 
war of Succession by which an English defeat at the Ilan.. of 
France was averted. 

The motion was lost by so to r;. 

Adoncory 4th. rwooa read a paper on "Some Popular 
Characters of Dickens," in which he sketched the characters of 
Pecksniff, Sank Gamp, Pickwick and Micawber to exemplify the 
most striking features of .e humour of Dickens. 

Aal,wycall. Mr.Spealman moved"That the English system 
of government regards the interests of the nation beoer than the 
American', No form of government should remain unchanged 
for a long period. The Government of America was rigid and 
could not be modified to mcet the needs of the hour. This was
thecause of its inefficiency. The evils of federation were discussed. 
The great defect of Me American system was that the executive 
was distinct from the legislature. 

Mr. Farmer enumerated some or the evil resale of the English 
system, the most prominent of them being the position of the 
working classes. The problem of the unemployed was the result 
of the incompetence of our Aristocratic Governments during the 
the last century. The legacy of former Parliaments is a National 
Debt, which is paid off by taxing the Peon 

Mr. Clo.pham thought the Bible, at least indirectly, condemned 
the American System of Government. 

Mr. Buckley opposed the motion severely criticising the part 
taken by the House of Lords in Me government of the country. 

Mr. Emerson described and approved .e work of the Committee
in the American Senate, by means of which all matters are 
methodicelly discussed by men who have special knowledge of 
the different departments to which they belong. 

Mr. Chamberlain supported the motion. In England, the people 
govern themselves in fact as well as in theory. This is the secret 
o her greatness. 
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Messrs. B. llochford, A. Smith and Calder-Smith also spoke. 

The motion was carried by to-9. 

February zfith. Mr. Keogh read a paper, on "The People of 
China. He described their manner of life and system of govern-

ment, and enunaerated some of the most interesting points of 

difference between the Chinese and European ideas of civilization. 

February ugh. The new Labour Party,. the subject of die. 

elusion. Mr. C. Rockford moved " That the increase of Labour 
Members is not beneficial to the English C on." He 
traced the foundation of the Labour Party to Trades Unions and 
showed how it 

pp 
was su orted and organized. A Labour Party 

is impruticable for they have no common imerests to unite 
them. The difference between skilled and unskilled labourers 
is as great as that which exirts betwun different members of 
the imellecrtal classes. It is undesirable: for as its power 
increases it will threaten many rttablishefl in  and lead 
to violence and the predominance of Socialism. Finally, it is 

unnecertmy ; for the class which it represents have no real interests 
apart from the rest of the country and any advantages which 
it may secure will ultimately result in harm to other classes 
of the people. 

Mr. Buckley attributed mart of the opposition of the country 
to the 

and
Part to prejudice. The rtd parties viewed costh 

suspicion and disliky e any movement which tended to diminish 
their power and import... The class represented by the 
Labour Party comprised nearly two-Thirds of the country and it 
was a matter of justice that so great and important apart of the 
nation should be well represenrtd in Parliament. None could 
consult their needs so well as those who had practical experience 
of their difficulties and their wants. The new pa, would, eun 

the 
prove to be a great powrt for good by bringing 

before the county the needs of the working classes and forcing 

the old parties to action. They would thus secure more regard 
for the interests of the poor than had ever been possible before. 

Mr. Hope welcomed the increase of Labour Representative,
as the but means of obtaining better legislation for workmen 
and improving the social and intellectual condition of this large 
and important portion al the State. 
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Mr. Hesketh defended the existing parties against the charge 
of having neglected the interests of the poor. Much had already 
been done to improve their position and many al the existing 
evils were not such as could be remedied by Act of Parliament. 
The influence of the Labour Parry would be harmful to those 
whom they ,resented.• 

Mr. Speakman anticipated no danger from the rise of another 
Party. It would help to counteract the evils of those already 

tang, and would thus serve a useful purpose in the State. 
Mr. Perry supported the motion and looked forward with plea-

ure to the time not long distant, when tffe Comm, would have 
a Labour Ministry. 

r. Calder-Smith regarded Labour Members with dislike and 
suspicion, not because they were labourers, but because they 
were nothing else. Other qualifications were required to make 
them fit representatives of their class, besides personal experience 
of the conditions of life of those who had returned them to 
Parliament. 

Mr. Chambrtlain opposed the motion. The Labour Party had 
oome sta, and he was glad of it. The Howe of Commons 
WU at the present  theoretical required more 
practical men. The examples of Cleon and Cincinnatus should 
suffice to show that great statesmen and heroes might sometimes 
be found among the ranks of thou who are too often regarded as 
ham to he ruled. The Labour Party deserved spat if only for 
its determination to alleviate the sufferings of the poor. 

h.. B. Rockford disapproved of the Socialistic tendencies of 
many of the Labour Members. 

Di, Keogh also spoke. 
The motion was lost by la to Ix. 

MarcA 41n. ALwood read a paper on ' Naha,, in which he 
dealt chiefly with his naval career. A discussion followed as to 
Nelson's plau among the great Naval Commanders of England. 

March nth. Mr. Jackson invited the House to decide That 
Responsible Government should be given to the Transvaal.' After 
enumerating some of the benefits which .molted from the con. 
cession of self-government to many of our colonies, he proceeded 
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to consider the reasons urging England, with special fora at the 

armor time, to pursue a similar policy in her treatment of the 

Transvaal. This course was necessary to allay the political 

agitation and bitter hostility which had resulted from the war; 

it was Me only means of obtaining a peaceful settlement of the 

problem of the position of the native population: it wa.* the 

only possible course in consequence of the blonder committed by 

the late Government in allowing the fine d .tion of Chinese 

labour, under conditions which had excite the indignation and 

hostility of the English p.p.. 
Mr. 

Li
opposed. There was a great risk involved in 

giving Responsible Government to a people who, four years ago, 

were engaged in a great war with England, who hared Me very 

name of of  and did not 
he

to show their hostility. 

The effect of the mover's proposal would he to hand over the 

Transvaal to those political shearsaga  who, since the end of the 

wet, had consistently opposed  Britih Government There 

'would be no security for the British Colonists and no hope 

of just treatment andf he natives. Th. all the results of the war 

would be undone a  the existence of our possessions in South 

Africa would be threatened. 

Mr. Hardman dimpproved of the introduction ar Chinese Labour 

and supported the 
hem

being the only means of making 

the Transvaal independent of the vagaries of the predominant 

political party in England. 

Mr. Hope considered that the first result of sef-government 

would be to give to the discontented Boers an overwhelming 

majority . the new Parliament. On he  of the disastrous 

effects which would rmult, he opposed the motion. 

Mr. Calder-Smith was in favour of Representative Government 

far the Transvaal as the only just method of government. 

hfr. Chamberlain supported the motion. The only way to 

make the Boers 1, and contented was to trust them and give 

them as much freedom as The. There war nothing to fear 

from such a course of action. They would not risk another war. 

essrs. Leonard, Farmer, Perry, and Keogh, and Fr. Hildebrand 

alT spoke. 
The motion was carried by t6 to 7. 
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Max* 18th. Mr. L.nard read a paper on' Warren Hastings', 

en 
sketching 

 
work in India .d the circumstances that led to Iris 

impeachmt 

nreh sgth. The motion for deb. was " That this House 
would welcome a.ther Irish Home Rule Bill." 

Mr.,. Smith, the mover, gave an account of Gladstone, =cars. 
sive atempts to obtain Home Rule for Ireland and disposed of the 
charge of disloyalty, which he considered to be the chief obstacle 
in the minds of most  Englishmen to the success of Gladmone's 
efforts to obtain justice for Ireland. One result of the proposed 
measure would be the removal from Westminster of the Irish 
member. This would facilitate legislation in the English 
Parhament. The removal of the discusssion of Irish affairs 
wouId allow proper attention to be given to domestic and imperial 
quegtions. Further, to grant Home Rule was the only possible 
way of making repamtion for past oppression and injustice, and of 
securing suitable legislation for Ireland. The Act of Union had 
failed and England had shown herself incapable of governing 
Ireland. 

Hesketh oppoud. The Irish were not unanimous in do-
mantling Home Rule. Many were disloyal and desired complete 
separation from England. h would be disastrous to English 
interests and would weak. the Empire. It w.ld not improve
Me condition of Ireland, for most of the evils did not arise from 
political causes and could not be removed by political changes. 
These would remain and others would arise, for the Irish had 
always shown themselves incapable of self-government. 

Mr. Marwood opposed the motion on the ground that it 
was inexpedient. The demand for Home Rule was a habit 
which had remained after the grievances which had given rise to 
it had been removed. 

Mr. Emerson compared Ireland with Newfoundland. That
Home Ride had been a sue.ss in the latter Colony war due to 
the capabilities and good sense of Newfoundlanders, which could 
not be expected from Irishmen. 

141, C. Rochford supported the mover. England had shown
herself incapable of understanding the Irish character. The coils 
of Irish Rule could not be greater than thou which existed now. 
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Mr. Buckley feared that Horne Role would lead to separation, 

Mr. Chamberlain exhorted the House to express its disapproval 
of the long series of acts of oppression and cruelty, which made 

up the history of our past dealings with Ireland, by supporting 
the motion. The Union had failed. They should be warned by 
the (mile attempts that had been made to govern Ireland. The 
only thing they had to fear was a continuation of the long history 
of injmtice which was a blot on a nation justly proud of all its 

traditions except those which affected Ireland. 

Maus. Speakman and Jackson also spoke. The Debate was 
adjourned. 

April A Hope resumed the debate on Home Rule. 

He sketched the history of the connection between England .a 
keiaa, gave a harrowing account of the horrors resulting 

from English injustice. The means of making reparation for 
what had been done was to make it ,ssible for the Irish to 
govern themselves, with some regard for the imerest and customs-

of the people. The English had disregarded all these things, and 
therefore their policy had worked gross wrong and injmtice. 

Mu Calder-Smith thought Home Rule impracticable since he-

land wanes divided. The amagonistic pmties could never agree. 
Mr. Leonard thought that Home Rule would produce internal 

peace and concord, and thus lead to the greater security of the 
whole Empire. 

Lovell supported the motion on account of the advantages 
which Home Rule would bring to England by the removal of the 
discussion of Irish affairs from the English Parliament. 

Mr. Ward and Mr. Neeson supported the motion, replying to 
some of the objections urged against it by other members. 

Mr. Hardman said that the Irish grievance was due to economic 
evils which could be removed only by the hearty co-operation of 

the Irish. 
Messrs. Perry, Emerson, Clapham and McElligott also spoke. 
The motion was carried by 15.m. 
The last meeting of the Season wen held on April 8th when 

Mr. Ho, mad a paper ' Charles Lamb'. After giving a brief 
account of his life, chiefly from Lamb's own writings he traced 
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his connection with the Lake Poets and gave an appreciation of 
his literary work, reading several extracts front the Essays 
illustrations. 

S. Mc ELL1601, 

3unior Shfiating Aotit(E. 
The Firm Meeting of term was held on Sunday Jan., ugh. In 

to Business Mr. Ugarry was elected Secretary and Messrs 
Williams, Robertson, and Bodenham members of the Committee. 
Mr. Ruston was elected a member of the Society. 

In Public Business a Jumble Debate was held. 
Mr. Williams moved that "a Soldiers life was harder than a 

Mr. C. Rodiford opposed. The motion veas lost by 5-14. 
Mr. Barton moved that School-boys should have more sleep." 
Mr. Chamberlain opposed. 
The motion war coaled by rb..8. 
Mr. Clapham moved Ma, Nicknames should not be allowed in 
hoes 
Mr. Forshaw opposed. 
The votes were equal and the chairman gave his casting-vote 

in favour of the motion. 
The Cmfollowin embers also spoke:—Meems Bmton, A. and F. 

Goss, Ream', C. Rochford, Muni, Huntington, O'Dwyer, and 
Darby. 

The Second Meeting was held on Sunday Jan. mt. In Public 
Business the membeis of the Society gave short readings. Bros. 
Benedict and Anselm =roe as viUmm. 
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The Th. Meeting was held on Sunday Jo. aSth. Mr. 

Williams moved that "England should have Protection, 

He pointed out that the greatest countries of the world and 

those that were growing most rapidly were protationist. that we 

could not find work for many of our working men because our 

manufacturers had been crowded out of these countries. The con 

of living would not be increased underprotectionsincetaxes would 

only be put on goods, the importation of which interfered with our 

own mnufactures, and that on the contrary these taxes, paid by 

foreigners. would go reduce those that we had to pay. 

Mr. Bodenham seconded. 

Mr. Barton, innpposhlg, said that it was always a wise rule 

to leave well alone. We had become under Free Trade the great-

est and richest country in the world Our trade was still 

increasing. What reason was there for making a change 

Messrs Ugarte and Rowe supported andhlessrs Miles, O'Dwyer, 

and F. Goss, Martin, C. Rochford, Chamberlain and Hines 

opposed We motion, which was lost by 8-r, 

ros. Leo and Sebastian were the ;ton. 

The Fourth Meeting was held on Sunday, February oth. 

A jumble Debate was held. 

Mr. Cawkell moved that Mhe Unemployed could not get 

Mr. Miles opposed, the motion wm Ion by A-rs. 

Mo movedthat " Women should not he allowed to 

vote in parliamentary elections." 

Mr. Martin opposed. The motion. was carried by ram. 

Mr. Ilgattf molt. that "Poor children ...id be provided 

with food at school, 
Mr. Robertson opposed. The motion was carried by so-a. 

The Fah Meeting of the House was held on Sunday, Feb: rash, 

In Private Business a change was made in the method of 

election of the Secretary a. Committee. 
In Public Business a Jumble Debate was held. 

Mr. Clapham moved that "Brutus was not right M killing 

Mr. Ainscough opposed. The Motion was not  by afim. 

Mr. C. Rochford moved that "Ghoss do not exist." 

Mr. Robertson opposed. • TM motion was lost by k. 
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0..wYer moved that " a pot man with a good education 
an better than a rich man with a bad education." 

r. H. Rochford opposed. The motion was carried by 16-6. 
NI, Martin moved that " the Union of England and Scotland 

benefited both countries." 
Mr. Bodenham opposed. The motion was carried by ad-a. 
Messrs Anderton, Ugarte, Goss, Rowe, Martin, Gawk., 

Ruston, Travers, and Williams also spoke. 
The Sixth Meeting was held on Sunday, Feb. a6th. 
In Private Business, it was resolved on Mr. Martin's motion 

that on Jumble Debate night the only Private Business should 
be the passing of the minutes 

In Public Business, kir. Ugarte moved mat "the Chinese should 
be allowed to work in the Transvaal." 

He urged that the importation of the Chinese had been a great 
success, and that it had benefited the whole trade of South 
Africa. There was no ill-treatment of the Chinese, who came 
from China under an agreement which had been made clear to 
them. They were doing work which even the natives of the 
country would not C. If these Chinese were sent back, it 
would mean ruin to some of the chief industries of South 
Africa. 

Mr. Miles seconded and Mr. Forshaw opposed. He said the 
Chinese we re treated as sla a. wco xdeceived as to We terms 
of theW contracts that theivesr coming had displaced native lab., 
and above all that they were doing work that our own unem-
ployed should be doing. 

Messrs Willies, Goss, Cowbell, Darby, C. Rochford, and Rob-
ertson supported the motion, and Messrs Martin, Barton, O'Dwyer, 
Anderton, Hines, Modem Lee, Bodenham, and Rowe opposed. 

The motion was carded by mm. 
The Seventh Meeting Id was held on Sunday, Feb. asth. 
In Private Business , Swale 's motion that " the voting in 

Public Business should be on paper and not by show of hands 
waa carried by ao-a." 

In Public Business Mr. Darby moved that " War is beneficial 
to mankind." He meted his case chiefly on the argument ,bar 
by war the strong 

meted
progra., a.... conquer We weaker one and eiMer exterminate them or raise them to their own 
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Medeathut wm, the civilisation of the world would have 

pr  far more slowly than it has done. 

Mr. Martin seconded. opposing, Mr. Parte said that the 

misery caused by way was enormous. Not only were thousands 

killed but many more thousands were orphaned or widowed. 
Whole nations were ruined by Me expenses of war. The cause 

of war was generally the desire of annexing something thm 

belonged to someone elm, who was weaker. As people grew 

more civil became less frequent. 

Messrs Mil., Swale, Haar. C. Roaford, Goss, Anderton 

and Travers supported themotion. Messrs Williams, Chamber-

n, Cawkell, Huntington, Hines, O'Dwyer, and Barton spoke 

againM 
The motion was carried by co-0. 

The Eighth Meeting was held on Sunday, Mar. 2th. 

In Public Business, Mr. Barton moved that the Americans 

were right in claiming their independence' 

Mr. Swale opposal. The otion was lost by ram, 

Mr. Anderson moved that 'the Railway is a better invemion 

than Me Post
Mr. Parle opposed. The motion was carried by 28-0. 

Mr. Travers moved Mat" Every school-boy should have military 

Mr. Lee opposed. 
The motion was carried by In-q. 
The following members spoke on the different motions 1—

Mmrs Martin, O'Dwyer, Miles, Williams, Goss, Chamberlain, 

Ugarte, Humington, C. Rochford, Rumors, Darby, Ainscough, 

Farmer, and Cawkell. 
The Ninth Meeting was held on Sunday. Mara cash. 

. Public Business Mr. Swale moved that" Ancient was superior 

to Modern 
He said that, in almost all the arts, many of the ancient peoples 

were our superiors. He instanced particularly the architecture 

and literature of the Ancient Greeks. He showed how much 

more thorough and enduring was their education than ours. Most 

of our so-called improvements were little more than aids 

to lux,. He mentioned many diminguished men of ancient 
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Mr. Miles seconded. Mr. Cawkell, in opposing .id that our 
modern civilismion was based on that of ancient times and was 
an improvement of it. He pointed to the  of science, 
particularly m.icine, and contended that inliterature and art 
we were really superior to any of the ancients, even Me Greeks. 

Messrs Homo. Rowe, Robertson, Hey. and Darby supported, 
cnd Messrs Ruston, O'Dwyer, McLoughlin, Ugarte, Chamber. 
lain, Martin, Hin. Bodenham, C. Rochford, Maria, Anderson
and Travers opposed. The motion was lost by 24-8. 

The Tenth Meeting was held on Sunda.y, February Inth. 
In Public Business, Mr. Robertson moved that • Rugby is a 

better game than Association Football." He gave a detailed 
demiption of the Rugby game and contended that it called for 
greater Mill a. quickness of judgmentthan Association required. 

Mr. A.nderton seconded. 
Mr. Farmer in opposing said that as the ball was played with 

the feet only in Association gr.ter skill was required than if 
players were alMwed to use the hands a.lso. The game was
more open one and there was less brute force wed. As a schoo/ 
game Association was much better since it wa so mmh safer. 

The M/lowing members supported the motion? —Messrs Willi-
ms, C. Rochford, Lee, McLoughlin, a. Morin. whilst Messrs 

Cawkell, Chamberlain, Ramon, Mil., Martin, Ugarte, Hines, 
A. and F. Goss, Barton, Darby, and Bodenham opposed. 

The motion was lost by 22-.2. 
The Eleventh Meeting was held on Sunday, March cych. 
A Jumbie Debate was held in Public Business. 
Mr. Martin moved that "The Bounds are not good for Ample-

orth Football." 
Mr. Martin opposed. 
The motion was carried by dims. 
Mr. Cawkell moved that nfreland should not have Home Rule." 
Mr. Ruxton opposed. 
The motion was carried by ad-q. 
The following members also spoke, Messrs Mori., O'Dwyer, 

Miles Ugarte, Darby, A. and F. Goss. C. Rochford, Ainscough, 
Barton, Anderson, Williams, Farmer, Chamberlain, Lee, De., 
and Travers. 

The Twelfth Meeting was held on Sunday, April ot. In 
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Public Business Mr. Miles moved that o a Barbarous is happier 
than a Civilised Nation." He contrasted the cou.less worries 
and anxieties of A civilised man with the careless pleasures of a 
barbarian. What training the latter suffered he suffered in the 
open air, and was not imprisoned within four walls for the 
greater part of his life. Barbarians were ealthier, too, and 
having health and liberty, might be said to be absolutely happy. 

Mr. Robertson seconded. 
Mr. Anderson opposed, and denied that a barbarian could be 

really happy. The perpetual in  of life and property 
must have caused far greuw.anxiety to him that the troubles of 
dressing, school, and obedience to the laws caused to a civilised 
man. There were many pleasures peculiar to civilisation. 
Ease and comfort of travelling, religion, literature and many 
other advantages were entirely wanting to the barbarian. 

Messrs Buxton, Mar., C. Rochford, Parle, Ugarte, Clapham, 
Travers. Caw.% spoke Cr, and Barton, Williams, O'Dwyer, 
Morice, Huntington, A Goss, Bodenham against the motion. 

The motion was carried by a, rd. 
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Most of m have had no opportunity of offering respectful con-
gratulations to the Right Rev. Bishop Hedley on the Silver 
Jubilee of his manslation to the See of Newport--then Newport 
and Menevia. VVe desire to assure his Lordship of ouraffectionate 
sympathy in everything which concerns him,—that his joys are 
our joys and his achievements ompleasure and pride. Occasions 
such as these are times when we may look back through he years, 
and count and sum up a portion of the work done, aml we and 
all Catholica gratefully acknowledge the numerous and most im-
portant mrvicm Bishop Hedley has rendered to us of his own 
Order and College, to his own Diocese and to the whole English 
Catholic Church. We do not, like to think of even a 
part of his life and work as ended a.nd complete We wish to 
think of the twenty-five years as only a first portion of his Epi-
scopate. Whilst we rejoice with him M the success of Me past and tap 

n in His grace, has given him Mrength and years to go 
through with it, we rejoice far more that there is promise of many 
more years of his valuable labours and of Me energetic and help-
ful p nce aongst us. 

Our record, record, this to  is altogether a fair ,veather one. We 
do not mean to make allusion to Me sort of winter we have been 
having. That was not worth making a remark about it was 
just a common-place either very severe. nor very u,.. °r
very dry, nor very rainy, land quim unenterprising and unoriginal 
in its tricks and changes. What we mean is that nothing untoward 
has happened,—nothing to retard progress, or put us off our 
courm, or throw m om of our reckoning. Our log-book repOrtS 
each day m a repetition of the day before and each week as the 
last week ova again. This should mean even progrms and good 
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successful work. There have been two changes in the staff Fr. 

Hildebrand Dawes has left the Monastery for St. Mary's, War-

rington, and Fr. Means Carew has retumed to the mission and 

has gone back to St. Peter's, Seel Street. Some other transfers of 

priests front one place to another should be noted. The lam 

Cathedral Prior of Belmont is now at Spilsby. Fr. Basil Ha-

worth is at St. Alban's, Warrington. Fr. Oswald Swarbreck has 

gone to Orford Lane, Warrington, and Fr. Cuthbert Mercer to 

Lostock Hall. The new Canons in South Wales are Fr. Moores 

Lee. of Dowlais and Fr. Raphael White of Bridged. 

We take the following note from a. lecal 
Tux Parnsis OF Pansoan AND Wlit.1}11.1.0ry. 

It is interesting at this time, in connection with the present 

school question at Wriglitingtort. to note that the distrim 

for generations been strong from the religious point of view. 

M. W. Fred Price found at the Bishop's Registry, Chester, a 

report, da.ted 1814, from the Rev. Iobn Johnson, then incumbent 

of Douglas Chapel, of which the following is a copy 

v In the Chapel, of Douglas are 67 Papists, one person, viz., 

Thomas Bielpson, km, perverted to Popery by marrying

There me three places where they assemble for worship, vie., 

Wrightington Hall, Parbold Hall, and Fairhurst Hall, their 

priests are Mr. Felix Delalond, of Wrightington Hall, Mr. Marsh, 

of Parbold Hall, .a Mr. Orton,' Fairhurst H.; there is a 

Popish School kept at Parbold Hall by Mr. Marsh. Stipend £, 

year, .{„to of which arises from the augmenmtion by Lot horn 

Queen Anne's Bounty, laid out in land let for that money in 

Hoole. {Jar left by lege,. aod £5 Me Pe...a.... 
Rector of Eccisston, making altogether LS.7." 

Tim PRIOR 07 PARBOLO. 

" The W. Marsh, referred to M the Rev.lohn Johnson's report, 

was Richard arsh, 0.S.B., who was born in 174 and was the 

son of Peter Marsh, jun, of Hindley, near Wigan. He became 

Prior of the Benedictine Monastery at Dieulward in 1789,escaping 
thence the night it was seised, r5th October, x793, and joining 

to his refugee brethren at Acton Burnell in ry9p, with whom, 

after may changes of maiden., he settled at Parbold in rBos. 
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In this year he resigned the Priorship, the community removed to 
mpleforth, and be opened a boarding school at Parbold Hall, 

wFm, he coainued for about two years. He was subsequently 
Prior at Ampleforth Monastery twice President-General of 1,6 
ora, and ..3s m.iv<a tn. tit.waig..y or Abbot of West-
minster. He cued at Rixton,near Warrington,on 13th February, 
.643, aged Sto 

Reading the quotation concerning Parbold School, one might 
suppose that the "Stipend a year" h. reference to the 
pension of the students. But even the Prior of  wash
clever enough to get ,Gies a year from Queen Anne's bounty. The 
sentence clearly has nothing to do with Dr. Marsh or the Papists 
of Parbold and Wriglgington. ft does not tell us of a fat bone 
secured to the Parbold School, but of the meagre wage of a 
starveling curate. 

Here is another bit of old Aumleforth history. 
Extract from "Speech of Mr. Eneas McDonnell at the British 

Catholic Association Meeting, July m, a s,'' from the Catholic 
Ow. VIII N.. 69.) 

This Meeting was held by he General Committee of the 
British Catholic Association, for the purpose of considering the 
propriety of petitioning Parliament for the repeal of Me Test a. 
Corporation Acts. Lord Farnham was in the chair. A Rev. J. 
Ivimey, the Secretary to the Baptist Sunday Schools in island, 
was prominent at this meeting in caluminating the Catholics. 
" Popery was the abomination that maketh desolam ; it was a 
great lie, ad made 41.1, species of aggravation. It exposed 
its wretched followers to eve, sort of misery here and eternal 
perdition hereafter," Sc. 

Mr. Eneas MacHonnell speaks to express his entire concurrence 
with the Reso/ution to form the Petition. After meeting an 
infamous attack just made in a London newspaper against Mr. 
O'Connell he goes on as follows t—

There is but one other subject which I would allud
aely, the necessity of increasing your exertions towards x 

tending accurate information among your fellow subjects, who, 
I must say, stand much in need of it. Having lately visited 
Yorkshire, I had many opportunities of knowing the truth of 
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this position, and the good results of any Nom to extend accu-

rate knowledge of yaw civil and religious principles. I IT 

bound to say that I experienced nothing but kindness and 

courtesy, and therefore do not mean to offend, when I declare 

the necessity of your nuking such exertions. I will furnish one 

insto.nce of the ignorance of the peasantry. As I travelled up 

Strutton Brow, (Sutton Bank) towards the top of Ambleton 

Hill, I met a peasant, named Lumley, who we with us to 

point out the several objects from that deli‘ntfunt l spot, called 

"The White Man, He talk. of Rievaulx Abbey, one of the 

monuments Popish barbarism, of which there is just enough 

still left to Mew the taste of its founders, and enough destroy. m 

prove the taste of their persecutors—(cheers.) He stated that 

.e Abbey (the ruins a which were about four miles distam 

from m) had been inhabited by " Papishes." I asked wat 

athey were) He replied, that they V/frt a ma of folk thatc he 

s not liking for—that they wanted dominion over Protestants. 

I asked him why. thought so, bet he could give no answer what-

ever to thm question. I asked him if there were any Papishes 

then in the country) He said there are some at Ampleforth 

College, about five miles distant—that they came sometimes 

to the Hill, sixty or eighty at a time, and took out 

H

his two 
gavelocics (iron crowbars), and brought them to the the 

Hill, and then gathered round the gaveluks ; that they said 
something of a catechism-like in their own language, which 
Protestants could not understand, then they all worshipped the 
gavelocks.—(Lowl Laughter.) I asked, did he perceive any 
change in the gavelocka after they were worshipped? H said 

he did not think any better of it and I am qu ite certain he 
believed every word he said. On the next day, I vigted Ample-
forth College (a place worthy of the esteem a every admirer of 
liberal education, religious purity, and hospitality,) and I inquired 
as to this gavelock worshiping bunch of the new Reformation—
(loud laughter)—when I obtained this solution of the awful 

ystery—that some of the young Lords sometimes rolled large 
stones down the hill for their amusement, and borrowed poor 
Lumley's gavelocks to aid in those idolatrous practices—(Laugh) 
ter.) Such things are very ludicrous, but consider whether they 
are not also very pernicious, for whm opinion tuna peasantry 
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who believe such things entertain of those whom they consider 
capable of such worship ) "—(ie. Hear). 

A full budget  his been received from ow Roman corr.-
palate. 

Hardly had the last notes been sent oft when Fr. Abbot 
waived in Rome for a short visit. He was accompanied by Br. 
Aelred, Mrs. and Miss Dawson, and some friend. Dming hW 
brief stay he was received in privam audience together with Brs. 
Aerled and Bruno, and Mrs. and Miss Dawson, by the Holy 
Father who seemed most ready to grant all blessings and privi-
leges that were asked. The Pope allowed special inrest when 
he was tola of the number of rs. Dawson 's family that have 
join. the Benedictine Order, and wrote special blessings on 
some photographs for thou who were not then present. 

Father Abbot found time to pay a visit to Sublaco. Those who 
have been there and have learnt to lose its numberless beauties,

be sorry to hear that it is to be robbed of one of its greatest 
charms. The advarice of civilisation demands the mcrifice of the 
music of the torrent that has for centuries been the only sound to 
break the silence of that solitude. The town of Subiaco must have 
its lmtricity; henm the bed of the Anio must becleared of itaruncles 
and boulders so that the stream may in haute run smoothly and 
in silence, o.rul force o.y be 

by 
when it reaches the town. 

Special interest has been taken by the general public in Subiaco, 
since the monasteries and surrounding country were chosen by 
the great modern Imlian novelist Fogazuro as the scenes of some 
chapters of his last remarkable book II Santo." 

Br. Aelred joined a large party from the College which made 
an excursion into the Alban Hills on St. S,hen's Day, 
under the guidance of Fr. Rector. We went by rail to 
Gandolfo but did not stay to visit the castle that was 
offered, o. miserable remnant to the Pope when he WAS 

despoiled of his temporal power and which is now the summer 
residence of the Cardinal Secretary of State. It stands in a high 
position and commands an excellent view of the Lake of Albano on
one side and of the Roman Compagna on the other. Alter
walk of abouteight miles we reached a spot jest outside the town of 
Geneano above the Lake of Nemi, known for its beauty m "The 
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Gem of Italy." This beauty attracted to it in ages long past 

the worshippers Diana, and in later times the emperors of 

Rome. The Lake ocropies an extinct crater, circular in form, 

and is surrounded by densely woodedhills(whence the erame.Lacus 

re (Ned eM1 us h 
parent waters, the "Mirrm of Diana." Opposite, well an on the 

hi...mods the village of Nemi.a quaint, old-world place, a strong 

fortress, in former times, when Guelphs and Ghibellines fought for 

mastery. It is at present in the hands of the Orsini anmily, 

which w. alwa. amociated with the former party, and which 

generally upheld the pope against the emperors. 
Below Nemi to The left is a small plateau, on a level with the 

lake, which was the site of the famous temple of Diana. It was 

in the grorm about this temple that was witnessed from time to 

Merle death struggle between the chief priest and the candidate 

for the office. The price of the position was the victory over .d 

death of its occupant, for the goddess was served by 
The priest who slew the slayer 
And shall himself be slain. 

Julius Cam. was the first to announce to the Roman world 

th charms of this enchanted spot, an when he built a villa 

there he seta anshion that was soon followed by many. Later, 

the emperors appropriated it to themseive. btrilt great barges 
which were decorated wit al the art and luxury of the classic 

age, and there indulged lin twater pageanm, gorgeous beyond 

description. It was Tiberius and Caliguan who excelled in these 

exmavagances. Their galleys have lain, through all the cen. 

turies, beneath the mill waters of the lake and, legend has woven 
storim of mighty treasures that here lie waiting the venturesome. 

It is perfectly true that at a depth of thirty., feet is the galley 

of Tiberius, and about two hundred yards away that of Caligula, 

forty-eight feet down. The former is two hundred and thirteen 

feet long, the latter one h.dred and ninety-two feet. As early 

as the fifteen. century, a certe.in Archbishop Leon Alberti made 

an abortive attempt to recover the treasures, but it seems !Rely 

that modern engineering will accomplish the task. It is the pro-

pos. of the experts to drain Lake NM, through an old Roman 
Dut(all. For this two powerful pumps will be used, and the 

water carried in pipes across the Valley of Ariccia, where it will 
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be utilised in the electric plant that io to drive the ,nips. II 
anis is successful, the vesanla will be enveloped in cradles of iron 
and drawn to the shore. Then the twentieth century will be able 
to admire at ease the treasures and ingenuity of imperial times,. 
par.. of which has been exhibited in he numerous objects that 
have already been brougan to the surface. One can only hope 
these Med men* plan An this, will not forget to manage to 
let us have the Lake again when they halm anmpleted their 
operations. 

Twice within thran weeks did death visit s al the beginning 
of the year. Canon kl.key's health gamed, to be on he mend 
till a kw days before Christmas, when he caught a chill which 
soon became serious. Although he was always full of confidence 
that his recovery would be a matter of a kw days, he became 

.gradually wroker. the early morning of the Epiphany, he 
asked for and received with grant devotion the Last Sacraments. 
By midday on the Sth, it was easy to see that it would be a 
matter of a few hours, and in fact he passed away very peacefully 
about nine o'clock. Tae to the end to his great consideration for 
others, he would have had us leave him and mice some rest. The 
election and respect in which he was held by all here was shown 
by the Wly in which everybody did his part in carrying out the 
last solemn services. and by the presence of the whole College 
when he was laid by the side of his predecessor in the office of 
Procurotor in Curia Romans, Abbot Raynal. When Canon 
Mackey returned to Rome last November, he knew well, alter the 
warning of the anirore at Downside, that death might all him at 
any moment, and he spoke of how he had everything in order,. 
far possible, for another to take up his work on the lik of St. 
Francis of Sales. He had hurried on the beginning of the actual 
composition, and had warmer a kw pages. His last ub/:c 
tribute to his great Saint was the article on St. Francis for the 

Times" edition of the Encyclopaedia Britronica, for which he 
also wrote on the Sacred Heart. 

On the morning of January roth, the rolling of the bell was 
the first news we received that death had again been busy in our 
midst, that Sant Anselmo had lost its first Prior, Father Adalbert 
Miller. He had been forced to relinquish his professonial duties 
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some time ago. on ammo. of ill-health, but it was a shock to 

lose so suddenly from our midst a figure so familia., He was

found dead by Me brother who went. call him for Mass, and had 

evidently died during his sleep. He was appoinmd Prior of the 

College of Sant AnseImo by a special brief of Leo XIII. He 

was a man of extraordinarily universal knowledge and learning 

and w. known and loved by all those who came in contact 

with him br his wonderful simplicity a 6.... 

May th, rest in peace. 
The work of the Commission for the Codification of Canon 

Law progresses steadily. It will be welcome news to those who 

hve to do with matte., whether theoretically or practically 

atoo hear that the impediment of consanguinity in the Me fourth 

degree is to be abolished, and probably also in the third degree. 

One of the .a.. or the offmial Vatican edition a the works of 

St. Thomas. Father Peter Paul Mackey. when he read Me notice 

of the recent English translation of the Summa contra Gentile; 

which ap in the last number of Me Journal. said that the 

opinion thereeared  expressed of the hook coincided with his own and that 

of the other editor; but he thought examplesmuch more telling 

might have been cited. show the in  of h version. 

Fr. President has appointed Pr. Wilfred Corn, 
tare

Procur-

ator in Curia Romans: he arrived in Rome at the beginning of 

We offer our heartiest congratulations to St.Cuthbers Grammar 
School. Newcastle, an the attainment of this the x5th year of its 

esablishment. 
The • Retrospect of C. Hatt, B.A. in the current number of St. 

Cuthbert's Magazine will. most gratifying to all members, past 

and prase., of the School, while it is both instructive and 
encomaging to all who take an interest in the work of Catholic 

education. It is the record of a scheme undertaken and carried 

through in the at  spirit of the North. It is the realization of a 

happy thought in spite of difficultim, discouragements and risk 

of failure—the history of success achieved by the blessing of God 

and devoted energy and self-sacrifice. 
Among the pioneers of this great work we are pleased to see 

such honourable mention of one who was for some time a student 
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at Ampleforth. Fr. Magill came to Ampleforth as a student in 
1867 and some years later joined St. Cuthhert's Ushaw as
candidate for the priesthood. The early years of his clerical life 
were spent in the service ol the branch foundation in Newcastle: 
and it w. not till 18, that ill...the...pelted him to resign
his position of Head Master which he had held for five years. 

The coming Jubilee in August will be a memorable land-mark in 
the history of St. Cuthbert's and we heartily wish the new School 

cominuance of the favour and sympathy it h. won and of the 
unqualified success it has achieved. 

nIn odd places one begins to hear scraps of Solesmes plain chant, 
and an idea Lan be formed of the new manner of execution. It 
suggests many though.. From the first it is evident that it has 
nothing to replace the best of our Mechlin chants. Our Pangs 
"'W.I.. Pollen, 1411111 Regis and the vesper hym. for 
martyrs, are worth preserving; they have power. manfiness, 
dignity, sometimes rising to majesty. It would be a distinct bss 
if they were dropped and music of this characmr found no place 
in the liturgy. I have heard the Solmmes version of the Po, 
Lingo, and I have heard our version sung by a choir vvith So-
mams lentos I can guite understand anyone preferring these 

versions to out, as being smooth, sweet, devotional,—with ail 
the feminine good qualities that music can ave; even we might 
give the same verdict when we got used to them. But no one 
could say that they are t. same thing as ours; the power and 
manliness are absolutely gone. 

Another thing not to be lightly ,arted with k the chant of the 
Lamentations. It is full of dignity and bind: it 
couldscarcely reptaced. There used to bpathose sung atcom St. Anne's 
another version, sweeter perhaps sentimental and less dignified: 
one would grudge the tom of either. .till more of both. 

There is much more that is really beautiful and worthy in our 
music. much that will he more easily dropped than replaced. 
And in any cam it is serious matter to cast out finally from 
the litutgy those good m.niy ty, or that are not 
represented in the Suisun® chants. 

On the other hand, much of our Gradual music, unwept, 
unhonoured, might well be unsung. But I believe the fault is 
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mostly in the rendering: a. thh would not be remedied by e a 
change of books. Ow bad tradition has grown up on one pri
ciple,—wait for everyone else before going on to the next nme. 

It will not be remedied by letting the opposite pinciple—go 
straight ahead—be intrepreted by tech singer as best he can. It 
seems to nowhat the true court of appeal, @e standad by which 

to judge  a phrase should be rendered, is the rendering of the 

Preface and Patel Nester by the single voice the p@est. 

Here there is Eee rhythm, no tempterat  equalise notes merely 
became they awe alike, and a natural combining of the 

rhythm of the words with the rhythm of the music. In dealing 

with music to be sung by the choir there are limitations , the 

single voice may vary his interpretation on different days, and 
vary his reathing-place; for the choir these would have to be 

arranged beforehand. In fact @ere are many good renderings 

ossible, but a dm@ can only do one of them at a time. And 
that one must be chosen and taught. Individual gropings will 

only combine into a chaos such as has been traditional with m. 

choir can no more formulate a rendering than a committee 

cell jointly write English. 
In the reaction against the cart-horse movement of much 

of our singing there seems a danger of indiscriminatceess. Not 

lingowness is wrong. There is a slowness of ponderous craw 
there is also a slowness dignity and gravity. Our 

traditio.l renderings of the Magni float, and of the rmponsory 

at Vcepers, and--sit re ein ver6o—the Cadre one Ar the 
prayer as Father Abbot sings it are not ponderous nor draw-
ling. If they are hurried, dignity .d gravity are lost, and the 
effect is only flipp.t. Here again one may appeal to @e 
single voice; no o. has a set uniform pace for singing every-
thing, but sings slower or quicker as words and music and cero-
mony are r less solemn. We could scarcely assimilate the 
Solesmes method of a rapid pattering of syllables at  or by 

languishing cadence at the end of each phrase. It is intelligible 
in a nation accustomed to pouring out a strcem of equally 
unaccented syllabi. at a rate that our ears can scarcely follow. 
But to us it is not natural ; our grace sung for a week on that 
plan would be unendurable. On the whole it seems to me that 
a reform in our rendering is need., or change of books will oNy 
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be change of chaos. And if the rendering is reformed, the Mech-
lin music will be quite as pleasing as the Solesmes." 

Greetings to George Shea, Esq.,of Newfoundland It was like 
rceewing acquaintance with an old friend to see his portrait in 

Aleau founellaloA Quarterly. The paper has a highly appreciative 
paragraph concerning his position in the island which his old 
comrades will be glad to read. w Geo, Shea, the comrolling 
partner in Shea & Co., was bora in St. John's. Under the new 
Municipal Act he was elected its first Mayor, an office he has 
filled with dignity and ability both creditable to himself and 
beneficial to the city. Ole has held the office ever @nee.) Apart 
from the high place he holds in commercial and civic circlm, he 
is perhaps one of the most popular men in the city. Being of a 
genial kindly nature, and possessing a voice of rare beauty and 
pow,. name has always figured prominently on the lista of 
those singers and performers who have always been ready to 
devote their talent charitable and philanthropic prpoces. 
He is kindly unostentationsly chmitable, and o@y very few 
of his mains know the extent of his practical sympathy to 
the ncedy and distressed. He comes of a fine old family. His 
esteemed father—Sir Edward Shea, President of Legislative 
Council, and his uncle—Sir Ambrose. late Governor of the 
Bahamas are the prideand boast of Newfoundlanders, the world 
over. They have proved that for brains and ability, Newfound-
landers when they get the chance, am able to hold their own 
with the foremost men of the Empire. Mr. George Shea was for 
some years the Executive representative of the District of 
Ferryland." now represents East ...Eh, in the Execetive 
Council. 

We take the following paragraph,summing up Sir John Austin's 
career, from the Tablet of April yth. 

"The death of Si, John Austin, at the ripe age of eighty.two 
ends acareer rich in public service and wholly honourable in all 
its activitim. Sir John, a Yorkshire mahmer, whose la, 
business occupations still left him energim to spare for the public 
3ervic, entered Parliament as a supporter of Mr. Gladstone. 
It was under the brief Premiership of Lord Noseberry, however, 
that he received his baronetage; and it was somewhat difficult 
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define precisely, by the current Party terms, the position of 

Sir John when he resigned the seat for the Osgoldcross Division 

at the last General Election. His great personal popularity 

perhaps rendered this conventional exactitude a superfluity. 

Great were Sir John's local utivities until they were lost in the 

larger life of Parliamem, with enforced residence in London 

during a portion of the year. Sir John had a Yorkshireman's 

shrewdness and also a Yorkshireman's heartiness. His hospital-

ity was always conspicuous and his happy family life had of late 

years a delightful setting at rryston—the scene of so many 

memorable parties in the late Lord Houghton's days—which he 

rented from Lord Crewe. Lady Austin survives her husband, 

aud the new baronet in succession to his father is Sir William 

Austin, born in IS," We commend his soul to the charitable 

prayers of our readers. Will  Austin came to Ample-

forth in the year rflfls. 

We ask the prayers of our readers also for the repose of the soul 

of Captain O'flagan, father 0 William James O'Hagan, whoa 

heroic death is still fresh in the memories of Englishmen. We 

quote the words of the Daily Telegraph correspondent, Priday, 

March rfith. 
“New and dramatic details me forthcoming to-day regarding 

the wreck of the British steamer British King, which was sunk 

last Sunday at a point Too miles east of Boston, after battling 

for three days with wind and waves. The vessel was owned by 

the British Shipowners Company, of Liverpool: and of .e crew 
0 fifty-six, twenty-nine, went down. The accounm given by the 

survivors and rescuers differ considerably, but one is irresistibly 
impressed by the complete unanimity and sincerity with which 

they bear tribute to the lion-hearted  011agan, skipper 0 

the wrecked vessel, whose dead body, enclosed in a pine coffin, 

and coered with the Union Jack, now awaits a hero's grove 
Boston,v Massachusetts. This story of a gallant struggle against 
overwhelming odds, and sacrifice made to save his ship recall the 

best traditions of the British skipper, and, as told me to-day, 
make one feel glad that the brave seaman was British-born. 

It appears  that the vessel sailed from New York on Wednesday. 
March y, with a miscellaneous cargo, including live cattle. She 
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was bound for Antwerp, and made good progress ontil Thursday, 
when she ran into the tee th of the Atlantic gales. Heavy seas 
swept the vessel fore and of and some he av gear was washed 
into the tormented water. It was caught by the breakers, hurled 
back with tremendous force, and crashed against the iron sides of 
the vessel. In this way it is believed, the leak was sprung. 
Thew  porn. into the 4., and pumping was only of 
small 

Prepares lions to jettison the cargo were mad, and all hands 
worked desperately in what seemed a hopeless struggle for life. 
Capmin O'Hagan, by general come., WAS .e coolest and 
most a.ctive man abos.rd. Despite the terrific weather he kept 
the bridge nearly all the time from Thursday until Saturday, 
giving orders, and cheering up his men. The latter suffered con-

exposure, from the attacks of the waves which 
Boded the ship, from lack of dun, from hunger and from the 
loruises and injuries which they received by being tossed forward 
and backward on the vessel's deck. 

By Saturday the British King had settled down in the water to 
noticeable extent, and, realising the necessity of quick action. 

Captain O'Hagan himself went into the hold, and strove to 
repair the most damaged sections of the hull. It was while he 
was doing this that a barrel of oil fractured one, hie legs in two 
places. The injury was so severe that a pieece of bone protruded 
through the flesh. In sp of this injury, and in spite of the 
internal hurts caused by hisite fall, Captain O'Hagan refused to be 
carried to Fu cabin. He ordered his leg to be bound up, and 
when this had been done he resumed his command, and directed 
the efforts which were being made to plug op the hole in the 
ships .; but all efforts proved fruitless and Saturday night 
found all hands, including a little stowaway, trying to take 
refuge on the main de.. 

At an early hour on Sunday morning the German tank steamer 
Mannheim and the Anglo-American Oil Company's steamer 
Bostonian sox sighted. Affairs were then at the last stage of 
desperation. In answer to the British King's signal, ••We are 
sinking," both vessels laun.ed their lifeboats, and succeeded, 
with much difficulty, in rescuing twenty-eight of the crew. 

It is difficult . know which to admire most--the heroism of 
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the brave men who manned the lifeboats at the risk of their own 

lives, or of the British King's crew, some of whom volunteered 

to remain aboard because there was no room in the boats. The 

Bostonian's crew apparently competed for the honour of manning 

Me
Darkn
ir lifeboat. 

ess prevented Me removal of all the crew of the sinking, 

v.sel, and while the Mannheim proceeded on her voyage, the 

B.tonian decided to stand by for a few hours. When the moon 

rose nothing but wreckage marked the site where the British 

King had gone down. Captain O'Hagan, suffering agonies from 

his fractured leg, his oMer injuries, and from his long hours of 

exposure, had been lowered carefully into Me first boat des-

patched by Me Bostonian, but he died shortly afterwards."—R.I.P. 

Here i a trifle taken from Me Office Window of the Daily 

Cis icles  — 
"Now that Spain and England are about to be brought into clomr 

bonds of union, it is intermting to note that the one permanently 

successful attempt to civi.se the Australian blacks is the work of 

SpaniM misionari.. Sixty years ago a couple of Spanish 

Benedictines monks, Dr. Salvado and Dr. Serra, established a 

mission station at New Norsia, in Western Australia, which has 

now grown into the largest monastery and settlement of civilised 

blacks the Commonwealth. There are vary monks in the place 

and the average of blacks in residence is po. A convent of 

Spanish nuns takes charge of the black girls. The blacks are well 

educated, and taught number of trades. Some of them have 

even qualified as postal and telegraphic officials. The Wmtern 

Australian Cromnment gives the institution an an nual grant of 

4cSo." 

We learn from T lie Catholic Tintssof some notable doings of our 

brethren in South Wales. 
",ma New Council at Carron.—Father Duggan, O.S.B., and 

his curate, Father Bernard Gibbons, 0.S.B., are taking their 

coats off to the great task of erecting a worthy church at Canton 

in place of the present makeshift building, and, what is even 

more mportam, they have induced the congregation to imitate 

their good example. The wonderful spirit of co-operation which 
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has been diffused was strikingly illustrated in the success of the 
whist drive held in aid of the building fund, at the Assembly 
Rooms, Town Hall, Cardiff, on Monday evening /an. The fine 
room was almost uncomfortably crowded, and, as showing how 
far the effirts of the ticket sellers had outstripped the hopes of the 
committee, 0 may be mention. Oat Me proceedings had to be 
delayed somewhat owing to a heavy shortage in rogrammes. 
However,. wem  as marriage hell. under Me presidency 
of 13, Broad, than whom it would be impossible to imagine a 
more genial and capable master of ceremonies. At the conclu-
sion of the games Father Duggan, in calling upon the Lord 
Mayor and the 

all who 
Mayoress. to present the prises, exprmsed his 

gratitude to all who were mese. for their very maerial help 
towards beautifying their ne ly-made ciy. He wast epecially 
grate( ul tome Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress for their presence 
and assistance in lending the Town Hall." 

"Leermte oPr.sm C11.1. nv Faxnea 0.S.B.—The 
Very Rev. Father Burge. 0.S.B., gave lecture at Merth, 
Tyclvil to the Plain Chant Choir of St. Mary's on Tuesday and 
Wednesday week. The principles of the Chant and the manifest
desire of the Holy Father to make its um uiversal throughout 
the Church were points briefly disposed on The method in 
which it should be rendered was the particular object of his visit. 
For some mnths, since the opening of their new char. in 
October sat, body.. men had been trained to sing not only Me 
Plain Chant Ordinary of the Mass, but likewise the Proper of 
every Sunday. The diligence with which they have pursued their 
task may be judged from the fact that while alrwere practically 
without musical knowledge, many have learnt to read with no
very great difficulty, and Sunday after Sunday their execution of 
the Chant has won unstinted praPe Dom Burge , whose repu-
tation as an expert was wel/ 

tot
them hodsis recent 

publications, was mked to instnmt them the m  of Dom 
Pothier. With great readiness he acceded to their request, and 
the result has been hailed with enthusiasm. The information on 
voice production and the rhythm of the Chant W89 of great 
value, and, to their own  in len than an hour Father 
Burge had thoroughly taughtsurprim the choir an enticely new Mass 
from the Vatican Kyriale, with a completeness of execution they 
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had not before even dreamt of. All were deeply imprsssed with 

the beauty of the method of Dom Pothier, and a second visit 

from Father Burge is looked forward to with the most eager 

expectation." 

Our readers will be pleased to hear that Father Burge's article 

in the Journal on the "Rhythmic Theories of Dom Alocquereau" 

has received the honour of being translated imo French and 

published as a number of th,,,No,raphi, Mussels. 

The energy of our Cumberland fathom is again in evidence. 

Here is a cutting from a Workington paper. 

SFULKESPEARE ev rue Cssmomc Cnimmass 
"Father Standish and those ,vho have been working with him 

for some months had their reward on Friday evening, when the 

Queen's Opera Home was packed in every part with an enthusi,

astic audience who had assembled m witness the Mu. 
summer 

Mid-
Night's Dream ' performed by the Catholic schoolchildren.

Father Standish and his colleagues aimed high when they tackled 

Shakespeare; but the result quite justified their selection. 
Space wonss allow a demiled criticism of the various characters; 

bmgenerally, and without exaggeration we can say that the grea

est possible credit is due to the children and thou who trained 

them. 
The mounting was very good, and the costumes superb. Indeed, 

we thought that less costly dresses might have been quite as 

effective t but it seemed to have been a case with the pare. of 

having everything correct and of the best material. Judging by 

the hearty applause, which was well deserved, the large audience 

were delighted, a. Father Standish, his colleagues, the children,

and the, p 
an 

arents 
ex «B  

allbe heartily congratulated noon having 
produced  round show." 

Om readers will notice a reference in the School Diary to a 
performance by the Junior smdents of what was call. mat
programme " A Fragment of Aristophanes. Frogs." We me 
glad to learn that the play was fragmentary only because it 
is in a state of mere preparation. We hope to be present at the 
full performance which we understand will take place on Exhi-
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bition Day this year. For the consolation of those of our readers 
whose is is getting 

the
we are happy to state that the play 

is given in Mr. Gilbert Murray's delightful English Verse Trans-
lation. To Mr. Murray himself thou responsible for the produc-
tion the piece are much indebted .r a kind letter of 
encouragement, and some valuable advice on the many difficulties 
which. beut the rendering of a Greek play before a modern 
audience and under modern conditions. 

Our thanks to Mr Milburn fora large canvas by T. Redress]; 
the subject "The Old Oak, Pandy Mi." exhibited at Leeds in 
ssly, He also sends us six more valuable old engravings, among 
them a Ss. Lawrence, by Leblon, a most welcome addition to 
our engraved St. Lawrence. 

Father Austin Hi. presenm us with an imeresting engraving 
by H. Demsey—silhouette portmim of ten Catholic priests who 
died of fever in the year r8o, in Liverpool. We find three 
Benedictine fathers in the fist, Rev. Wm. Vincent Dale, 0.S.B., 
Jchn Austin Gilber and James Francis Appleton, D.D. We also 
have to thank Fr. Basil Hunvorth for a large photograph of 
Knareshoro• and two small fine engravings. 

On January 4th the Craticulm Cricket Club met for supper 
at the Stork Ho., Liverpool. The Rev. 1. E. Ma.tthem,s,O.S.B., 
MA. (President of the Club) was in she chair and among members 
presem were G. C. Chamberlain Esq., and John Heske, 
(Vice-Presidents), the Very Rev. T. A. Burgss P. 
Corlett, 0.S.B., A. M. Powell, 0.S B., and P. L. Bugging, O.S.B. 
Messrs. H. Quinn, L. H. Chamberlain, C. Quinn, j. G. Fishwiel, 
etc. Alter supper the Chairman proposed the tomt of the 
Craticulae C. C. in an insisting and witty speech, to which the 
Hon. Secretary briefly responded. The health of the chairman 
was proposed by he Rev. R. P. Corlett, seconded by G. C. 
Chamberlain, Esq., and received with musical honours. In his 
reply the chairman voiced the feeling of Me messing by particular-
ly thanking Prior Burge, not only for his presence with them that 
evWing, but also for the most able way in which he had presided 
at the piano. Among those, besides Prior Burge, whose vassal 
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abilities contributed to the success of the evening were the Rev. 
P. L. Buggins a. Messrs. T. Ibbotson and D. Traynor 

An excellent list of fixtures has been arranged for the coming 
cricket season. Fixture cards may be obtained from Messrs. E. R. 
fiesketh or O. 1„ Cha.rnberlain at the College, or from the Secre-
tary, Mn G. H. Chamberlain, Faitholme, Grassenda le Park, 
Liverpool. 

We see intim Vorkshirs Post that the Lancashire Counts, Second 
Xl. has been included among the Minor Counties for the coming 
cricket season, and that Mr. Tom Ainscough has accepted the 
position of captain of the «am. It is no secret that had he felt 
disposed to devote his leisure hours to cricket,Mr. Ainscough could 
have obtained a permanent place in the Lancashire First XI. 
We hope to see him on mir own ground in the summer, after the 
match against the Yorkshire Second XL at Harrogate. 

Warm felicitations to Michael Worthy on occasion of his 
marriage with Miss Ethel Bucknall of Liverpool, also to Ernest 
Raillon on his marriage with Edith Lowther. 

We commend to the prayers of our readers the souls of Anne 
Willson, m of ow three Fathers, Philip, Wilfrid and 
Dominic Wilother lson; and of Fr. Bernard Adrian Beauvoisin, 0.S.B., 
a short record of whose life we hope to give in our next number. 
Both have died whilst these ' No, were being pr need. May 
they rest M pea.. 

We beg to acknowledge the receipt of the Adelphiau, the St. 

the Georgian, the Oral, Scliad, ,,,M, the ChM, the 


